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CHRISTINE JONESCHRISTINE JONES

WWelcome to English 101 Openelcome to English 101 Open

This textbook is an English 101 text that includes rhetoric
and approaches to research.

There are hundreds of wonderful, free writing
resources available online, yet most college writing classes
still use expensive textbooks. Students have been
frustrated by textbook prices for longer than most
instructors have noticed. Your instructor, like many
others at the campus, has been actively working to lower
that barrier to instruction and learning.

This course uses OER Materials.

“My Messy Moleskine” by Alexandre Dulaunoy is licensed under CC BY-SA

2.0

1



OER stands for Open Educational Resources. OER
materials are free or low cost. This book focuses on freely
available works under a Creative Commons license. All
works here are adaptable; all works here are printable and
downloadable for free. This book CAN be printed if you
feel the need for a physical textbook. Speak to your
instructor about how to make that possible.

Materials have been organized into “Chapters” which
connect to the Modules of the course. They are NOT in
the same order that the modules are. However, there are
a few extra chapters in the book. This is because of the
changing nature of the course. You may not completely
read the textbook by the end of the semester. The
materials include text, videos, and interactive activities
that were developed under Creative Commons licensing.

You are expected to read the texts, watch the videos,
and participate in interactive activities. You should
complete the reading before coming to class, as I will be
teaching with the expectation that you have completed
the reading. It is best if you complete your Cornell Notes
before the classes so you will be familiar with the
information and be able to use them in class. Many of the
in-class assignments are directly related to the information
you will find in the book. Some of the in-book activities
will be requested in class!

H5P ActivitiesH5P Activities

The videos and activities that are in the book are
sometimes graded. If you are reading the textbook for
information, you can do that in any format you like, even
printed. If you want the credit for completing the
activities, you will need to access the textbook online.

22 Christine JChristine Jonesones



This is only required for completing the graded activities.
Here is an example of a graded activity that might show up
in Canvas.

An interactive H5P element has been
excluded from this version of the
text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/
english101open/?p=4#h5p-62
Be sure to click “Submit” if there is a submit button. If
there is a print button available, be sure to save a copy to
your Google Drive. I recommend having a folder for the
textbook activities in case of technical issues. These saved
documents should be saved in PDF format. Mac, Iphone
and Ipad access may make saving as a PDF difficult, but
you can also save it to a Google Doc and then download as
PDF.

Why, What, When, WherWhy, What, When, Where, How, Who?e, How, Who?

by Sybil Priebe

WHY Do I HavWHY Do I Have to Te to Take This Class?ake This Class? WHY DoWHY Do
I HavI Have to Impre to Improvove My We My Writing?riting?

Students ask me why they have to take my class. They
ask me this a lot. A LOT.

Now, I could be a typical teacher and roll my eyes, but
I usually try to connect these questions with the REAL
WORLD. College instructors are supposed to prepare
students for that big scary REAL WORLD, right? So,
often, I’ll explain it like this:

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 33



“Do the people around you communicate well?
Everyone always knows what the other one is saying,
thinking, feeling at any given moment? Or, perhaps this is
a better question: The people around you never fight or
argue?”

Rarely can anyone say they haven’t seen people fight.
Here’s a key to why English is important at all levels –
communication is super tricky. We create slang on a daily
basis, we text people with acronyms, and we still have
people not understanding other people even when we
don’t use slang or a text message! And don’t forget that
if we can’t speak well, we probably aren’t writing well –
what does that mean in our future jobs? For our future
customers? What does that mean for us as people in
relationships, friendships, etc.?

WHAWHAT is WT is Writing All About?riting All About?

What is Composition? What is Rhetoric?What is Composition? What is Rhetoric?
What is LiteraturWhat is Literature? What is Linguistics?e? What is Linguistics?

These are terms you might only get quizzed on during
Jeopardy, but if we start from the smallest level and work
our way to the largest, it goes like this: Linguistics is the
study of words, Composition is the study of arranging
those words into sentences and paragraphs and essays, and
then Literature is the study of fully composed pieces of
work that may or may not be true (Nonfiction vs. Fiction).
That weird word Rhetoric? Yeah, that’s the study of
Argument.

WHEN Should WWHEN Should We We Write?rite? WHERE ShouldWHERE Should

44 Christine JChristine Jonesones



WWe We Write?rite?

All the time and everywhere.

HOW Can YHOW Can You Get Started with Wou Get Started with Writing?riting?

With this amazing book!

WHO Am I WWHO Am I Writing This Friting This For?or?

Okay, so typically, you might only be composing an
assignment for your teacher’s eyes only, but if you
participate in Peer Review, or will be showing the final
product to the public, your audience is more than one
person.

Some ComparisonsSome Comparisons

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 55



High School College

Reading assignments are
moderately long. Teachers may
set aside some class time for
reading and reviewing the
material in depth.

Some reading assignments may be
very long. You will be expected to
come to class with a basic
understanding of the material.

Teachers often provide study
guides and other aids to help
you prepare for exams.

Reviewing for exams is primarily
your responsibility.

Your grade is determined by
your performance on a wide
variety of assessments,
including minor and major
assignments. Not all
assessments are writing based.

Your grade may depend on just a few
major assessments. Most
assessments are writing based.

Writing assignments include
personal writing and creative
writing in addition to
expository writing.

Outside of creative writing courses,
most writing assignments are
expository.

The structure and format of
writing assignments is
generally stable over a
four-year period.

Depending on the course, you may
be asked to master new forms of
writing and follow standards within
a particular professional field.

Teachers often go out of their
way to identify and try to help
students who are performing
poorly on exams, missing
classes, not turning in
assignments, or just struggling
with the course. Often teachers
will give students many
“second chances.”

Although teachers want their
students to succeed, they may not
always realize when students are
struggling. They also expect you to
be proactive and take steps to help
yourself. “Second chances” are less
common.

The KThe Keys to Successeys to Success

66 Christine JChristine Jonesones



Planning StrategiesPlanning Strategies

Time MTime Managementanagement

• Setting aside enough time
• Breaking Assignments into manageable chunks

Setting a purpose for rSetting a purpose for readingeading

• How did my instructor frame the assignment?
• How deeply do I need to understand the reading?
• How does this assignment relate to other course

readings or to concepts discussed in class?
• How might I use this text again in the future?

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 77



ComprComprehension Strategiesehension Strategies

Reading for InformationReading for Information

• Reading that aligns with our skill level and
interests

◦ Magazines, newspapers, the latest book
in our favorite series, a book about our
favorite subject

◦ Reading is not challenging and can be
done passively

Reading for UnderstandingReading for Understanding

• Reading that is outside of our skill level and
interest

◦ College textbooks and assignments
◦ Reading is more challenging and requires

more effort/deliberate action

ActivActive Readinge Reading

• Reading for understanding cannot be done
passively

• How much understanding you gain from a text
depends on how much activity you put into it

• Active readers engage with a text: ask questions
and demand answers

• Active readers can organize the reading and
record answers to any questions

• Connect what you read to what you already
know. Look for ways the reading supports,

88 Christine JChristine Jonesones



extends, or challenges concepts you have learned
elsewhere.

• Relate the reading to your own life. What
statements, people, or situations relate to your
personal experiences?

• Visualize. For both fiction and nonfiction texts,
try to picture what is described.

• Pay attention to graphics as well as text.
Photographs, diagrams, flow charts, tables, and
other graphics can help make abstract ideas more
concrete and understandable.

• Understand the text in context. Understanding
context means thinking about who wrote the
text, when and where it was written, the author’s
purpose for writing it, and what assumptions or
agendas influenced the author’s ideas

• Plan to talk or write about what you read. Jot
down a few questions or comments in your
notebook so you can bring them up in class.

Annotate a TAnnotate a Textext

Develop a system and stick to it!

• I generally underline the Thesis and Topic
Sentences

• I use vertical lines in the right margin of a
paragraph for important supporting details–note
the word, important; I do not highlight small
details because annotations should be used for
the main ideas and should point you toward what
you need to read further.

• I circle unfamiliar words and write their

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 99



definition above the word or next to it.
• I write notes in the margin if I want to connect

the information to something else I have read or
an essay I am writing.

• I use an asterisk or exclamation point for startling
facts/ statistics or surprising information.

Continuously Monitor YContinuously Monitor Your Comprour Comprehensionehension

Summarize the main points

• Thesis
• Topic Sentences

Ask questions and then answer them
Prepare questions for class discussion

Use the SQ3R StrategyUse the SQ3R Strategy

1. Survey the text in advance.
2. Form questions before you start reading.
3. Read the text.
4. Recite and/or record important points during

and after reading.
5. Review and reflect on the text after you read it.

Key Takeaways

• College-level reading and writing assignments

differ from high school assignments not only in

quantity but also in quality.
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• Managing college reading assignments successfully

requires you to plan and manage your time, set a

purpose for reading, practice effective comprehension

strategies, and use active reading strategies to deepen

your understanding of the text.

• College writing assignments place greater emphasis

on learning to think critically about a particular

discipline and less emphasis on personal and creative

writing

Optional ExtraOptional Extra

As I was preparing this textbook, I came across a series of
helpful videos that I know can help YOU, my students,
with your college courses. However, I feel it should be up
to you whether you watch them or not. So, I have put
them here. This is the first in a playlist of helpful videos.
Only one of the videos will be required and it is already
in the chapter it links with. The others are optional, but a
fun way to check your skills. Have fun!

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=4#oembed-1

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 1111



This textbook was compiled by Mrs. Christine Jones for
her English 101 course using multiple OER and Creative
Commons licensed materials. A complete guide to the
texts used can be found in the Appendix, with links to the
Pressbooks and source materials pages. Specific citations
and attributions can be found at the bottom of each
chapter.

**The memes used in this book are NOT creative
commons and are used in a “Fair Use” educational
capacity only, intended for this edition of the online
textbook. If you are making a copy of this text, please
remove the memes before use.
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“Slinky” by JeepersMedia is licensed

under CC BY 2.0

PART I

THE WRITING
PROCESS

WWriting is a Prriting is a Processocess

Do yDo you knou knoow ww whahat a Slinkt a Slinkyy® is?® is?
It’s a toy that can serve as a metaphor for the writing

process.
A Slinky is one piece

of material that’s coiled
in many loops. Writing
is a large process that’s
made up of smaller
ones—processes that
connect and loop
around each other.

A Slinky, after the
first nudge, travels
downstairs on its own,
step by step. An
experienced writer, after the first nudge of an idea or
observation, moves through the writing process step by
step, with the option to loop back up the stairs as well as
down.

Okay, that’s as far as the metaphor stretches (and yes,
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that’s a bad pun). But you get the idea through the visual
example. Writing is a process.

Writing is a tangible result of thinking. And learning
how to think—how to develop your own ideas and
concepts—is the purpose of a college education. Even
though the end result of writing is a product, writing itself
is a process through which you ask questions; create,
develop, hone, and organize ideas; argue a point; search for
evidence to support your ideas…and so on. The point here
is that writing really involves creative and critical thinking
processes. Like any creative process, it often starts in a
jumble as you develop, sort, and sift through ideas. But
it doesn’t need to stay in disarray. Your writing will gain
direction as you start examining those ideas. It just doesn’t
happen all at once. Writing is a process that happens over
time. And like any process, there are certain steps or
stages.

These are some of the major stages in a strong writing
process:

1. Thinking about your assignment
2. Developing ideas (often called prewriting)
3. Narrowing a topic
4. Gathering information
5. Ordering and drafting
6. Revising and editing

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=32#oembed-1
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One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=32#oembed-2

Thinking About YThinking About Your Assignmentour Assignment

When you receive your writing assignment from your
professor, it’s important to stop and think about your
assignment. What are the requirements? What is the
purpose of this assignment? What is your professor asking
you to write? Who will be your audience?

Before you begin to write any part of an essay you have
been assigned, it’s important to first carefully consider
your assignment. You must think about the requirements
and how you plan to meet those requirements. All too
often, students make the mistake of jumping into an
assignment without stopping to think about it
rhetorically.

What does it mean to think about an assignment
rhetorically?

It means that you’re being considerate of the purpose of
the assignment, the audience for the assignment, the voice
you might want to use when you write, and how you will
approach the assignment effectively overall.

Each time you are presented with a writing assignment
in the college, you’re being presented with a particular
situation for writing. Learning about rhetoric can help you
learn to make good decisions about your writing. Rhetoric
can be simply defined as figuring out what you need to do
to be effective, no matter the writing situation.

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 1515



Thinking rhetorically is an important part of any
writing process because every writing assignment has
different expectations. There is no such thing as right
when it comes to writing; instead, try to think about good
writing as being writing that is effective in that particular
situation.

The following video presentation will help you as you
begin to think about your assignments rhetorically. It’s
so important to stop and think about what you are being
asked to write about and why before you begin an
assignment.

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=32#oembed-3

DevDeveloping Ideaseloping Ideas

Writers need to have
something to write
about. In college, you’ll
be expected to provide
your own observations
and ideas. Even in a
research paper on an
assigned topic, you’ll be
expected to offer your own thinking about what your
sources say. The purpose of writing in college is to show
your own analysis and thought processes on the concepts
that you’re learning about.

1616 Christine JChristine Jonesones



Writers develop ideas in many ways, including the
following:

• Journaling
• Freewriting
• Brainstorming
• Mapping or diagramming
• Listing
• Asking defining questions
• Noting Pros & Cons

You will find each of these options explained in more
detail in the PPrerewriwritintingg chapter. If you do not already have
a strong prewriting process, you should try out several of
the strategies to see what works best for you.

NNarrarrowing a Towing a Topicopic

Once you have decided
what you want to write
about, you need to stop
and consider if you have
chosen a feasible topic
that meets the
assignment’s purpose.

If you have chosen a
very large topic for a research paper assignment, you need
to create a feasible focus that’s researchable. For example,
you might write about something like the Vietnam War,
specifically the economic impact of the war on the U.S.
economy.

If you have chosen a topic for a non-research
assignment, you still need to narrow the focus of the paper
to something manageable that allows you to go in-depth in

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 1717



the writing. For instance, you might have a goal of writing
about the nursing profession but with a specific focus on
what the daily routine is like for a nurse at your local
pediatric hospital.

The important thing is to think about your assignment
requirements, including length requirements, and make
sure you have found a topic that is specific enough to be
engaging and interesting and will fit within the assignment
requirements.

GAGATHERING INFORMATHERING INFORMATIONTION

It’s easier to gather information once you have a relatively
narrow topic. A good analogy is when you conduct a
search in an online database. You’ll get thousands (if not
more) entries if you use the keywords VViieetnam Wtnam Waarr as
opposed to fewer and more focused entries if you use
terms related to the economic impact of the war on the
U.S.

Or, if you’re analyzing The Great Gatsby, you’ll be able
to gather more specific information from the novel if you
focus on a character, a theme, etc. instead of all elements
of the novel at once.

It may help to use the image of a hand fan in order to
understand gathering information. Think of your narrow
topic as the end of the fan, the point at which all of the
slats are linked together. As you gather information about
your narrow topic, the fan spreads out, but the
information is still all connected to the narrow topic.

NOTE:NOTE: Sometimes, gathering information occurs before you
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narrow a topic, especially if you don’t have much knowledge of

that subject.

You might use a general reference source, such as an
encyclopedia, a textbook, a magazine, or a website to get a
broad view of the issues related to a topic. This, in turn,
helps you think of ways to narrow the topic in order to
create a focused piece of writing.

However, it’s important to remember that sources like
encyclopedias should be starting points only and should
not be the kinds of sources you use in most college-level
essays.

ORDERING & DRAFTINGORDERING & DRAFTING

Before you begin to draft, it can be helpful to create an
outline to help you organize your thoughts. You can refer
to the prewriting if you have organized thoughts already
using a prewriting strategy, such as mapping. The
important thing is to list out your main ideas, including
your thesis, to help you visualize where you are going with
your essay. An outline will also help you see before you
begin drafting if your ideas will support your thesis.

The actual writing occurs after you have a focus and
enough information to support that focus. Drafting
involves making choices about how much information to
offer and what information to put where. Your outline will
be a guide, but you may find that you need to revise the
order once you begin drafting.

Consider the following points as you draft:
• Is there enough information to provide evidence

ENGLISH COMPOSITIONENGLISH COMPOSITION 1919



for your assertions? If not, circle back to
gathering information.

• Is there a basic idea that needs to be offered first
so that readers understand subsequent ideas?

• Are there related ideas that logically should be
grouped together?

• Are there some ideas that are more important
than others and, if so, what is the best place in the
writing to emphasize those ideas?

• Are there logical linkages between ideas, so
readers don’t get lost moving from one idea to the
next?

Drafting consists of building the paragraphs of your
writing and linking them together. And, remember, your
draft you create at this point is not your final draft. There
are additional steps of the writing process to consider
before you are ready to submit your work.

REVISING & EDITING BREVISING & EDITING BASICSASICS

RevisingRevising
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Many students often try to lump revising and editing into
one, but they are really two separate activities. RReevisinvisingg is
about your content while edieditintingg is about sentence-level
issues and typos. It’s important to remember to allow
yourself time to complete both parts of this process
carefully.

Revision is about seeing your writing again. Revising is
an important step in the writing process because it enables
you to look at your writing more objectively, from a
reader’s view. Set your writing aside for a time. Then go
back to it and work from big to small as you ask and
answer revising questions.

Basic Big Revision Questions—Ask These First:Basic Big Revision Questions—Ask These First:

• Are there places that are not clearclear?

• Are there places that need mormore informatione information?

• Are there places that need less informationless information, because

the information seems to diverge too much from your

main point?

• Does some of the information need to be rre-e-

ororderdereded in order to make sense to a reader who may

not have much background on this topic?

As you see, these basic revision questions concern
themselves with the amount, clarity, and order of
information. That’s what the revision process is all
about—making sure that your concepts and supporting
information are presented in the clearest, most logical way
for most readers to understand.
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Once you deal with the big things (amount and order of
information), then you can move to the small things—the
language, grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

EditingEditing

Once you have your content the way you want it and have
completed your revisions, it’s time to think about editing
your paper. When you edit, you are looking for issues with
sentence structure, spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
etc. And, when you edit, it’s important to realize that it’s
difficult to catch all of these errors in one editing pass.
A thorough editing process is one that involves several
editing passes. Research on student writing indicates that
most of the errors in college essays are related to careless
editing. With that in mind, it’s important to take steps to
ensure you are engaging in a good editing process.

Questions to Consider When YQuestions to Consider When You Editou Edit

• Is the languagelanguage clear and easy to read and

understand? Are difficult terms defined?

• Is the sentence structursentence structuree clear and easy to

understand?

• Are the sentences grammatically corrgrammatically correctect?

• Have I prproofroofreadead and checked for typos and

misspellings?

• What errerrorsors might my spell checker and grammar

checker have missed?
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WRITING PROCESS ACTIVITYWRITING PROCESS ACTIVITY

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=32#h5p-1

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

In this first section, you’ll see the student’s assignment
sheet and hear a discussion of the key things she must
consider for her assignment.

Then, consider the different steps of The Writing
Process—PPrerewriwritinting Strag Strategitegieses, AAudiudienencece
AAwawarenrenessess, VVoioicece, InIntrodtroducuctitions & Cons & Cononccllusiusionsons, PPaarts ofrts of
a Tha Thesis Senesis Sententencece, PPaararagragrapphinhingg, EssaEssay Wy Wriritintingg,
and RReevisinvising &g & EdiEditintingg, and notice how the student
approaches these steps given her specific assignment. As
you watch each step, you’ll want to think about how you
might apply each step to your own assignment, as you’ll
be given a chance to engage in each step with your own
writing assignment.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=32#h5p-2

THINK ABOUT WRITINGTHINK ABOUT WRITING

Now that you have seen how the student in the video
approached her assignment, it’s your turn to examine your
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own writing assignment. As you do, it’s a good idea to do
a little writing in a writing journal in some notes. In your
writing, you should to the following questions about your
assignment:

• What is the purposepurpose of my assignment, or what is
my professor asking me to do with this
assignment?

• Who is my aaudiudienencece for this assignment? Did my
professor specify an audience? If not, who can I
assume is my intended audience?

• What iiddeaseas do I have for a topic that might work
for this assignment? Do I have freedom with my
topic, or do I have to choose from a specific list?

• How can I apply a stronstrong wrig writinting processg process to my
approach for this assignment? What is my plan
here?

Before you begin to gather ideas during the prewriting
process, it’s important to make sure you understand what
you are being asked to do by your professor’s assignment.
You should share your responses to these questions with
your classmates to see if they have the same or similar
responses. What questions might you have for your
professor?

In the next chapter, we will discuss developing ideas.

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
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Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.
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PrPrewritingewriting

P

PrPrewriting Strategiesewriting Strategies

Did you ever work on a
creative project—paint
a picture, make a quilt,
build a wooden picnic
table or deck? If you did,
you know that you go
through a development
stage that’s kind of messy, a stage in which you try
different configurations and put the pieces together in
different ways before you say “aha” and a pattern emerges.

Writing is a creative project, and writers go through
the same messy stage. For writers, the development stage
involves playing with words and ideas—playing with
writing. Prewriting is the start of the writing process, the
messy, “play” stage in which writers jot down, develop,
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and try out different ideas, the stage in which it’s fine to
be free-ranging in thought and language. Prewriting is
intended to be free-flowing, to be a time in which you
let your ideas and words flow without caring about the
organization, grammar, and the formalities of writing.

There are many ways to develop ideas for writing,
including:

• Journaling
• Freewriting
• Brainstorming
• Mapping or diagramming
• Listing
• Outlining
• Asking defining questions
• Noting Pros & Cons

JJournalingournaling

Many people write in
personal journals (or
online blogs). Writers
not only record events
in journals, but
also reflect and record
thoughts, observations,
questions, and feelings.

Journals are safe
spaces to record your experience of the world.

Use a journal to write about an experience you had,
different reactions you have observed to the same
situation, a current item in the news, an ethical problem at
work, an incident with one of your children, a memorable
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childhood experience of your own, etc. Try to probe
the wwhhyy or hhooww of the situation.

Journals can help you develop ideas for writing. When
you review your journal entries, you may find that you
keep coming back to a particular topic, or that you have
written a lot about one topic in a specific entry, or that
you’re really passionate about an issue. Those are the
topics, then, about which you obviously have something
to say. Those are the topics you might develop further in a
piece of writing.

Here’s one sample journal entry. You’ll find ideas that
the writer might develop further in a piece of writing:

Example

The hot issue here has been rising gas prices. People in our

town are mostly commuters who work in the state capitol and

have to drive about 30 miles each way to and from work. One

local gas station has been working with the gas company to

establish a gas cooperative, where folks who joined would pay a

bit less per gallon. I don’t know whether I like this idea – it’s

like joining one of those stores where you have to pay to shop

there. You’ve got to buy a lot to recoup your membership fee. I

wonder if this is a ploy of the gas company???? Others were

talking about starting a petition to the local commuter bus

service, to add more routes and times, as the current service

isn’t enough to address workers’ schedules and needs. Still

others are talking about initiating a light rail system, but this is

an alternative that will take a lot of years and won’t address the

situation immediately. I remember the gas crunch a number of

years ago and remember that we simply started to carpool. In

the Washington, DC area, with its huge traffic problems and a
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large number of commuters, carpooling is so accepted that

there are designated parking and pickup places along the

highway, and it’s apparently accepted for strangers to pull over,

let those waiting know where they’re headed, and offer rides.

I’m not certain I’d go that far . . .

FrFreewritingeewriting

Freewriting is just what
it says—writing freely,
whatever comes into
your mind, without
caring about spelling,
punctuation, etc. It’s a
way to free up your
thoughts, help you
know where your
interests lie and get your fingers moving on the keyboard
(and this physical act can be a way to get your thoughts
flowing).

Try a series of timed freewritings. Set a timer for five
minutes. The object is to keep your fingers moving
constantly and write down whatever thoughts come into
your head during that time. If you can’t think of anything
to say, keep writing I dI donon’’t knt knooww or this is sillthis is sillyy until your
thoughts move on. Stop when the timer rings. Shake out
your hands, wait a while, and then do more timed
freewritings. After you have a set of five or so freewritings,
review them to see if you’ve come back to certain topics, or
whether you recorded some ideas that might be the basis
for a piece of writing.
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HereHere’’s a sams a sampplle freee freewriwritinting thag that coult could yid yieelld a nd a numumber ofber of
totopipics fcs for wrior writinting:g:

I don’t think this is useful or helpful in any way. This is

stupid, stupid, stupid. I’m looking out of my window and it’s the

end of may and I can see that white cotton stuff flying around

in the air, from the trees. One of my aunts was always allergic

to that stuff when it started flying around in the spring. Don’t

know offhand what type of tree that comes from. That aunt is

now 94 years old and is in a nursing home for a while after she

had a bad episode. She seems to have one now every spring. It’s

like that old tree cotton triggers something in her body.

Allergies. Spring. Trying to get the flowers to grow but one of the

neighbors who is also in his 90s keeps feeding the squirrels and

they come and dig up everyone’s flowerbed to store their

peanuts. Plant the flowers and within thirty minutes there’s a

peanut there. Wonder if anyone has grown peanut bushes yet?

Don’t know . . . know . . .

Possible topics from this freewrite:
• Allergy causes
• Allergies on the rise in the U.S.
• Consequences of humanizing wild animals
• Growing your own food

BrainstormingBrainstorming

Brainstorming is like freewriting around a specific topic.
It helps you bring your subconscious thoughts into
consciousness, identifying as many ideas as possible that
are related to a particular topic.
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To brainstorm, let your thoughts about a specific topic
flow, and list those thoughts.

Example

Squirrels

• How to get them out of the garden

• How to get rid of them ethically (without killing)

• Squirrel traps

• Repellents for squirrels

• Types of squirrels

• Brown vs. black vs. red squirrels

• Flying squirrels

• What they eat

• Different types of play

• Training squirrels

• Hunting squirrels

• Squirrels and cats

• How they nest

• Build nests in the same place each year

So, what happens once you’ve brainstormed a
topic? Look over the list. Are there items that
group together? Are there items that catch your
interest as a thinker, researcher, and
writer—items you want to know more about?
Are there items that seem unrelated or not
useful? Use your list as a starting place; it creates
ideas for you, as a writer, to work with.
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MMappingapping

Mapping or diagramming helps you immediately group
and see relationships among ideas. Mapping and
diagramming may help you create information on a topic,
and/or organize information from a list or freewriting
entries, as a map provides a visual for the types of
information you’ve generated about a topic. For example:

Free web tools for mapping and diagramming:
• MinMindMdMeistereister
• BuBubbbbl.l.usus
• CCogogglglee
• Lucid Chart

ListingListing

Making a list can help you develop ideas for writing once
you have a particular focus. If you want to take a stand on
a subject, you might list the top ten reasons why you’re
taking that particular stand. Or, once you have a focused
topic, you might list the different aspects of that topic.
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Example

Ways to live a greener life:

• Use natural cleaning products without propellants

• Walk or bicycle to places nearby

• Use recycled products

• Take public transportation

• Recycle cans and bottles

• Use non-life-threatening traps instead of chemical

squirrel repellents

As you review and work with your initial list,
you’ll find yourself revising it by adding or
deleting items. Doing an initial list is a quick
and useful way to develop ideas for writing.
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Asking Defining QuestionsAsking Defining Questions

If you have a broad topic you want to write about, but
don’t quite know how to narrow it, ask defining questions
to help you develop your main idea for writing.

Example

I want to write about school taxes.

• Why do only property owners (and not renters) in

New York State pay school taxes?

• What percent of overall school funding comes from

school taxes?

• Do other states fund schools in the same way?

• Does the state lottery system, initially designed to

fund schools, actually support schools?

• Is there a limit to paying school taxes when one gets
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older and no longer has children in school?

Once you have your questions, you can work
with the list to group related questions, and
then decide whether your writing can logically
deal with a number of the questions together
or only one. Use questioning to help develop a
focus for your writing.

NNoting Proting Pros & Consos & Cons

Once you know your topic for writing, develop ideas
by pretending you’re preparing for a debate. List all of
the pros and cons you can think of related to your topic.
When you have your lists of pros and cons, you can then
decide whether to include one or both sides in your
writing. For example:
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Example

Smoking Outside of BuildingsSmoking Outside of BuildingsPrPros:os:

• Conforms with state legislation for no smoking in

the interiors of public places

• Inconveniences smokers, perhaps an inducement to

quit?

Cons:Cons:

• Creates a wall of smoke that people need to walk

through

• Businesses must purchase and maintain a place for

smokers to discard matches and cigarettes

• Inconveniences smokers

OutliningOutlining

Outlines are a necessary part of writing. Period. Outlines
are like a roadmap. They give you direction; they tell you
where to go. Working without an outline is like trying
to get from Oregon to New York and only knowing you
need to go east. In technical writing, outlines can serve
multiple purposes. One is to help the writer organize ideas
and evidence, and the other to communicate your plan of
development clearly to the person who has the authority
to move your project forward. Therefore, the various parts
of your outline should make sense to you and
communicate your ideas clearly to your audience. As you
begin to outline your report: Indicate the main idea or
thesis at the top.
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=24#h5p-44

HowToMakeAnOutline2019

See It in PracticeSee It in Practice

Now that you have seen how some prewriting techniques
can help you get your ideas going as you begin your
writing process, it’s time to see how our sample student
applies some of these strategies to her essay assignment.
In this screencast, you’ll see the student share freewriting
and mapping.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=24#h5p-3

Ready to WReady to Writerite

If you have never tried out some of these prewriting
strategies, it’s a good idea to give them a try, especially
if you have writer’s block or feel your current prewriting
strategies don’t work well for you. Using your own
assignment, spend some time trying out at least two of
the prewriting activities described in this section of The
Writing Process.

What are your results? What information can you use as
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you progress with your essay? Which prewriting strategy
worked best for you?

You should put the notes you develop from your
prewriting activities in a journal or someplace that will be
handy for you. You can type or handwrite your prewriting,
but even after you finish reviewing your notes initially,
keep them around, as you may need to come back to them
later if an idea you have from the beginning doesn’t work
out.

Be sure to share your results with someone, such as a
classmate or your professor. Talking about your ideas,
especially in this early stage, can really help you develop
your ideas in your mind and can help you develop new
ideas as well.

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.

• Content adapted from Outlines by Annemarie
Hamlin, Chris Rubio, Michele DeSilva. Licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License.
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Audience andAudience and
VVoiceoice

P

Audience AAudience Awarwarenesseness

Who are you writing
for? You want to ask
yourself that question
every time you begin a
writing project. And
you want to keep your
audience in mind as you go through the writing process
because it will help you make decisions while you write.
Such decisions should include what voice you use, what
words you choose, and the kind of syntax you use.
Thinking of who your audience is and what their
expectations are will also help you decide what kind of
introduction and conclusion to write.
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Your instructor, of course, is your audience, but you
must be careful not to assume that he or she knows more
than you on the subject of your paper. While your
instructor may be well-informed on the topic, your
purpose is to demonstrate your knowledge and fully
explain what you’re writing about, so the reader can see
that you have a good grasp on the topic yourself. Think
of your instructor as intelligent but not fully informed
about your topic. Think of your instructor as representing
people from a particular field (historians, chemists,
psychologists).

Another approach is to think of your audience as the
people who make up the class for which you are writing
the assignment. This is a diverse group, so it can be tough
to imagine the needs of so many people. However, if you
try to think about your writing the way others from a
diverse group might think about your writing, it can help
make your writing stronger.

WRITING FOR YOUR AWRITING FOR YOUR AUDIENCEUDIENCE

Sometimes, it’s difficult to decide how much to explain or
how much detail to go into in a paper when considering
your audience. Remember that you need to explain the
major concepts in your paper and provide clear, accurate
information. Your reader should be able to make the
necessary connections from one thought or sentence to
the next. When you don’t, the reader can become
confused or frustrated. Make sure you connect the dots
and explain how the information you present is relevant
and how it connects with other ideas you have put forth in
your paper.

As you write your essay, try to imagine what
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information your audience will need on your topic. You
should also think about how your writing will sound to
your audience, but that will be discussed more in the next
section on Voice.

When it’s time to revise, read your drafts as a reader
would, looking for what is not well explained, clearly
written, or linked to other ideas. It might be useful to
read your paper to someone who has no background in
the topic you’re writing about to see if your listener can
follow your argument. As always, your job as the writer is
to communicate your thinking in a clear, thoughtful, and
complete way.

ANALANALYZING YOUR AYZING YOUR AUDIENCEUDIENCE

Because keeping your audience in mind as you engage in
the writing process is important, it may be helpful to have
a list of questions in mind as you think about your
audience. The interactive worksheet below can be saved
and printed if you want to keep it near your computer as
you write.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=26#h5p-4

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

Now that you have read more about the importance of
writing with your audience in mind, take a look at how
this student considers her audience for the sample
assignment she is working on.
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=26#h5p-5

Finding YFinding Your Vour Voiceoice

In writing, just as in life,
you’re selective when
choosing words and the
tone of voice you use in
various situations.
When writing a thank-
you note to Great-Aunt
Millie for the socks she
sent you for your birthday, you probably use a polite,
respectful voice. When you are having a fight with your
partner or are gossiping with a friend, both your
vocabulary and tone will be quite different. Likewise,
you’ll use a more formal voice in a research paper
compared to a personal essay, an email, or a journal entry.

Deciding what kind of voice to use in writing depends
entirely on who will be reading what you write and what
your purpose is in writing. Are you writing about the first
time you ever drove a car? Explaining your theory about
why yoga is such a popular exercise regimen and spiritual
practice? Putting forth your informed opinion of why
hybrid cars are problematic for the environment despite
their increased gas mileage?

What creates voice is simply the words you choose and
the way you use them. What kind of voice you use in
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a paper depends on the assignment and the audience, as
well as the effect you want to create. By making conscious
choices about the words you use to communicate to your
reader, you establish a voice.

DifferDifferent Vent Voicesoices

Note the two different voices here talking about the same
subject. Which boss would you rather work for?

Example

Boss 1:Boss 1:

It has come to my attention

that computers are not

being turned off at the end

of the workday. This is a

possible security breach, as

well as a waste of

electricity, and failure to

shut down electronic equipment will not be tolerated. Please

ensure that your computers are off before you leave each night

or there will be consequences for individuals who do not

comply.

Boss 2:Boss 2:

Hello, everyone! I know that here at Plants, Inc., we’re all

committed to a green work environment. So I’m asking for your

help with respect to computers. We’ve seen a number of

computers inadvertently left on in the evenings. I want to ask

for your cooperation in turning off your computer before you

leave, which helps conserve electricity. Thanks for your help!
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Notice the different tones in the two passages. The tone
is part of the voice and reveals the attitude of the writer,
which can range from friendly to angry to cold to intimate.

If you’re writing a personal essay, about an experience
in your life, then the voice you use will reveal how you
feel about the experience. You’ll most likely write using
the personal pronouns II or wwee. You’ll let your personality
emerge in the language you choose.

If you want to convey a humorous or outrageous event,
then your words and your tone will reflect that. You might
exaggerate, use informal, even silly-sounding words or use
acerbic, or understated language. Your sentences might be
short and convey energy. If, on the other hand, you are
writing about a loss, your words will be more serious, your
tone somber, and your sentences might be longer, more
thoughtful, and reflective. As the writer, you get to decide
how you want to describe your experience.

Notice the different voices and sentence structure in the
excerpts from these two popular memoirs.

Example

Memoir 1:Memoir 1:

We didn’t call it the kitchen in our house. We called it the

Burns Unit.

“It’s a bit burned,” my mother would say apologetically at

every meal, presenting you with a piece of meat that looked like

something—a much-loved pet perhaps—salvaged from a tragic

house fire. “But I think I scraped off most of the burned part,”
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she would add, overlooking that this included every bit of it that

had once been flesh.

~from The Life and Times of the Thunderbolt Kid by Bill

Bryson

Memoir 2:Memoir 2:

Later I realized that I must have repeated the details of what

happened to everyone who came to the house in those first

weeks, all those friends and relatives who brought food and

made drinks and laid out plates on the dining room table for

however many people were around at lunch or dinner time, all

those who picked up the plates and froze the leftovers and ran

the dishwasher and filled our (I could not yet think my)

otherwise empty house even after I had gone into the bedroom

(our bedroom, the one in which there still lay on a sofa a faded

terrycloth XL robe bought in the 1970s at Richard Carroll in

Beverly Hills) and shut the door.

~from A Year of Magical Thinking by Joan Didion

If your assignment is to write a more academic paper, then
you will want to consider using the academic voice, which
will be discussed next.
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Academic VAcademic Voiceoice

Assuming that your
audience is a teacher of
some sort, your main
purpose is to
demonstrate your
ability to articulate
knowledge and
experience. When
writing a research paper
and other academic
writing (what is called
academic discourse)
you’ll want to use what
is called ththe ae acacaddemiemicc
vvoioicece, which is meant to
sound objective,
authoritative, and reasonable. While a research paper will
be based on your opinion on a topic, it will be an opinion
based on evidence (from your research) and one that has
been argued in a rational manner in your paper.

You use the academic voice because your opinion is
based on thinking; in your paper, you’re revealing your
thought process to your reader. Because you’ll be
appealing to reason, you want to use the voice of one
intellectual talking to another intellectual.

If the subject matter for your academic writing isn’t
personal, as in the case of a formal research paper, you
would take on a more detached, objective tone. While you
may indeed feel strongly about what you’re writing about,
you should maintain a professional tone, rather than a
friendly or intimate one.
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However, it’s important to note that even the most
formal academic voice does not need to include
convoluted sentence structure or abstract, stilted
language, as some believe. As with all writing, you should
strive to write with clarity and an active voice that avoids
jargon. All readers appreciate a vigorous, lively voice.

Instead of:Instead of:

The utilization of teams as a way of optimizing our capacity to

meet and prioritize our goals will impact the productivity of the

company.

WWrite:rite:

Teams will execute the goals and enhance the company’s

output.

Of course, the decision about whether you use a
specialized vocabulary depends entirely on who
your audience is and the purpose of the paper.

REMEMBER:REMEMBER: Some academic writing will require a more

personal tone, such as when you are writing a formal narrative

essay or perhaps an ethnographyethnography (study of a culture) essay. In

general, the academic voice is a formal one, but there will be

variations based on the situation.

Tips on Academic VTips on Academic Voiceoice

When using the academic vWhen using the academic voice yoice you wou won’ton’t
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usually use first personal prusually use first personal pronouns.onouns.

Instead of:Instead of:

I think anyone who becomes a parent should have to take a

parenting class.

WWrite:rite:

Parenting classes should be mandatory for any biological or

adoptive parents.

NOTE:NOTE: There are exceptions for certain types of writing

assignments.

AAvvoid using second-person proid using second-person pronouns.onouns.

Instead of:Instead of:
When you read “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” you will

realize that King was writing to people besides the ministers

who criticized him.

WWrite:rite:

Upon reading “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” readers will note

that King was addressing a wider audience than the clergy who

condemned his actions.
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AAvvoid contractions in moroid contractions in more formal writing.e formal writing.

Instead of:Instead of:

It shouldn’t be difficult to record what we feel, but many of us

just can’t get our feelings down on paper.

WWrite:rite:

It should not be difficult to record feelings, but many people are

unable to do so.

AAvvoid informal language.oid informal language.

Instead of:Instead of:

It’s obvious that she’s a feminist because she makes a big deal

about women who were into the suffrage movement.

WWrite:rite:

Because of her focus on the suffragists, one can assume she is a

feminist.

AbbrAbbreviations for common terms should noteviations for common terms should not
be used in academic writingbe used in academic writing

Instead of:Instead of:

Smith was declared the official winner at the P.O. last Mon. on

Jan. 6th.

WWrite:rite:

Smith was declared the official winner at the post office last

Monday, on January 6.
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See It in PracticeSee It in Practice

In the following video, we’ll check in on our student as
she reflects on the tone of voice she’ll use in her essay.
You’ll notice her struggles as she considers how she’ll keep
a formal tone for an essay that requires some examples of
informal language.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=26#h5p-6

Ready to WReady to Writerite

Now that you have had a chance to learn more about an
academic voice and how to use a voice that will be
appropriate for your assignment, it’s time for you to
consider the voice for your writing. Be sure to refer back to
the Tips on Academic Voice. Then, spend a few minutes
writing in some notes or in a writing journal about the
tone of voice you plan to use in your assignment and give
reasons why this voice will work well in this particular
situation.

If you have doubts, be sure to double-check with your
professor. It can be difficult when you’re first learning to
write in a more formal voice. You don’t want your writing
to sound stuffy or convoluted, but you do want to be sure
to avoid a voice that is too informal. Share your thoughts
with your classmates as well, as they will be able to offer
insight and support as they consider their voices for your
assignment as well.

Remember that academic writing is not the same as
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creative writing and there are some important limitations
to voice to consider. However, many writing assignments
will allow for some flexibility.

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.
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33

DraftingDrafting

P

IntrIntroductions & Conclusionsoductions & Conclusions

The introduction
and conclusion of an
essay serve an
important purpose:
They provide a kind of
framing for the body of
an essay. That framing
helps your audience
better understand your
writing. The
introduction prepares
your reader for the
ideas that are to come in the body of your essay. The
conclusion provides important reminders about key
points from the body of your essay and provides you with
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an important opportunity to leave a lasting impression on
your audience.

The following pages will help you develop a strong
frame for your essay. You’ll want to write effective
introductions and conclusions. After all, they are the first
and last impressions your audience will have of your essay.

IntrIntroductionsoductions

There is no doubt about
it: the introduction is
important for any kind
of writing. Not only
does a good
introduction capture
your reader’s attention
and make him or her
want to read on, but it’s also how you put the topic of your
paper into context for the reader.

But just because the introduction comes at the
beginning, it doesn’t have to be written first. Many writers
compose their introductions last, once they are sure of the
main points of their essay and have had time to construct
a thought-provoking beginning, and a clear, cogent thesis
statement.

IntrIntroductions Purposeoductions Purpose

The introduction has work to do, besides grabbing the
reader’s attention. Below are some things to consider
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about the purposes or the tasks for your introduction and
some examples of how you might approach those tasks.

ThThe ine introdtroducuctition non needs to aleeds to alert thert the reae readder to wer to whahat tht thee
cencentral issue of thtral issue of the pae paper is.per is.

Example

Few people realize how much the overuse of antibiotics for

livestock is responsible for the growth of

antimicrobial—resistant bacteria, which are now found in great

abundance in our waterways.

ThThe ine introdtroducuctition is won is whhere yere you proou provividde ane any imy importanportantt
babacckkgrounground infd informaormatition thon the reae readder sher shoulould had havve befe beforeore
ggeettintting to thg to the the thesis.esis.

Example

One hundred years ago there were only 8000 cars in the

United States and only 144 miles of paved roads. In 2005, the

Department of Transportation recorded 247,421,120 registered

passenger vehicles in the United States, and over 5.7 million

miles of paved highway. The automobile has changed our way

of life dramatically in the last century.

ThThe ine introdtroducuctition teon tells wlls whhy yy you haou havve wrie written thtten the pae paper anper andd
wwhahat tht the reae readder sher shoulould und undderstanerstand ad about ybout your toour topipic anc andd
yyour perspecour perspectitivvee..
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Example

Although history books have not presented it accurately, in

fact, the Underground Railroad was a bi-racial movement

whereby black and white abolitionists coordinated secret

escape routes for those who were enslaved.

ThThe ine introdtroducuctition teon tells thlls the reae readder wer whahat to et to exxpecpect ant and wd whahatt
to lto looook fk for in yor in your essaour essayy..

Example

In 246 BCE, Ctesibius of Alexandria invented a musical

instrument that would develop into what we know as the

organ. Called a hydraulis, it functioned via wind pressure

regulated by means of water pressure. The hydraulis became

the instrument played at circuses, banquets, and games

throughout Mediterranean countries.

ThThe the thesis staesis statemtemenent (t (typitypicallcally ay at tht the ene end of thd of thee
inintrodtroducuctitionon) sh) shoulould cd clleaearrlly stay state thte the ce claim, qlaim, questiuestion, oron, or
poinpoint of vit of vieew thw the wrie writer is puttinter is putting fg forth in thorth in the pae paperper..

Example

While IQ tests have been used for decades to measure

various aspects of intelligence, these tests are not a predictor for
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success, as many highly intelligent people have a low emotional

intelligence, the important human mental ability to reason

about emotions and to use emotions to enhance thought.

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=28#oembed-1

IntrIntroductions Strategiesoductions Strategies

Although there is no one “right” way to write your
introduction, there are some common introductory
strategies that work well. The strategies below are ones
you should consider, especially when you are feeling stuck
and having a hard time getting started.

Consider opening with an anecdote, a pithy quotation,
an image, question, or startling fact to provoke your
reader’s interest. Just make sure that the opening helps put
your topic in some useful context for the reader.

Anecdote:Anecdote:
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One day, while riding in

the car, my five-year old

son asked me why my

name was different from

his daddy’s. I welcomed the

opportunity to explain

some of my feminist ideas,

especially my strong belief

that women did not need to take their husband’s name upon

marriage. I carefully explained my reasons for keeping my own

surname. My son listened intently and was silent for a moment

after I finished.

Then he nodded and said, “I think it’s good you kept your

own name Mom!”

“You do?” I asked, pleased that he understood my reasons.

“Yep, because you don’t look like a Bob.”

Question:Question:

The study of anthropology and history reveals that cultures vary

in their ideas of moral behavior. Are there any absolutes when

it comes to right and wrong?

Overall, your focus in an introduction should
be on orienting your reader. Keep in mind
journalism’s five Ws: who, what, when, where,
why, and add in how. If you answer these
questions about your topic in the introduction,
then your reader is going to be with you.
Of course, these are just some examples of how you might
get your introduction started, but there should be more to
your introduction. Once you have your readers’ attention,
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you want to provide context for your topic and begin to
transition to your ththesisesis, and don’t forget to include that
thesis (usually at or near the end of your introduction).

ConclusionsConclusions

A satisfying conclusion allows your reader to finish your
paper with a clear understanding of the points you made
and possibly even a new perspective on the topic.

Any single paper
might have a number of
conclusions, but as the
writer, you must
consider who the reader
is and the conclusion
you want them to reach.
For example, is your
reader relatively new to
your topic? If so, you
may want to restarestatete
yyour main poinour main points fts for emor empphasishasis as a way of starting the
conclusion. (Don’t literally use the same sentence(s) as in
your introduction but come up with a comparable way of
restating your thesis.) You’ll want to smoothly conclude
by showing the judgment you have reached is, in fact,
reasonable.

Just restating your thesis isn’t enough. Ideally, you have
just taken your reader through a strong, clear argument in
which you have provided evidence for your perspective.
You want to conclude by poinpointinting out thg out the ime importanportance orce or
wworthinorthiness of yess of your toour topipicc and argument. You could
describe how the world would be different, or people’s
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lives changed if they ascribed to your perspective, plan, or
idea.

You might also poinpoint out tht out the limie limitatatitionsons of the present
understanding of your topic, suggest or recommrecommenendd
future afuture acctitionon, study, or research that needs to be done.

TIP:TIP: Be careful not to introduce any new ideas in your

conclusion; your job is to wrap up in some satisfying way, so the

reader walks away with a clear understanding of what you

have had to say.

If you have written a persuasive paper,
hopefully, your readers will be convinced by
what you have had to say!

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=28#oembed-2

See It in PracticeSee It in Practice

In this videocast, we check in with our student writer after
she has written a rough draft of her introduction to her
essay. In the video, she discusses her strategies and
explains why she feels she has a good start on her essay.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-7
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Ready to WReady to Writerite

Although it’s sometimes easier to write your introduction
after having written the body of your essay, if you’re able
to draft an introduction as you begin, it can certainly help
you get going with your drafting and give you some nice
direction as you develop your body paragraphs. With that
in mind, try drafting your introduction for your essay
using, perhaps, a strategy explored in this section. Don’t
forget to consult your assignment one more time to have
the requirements fresh in your mind as you begin.
Remember, this will be just a rough draft of your
introduction, and there will be plenty of time for revision
later.

Your conclusion will likely be drafted as you wrap up
your essay. Just like your introduction, your conclusion
should fit well with the rest of your essay. Be sure to review
the lessons here before you begin drafting your
conclusion.

Remember to spend some time getting feedback on your
introduction and conclusion as well. Many times,
professors may not have time to review entire essays
before an assignment is due, but they will often be willing
to take quick looks at introductions and conclusions. Of
course, feedback from your classmates will also help a lot!

THESIS STTHESIS STAATEMENTSTEMENTS

A strong thesis statement crystallizes your paper’s
argument and, most importantly, it’s arguable.

This means two things. It goes beyond merely
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summarizing or describing to stake out an interpretation
or position that’s not obvious, and others could challenge
for good reasons. It’s also arguable in the literal sense that
it can be argued, or supported through a thoughtful
analysis of your sources. If your argument lacks evidence,
readers will think your thesis statement is an opinion or
belief as opposed to an argument.

It helps to understand why readers value the arguable
thesis. What larger purpose does it serve? Your readers
will bring a set of expectations to your essay. The better
you can anticipate the expectations of your readers, the
better you’ll be able to persuade them to entertain seeing
things your way.

Academic readers (and readers more generally) read to
learn something new. They want to see the writer
challenge commonplaces—either everyday assumptions
about your object of study or truisms in the scholarly
literature. In other words, academic readers want to be
surprised so that their thinking shifts or at least becomes
more complex by the time they finish reading your essay.
Good essays problematize what we think we know and
offer an alternative explanation in its place. They leave
their reader with a fresh perspective on a problem.

We all bring important past experiences and beliefs to
our interpretations of texts, objects, and problems. You
can harness these observational powers to engage critically
with what you are studying. The key is to be alert to what
strikes you as strange, problematic, paradoxical, or
puzzling about your object of study. If you can articulate
this and a claim in response, you’re well on your way to
formulating an arguable thesis in your introduction.
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PPARTS OF A THESIS SENTENCEARTS OF A THESIS SENTENCE

The thesis sentence is
the key to most
academic writing. This
is important and worth
repeating:

The thesisThe thesis
sentence is the keysentence is the key
to most academicto most academic

writing.writing.

The purpose of
academic writing is to
offer your own insights,
analyses, and ideas—to
show not only that you understand the concepts you’re
studying, but also that you have thought about those
concepts in your own way, agreed or disagreed, or
developed your own unique ideas as a result of your
analysis. The thesis sentence is the one sentence that
encapsulates the result of your thinking, as it offers your
main insight or argument in condensed form.

A basic thesis sentence has two main parts:
1. TToopipicc:: What you’re writing about
2. AnAnglglee:: What your main idea is about that topic

Example
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Sample Thesis #1

Thesis:Thesis: A regular exercise regime leads to multiple benefits,

both physical and emotional.TTopic:opic: Regular exercise regime

Angle:Angle: Leads to multiple benefits

Example

Sample Thesis #2

Thesis:Thesis: Adult college students have different experiences than

typical, younger college students.TTopic:opic: Adult college students

Angle:Angle: Have different experiences

Example

Sample Thesis #3

Thesis:Thesis: The economics of television have made the viewing

experience challenging for many viewers because shows are

not offered regularly, similar programming occurs at the same

time, and commercials are rampant.TTopic:opic: Television viewing

Angle:Angle: Challenging because shows shifted, similar

programming, and commercials

THESIS ANGLESTHESIS ANGLES

Most writers can easily create a topic: television viewing,
the Patriot Act, Shakespeare’s Hamlet. The more difficult
part is creating an angle. But the angle is necessary as a
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means of creating interest and as a means of indicating the
type and organization of the information to follow.

Click on each of the thesis angles in the box below that
you want to learn more about.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-8

So what about this thesis sentence?

Adult college students have different experiences than

traditionally-aged college students.

As a reader, you understand intuitively that the
information to come will deal with the different types of
experiences that adult college students have. But you don’t
quite know if the information will deal only with adults, or
if it will compare adults’ experiences with those of typical
college students. And you don’t quite know what type of
information will come first, second, third, etc.

Realize that a thesis sentence offers a range of
possibilities for specificity and organization. As a writer,
you may opt to pique reader interest by being very specific
or not fully specific in your thesis sentence. The point
here is that there’s no one standard way to write a thesis
sentence.

Sometimes a writer is more or less specific depending
on the reading audience and the effect the writer wants
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to create. Sometimes a writer puts the angle first and the
topic last in the sentence, or sometimes the angle is even
implied. You need to gauge your reading audience and
you need to understand your own style as a writer. The
only basic requirements are that the thesis sentence needs
a topic and an angle. The rest is up to you.

COMMON PROBLEMSCOMMON PROBLEMS

Although you have creative control over your thesis
sentence, you still should try to avoid the following
problems, not for stylistic reasons, but because they
indicate a problem in the thinking that underlies the thesis
sentence.

Thesis Sentence too BrThesis Sentence too Broadoad

Hospice wHospice workers need support.orkers need support.The sentence above actually is

a thesis sentence; it has a topic (hospice workers) and an angle

(need support). But the angle is very broad. When the angle in a
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thesis sentence is too broad, the writer may not have carefully

thought through the specific support for the rest of the writing.

A thesis angle that’s too broad makes it easy to fall into the trap

of offering information that deviates from that angle.

Thesis Sentence too NThesis Sentence too Narrarrowow

Hospice wHospice workers havorkers have a 55% turnove a 55% turnover rate comparer rate compared to theed to the

general health cargeneral health care population’s 25% turnove population’s 25% turnover rate.er rate.The above

sentence really isn’t a thesis sentence at all, because there’s no

angle idea to support. A narrow statistic, or a narrow statement

of fact, doesn’t offer the writer’s own ideas or analysis about a

topic. A clearer example of a thesis statement with an angle of

development would be the following:

*The high turnover rate in hospice workers (55 percent)

compared to the general health care population (25 percent)

indicates a need to develop support systems to reverse this

trend.

WherWhere to Place a Thesis?e to Place a Thesis?

In the U.S., it’s customary for most academic writers to put the

thesis sentence somewhere toward the start of the essay or

research paper. The focus here is on offering the main results of
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your own thinking in your thesis angle and then providing

evidence in the writing to support your thinking.

A legal comparison might help to understand thesis

placement. If you have seen television shows or movies with

courtroom scenes, the lawyer usually starts out by saying, “My

client is innocent!” to set the scene, and then provides different

types of evidence to support that argument. Academic writing

in the U.S. is similar; your thesis sentence provides your main

assertion to set the scene of the writing, and then the details

and evidence in the rest of the writing support the assertion in

the thesis sentence.

NONOTE:TE: Although the usual pattern is “thesis sentence toward

the start,” there may be reasons to place the thesis elsewhere in

the writing. You may decide to place the thesis sentence at the

end of the writing if your purpose is to gradually induce a

reading audience to understand and accept your assertion. You

may decide to place the thesis sentence in the middle of the

writing if you think you need to provide relatively complicated

background information to your readers before they can

understand the assertion in your thesis.

As a writer, you have the option of placing the thesis
anywhere in the writing. But, as a writer, you also have
the obligation to make the thesis sentence idea clear to
your readers. Beginning writers usually stick with “thesis
sentence toward the start,” as it makes the thesis
prominent in the writing and also reminds them that they
need to stick with providing evidence directly related to
that thesis sentence’s angle.
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THESIS CREATHESIS CREATIONTION

At what point do you
write a thesis sentence?
Of course, this varies
from writer to writer
and from writing
assignment to writing
assignment. You’ll
usually do some
preliminary idea
development first before
a thesis idea emerges.
And you’ll usually have
a working thesis before
you do the bulk of your
research, or before you
fully create the supporting details for your writing.

Think of the thesis as the mid-point of an hourglass.
You develop ideas for writing and prewriting, using

various strategies until a main idea or assertion emerges.
This main idea or assertion becomes your point to
prove—your working thesis sentence.

Once you have a working thesis sentence with your
main idea, you can then develop more support for that
idea, but in a more focused way that deepens your
thinking about the thesis angle.

Realize that a thesis is really a working thesis until you
finalize the writing. As you do more focused research or
develop more focused support, your thesis may change
a bit. Just make sure that you retain the basic thesis
characteristics of the topic and angle.
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-58

THESIS CHECKLISTTHESIS CHECKLIST

When you draft a working thesis, it can be helpful to
review the guidelines for a strong thesis. The following
checklist is a helpful tool you can use to check your thesis
once you have it drafted.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-9

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

In the videocast below, our student writer takes a closer
look at her thesis from her rough draft introduction and
makes some revisions based on the things she has learned
about a good thesis in The Writing Process.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-10

THESIS STTHESIS STAATEMENT ACTIVITYTEMENT ACTIVITY
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-11

After completing this activity, you may download or print
a completion report that summarizes your results.

ARGUMENTARGUMENTAATIVE THESIS ACTIVITYTIVE THESIS ACTIVITY

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-12

After completing this activity, you may download or print
a completion report that summarizes your results.

ANALANALYZE THISYZE THIS

Before you try to develop a thesis of your own, it can be
helpful to see how another author presents an
argumentative thesis.

In this AnalAnalyze Thisyze This video, watch as one student shares
a short analysis of an online article (Live and Learn) with
a specific focus on locating and evaluating the thesis. The
student will share a summary of the article and then
explore the author’s thesis in the article.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-13

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

Now that you have learned about the importance of
developing a strong argumentative thesis for your
argumentative essay, it’s time to visit our student who is
engaging in her own argumentative writing process.

In this video, watch as she shares her drafts of thesis
statements and her process of arriving at a good working
thesis, which will guide her throughout the rest of her
writing process.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-14
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PPARAGRAPHINGARAGRAPHING

The paragraph is the
building block of essay
writing. The word itself,
according to the OOxfxfordord
DiDicctitionaonaryry
OnlinOnlinee (2015), is defined
as “a distinct section of
a piece of writing,
usually dealing with a single theme and indicated by a new
line, indentation, or numbering.”

Paragraphs can be shown through breaks between lines
or through indentations of the first line of the paragraph.
Paragraphs are important for ease of reading; they help to
offer ideas in “chunks” that the eye and brain can more
easily comprehend (as opposed to offering information in
one large block of text, which is hard to read).

Paragraphs are necessary in academic writing to show
changes in ideas or further development of ideas. In
academic writing, paragraphs present mini ideas that often
develop out of the thesis sentence’s main idea.

Example:Example:

Thesis SentenceThesis Sentence

• A regular exercise regimen creates multiple

benefits, both physical and emotional.

Beginnings of PBeginnings of Paragraphsaragraphs
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• One physical benefit of having a regular exercise

regimen is longevity. Recent studies have shown that .

. .

• Exercise reduces heart and cholesterol rates when

done at least three times per week . . .

• Another physical benefit of regular exercise is that

it results in stronger heart and lungs . . .

• People who exercise regularly have less trouble

with sleep disorders . . .

• A benefit that spans the physical and emotional

results of regular exercise is the release of endorphins,

or substances produced by glands as a byproduct of

exercise . . .

• In multiple studies, regular exercise has been

shown to reduce stress . . .

• Because regular exercise often helps to slow the

effects of aging and maintain a good body weight,

people who exercise regularly experience the

emotional benefits of good self-image and self-

confidence in their looks . . .

Although all of these paragraph beginnings are related to
the main idea of the benbenefiefits of ets of exxerciseercise, they all show
a slight shift in content, as the writer moves from one
benefit to another.
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TOPIC SENTENCESTOPIC SENTENCES

In academic writing, many paragraphs or groups of
paragraphs start with topic sentences, which are like mini-
thesis statements. Topic sentences are idea indicators, or
“signs” that help guide a reader along from idea to idea.

Topic sentences have a topic and an angle, just like
thesis sentences. But the angle of topic sentences usually
is smaller in range than that of the thesis sentence. Very
often the topic remains the same from thesis to the topic
sentence, while the angle shifts as the writer brings in
various types of ideas and research to support the angle in
the thesis.

Look at this sample again; these are topic sentences
created from the thesis sentence. The topic remains the
same in all (regular exercise) and the overall angle remains
the same (benefits). But the angle narrows and shifts
slightly from topic sentence to topic sentence as the writer
brings in different supporting ideas and research.
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ThThesis Senesis Sententencece

A regular exercise regime creates multiple benefits, both physical and emotional.

TToopipic Senc Sententencece

One physical benefit of having a regular exercise regime is longevity. Recent studies hav

Exercise reduces heart and cholesterol rates when done at least three times per week…

Another physical benefit of regular exercise is that it results in a stronger heart and lungs…

People who exercise regularly have less trouble with sleep disorders…

A benefit that spans the physical and emotional results of regular exercise is the release of en
produced by glands as a byproduct of exercise…

In multiple studies, regular exercise has been shown to reduce stress…

Because regular exercise often helps to slow the effects of aging and maintain a good bod
regularly experience the emotional benefits of good self-image and self-confidence in th

Realize that all paragraphs do not need topic sentences.
Sometimes, you may need multiple paragraphs to help
explain one topic sentence, because you have a lot of
supporting information.

REMEMBER:REMEMBER: You need a topic sentence for each group of

paragraphs in a piece of academic writing.
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PlaPlacece IdIdeaea SummaSummarizinrizingg

On the patio Another reason Finally

In the kitchen Also In conclusion

At the cottage In addition To conclude

In the backyard For example To summarize

When we went to the store To illustrate In summary

Nearby For instance To sum up

Adjacent to Likewise In short

Wherever However As you can see

Opposite to In contrast For all of those reasons

PPARAGRAPHING & TRANSITIONINGARAGRAPHING & TRANSITIONING

When to PWhen to Paragrapharagraph

How do you know when “enough is enough”—when you
have enough information in one paragraph and have to
start a new one? A very rough guide is that you need more
than one or two paragraphs per page of type. Paragraphing
conventions online require even shorter paragraphs, with
multiple short paragraphs on one screen.

It’s best to deal with paragraphs as part of the revision
step in the writing process. Find places where the
information shifts in focus and put paragraph breaks in
those places. You can do your best to paragraph as you
draft but know you’ll address paragraphing more during
the revision process.
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Linking PLinking Paragraphs: Taragraphs: Transitionsransitions

Transitions are words or phrases that indicate linkages in
ideas. When writing, you need to lead your readers from
one idea to the next, showing how those ideas are logically
linked. Transition words and phrases help you keep your
paragraphs and groups of paragraphs logically connected
for a reader. Writers often check their transitions during
the revising stage of the writing process.

Here are some examples of transition words to help as
you transition both within paragraphs and from one
paragraph to the next.

TTransiransitition Won Word / Phord / Phraserase:: ShShoows:ws:

and, also, again More of the same type of information is comin

but, or, however, in contrast Different information is coming, information tha

as a result, consequently, therefore Information that is coming is a logical outgro

for example, to illustrate The information coming will present a specifi

particularly important, note that The information coming emphasizes the importan

in conclusion The writing is ending.

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

In this videocast, our student writer takes a look at one of
her paragraphs she has drafted for her essay. She discusses
the transitions and transitional words she uses in her
paragraph to help connect her ideas within the paragraph
and to make a transition to the next paragraph in her essay.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-15

ESSAESSAY WRITINGY WRITING

A college essay goes by many names: paper, research
paper, essay, theme. Most of these names refer to a piece
of writing in which you offer your own idea about a topic.
This concept is really important. The purpose of most
college essay writing assignments is not for you to find and
directly report the information you find. Instead, it’s to
think about the information you find, come up with your
own idea or assertion about your topic, and then provide
the support that shows why you think that way.

Another thing to remember about a college essay is that,
in most cases, a writing process is emphasized. Following
a thorough writing process, like the one described for you
here, will lead you to a better product. Although you may
have some timed writings in college, most of your college
essays will involve a writing process. When you use a
strong writing process, you’re working to create your very
best work!

The video below shows real students from a college
writing class talking about writing for college and what
they learned from taking a college writing class.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-16
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TRADITIONAL ESSATRADITIONAL ESSAY STRY STRUCTUREUCTURE

Although college essays can offer ideas in many ways, one
standard structure for expository essays is to offer the
main idea or assertion early in the essay, and then offer
categories of support.

Thinking again about how a lawyer makes a case, one
way to think about this standard structure is to compare it
to a courtroom argument in a television drama. The lawyer
asserts, “My client is not guilty.” Then the lawyer provides
different reasons for lack of guilt: no physical evidence
placing the client at the crime scene, the client had no
motive for the crime and more.

In writing terms, the assertion is the ththesis senesis sententencece,
and the different reasons are the totopipic senc sententencesces.

Example:Example:

Thesis Sentence (assertion):Thesis Sentence (assertion):

The 21st-century workforce requires a unique set of skills.

TTopic Sentence (ropic Sentence (reason) #1:eason) #1:

Workers need to learn how to deal with change.

TTopic Sentence (ropic Sentence (reason) #2:eason) #2:

Because of dealing with such a rapidly changing work

environment, 21st-century workers need to learn how to learn.

TTopic Sentence (ropic Sentence (reason) #3:eason) #3:

Most of all, in order to negotiate rapid change and learning,

workers in the 21st century need good communication skills.

As you can see, the supporting ideas in an essay develop
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out of the main assertion or argument in the thesis
sentence.

TRADITIONAL STRTRADITIONAL STRUCTURE ACTIVITYUCTURE ACTIVITY

An essay is based on a series of ideas and assertions in
the thesis and topic sentences (which are like mini thesis
sentences). But an essay is more than a series of ideas.
An essay expands on its thesis and topic sentence ideas
with examples, explanations, and information. An essay
also leads the reader into the thesis sentence idea, supports
that idea and convinces the reader of its validity, and then
re-emphasizes the main idea. In other words, an essay has
an introduction, body, and conclusion.

The first interaction below will review your knowledge;
the second will test your knowledge.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-17

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-18
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ROUGH DRAFTSROUGH DRAFTS

In this section, you have been learning about traditional
structures for expository essays (essays that are thesis-
based and offer a point-by-point body), but no matter what
type of essay you’re writing, the rough draft is going to be
an important part of your writing process. It’s important
to remember that your rough draft is a long way from your
final draft, and you will engage in revision and editing
before you have a draft that is ready to submit.

Sometimes, keeping this in mind can help you as you
draft. When you draft, you don’t want to feel like “this has
to be perfect.” If you put that much pressure on yourself,
it can be really difficult to get your ideas down.

The sample rough draft on the right shows you an
example of just how much more work a rough draft can
need, even a really solid first draft. Take a look at this
example with notes a student wrote on her rough draft.
Once you complete your own rough draft, you will want
to engage in a revision and editing process that involves
feedback, time, and diligence on your part. The steps that
follow in this section of the Excelsior OWL will help!
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Rough Draft ExampleRough Draft Example

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

Using the information from this section on developing a
clear structure for a college essay, our student has now
established a plan for her essay and has created a visual
to help illustrate what her final essay will look like. In the
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video, she discusses her introduction, body paragraphs,
and conclusion.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=28#h5p-19

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.
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RevisionRevision

P

REVISING & EDITING PROCESSREVISING & EDITING PROCESS

Revision means what
it looks like RE-vision, to

see again.

So great, you’re
thinking. That sounds

easy.
Well… it’s not.

(Surprise!) Revision
requires us to look at our own work again with fresh eyes.

Revision and editing are both important parts of the
writing process, yet many students skip revision and don’t
spend enough time editing. It’s important to remember
that these steps are separate and that each step takes time.
The following pages will help you develop strong revision
and editing strategies for your writing process.
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RevisionRevision

The revision process is an essential aspect of writing and
one that you should build in time for before submitting
your written work. Just when you think the production
of your document is done, the revision process begins.
Runners often refer to “the wall,” where the limits of
physical exertion are met and exhaustion is imminent.
The writing process requires effort, from overcoming
writer’s block to the intense concentration composing a
document often involves. It is only natural to have a sense
of relief when your document is drafted from beginning
to end. This relief is false confidence, though. Your
document is not complete, and in its current state, it could,
in fact, do more harm than good. Errors, omissions, and
unclear phrases may lurk within your document, waiting
to reflect poorly on you when it reaches your audience.
Now is not time to let your guard down, prematurely
celebrate, or mentally move on to the next assignment.
Think of the revision process as one that hardens and
strengthens your document, even though it may require
the sacrifice of some hard-earned writing.

Revision means to “rRevision means to “re-see” the piece of writing.e-see” the piece of writing.

It isn’t just proofreading your paper or correcting
grammar, punctuation, or spelling errors. Revision is
stepping back and looking at your paper as a whole and
seeing if you are effectively saying what you intend to
say. It is giving your paper a thorough look to see how you
can make it stronger. Your goal should always be to write
clearly, concisely, and in an engaging way.

One way to go about re-seeing your writing is to do it in
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three stages. Many people skip the first stage, but looking
at the big picture is crucial in making sure you have a well-
developed essay that expresses your ideas.

REVISING STREVISING STAGE 1: SEEING THE BIGAGE 1: SEEING THE BIG
PICTUREPICTURE

When you first begin
your revision process,
you should focus on the
big picture or issues at
the essay level that
might need to be
addressed. The
following questions will
guide you:

• Do you have a cclleaear thr thesisesis? Do you know what
idea or perspective you want your reader to
understand upon reading your essay?

• Is your essay wweell organizedll organized?
• Is eaIs eacch pah pararagragrapph a builh a buildinding bg bllocockk in your essay:

does each explain or support your thesis?
• Does it need a different shape? Do paDo parts nrts need toeed to

be mbe moovved?ed?
• Do you fully eexxpplain anlain and illd illustraustrate thte the maine main

iiddeaseas of your paper?
• Does your inintrodtroducuctition graon grab thb the reae readder’er’s ins interestterest?
• Does yDoes your conour conccllusiusion lon leaeavve the the reae readderer

unundderstanerstandinding yg your poinour point of vit of vieew?w?
• Are you saying in your essay what you want to

say?
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• WhaWhat is tht is the strene strength of ygth of your paour paper? Whaper? What is it is itsts
wweakneakness?ess?

REVISING STREVISING STAGE 2: MID-AGE 2: MID-VIEWVIEW

The second stage of
the revision process
requires that you
look at your content
closely and at the
paragraph level. It’s
now time to
examine each paragraph, on its own, to see where
you might need to revise. The following questions
will guide you through the mid-view revision
stage:

◦ Does each paragraph contain sosolilid,d,
specifispecific infc informaormatition, vion, vivivid dd descriescripptition, oron, or
eexamxampplleses that illustrate the point you are
making in the paragraph?

◦ Are there are other fafaccts, qts, quouotatatitions,ons,
eexamxampplles, or des, or descriescripptitionsons to add that can
more clearly illustrate or provide
evidence for the points you are making?

◦ Are there sentences, words, descriptions,
or infinformaormatition thaon that yt you canou can
ddeelleetete because they don’t add to the
points you are making or may confuse
the reader?

◦ Are the paragraphs in the ririghght ordt orderer?
◦ AAre yre your paour pararagragrapphs ohs ovvererlly ly lonongg? Does

each paragraph explore onone main ie main iddeaea?
◦ Do you use cclleaear transir transititionsons so the reader
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can follow your thinking?
◦ Are any paragraphs or parts of

paragraphs redredunundandantt and need to be
deleted?

REVISING STREVISING STAGE 3: EDITING UPAGE 3: EDITING UP
CLOSECLOSE

Once you have
completed your revision
and feel confident in
your content, it’s time
to begin the editing
stage of your revision
and editing process.
The following questions
will guide you through your editing:

• Are there any grammagrammar errorsr errors, i.e. have you been
consistent in your use of tense, do your pronouns
agree?

• Have you accurately and effectively
used punpuncctuatuatitionon?

• Do you rely on stronstrong vg vererbs anbs and nd nounsouns and
maintain a good balance with aaddjecjectitivves anes andd
aaddvvererbsbs, using them to enhance descriptions but
ensuring clear sentences?

• Are your words as aaccuraccuratete as possible?
• Do you ddefinefine ane any tecy technihnical or uncal or unusual termsusual terms you

use?
• Are there eexxtra wtra words or cords or clilicchhésés in your
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sentences that yyou can dou can deelleetete?
• Do you vavary yry your senour sententence strucce structureture?
• Have you aaccuraccuratetelly preseny presented fated facctsts; have you

copied quotations precisely?
• If you’re writing an academic essay, have you

tried to be oobbjecjectitivvee in your evidence and tone?
• If writing a personal essay, is the nanarrarratitivve ve voioicece

lilivveelly any and ind interestinterestingg?
• Have you spespellllcchhececkkeded your paper?
• If you used sources, have you consistenconsistentltlyy

ddocumocumenented all of thted all of the sources’ ie sources’ iddeas aneas andd
infinformaormatitioon using a standard documentation
style?

SPECIFIC POINTS TO CONSIDERSPECIFIC POINTS TO CONSIDER

When revising your document, it can be helpful to focus
on specific points. When you consider each point in turn,
you will be able to break down the revision process into
manageable steps. When you have examined each point,
you can be confident that you have avoided many possible
areas for errors. Specific revision requires attention to the
following:

• Format
• Facts
• Names
• Spelling
• Punctuation
• Grammar
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FFormatormat

The format is an important part of the revision process.
The format involves the design expectations of the author
and audience. If a letter format normally designates a date
at the top or the sender’s address on the left side of the
page before the salutation, the information should be in
the correct location. Formatting that is messy or fails to
conform to the company style will reflect poorly on you
before the reader even starts to read it. By presenting a
document that is properly formatted according to the
expectations of your organization and your readers, you
will start off making a good impression.

FFactsacts

Another key part of the revision process is checking your
facts. Did you know that news organizations and
magazines employ professional fact-checkers? These
workers are responsible for examining every article before
it gets published and consulting original sources to make
sure the information in the article is accurate. This can
involve making phone calls to the people who were
interviewed for the article—for example, “Mr. Diaz, our
report states that you are thirty-nine years old. Our article
will be published on the fifteenth. Will that be your
correct age on that date?” Fact-checking also involves
looking facts up in encyclopedias, directories, atlases, and
other standard reference works; and, increasingly, in
online sources.

While you can’t be expected to have the skills of a
professional fact-checker, you do need to reread your
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writing with a critical eye to the information in it.
Inaccurate content can expose you and your organization
to liability and will create far more work than a simple
revision of a document. So, when you revise a document,
ask yourself the following:

• Does my writing contain any statistics or
references that need to be verified?

• Where can I get reliable information to verify it?

It is often useful to do independent verification—that is,
look up the fact in a different source from the one where
you first got it. For example, perhaps a colleague gave you
a list of closing averages for the Dow Jones Industrial on
certain dates. You still have the list, so you can make sure
your document agrees with the numbers your colleague
provided. But what if your colleague made a mistake? The
Web sites of the Wall Street Journal and other major
newspapers list closings for “the Dow,” so it is reasonably
easy for you to look up the numbers and verify them
independently.

NNamesames

There is no more embarrassing error in business writing
than to misspell someone’s name. To the writer, and some
readers, spelling the name “Michelle” instead of “Michele”
may seem like a minor matter, but to Michele herself, it
will make a big difference. Attribution is one way we often
involve a person’s name, and giving credit where credit
is due is essential. There are many other reasons for
including someone’s name, but regardless of your reasons
for choosing to focus on them, you need to make sure the
spelling is correct. Incorrect spelling of names is a quick
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way to undermine your credibility; it can also harm your
organization’s reputation, and in some cases, it may even
have legal ramifications.

SpellingSpelling

Correct spelling is another element essential for your
credibility, and errors will be glaringly obvious to many
readers. The negative impact on your reputation as a
writer, and its perception that you lack attention to detail
or do not value your work, will be hard to overcome. In
addition to the negative personal consequences, spelling
errors can become factual errors and destroy the value
of content. This may lead you to click the “spell check”
button in your word processing program, but computer
spell-checking is not enough. Spell checkers have
improved in the years since they were first invented, but
they are not infallible. They can and do make mistakes.

Typically, your incorrect word may in fact be a word,
and therefore, according to the program, correct. For
example, suppose you wrote, “The major will attend the
meeting” when you meant to write “The mayor will attend
the meeting.” The program would miss this error because
“major” is a word, but your meaning would be twisted
beyond recognition.

PunctuationPunctuation

Punctuation marks are the traffic signals, signs, and
indications that allow us to navigate the written word.
They serve to warn us in advance when a transition is
coming or the complete thought has come to an end. A
period indicates the thought is complete, while a comma
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signals that additional elements or modifiers are coming.
Correct signals will help your reader follow the thoughts
through sentences and paragraphs, and enable you to
communicate with maximum efficiency while reducing
the probability of error (Strunk & White, 1979).

GrammarGrammar

Learning to use good, correct standard English grammar
is more of a practice than an event or even a
process. Grammar involves the written construction of
meaning from words and involves customs that evolve and
adapt to usage over time. Because grammar is always
evolving, none of us can sit back and rest assured that
we “know” how to write with proper grammar. Instead,
it is important to write and revise with close attention
to grammar, keeping in mind that grammatical errors can
undermine your credibility, reflect poorly on your
employer, and cause misunderstandings.

KEY TKEY TAKEAAKEAWWAAYY

By rBy revising for format, facts, names, spelling,evising for format, facts, names, spelling,
punctuation, and grammar, ypunctuation, and grammar, you can incrou can increase yease yourour

chances of corrchances of correcting many common errecting many common errors in yors in yourour
writing.writing.
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TRANSITIONS AND ORGANIZATRANSITIONS AND ORGANIZATIONTION

by Jenn Kepka
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As we’ve discussed, the major purpose of writing is to
communicate with an audience. Keeping that in mind
means everything we do when writing a paper must be
done for the benefit of whoever is reading. That’s hard; it
means that sometimes, things that look perfectly fine to us
or sound OK out loud will need to be changed because
other people bring different ideas and demands to our
writing.
It also means that we need to go out of our way to be
helpful to anyone who’s sitting down to read our work.
Every step of the writing process is built to help the reader,
from the title — which tells him what he’s getting into
— to the conclusion, which reminds him what he’s read.
Along the way, we use other organizational signs to let the
reader know what’s going on.
Whenever we pause to signal the reader about what’s
about to happen, we use a transitional word or phrase.
Transitions are simply brief, common signals that are put
in place for the reader. They are often one of the final
things that a writer will edit and add to a paper.
The most common place to find transitions is at the
beginning or end of a paragraph. In an essay, transitions
signal that one piece of a paper is coming to a close or that
a new section is about to start. Common transition lines
include:

• First, we have to consider…

• A second point in favor of this proposal is…

• The next day, I started…

• Finally, I want to make clear…

Transitions often help provide a logical order to a piece.
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Logical order means that the writer has made decisions
about how to organize the essay that they’re writing. If, for
instance, I decided to write a paper about the ways to be a
good student, I could likely think of dozens, maybe even
hundreds, of pieces of advice. However, to write an essay,
I would need to narrow that down, and then I’d probably
want to list my top 3 (or 5, or 10) reasons in an order that
would make sense to my reader. That’s what it means to
put a paper in logical order. Every time you see a Top Ten
list online, that writer has used logical order to organize
her paper.
Transitions signal that logical order by reminding the
reader where we are on the list. First, Second, Third, Fifth,
Last, etc. all tell my reader what kind of progress she’s
making. These words are small but important.
We also use transitions to show changes in time or
location. For instance, in a narrative essay, you might want
to let the reader know that you’re going to jump ahead
from your first swimming lesson as a four-year-old to your
gold-medal-winning competition at the 2025 Olympics.
When you write, “Fifteen years later, I put on my Speedos
and started to climb the pool ladder,” that date at the
beginning of your sentence is a clear transition. Without
it, the reader will be lost (and wondering what a four-year-
old is doing in a Speedo swimsuit).
When a piece is written in time order, we say it uses
chronological order to organize itself. Transitions are vital
to chronological order; without them, your hopeless
reader won’t know whether an hour or a day has passed.
Transitions also can signal to the reader that we’re about
to encounter a different kind of information. For example,
if I’m in the middle of providing facts about why everyone
should wear a seatbelt, and I decide that a story is
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necessary to keep the reader’s attention, I might say, “Let’s
consider an example.” This tells my reader that I’m moving
from the lecture to the story.
Signals like this are important because readers tackle
different parts of our writing with different levels of
attention. They also help a reader figure out where the
main idea, a supporting idea, or a minor detail might be
happening in a piece. If you’ve ever had to read and
analyze a text, looking for the main idea, you know that
words like “First,” and “Finally” often signal that a major
point is being made, while a tag like “For example” means
that something smaller, an illustration or a detail, is about
to be shared.
Use these signposts in your own writing to keep readers
interested and focused.

Special CasesSpecial Cases

Some kinds of writing require special transitions. For
example, as we’ve already discussed, narrative writing will
require the use of time transitions in nearly every case.
You’ve got to name a time and give hints about the
duration of an event when telling a story.
Example Writing also requires the use of transitions.
Because Example (also called Exemplification or
Illustration) writing uses logical organization, you’ll find
that ordinal numbers are key to providing clear
transitions. (Ordinal Numbers are numbers that
demonstrate an order or a position: First, Second, Third,
Fourth, and etc.).
Comparison or Contrast writing requires a writer to
provide transitions not just at the start of paragraphs but
also within the text. In fact, in Comparisons, transitions
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carry the meaning of the paper. They are more than just
organization: they actually tell your reader what you mean.
For example, if I’m comparing Tuesday and Wednesday,
then I’ll need to use comparison transition words when
talking about them. I might write:

Tuesday is the second day of the week, and Wednesday is the

third day.

Without a comparison word, that’s a boring sentence that
tells my reader almost nothing. So, instead, I could add a
transition phrase:

Tuesday is the second day of the week, unlike Wednesday,

which is the third day.

Yeah, still boring, but that’s because my topic is bad. At
least now my reader knows that I’m saying this is a big
difference between Tuesday and Wednesday.
Transitions are critical to good comparison writing.

TTransition Wransition Worord Resourd Resources:ces:

You can find great lists of comparison words in nearly every

substantial grammar book and resource. I’ve listed a few below.

• Michigan State University, credited to Professors

Gregory M. Campbell, Michael Buckoff, and John A.

Dowell: https://www.msu.edu/~jdowell/135/

transw.html
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◦ This is an excellent resource with dozens

of common transition words listed. The

words are divided into different types/uses

of transitional words and phrases.

• Purdue Online Writing Lab

(OWL): https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/

574/02/

◦ This is a brief listing of the most common

college-level transition words. There is also a

short explanation reading about using

transitions available

at: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/

resource/574/01/

REVISING & EDITING TIPSREVISING & EDITING TIPS

Revision TipsRevision Tips

One great way to help
you with revision is to
try something called the
post-draft outline.
Here’s how it works:
Outline your paper,
jotting down your thesis
statement and the topic
sentences in each of
your paragraphs. See if
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this skeleton of your paper reveals a clear, logical flow of
ideas and organization. If not, you know you need to make
some changes. Having this visual representation of what
you have actually written in your essay is a great help when
you are trying to revise effectively.

Editing TipsEditing Tips

It’s important to remember that a good editing process
takes time. You can’t edit well in one big editing pass. You
should be prepared to spend the time it will take to edit
in several passes and use strategies that will slow yourself
down and edit thoroughly.

Read yRead your paper aloud.our paper aloud.

Reading aloud gives you the opportunity to both see and
hear what you have written—and it slows your eyes down
so you’re more likely to catch errors and see what you have
actually written, not what you think you wrote. It’s also
helpful to have someone else read your paper aloud so you
can listen to how well it flows.

Read yRead your paper backwarour paper backwardd

Start with the last sentence. Read it first. Then, read the
second-to-the-last sentence. Continue this process for
your whole essay. This strategy really slows you down and
helps you see each sentence on its own, which is key to
effective editing.
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Review theReview the GrammarGrammar

Review the Grammar for known struggles you have with
grammar, punctuation, and other errors. Then, with that
information fresh in your mind, edit your paper just
looking for those known issues. For example, if you know
you have struggled with commas, review the information
on commas in Paperrater.com, and, then, immediately edit
your essay with special attention to commas. With the
rules fresh in your mind, you’re more likely to catch any
errors.

A Tip for Both Revising and EditingA Tip for Both Revising and Editing

Finally, a good tip for both revision and editing is to use
the resources available to you for feedback and help. If
you’re on a campus with a writing center, take advantage
of it. If your online college offers an online writing tutorial
service, submit your essay to that service for feedback.
And, take advantage of in-class peer reviews. Your peers
understand the writing assignment you’re working on and
can provide helpful reader feedback.

Seek help when you need it, and ask questions of your
professor. A good revision and editing process involves
using all of the resources available to you.

TIPTIP

How do you get the best out of your revisions and editing?

Here are some strategies that writers have developed to look at
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their first drafts from a fresh perspective. Try them throughout

this course; then keep using the ones that bring results.

• Take a break. You are proud of what you wrote, but

you might be too close to it to make changes. Set aside

your writing for a few hours or even a day until you

can look at it objectively.

• Ask someone you trust for feedback and

constructive criticism.

• Pretend you are one of your readers. Are you

satisfied or dissatisfied? Why?

• Use the resources that your college provides. Find

out where your school’s writing lab is located and ask

about the assistance they provide online and in

person.

General RevisionGeneral Revision

General revision requires attention to content,
organization, style, and readability. These four main
categories should give you a template from which to begin
to explore details in depth. A cursory review of these
elements in and of itself is insufficient for even the briefest
review. You may need to take some time away from your
document to approach it again with a fresh perspective.
Writers often juggle multiple projects that are at different
stages of development. This allows the writer to leave one
document and return to another without losing valuable
production time. Overall, your goal is similar to what it
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was during your writing preparation and production: a
clear mind.

Evaluate ContentEvaluate Content

Content is only one aspect of your document. Let’s say
you were assigned a report on the sales trends for a specific
product in a relatively new market. You could produce
a one-page chart comparing last year’s results to current
figures and call it a day, but would it clearly and concisely
deliver content that is useful and correct? Are you
supposed to highlight trends? Are you supposed to
spotlight factors that contributed to the increase or
decrease? Are you supposed to include projections for
next year? Our list of questions could continue, but for
now, let’s focus on content and its relationship to the
directions. Have you included the content that
corresponds to the given assignment, left any information
out that may be necessary to fulfill the expectations, or
have you gone beyond the assignment directions? Content
will address the central questions of who, what, where,
when, why, and how within the range and parameters of
the assignment.

Evaluate OrEvaluate Organizationganization

The organization is another key aspect of any document.
Standard formats that include an introduction, body, and
conclusion may be part of your document, but did you
decide on a direct or indirect approach? Can you tell? A
direct approach will announce the main point or purpose
at the beginning, while an indirect approach will present
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an introduction before
the main point. Your
document may use any
of a wide variety of
organizing principles,
such as chronological,
spatial, compare/
contrast. Is your
organizing principle
clear to the reader?

Beyond the overall organization, pay special attention
to transitions. Readers often have difficulty following a
document if the writer makes the common error of failing
to make one point relevant to the next or to illustrate the
relationships between the points. Finally, your conclusion
should mirror your introduction and not introduce new
material

.

Evaluate StyleEvaluate Style

Style is created through content and organization, but also
involves word choice and grammatical structures. Is your
document written in an informal or formal tone, or does it
present a blend, a mix, or an awkward mismatch? Does it
provide a coherent and unifying voice with a professional
tone? If you are collaborating on the project with other
writers or contributors, pay special attention to unifying
the document across the different authors’ styles of
writing. Even if they were all to write in a professional,
formal style, the document may lack a consistent voice.
Read it out loud—can you tell who is writing what? If so,
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that is a clear clue that you need to do more revising in
terms of style.

Evaluate ReadabilityEvaluate Readability

Readability refers to the reader’s ability to read and
comprehend the document. A variety of tools are available
to make an estimate of a document’s reading level, often
correlated to a school grade level. If this chapter has a
reading level of 11.8, it would be appropriate for most
readers in the eleventh grade. But just because you are in
grade thirteen, eighteen, or twenty-one doesn’t mean that
your audience, in their everyday use of language, reads at
a postsecondary level. As a business writer, your goal is
to make your writing clear and concise, not complex and
challenging.

You can often use the “Tools” menu of your word
processing program to determine the approximate reading
level of your document. The program will evaluate the
number of characters per word, add in the number of
words per sentence, and come up with a rating. It may
also note the percentage of passive sentences and other
information that will allow you to evaluate readability.
Like any computer-generated rating, it should serve you
as one point of evaluation, but not the only point. Your
concerted effort to choose words you perceive as
appropriate for the audience will serve you better than any
computer evaluation of your writing.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=30#h5p-59

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=30#h5p-60

THE WRITING PROCESS IN REVIEWTHE WRITING PROCESS IN REVIEW

The writing process has several important stages, and you
may find yourself having to engage in some of the stages
more than once. You may also have to go back and repeat
certain stages. This means the process is recursirecursivvee. The
writing process is not necessarily linear, as good writers
often have to go back and repeat several stages of their
process. For example, once you revise, you may realize you
don’t have enough information on a topic and need to go
back to do a little brainstorming or freewriting to help you
get more ideas. Think back to the Slinky® metaphor. The
parts of the writing process connect and loop around each
other.

Remember, a thorough writing process will make your
writing better! You may continue to have struggles when
you write. We all have areas in which we need to improve,
but a good writing process will make your writing stronger
than it would be otherwise. When you take advantage of
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each stage of the writing process, you’re helping yourself
do your best work!

Listen as these college students talk about what they
learned about writing and what they continue to struggle
with as they continue with their journeys.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=30#h5p-31

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.

• Better writing from the beginning by Jenn
Kepka is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License, except
where otherwise noted.
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PPeer Revieweer Review

P

PEER REVIEWPEER REVIEW

Jim Beatty
Peer review is a daunting prospect for many
students. It can be nerve-wracking to let other
people see a draft that is far from perfect. It can
also be uncomfortable to critique drafts written
by people you hardly know. Peer review is
essential for effective public writing, however.
Professors often publish in “peer-reviewed”
journals, which means their drafts are sent to
several experts around the world. The
professor/author must then address these
people’s concerns before the journal will
publish the article. This process is done
because, overall, the best ideas come out of
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conversations with other people about your
writing. You should always be supportive of
your peers, but you should also not pull any
punches regarding things you think could really
hurt their grade or the efficacy of their paper.

HOW TO GIVE FEEDBHOW TO GIVE FEEDBACKACK

The least helpful thing you can do when peer-reviewing
is correct grammar and typos. While these issues are
important, they are commonly the least important thing
English professors consider when grading. Poor grammar
usually only greatly impacts your grade if it gets in the
way of clarity (if the professor cannot decode what you
are trying to say) or your authority (it would affect how
much readers would trust you as a writer). And, with a
careful editing process, a writer can catch these errors on
their own. If they are convinced they have a good thesis
statement and they don’t, however, then you can help
them by identifying that.

Your professor may give you specific things to evaluate
during peer review. If so, those criteria are your clue to
what your professor values in the paper. If your professor
doesn’t give you things to evaluate, make sure to have the
assignment sheet in front of you when peer-reviewing. If
your professor provides a rubric or grading criteria, focus
on those issues when giving advice to your peers. Again,
don’t just look for things to “fix.” Pose questions to your
classmate; let them know where they need to give you
more to clarify and convince you.
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HOW TO RECEIVE FEEDBHOW TO RECEIVE FEEDBACKACK

Resist the powerful urge to get defensive over your
writing. Try your best not to respond until your reviewer
is finished giving and explaining their feedback. Keep in
mind that your peers do not have all the information about
your paper that you do. If they misunderstand something,
take it as an opportunity to be clearer in your writing
rather than simply blaming them for not getting it. Once
you give a paper to another person, you cannot provide
additional commentary or explanations. They can only
evaluate what’s on the page.

Perhaps the biggest challenge in peer review is deciding
what advice to use and what to ignore. When in doubt,
always ask your professor. They know how they will grade,
so they can give you a more definitive answer than anyone
else. This holds true for the advice you get from a writing
tutor too.

MAKE PEER REVIEW A PMAKE PEER REVIEW A PART OF YOURART OF YOUR
LIFELIFE

Don’t think of peer review as an isolated activity you do
because it is required in class. Make friends in the class
that can help you outside of it. Call on people outside
the class whom you trust to give you feedback, including
writing tutors. Integrate peer review into every step of
your writing process, not just when you have a complete
draft. Classmates, writing tutors, and your friends can be
an invaluable resource as you brainstorm your ideas.
Conversations with them can give you a safe, informal
opportunity to work things out before you stare at a blank
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screen wondering what to write. A writing tutor can help
you talk out your ideas and maybe produce an outline by
the end of your appointment. A friend can offer another
perspective or additional information of which you are
initially unaware. Again, you can get the most direct
advice by visiting your professor during office hours to go
over ideas and drafts. Take advantage of all the formal and
informal resources surrounding you at SLCC to help you
succeed.

CONCLCONCLUSIONUSION

Far from being scary or annoying, peer review is one of
the most powerful tools at your disposal in the life-long
process of becoming a more effective public writer. No
good writing exists in isolation. The best writing comes
out of a communal effort.

PrProviding Good Foviding Good Feedbackeedback

by Jenn Kepka
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Customer Comments chalkboard by Flickr user Lisa @Sierra Tierra CC-BY

Think about the most helpful feedback you’ve ever
received from a teacher, a coach, a parent, or a friend.
What did they tell you? How did they phrase it? Why did
you believe what they were saying?

In general, we accept feedback best from people we trust
because we believe they have our best interests at heart.
In a college class where the faces around you change
frequently, it’s hard to develop that level of trust. So in
peer review, we have to create credibility — that’s
trustworthiness — through a process of Restating,
Praising, and Criticizing.

RESTRESTAATINGTING

The first step in providing good peer feedback is to prove
to your peer that you’ve actually read and tried to
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understand her writing. If you’ve ever been through peer
review before, you know that receiving feedback where
the reader has completely missed your point is
discouraging; it’s also hard when someone else doesn’t
seem to have paid much attention to what you’re saying.

To show a writer that we’re on her side, we can restate
her main idea (also known as her thesis or topic

sentence). This will show that we’ve read the piece and tried
our best to understand what the writer wanted to say —
not what we wanted to hear, but what she was trying to
say.

TTo pro provide a good rovide a good restatement of the piece, follow theseestatement of the piece, follow these
steps:steps:

1. Read the piece at least twice.

◦ On your first read, don’t pause to highlight

or make notes or mark mistakes — just read

to see what’s going on.

◦ On the second read, start to mark places

where you have questions, places that you

particularly like, or places where you’re sure

some fix is needed.

2. After you’ve read the piece, get a separate piece of

paper and, without looking, write down a sentence or

two that sums up what you think is the author’s main

point.

◦ Try to complete this sentence: I thought

your major point was _______________.

◦ Sometimes, in an early draft, it can be hard
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to nail down a precise main point. In this

case, try to put yourself in the writer’s shoes,

and think, “What do I think they most want

to say in this whole thing?” Then fill in this

sentence: The point I think you want to make

here is ___________, though you also spend

time saying _____________ and/or

_______________.

You may need to complete this process more than once
just to feel secure that you understand what the piece is
saying. That’s great! That means you really are working
with the paper, and your peer will appreciate your efforts.

If you provide peer feedback in person, this is also a
valuable place to start. Think how much nicer it would be
to have someone say, “What I thought you were writing
about was _________” rather than just having him jump in with
criticism.

GIVING POSITIVE FEEDBGIVING POSITIVE FEEDBACK (PRAISE, ORACK (PRAISE, OR
WHAWHAT’S WORKING)T’S WORKING)

We tend to focus on what’s going wrong in a paper
because, as writers and students, we want to know what to
fix as we go through the revision process. However, most
good feedback will include a section on what’s actually
working in a paper, too. Positive feedback encourages a
writer in a couple of ways:

• It shows him/her that the reviewer isn’t just “out
to get me.”

• It can demonstrate some patterns or habits that
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are worth repeating. For example, if someone
says, “I thought your transitions were well done,”
you can be prepared to add more and use them
more confidently in the next paper.

• It builds credibility for the reviewer by providing
feedback a reader is more likely to agree with
before providing critical comments.

However, positive feedback is only useful if it’s specific.
Think how nice it is to see “Good job!” written on top of a
paper — and then think about how useless that comment
is if you really want to fix the paper. What do I do when
I get a “good work!” comment? I probably just turn the
paper in without any more revision.

Good, positive feedback should give the writer
somewhere to go. It should encourage by making clear
points about what’s working, where, and why. So instead
of saying, “I thought this was funny!”, a good comment
might say, “The way you turn the words around in the
second paragraph so it’s almost like a tongue-twister was
funny, and the dialogue in the third paragraph made me
laugh out loud.” The writer can look at these and go, a-ha!
I’m funny. I should add more like those two.

To provide useful, positive feedback:

1. Number the paragraphs (in a longer work) or

sentences (in a one-paragraph or one-page work) in

the piece you’re reading so you can refer to them easily.

2. Provide two or three one-sentence comments that

point out things the writer has done that were

interesting, clever, funny, surprising, smart, or lovely.
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◦ Don’t just look for funny jokes or big words

(although complimenting the vocabulary of a

section is a good piece of feedback!). Also

consider how the writer uses detail, whether

the story is believable (and why or how), if

the title is informative, if the overall question

being answered is creative, if the answer the

student gives to the question of the

assignment is unexpected, if the organization

is clear, and if the introduction and/or

conclusion are particularly strong.

3. Always keep your focus on the idea

of helpful feedback. Letting someone know they’ve

chosen a nice font isn’t helpful, but letting her know

that you like the places she’s chosen to break up her

paragraphs will be!

GIVING NEGAGIVING NEGATIVE FEEDBTIVE FEEDBACKACK
(CONSTR(CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM)UCTIVE CRITICISM)

Some writers struggle with giving negative feedback at all;
others want to dive right in and provide only criticism. A
balance of these two instincts is necessary in order to give
useful feedback.

Think, again, about helpful feedback you’ve received in
the past; now, think of a time when you received criticism
that wasn’t helpful. Generally, writers respond to bad,
negative feedback in one of two ways: 1). “How DARE you
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insult my beloved work? I’m not listening to ANYTHING
you have to say!” or 2). “You’re sooooo right, it’s terrible,
it’s all trash, I’m throwing the whole thing away and
starting over, or maybe I’ll just give up!”

The results are the same: no revision is completed. Since
the entire point of getting peer feedback is to get good
ideas to help you revise, bad feedback is bad for the
process.

To give the best critical feedback, then, reviewers must
remember that the writer should be able to act on
whatever you say. That means no bland, vague statements.
If someone writes, “I just didn’t like it,” on a paper, there’s
not much I (the writer) can do with that, other than cry
or plot revenge. If, instead, someone writes, “I didn’t like
paragraph 2 because it felt like the voice changed
completely from the rest of the story,” then I can act on
that. I can look at paragraph 2 and make changes.

Here are a few tips for providing good, critical feedback:

1. Be specific. State where problems are found by line

number or paragraph number. Quote or re-write

sentences that need to be edited and show the

problems clearly.

2. Ask questions. There’s a huge difference between

saying “I got lost in paragraph 2” and “What did you

mean by ____ in paragraph 2?” The second one gives

the writer something to do — she can answer that

question and fix the paragraph.

3. Limit yourself to a reasonable number of critical

comments. Aim for an equal ratio of negative to

positive feedback.
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◦ This isn’t just an ego-saver! If a paper is in

such an early draft that you can only find 2

positive things to say, the author probably

doesn’t need a pile of criticism yet.

4. Be aware of the goals the writer had for the piece.

Make sure you aren’t trying to get him/her to say

something you like instead of letting him/her say what

s/he likes.

5. Don’t critique spelling, grammar, or punctuation

unless you are an expert.

◦ Colleges provide resources to help with

mechanical errors, so don’t pretend to be an

expert in commas if you aren’t one. It’s easier

to get someone else more confused than it is

to be really helpful.

◦ Also, remember the writer may still need to

rewrite and to do a final edit, so picking out

every single spelling mistake might not be the

best use of your time (unless the writer asks

you to).

Finally, as a general rule of thumb, don’t write anything
you wouldn’t say to the writer face-to-face. Always sign
your name to anything you write on, as well, so that the
writer can follow up if she has questions.

UNDERSTUNDERSTANDING PEER REVIEWANDING PEER REVIEW

Celia Brinkerhoff
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Your assignment may require that you include
information from “peer-reviewed” articles. These articles
are published in scholarly or academic journals after
they’ve gone through a lengthy editorial process which
usually involves the author making many revisions before
final acceptance is made. The reviewers themselves are
experts in the same field, and judge the strength of the
article on the originality of the research, the methods
used, and the validity of findings. The highest standard
of peer review is “double-blind,” meaning that both the
identity of the authors as well as the reviewers are kept
anonymous in order to ensure that bias and subjectivity
do not influence the process.

But be careful: Not all of the content in an academic
journal is subject to peer review. There may be other
content such as letters, opinion pieces, and book reviews
that have been edited but not necessarily gone through a
formal peer-review process.

ACTIVITY: WACTIVITY: Watch, listen, and learnatch, listen, and learn

The following video describes the process of peer
review.

ACTIVITY: Summarize the peer rACTIVITY: Summarize the peer review preview processocess

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=189#h5p-45
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But how can you, the researcher, recognize a peer-
reviewed article?

Fortunately, the library’s Summon search and most of our
databases have a filter or limit which will help you find
the right type of information. Various databases will use
different terms: look for “academic” or “scholarly” or
“peer-reviewed.”

There are other clues you can look for.

Tip: Clues to help yTip: Clues to help you decide if it’s peer-rou decide if it’s peer-reviewevieweded

Examples

Author’s
credentials and
affiliations

Look for the author’s degrees, as well as the university or
research institution they are affiliated with.

References Any peer-reviewed article will have a lengthy list of sources
used by the author.

Submission
guidelines

Somewhere on the journal’s homepage will be a link for
submitting an article for review. You may have to dig around a
little!

Journal
publisher

Is the journal published by a scholarly society? a university
press?
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Activity: Summing up Module 2Activity: Summing up Module 2

Pick the correct statement.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=189#h5p-46

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=189#h5p-47

AttributionsAttributions

• Doing Research by Celia Brinkerhoff is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License, except where otherwise
noted.

• Open English @ SLCC by Jim Beatty is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License,
except where otherwise noted.

• Better writing from the beginning by Jenn
Kepka is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License, except
where otherwise noted.
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Outlining andOutlining and
AnnotationAnnotation

P

OutliningOutlining

A strong outline is like a
road map for your
research paper.
Outlining can help you
maintain a clear focus in
your research essay
because an outline helps
you see your whole
paper in a condensed
form, which can help you create a good plan for how you’ll
organize your research and develop your ideas.

Just as there are different types of essays, there are
different outline structures appropriate to different fields
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and different types of essay assignments. You’ll want to
consult with your instructor about any specific
organizational requirements, but the following will
provide you with some basic examples of outline
structures for research papers in several different fields.
Pre-draft and Post Draft outlines.

PrPre-Draft Outlinese-Draft Outlines

TTraditional Outliningraditional Outlining

In many of your courses, you’ll be asked to write a
traditional, thesis-based research essay. In this structure,
you provide a thesis, usually at the end of your
introduction, body paragraphs that support your thesis
with research, and a conclusion to emphasize the key
points of your research paper. You’ll likely encounter this
type of assignment in classes in the humanities, but you
may also be asked to write a traditional research paper
in business classes and some introductory courses in the
sciences and social sciences.

In the sample on this page, you’ll see a basic structure
that can be modified to fit the length of your assignment.
It’s important to note, in shorter research essays, each
point of your outline might correspond to a single
paragraph, but in longer research papers, you might
develop each supporting point over several paragraphs.

Example
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TTraditional Outlineraditional Outline

I. Introduction

I. background, context for topic

II. transition to thesis

III. thesis statement

II. Supporting Point 1

I. supporting detail

I. example 1

II. example 2

II. supporting detail

I. example 1

II. example 2

III. supporting detail

I. example 1

II. example 2

III. Supporting Point 2

IV. Supporting Point 3

V. Supporting Point 4

VI. Conclusion

I. review central ideas presented in the body

and make connections to the thesis

II. transition to closing thoughts

III. closing thoughts
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Traditional Outline Example

IMRAD OutliningIMRAD Outlining

In many of your courses in the sciences and social
sciences, such as sociology, psychology, and biology, you
may be required to write a research paper using the
IMRAD format. IMRADIMRAD stands for Introduction,
Methods, Results, and Discussion. In this format, you
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present your research and discuss your methods for
gathering research. Each section of the IMRAD structure
can take several paragraphs to develop.

This structure is also sometimes referred to as the APA
format, but be sure not to confuse this with the APA
format for documentation of your research.

Examples

IMRAD OutlineIMRAD Outline

I. Introduction

I. provide research question

II. explain the significance

III. review of background or known

information on your topic

II. Methods

I. describe your methods for gathering

information

II. explain your sources of information, both

primary and secondary

III. Results

I. describe what you found out from your

research.

II. develop each point thoroughly, as this is

the main section of your research paper

IV. Discussion
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I. explain the significance of your findings

II. describe how they support your thesis

III. discuss the limitations of your research

NOTE:NOTE: APA does not recommend or require any particular

outline for your papers. If you’ve seen sample papers following

APA format, you may have seen the IMRAD format used, but this

is not an official APA requirement. Your assignment should

always dictate outline structure, not a formatting style.

So you might have an assignment that requires APA format

for the documentation but a very different organizational

pattern. In fact, you may use the traditional outline for some

projects written in APA format.

See It in PracticeSee It in Practice

In this videocast, you’ll see how our student writer has
organized all of her research into a traditional outline.

An interactive H5P element has been
excluded from this version of the
text. You can view it online here:
https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=243#h5p-64

ChecklistChecklist

Writing an Effective Outline
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This checklist can help you write an effective outline for
your assignment. It will also help you discover where you
may need to do additional reading or prewriting.

• Do I have a controlling idea that guides the
development of the entire piece of writing?

• Do I have three or more main points that I want
to make in this piece of writing? Does each main
point connect to my controlling idea?

• Is my outline in the best order—chronological
order, spatial order, or order of importance—for
me to present my main points? Will this order
help me get my main point across?

• Do I have supporting details that will help me
inform, explain, or prove my main points?

• Do I need to add more support? If so, where?
• Do I need to make any adjustments to my

working thesis statement before I consider it the
final version?

Key Takeaways

• Writers must put their ideas in order so the

assignment makes sense. The most common orders

are chronological order, spatial order, and order of

importance.

• After gathering and evaluating the information you

found for your essay, the next step is to write a

working, or preliminary, thesis statement.

• The working thesis statement expresses the main

idea that you want to develop in the entire piece of
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writing. It can be modified as you continue the

writing process.

• Effective writers prepare a formal outline to

organize their main ideas and supporting details in

the order they will be presented.

• A topic outline uses words and phrases to express

ideas.

• A sentence outline uses complete sentences to

express ideas.

• The writer’s thesis statement begins the outline and

the outline ends with suggestions for the concluding

paragraph.

Outline Time?Outline Time?

When it is time for you to write your outline,
if you are unsure about the structural
requirements for your assignment, be sure to
ask your professor.

In your outline, you should aim for a level of detail at
least similar to what you see in the models, though more
detail may be necessary, depending upon the length of
your paper. A clear outline gives you a good plan for your
paper and will help you determine whether you have a
strong research focus before you begin drafting the paper.

It’s always a good idea to get feedback on your outline
before heading into the drafting and integrating stage of
your writing process. Share either a formal or informal
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PPost Draft Outlineost Draft Outline

A big huzzah–the rough drafts are done, which is a major
hurdle. I know there’s still a lot to do, but I think the
hardest part’s out of the way.

Now, it’s time to turn away from the raw content
creation of writing a draft and towards the fine-tuning,
that transforms into polishing and shaping an effective
essay.

Like a pre-draft outline, a post-draft outline is a useful
tool for assessing the organization of your
paper. After you’re done with a rough draft, creating
a post-draft outline can help you see how your paper flows
from beginning to end.

An interactive H5P element has been
excluded from this version of the
text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/
english101open/?p=243#h5p-65

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=243#h5p-66

AnnAnnootatatintingg a text means that you actively engage with it
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by taking notes as you read, usually by marking the text in
some way (underlining, highlighting, using symbols such
as asterisks) as well as by writing down brief summaries,
thoughts, or questions in the margins of the page. If you
are working with a textbook and prefer not to write in it,
annotations can be made on sticky notes or on a separate
sheet of paper. Regardless of what method you choose,
annotating not only directs your focus, but it also helps
you retain that information. Furthermore, annotating
helps you to recall where important points are in the text
if you must return to it for a writing assignment or class
discussion.

Tip:Tip:

Annotations should not consist of JUST symbols, highlighting,

or underlining. Successful and thorough annotations should

combine those visual elements with notes in the margin and

written summaries; otherwise, you may not remember why you

highlighted that word or sentence in the first place.

HoHow to Annw to Annootatatete::
• Underline, highlight, or mark sections of the text

that seem important, interesting, or confusing.
• Be selective about which sections to mark; if you

end up highlighting most of a page or even most
of a paragraph, nothing will stand out, and you
will have defeated the purpose of annotating.

• Use symbols to represent your thoughts.
• Asterisks or stars might go next to an important

sentence or idea.
• Question marks might indicate a point or section
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that you find confusing or questionable in some
way.

• Exclamation marks might go next to a point that
you find surprising.

• Abbreviations can represent your thoughts in the
same way symbols can

• For example, you may write “Def.” or “Bkgnd” in
the margins to label a section that provides
definition or background info for an idea or
concept.

• Think of typical terms that you would use to
summarize or describe sections or ideas in a text,
and come up with abbreviations that make sense
to you.

• Write down questions that you have as you read.
• Identify transitional phrases or words that

connect ideas or sections of the text.
• Mark words that are unfamiliar to you or keep a

running list of those words in your notebook.
• Mark key terms or main ideas in topic sentences.
• Identify key concepts pertaining to the course

discipline (i.e.–look for literary devices, such as
irony, climax, or metaphor, when reading a short
story in an English class).

• Identify the thesis statement in the text (if it is
explicitly stated).

Links tLinks to so saampmplle ae annnnototatated ted teextxtss – JJouournalrnal

aarticrticllee (https://tinyurl.com/ybfz7uke) · BooBook ck chapthapterer

eexxccererptpt (https://tinyurl.com/yd7pj379)

Figure 1.4 Sample Annotated Emily Dickinson Poem
SamSampplle Anne Annootatated Emilted Emily Diy Dicckinson Pkinson Poemoem
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Figure 1.5 Sample Annotated Walt Whitman Poem
“The Dalliance of the Eagles”

SamSampplle Anne Annootatated Wted Walalt Whit Whitman Ptman Poem “Thoem “Thee
DallianDalliance of thce of the Eae Eaglgles”es”
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For three different but equally helpful videos on how to
read actively and annotate a text, click on one of the links
below:

“HoHow to Annw to Annootatatete” (https://youtu.be/
muZcJXlfCWs, transcript here)

“5 A5 Acctitivve Re Reaeadinding Strag Strategitegieses” (https://youtu.be/
JL0pqJeE4_w, transcript here))
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“110 A0 Acctitivve Re Reaeadinding Strag Strategitegieses” (https://youtu.be/
5j8H3F8EMNI, transcript here))

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online
Writing Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior
College. Retrieved from
https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed
under a Creative Commons
Attribution-4.0 International License.

• Content Adapted from Composition II.
Authored by: Alexis McMillan-
Clifton. Provided by: Tacoma Community
College. Located
at: http://www.tacomacc.edu. Licensed
under a Creative Commons
Attribution-4.0 International License.

• Reverse Outline is an unedited video from The
Writing Center, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. This work is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 4.0 License. The
video can be found on their page
https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/
reverse-outline/

• Content included from Let’s Get Writing;
Chapter 1 – Critical Reading by Elizabeth
Browning is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0
International License
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Illustration andIllustration and
ExemplificationExemplification

P

To illillustraustratete means to show or demonstrate something
clearly through the use of evidence. To eexxemempplifylify means
to demonstrate through the use of examples. This is a
technique that can stand alone but is most often used
within an essay to demonstrate the various points that
an essay is offering as it supports it thesis.
Effective illillustraustratitionon clearly demonstrates and supports a
point through the use of evidence.

A writer can use different types of evidence to support
his or her thesis. Using scientific studies, experts in a
particular field, statistics, historical events, current events,
analogies, and personal anecdotes are all ways in which
a writer can illustrate a thesis. A variety of evidence is
needed to demonstrate the validity of any thesis.
Ultimately, you want the evidence to help the reader “see”
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your point, as one would see a good illustration in a
magazine or on a website. TThis Ihis I

BeBelievelieve (https://thisibelieve.org/) is a website that collects
essays that illustrate core values and beliefs.
Visit the program’s website for some examples.

The stronger your evidence is, the more clearly the
reader will consider your point. Using evidence effectively
can be challenging, though. The evidence you choose will
usually depend on your subject, your essay’s purpose, and
your audience. When writing an illustration essay, keep in
mind the following:

• Use evidence that is appropriate for your topic as
well as appropriate for your audience.

• Assess how much evidence you need to
adequately explain your point , which depends
on the complexity of the subject and the
knowledge of your audience regarding that
subject.

For example, if you were writing about a new
communication software and your audience was a group
of English-major undergrads, you might want to use an
analogy or a personal story to illustrate how the software
worked. You might also choose to add a few more pieces
of evidence to make sure the audience understands your
point. However, if you were writing about the same
subject and your audience members were information
technology (IT) specialists, you would likely use more
technical evidence because they would be familiar with
the subject.

Keeping in mind your subject in relation to your
audience will increase your chances of effectively
illustrating your point.
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TipTip

You never want to insult your readers’ intelligence by over-

explaining concepts the audience members may already be

familiar with, but it may be necessary to clearly articulate your

point. When in doubt, add an extra example to illustrate your

idea.

ExerExercise 6cise 6

On a separate piece of paper, form a thesis based on each of

the following three topics. Then list the types of evidence that

would best explain your point for each audience.

1. Topic: Combat and mental health

2. Audience: family members of veterans, doctors

3. Topic: Video games and teen violence

4. Audience: parents, children

5. Topic: Architecture and earthquakes

6. Audience: engineers, local townspeople

ThThe Struce Structure of an Illture of an Illustraustratition Essaon Essayy
The controlling idea, or thesis, often belongs at the

beginning of the essay. Evidence is then presented in the
essay’s body paragraphs, to support the thesis. As you
decide how to present your evidence, consider order of
importance, then decide whether you want to with your
strongest evidence first, or start with evidence of lesser
importance and have the essay build to increasingly
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stronger evidence. The table below shows the connection
between order and purpose.

Figure 5.4 Order Versus Purpose

The time transition words listed in the table above are
also helpful in ordering the presentation of evidence.
Words like first, second, third, currently, next, and finally all
help orient the reader and sequence evidence clearly.
Because an illustration essay uses so many examples, it is
also helpful to have a list of words and phrases to present
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each piece of evidence. The table below provides a list of
phrases for illustration.

Figure 5.5 Phrases of Illustration

TTiipp

Vary the phrases of illustration you use. Do not rely on just

one. Variety in choice of words and phrasing is critical when

trying to keep readers engaged in your writing and your ideas.
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WWriting at Writing at Workork

In the workplace, it is often helpful to keep the phrases of

illustration in mind as a way to incorporate them whenever

you can. Whether you are writing out directives that colleagues

will have to follow or requesting a new product or service from

another company, making a conscious effort to incorporate a

phrase of illustration will force you to provide examples of

what you mean.

ExerExercise 7cise 7

On a separate sheet of paper, form a thesis based on one of

the following topics. Then support that thesis with three pieces

of evidence. Make sure to use a different phrase of illustration

to introduce each piece of evidence you choose.

1. Cooking

2. Baseball

3. Work hours

4. Exercise

5. Traffic

Collaboration: Please share with a classmate and compare

your answers. Discuss which topic you like the best or would

like to learn more about. Indicate which thesis statement you

perceive as the most effective.

WWriritinting an Illg an Illustraustratition Essaon Essayy
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First, decide on a topic that you feel interested in
writing about. Then create an interesting introduction to
engage the reader. The main point, or thesis, should be
stated at the end of the introduction.

Gather evidence that is appropriate to both your subject
and your audience. You can order the evidence in terms of
importance, either from least important to most important
or from most important to least important. Be sure to fully
explain all of your examples using strong, clear supporting
details.

ExerExercise 8cise 8

Choose a motto or other inspirational statement that appeals

to you. Using the aspects outlined above, write a paragraph that

illustrates this statement. Remember to include specific

examples and description to illustrate your interpretation of

this statement.

Assignment 4Assignment 4

Choosing either a topic from Exercise 7 or Exercise 8 write a

minimum five paragraph illustration essay.
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KKey Tey Takeawaysakeaways

• An illustration essay clearly explains a main point

using evidence.

• When choosing evidence, always gauge whether

the evidence is appropriate for the subject as well as

the audience.

• Organize the evidence in terms of importance,

either from least important to most important or from

most important to least important.

• Use time transitions to order evidence.

• Use phrases of illustration to highlight examples.

Student Sample: Illustration/Example EssayStudent Sample: Illustration/Example Essay

Letter to the City

To: Lakeview Department of Transportation

From: A Concerned Citizen

The intersection of Central Avenue and Lake Street is

dangerous and demands immediate consideration for the

installation of a controlling mechanism. I have lived in

Lakeview my entire life, and during that time I have witnessed

too many accidents and close calls at that intersection. I would

like the Department of Transportation to answer this question:

how many lives have to be lost on the corner of Central Avenue

and Lake Street before a street light or stop sign is placed there?

Over the past twenty years, the population of Lakeview has

increased dramatically. This population growth has put

tremendous pressure on the city’s roadways, especially Central
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Avenue and its intersecting streets. At the intersection of Central

Avenue and Lake Street it is easy to see how serious this problem

is. For example, when I try to cross Central Avenue as a

pedestrian, I frequently wait over ten minutes for the cars to

clear, and even then I must rush to the median. I will then have

to continue to wait until I can finally run to the other side of the

street. On one hand, even as a physically fit adult, I can run only

with significant effort and care. Expecting a senior citizen or a

child to cross this street, on the other hand, is extremely

dangerous and irresponsible. Does the city have any plans to do

anything about this?

Recent data show that the intersection of Central Avenue and

Lake Street has been especially dangerous. According to the city’s

own statistics, three fatalities occurred at that intersection in the

past year alone. Over the past five years, the intersection

witnessed fourteen car accidents, five of which were fatal. These

numbers officially qualify the intersection as the most fatal and

dangerous in the entire state. It should go without saying that

fatalities and accidents are not the clearest way of measuring

the severity of this situation because for each accident that

happens, countless other close calls never contribute to city data.

I hope you will agree that these numbers alone are sufficient

evidence that the intersection at Central Avenue and Lake Street

is hazardous and demands immediate attention.

Nearly all accidents mentioned are caused by vehicles trying

to cross Central Avenue while driving on Lake Street. I think the

City of Lakeview should consider placing a traffic light there to

control the traffic going both ways. While I do not have access to

any resources or data that can show precisely how much a

traffic light can improve the intersection, I think you will agree

that a controlled busy intersection is much safer than an
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uncontrolled one. Therefore, at a minimum, the city must

consider making the intersection a four-way stop.

Each day that goes by without attention to this issue is a lost

opportunity to save lives and make the community a safer, more

enjoyable place to live. Because the safety of citizens is the

priority of every government, I can only expect that the

Department of Transportation and the City of Lakeview will act

on this matter immediately. For the safety and well-being of

Lakeview citizens, please do not let bureaucracy or money

impede this urgent project.

Sincerely,

A Concerned Citizen

ExExternal Linksternal Links
“AApril & Ppril & Paarisris” (https://tinyurl.com/y9rgud9b) by

David Sedaris: In “April & Paris,” writer David Sedaris
explores the unique impact of animals on the human
psyche.

“ShShee’’s Ys Your Basiour Basic L.c L.OO.L. in N.L. in N.A.D.A.D”
(https://tinyurl.com/y7ocnnl5) by Perri Klass: In “She’s
Your Basic L.O.L. in N.A.D,” pediatrician and writer Perri
Klass discusses the medical-speak she encountered in her
training as a doctor and its underlying meaning.

Jessica Bennett, a senior writer for Newsweek, offers an
example of an illustration essay when she presents TThe Fhe Fliplip

SSidide oe of If Intnternernet Fet Faammee (https://tinyurl.com/
y9yjmqt9). You can also see the
essay hhereere (https://tinyurl.com/y7vd53db).
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ClassificationClassification

P

ThThe Pe Purpose of Classifiurpose of Classificacatition in Won in Wriritintingg
The purpose of cclassifilassificacatitionon is to break down broad

subjects into smaller, more manageable, more specific
parts. We classify things in our daily lives all the time,
often without even thinking about it. It is important,
however, to be sure to use a single basis for the division
of categories; otherwise, you may end up with items that
fall into multiple categories. Cell phones, for example,
have now become part of a broad category. They can be
classified as feature phones, media phones, and
smartphones.

Smaller categories, and the way in which these
categories are created, help us make sense of the world.
Keep both of these elements in mind when writing a
classification essay.
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TipTip

Choose topics that you know well when writing classification

essays. The more you know about a topic, the more you can

break it into smaller, more interesting parts. Adding interest and

insight will enhance your classification essays.

ExerExercise 20cise 20

On a separate sheet of paper, break the following categories

into smaller classifications.

1. The United States

2. Colleges and universities

3. Beverages

4. Fashion

ThThe Struce Structure of a Classifiture of a Classificacatition Essaon Essayy
The classification essay opens with an introductory

paragraph that introduces the broader topic. The thesis
should then explain how that topic is divided into
subgroups and why. Take the following introductory
paragraph, for example:

When people think of New York, they often think of
only New York City. But New York is actually a diverse
state with a full range of activities to do, sights to see,
and cultures to explore. In order to better understand the
diversity of New York state, it is helpful to break it into five
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separate regions: Long Island, New York City, Western
New York, Central New York, and Northern New York.

The thesis explains not only the category and
subcategory but also the rationale for breaking it into
those categories. Through this classification essay, the
writer hopes to show his or her readers a different way of
considering the state.

Each body paragraph of a classification essay is
dedicated to fully illustrating each of the subcategories.
In the previous example, then, each region of New York
would have its own paragraph.

The conclusion should bring all the categories and
subcategories back together again to show the reader the
big picture. In the previous example, the conclusion might
explain how the various sights and activities of each
region of New York add to its diversity and complexity.

TipTip

To avoid settling for an overly simplistic classification, make

sure you break down any given topic at least three different

ways. This will help you think outside the box and perhaps even

learn something entirely new about a subject.

ExerExercise 21cise 21

Using your classifications from Exercise 20, write a brief

paragraph explaining why you chose to organize each main

category in the way that you did.
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WWriritinting a Classifig a Classificacatition Essaon Essayy
Start with an engaging opening that will adequately

introduce the general topic that you will be dividing into
smaller subcategories. Your thesis should come at the end
of your introduction. It should include the topic, your
subtopics, and the reason you are choosing to break down
the topic in the way that you are. Use the following
classification thesis equation:

totopipic + suc + subbtotopipics + racs + ratitionalonale fe for thor the sue subbtotopipics = thcs = thesis.esis.
The organizing strategy of a classification essay is

dictated by the initial topic and the subsequent subtopics.
Each body paragraph is dedicated to fully illustrating each
of the subtopics. In a way, coming up with a strong topic
pays double rewards in a classification essay. Not only do
you have a good topic, but you also have a solid
organizational structure within which to write.

Be sure you use strong details and explanations for each
subcategory paragraph that help explain and support your
thesis. Also, be sure to give examples to illustrate your
points. Finally, write a conclusion that links all the
subgroups together again. The conclusion should
successfully wrap up your essay by connecting it to your
topic initially discussed in the introduction. Continue in
this section to read a sample classification essay.

ExerExercise 22cise 22

Consider things that are a part of your daily life. Create a list

that classifies these items both as an overall categories and then

within sub-topics.
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Assignment 7Assignment 7

Building on Exercises 21 and 22, write a five-paragraph

classification essay about one of the four original topics. In your

thesis, make sure to include the topic, subtopics, and rationale

for your breakdown. And make sure that your essay is

organized into paragraphs that each describes a subtopic.

KKey Tey Takeawaysakeaways

• The purpose of classification is to break a subject

into smaller, more manageable, more specific parts.

• Smaller subcategories help us make sense of the

world, and the way in which these subcategories are

created also helps us make sense of the world.

• A classification essay is organized by its

subcategories.

Example EssayExample Essay

TTypes of Higher Education Prypes of Higher Education Programsograms

Today’s students have many choices when it comes to

pursuing a degree: four-year programs, two-year programs, large
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or small classroom settings, and even daytime or evening classes.

With all the different options to consider, potential students

should learn about the different types of colleges, so they can

find a school that best fits their personality, budget, and

educational goals.

One type of higher education program for students to consider

is a liberal arts college. These schools tend to be small in size and

offer a range of undergraduate degrees in subjects like English,

history, psychology, and education. Students may choose a

liberal arts college if they want a more intimate classroom

setting rather than large lecture-style classes. Students may also

consider a liberal arts college if they want to gain knowledge

from a variety of disciplines, rather than focus on a single area

of study. Many liberal arts schools are privately owned, and

some have religious affiliations. Liberal arts schools can come

with a hefty price tag, and their high cost presents an obstacle

for students on a tight budget; moreover, while some students

might appreciate a liberal arts school’s intimate atmosphere,

others might encounter a lack of diversity in the student body.

Still, students seeking a well-rounded education in the

humanities will find liberal arts colleges to be one option.

Universities, another type of higher education program, offer

both undergraduate and graduate degrees. Usually universities

are larger than colleges and can accommodate tens of thousands

of students in many different majors and areas of study. A large

student body means that class sizes are often larger, and some

classes may be taught by graduate students rather than

professors. Students will feel at home at a university if they want

a focused academic program and state-of-the-art research

facilities. While some universities are private, many are public,

which means they receive funding from the government, so

tuition is more affordable, and some even offer discounted in-
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state tuition for state residents. Also, universities attract many

international students, so those looking for a variety of campus

cultural groups and clubs will appreciate a greater sense of

diversity among the student body. Universities can be

overwhelming for some, but they are the right fit for students

who seek research opportunities and academic studies,

especially in the fields of mathematics and science.

Community college is a type of higher education program

popular with students on a limited budget who want to take

college courses but may not know what they want to major in.

Most schools offer degrees after two years of study, usually an

associate’s degree that prepares students to enter the workforce;

many students choose to study at a community college for two

years and then transfer to a four-year college to complete their

undergraduate degree. Like liberal arts schools, classes are small

and allow instructors to pay more attention to their students.

Community college allows students to live at home rather than

in a dormitory, which also keeps costs down. While some young

people might not like the idea of living at home for school, many

adults choose to attend community college so they can advance

their education while working and living with their families.

Online universities are another type of higher education

program that are gaining popularity as technology improves.

These schools offer many of the same degree programs as

traditional liberal arts colleges and universities. Unlike

traditional programs, which require students to attend classes

and lectures, online universities offer greater academic

flexibility and are a great option for students wishing to pursue

a degree while still working full time. At online universities,

students access course materials, such as video lectures and

assessments, remotely using a personal computer and are able to

speed up or slow down their progress to complete their degree at
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their own pace. Students may attend classes in the comfort of

their own homes or local libraries, but students hoping for the

social community of higher education might not enjoy this

aspect of higher education.

With so many colleges and universities to choose from, it may

be difficult for a student to narrow down his or her selection, but

once a student knows what he or she is looking for, the process

may become much easier. It is very important for students to

learn about the different types of higher education programs

available before making their selections.

ExExternal Linksternal Links
Amy Tan describes relationship with her heritage, her

mother, and her languages in MotMotherher

TToongunguee (https://tinyurl.com/hya7ob5). The essay is also
available hhereere (https://tinyurl.com/y7gbr9hs).
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PART II

RHETORIC AND
WRITING

The Rhetorical SituationThe Rhetorical Situation

Written by Dana Anderson
Most of us intuitively understand the rhetorical

situations we face each day, but we rarely give them any
thought.

Consider this. You [the author] need to ask your
parents [the audience] for money [the purpose]. It is the
third time this semester that you have asked, and it is right
before the holidays [the context]. Should you
communicate with a text message, a phone call, an email,
or a Facebook message, and should it be funny, serious, or
heartfelt [text]?

This is a rhetorical situation.
Whenever we decide to write, whether it is a tweet, an

essay for history class, or a text message to your parents
asking for money, we face a rhetorical situation or set of
elements that help shape the choices we make as writers.

The rhetorical situation consists of:
• Author: The writer of the communication
• Audience: The receiver of the communication
• Purpose: The goal of the communication
• Context: The surrounding setting, time, culture,
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and social discussions on the topic
• Text: The genre, organization, and style of

communication
◦ Genre is the form or shape
◦ Writing strategies such as memoir,

argument, or analysis help develop and
organize the content

◦ Style is created through elements such as
tone, diction, and syntax

The rhetorical situation has evolved from the influential
Greek philosopher Aristotle’s ideas on how rhetoric, using
language effectively, functions.

Often, we give little thought to or automatically process
the rhetorical situation. However, effective writers
carefully consider these elements and choose an approach
to better communicate their ideas.

Returning to the scenario, you decide that the best way
to convince your parents to send you money is through an
honest email that explains why you are short on money.
You choose this genre because you know that your parents
will read it at home after work and prefer email to texts.
You also thoughtfully write in a style that doesn’t sound
demanding, but provide clear reasons why you need the
money. How could they say no to that?

That is the power of understanding and analyzing what
shapes the rhetorical situation. It helps you create
audience-centered communication in the genre and style
best suited to achieve your purpose.

You will find more information on rhetoric in the next
chapter.
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P

WHAWHAT IS RHETORIC?T IS RHETORIC?

Rhetoric is the study of effective speaking and writing.
And the art of persuasion. And many other things.

The modes of persuasion you are about to learn about
on the following pages go back thousands of years
to AAristoristotltlee, a Greek rhetorician. In his teachings, we learn
about three basic modes of persuasion—or ways to
persuade people. These modes appeal to human nature
and continue to be used today in writing of all kinds,
politics, and advertisements.

These modes are particularly important to
argumentative writing because you’ll be constantly
looking for the right angle to take in order to be persuasive
with your audience. These modes work together to create
a well-rounded, well-developed argument that your
audience will find credible.

By thinking about the basic ways in which human
beings can be persuaded and practicing your skills, you
can learn to build strong arguments and develop flexible
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argumentative strategies. Developing flexibility as a writer
is very important and a critical part of making good
arguments. Every argument should be different because
every audience is different and every situation is different.
As you write, you’ll want to make decisions about how
you appeal to your particular audience using the modes of
persuasion.

The video below provides you with an excellent
example of how these modes work together, and the pages
that follow will explain each mode in detail, focusing on
strategies you can use as a student writer to develop each
one. If you need the transcript, just click on the CC
button at the bottom right of the video.

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=5#oembed-1

TED-Ed. (2013, January 14). Conner Neill: What Aristotle

and Joshua Bell can teach us about persuasion [Video].
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=O2dEuMFR8kw

PERSUPERSUASIVE APPEALSASIVE APPEALS

Modes of PModes of Persuasionersuasion

Persuasion, according to Aristotle and the many
authorities that would echo him, is brought about through
three kinds of proof or persuasive appeal:
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logos: The appeal to reason.
pathos: The appeal to emotion.
ethos: The persuasive appeal of one’s character.

Although they can be analyzed separately, these three
appeals work together in combination toward persuasive
ends.

LOGOSLOGOS

LogLogosos is about
appealing to your
audience’s logical side.
You have to think about
what makes sense to
your audience and use
that as you build your
argument. As writers, we appeal to logos by presenting a
line of reasoning in our arguments that is logical and clear.
We use evidence, such as statistics and factual
information, when we appeal to logos.

In order to develop strong appeals to logos, we have
to avoid faulty logic. Faulty logic can be anything from
assuming one event caused another to making blanket
statements based on little evidence. Logical fallacies
should always be avoided. We will explore llogiogicalcal
fallafallacicieses in another section.

Appeals to logos are an important part of academic
writing, but you will see them in commercials as well.
Although they more commonly use pathos and ethos,
advertisers will sometimes use logos to sell products. For
example, commercials based on saving consumers money,
such as car commercials that focus on miles-per-gallon, are
appealing to the consumers’ sense of logos.
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As you work to build logos in your arguments, here are
some strategies to keep in mind.

• BoBoth eth exxperiperienence ance and source mad source material can proterial can provividdee
yyou wiou with eth evividdenence to ace to apppeal to lpeal to logogos.os. While
outside sources will provide you with excellent
evidence in an argumentative essay, in some
situations, you can share personal experiences
and observations. Just make sure they are
appropriate to the situation and you present
them in a clear and logical manner.

• RRemememember to think aber to think about ybout yourour aaudiudienencece as you
appeal to logos. Just because something makes
sense in your mind, doesn’t mean it will make the
same kind of sense to your audience. You need to
try to see things from your audience’s
perspective. Having others read your writing,
especially those who might disagree with your
position, is helpful.

• Be sure to mainBe sure to maintain ctain clleaear linr lines of reasonines of reasoningg
ththroughroughout yout your aour argumrgumenent.t. One error in logic
can negatively impact your entire position. When
you present faulty logic, you lose credibility.

• When presenting an argument based on logos, iitt
isis imimportanportant to at to avvoioid emd emootitional oonal ovvertonertones anes andd
mainmaintain an etain an evven tonen tone of ve of voioicece.. Remember,
it’s not just a matter of the type of evidence you
are presenting; how you present this evidence is
important as well.
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PPAATHOSTHOS

Appealing to papaththosos is
about appealing to your
audience’s emotions.
Because people can be
easily moved by their
emotions, pathos is a
powerful mode of
persuasion. When you
think about appealing to pathos, you should consider all
of the potential emotions people experience. While we
often see or hear arguments that appeal to sympathy or
anger, appealing to pathos is not limited to these specific
emotions. You can also use emotions such as humor, joy,
or even frustration, to note a few, in order to convince
your audience.

It’s important, however, to be careful when appealing
to pathos, as arguments with an overly-strong focus on
emotion are not considered as credible in an academic
setting. This means you could, and should, use pathos,
but you have to do so carefully. An overly-emotional
argument can cause you to lose your credibility as a writer.

You have probably seen many arguments based on an
appeal to pathos. In fact, a large number of the
commercials you see on television or the internet actually
focus primarily on pathos. For example, many car
commercials tap into our desire to feel special or
important. They suggest that, if you drive a nice car, you
will automatically be respected.

With the power of pathos in mind, here are some
strategies you can use to carefully build pathos in your
arguments.
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• Think aThink about thbout the eme emootitions mons most reost relalated to yted to yourour
totopipicc in order to use those emotions effectively.
For example, if you’re calling for a change in
animal abuse laws, you would want to appeal to
your audience’s sense of sympathy, possibly by
providing examples of animal cruelty. If your
argument is focused on environmental issues
related to water conservation, you might provide
examples of how water shortages affect
metropolitan areas in order to appeal to your
audience’s fear of a similar occurrence.

• In an effort to appeal to pathos, use euse examxampplleses to
illustrate your position. Just be sure the examples
you share are credible and can be verified.

• In academic arguments, be sure to balanbalancece
aapppeals to papeals to paththos wios with ath apppeals topeals to llogogosos (which
will be explored on the next page) in order to
maintain your ethos or credibility as a writer.

• When presenting evidence based on
emotion, mainmaintain an etain an evven tonen tone of ve of voioicece. If you
sound too emotional, you might lose your
audience’s respect.

ETHOSETHOS

Appealing to eeththosos is all
about using credibility,
either your own as a
writer or of your
sources, in order to be
persuasive. Essentially,
ethos is about
believability. Will your
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audience find you believable? What can you do to ensure
that they do?

You can establish ethos—or credibility—in two basic
ways: you can use or build your own credibility on a topic,
or you can use credible sources, which, in turn, builds
your credibility as a writer.

Credibility is extremely important in building an
argument, so, even if you don’t have a lot of built-in
credibility or experience with a topic, it’s important for
you to work on your credibility by integrating the
credibility of others into your argument.

Aristotle argued that ethos was the most powerful of
the modes of persuasion, and while you may disagree, you
can’t discount its power. After all, think about the way
advertisers use ethos to get us to purchase products.
Taylor Swift sells us perfume, and Peyton Manning sells us
pizza. But, it’s really their fame and name they are selling.

With the power of ethos in mind, here are some
strategies you can use to help build your ethos in your
arguments.

• If yIf you haou havve specifie specific ec exxperiperienence orce or
ededucaucatitionon related to your issues, mmenentition ion itt in
some way.

NOTENOTE: Not all professors will be in favor of this, as it will

depend upon the level of formality of the assignment, but, in

general, this is an effective strategy.

• If yIf you dou donon’’tt have specific experience or education
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related to your issue, make sure you finfind sourcesd sources
from afrom authuthors wors whho do doo. When you integrate that
source information, it’s best if you can address
the credibility of your sources. When you have
credible sources, you want to let your audience
know about them.

• Use aUse a tontone ofe of vvoioicece that is appropriate to your
writing situation and will make you sound
reasonable and credible as a writer. Controversial
issues can often bring out some extreme
emotions in us when we write, but we have to be
careful to avoid sounding extreme in our writing,
especially in academic arguments. You may not
convince everyone to agree with you, but you at
least need your audience to listen to what you
have to say.

• PProrovividde a ge a good balanood balancece when it comes to pathos
and logos, which will be explored in the
following pages.

• AAvvoioid flad flaws in lws in logiogicc—or llogiogical fallacal fallacicieses—which
are explored in another chapter of the book.

MODES OF PERSUMODES OF PERSUASION ACTIVITIESASION ACTIVITIES

Sticking with logic and facts isn’t always going to be
your best approach to getting your readers to agree with
your opinions. Sometimes you’ll need to appeal to
people’s emotions or make them feel like you are someone
they can trust or is just like them.

The idea of the three persuasive appeals is another
concept that comes to us from ancient Greek
philosophers. In this case, it’s Plato’s student, Aristotle.
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As you watch the video below, use this chart to keep
track of crucial ideas: The Three Persuasive Appeals

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=5#h5p-54

After completing this next activity, you may download
or print a completion report that summarizes your results
to submit to your instructor.

An interactivAn interactive H5P element hase H5P element has
been excluded frbeen excluded from this vom this versionersion

of the text. Yof the text. You can view it onlineou can view it online
herhere:e:

https://open.maricopa.edu/https://open.maricopa.edu/
english101open/?p=5#h5p-24english101open/?p=5#h5p-24

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

Now that you have learned about the different modes of
persuasion and their uses and seen some ethos, pathos,
and logos analysis in action, it’s time to see how our
student is doing with her argumentative essay process.
Let’s look at how she plans to appeal to ethos, pathos, and
logos in her essay.
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Watch as our student explores her choices and what
strategies she thinks will be most convincing.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=5#h5p-25

READY TO WRITEREADY TO WRITE

It’s time to think about
how you will appeal to
ethos, pathos, and logos
and, depending upon
where you are in your
process, maybe even
draft a few rough
paragraphs using your
source material as
support.

Wherever you are in
your process, it’s a good time to start thinking of the
appeals and asking yourself questions about your own
credibility, the credibility of your sources, how much
emotion you want to convey, and what you can do to
appeal to the logical thinking of your audience.

Write down your plans in a journal or in notes and
share them with your professor and/or classmate for some
additional feedback.

The key is to get started with your writing in each step
and think, at least for right now, how you can appeal to
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ethos, pathos, and logos to make the most convincing
argument possible?

ASSIGNMENT ANALASSIGNMENT ANALYSISYSIS

Analyzing YAnalyzing Your Assignment and Thinkingour Assignment and Thinking
RhetoricallyRhetorically

RhRheetoritoricc can be defined as the ability to determine how
to best communicate in a given situation. Although a
thorough understanding of effective oral, written, and
visual communication can take years of study, the
foundation of effective communication begins with
rhetoric. With this foundation, even if you are just starting
out, you can become a more powerful, more flexible
writer. Rhetoric is key to being able to write effectively in
a variety of situations.

Every time you write or speak, you’re faced with a
different rhetorical situation. Each rhetorical situation
requires some thoughtful consideration on your part if
you want to be as effective as possible.

Many times, when students are given a writing
assignment, they have an urge to skim the assignment
instructions and then just start writing as soon as the ideas
pop into their minds. But writing rhetorically and with
intention requires that you thoroughly investigate your
writing assignment (or rhetorical situation) before you
begin to write the actual paper.

Thinking about concepts like purposepurpose, aaudiudienencece,
and vvoioicece will help you make good decisions as you begin
your research and writing process. These concepts will be
explained in more detail below.
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PURPOSEPURPOSE

Rhetorically speaking,
the purpose is about
making decisions as a
writer about why you’re
writing and what you
want your audience to
take from your work.

There are three
objectives you may have when writing a research paper.

• TTo info informorm – When you write a research paper to
inform, you’re not making an argument, but you
do want to stress the importance of your topic.
You might think about your purpose as educating
your audience on a particular topic.

• TTo persuao persuaddee – When you write a research paper
to persuade, your purpose should be to take a
stance on your topic. You’ll want to develop a
thesis statement that makes a clear assertion
about some aspect of your topic.

• TTo analo analyzeyze – Although all research papers require
some analysis, some research papers make
analysis a primary purpose. So, your focus
wouldn’t be to inform or persuade, but to analyze
your topic. You’ll want to synthesize your
research and, ideally, reach new, thoughtful
conclusions based on your research.

TIPS!TIPS! Here are a few tips when it comes to thinking about purpose.
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You must be able to move beyond the idea that you’re writing

your research paper only because your professor is making you.

While that may be true on some level, you must decide on a

purpose based on what topic you’re researching and what you

want to say about that topic.

You must decide for yourself, within the requirements of

your assignment, why you’re engaging in the research process

and writing a paper. Only when you do this will your writing be

engaging for your audience.

Your assignment or project instructions affect purpose. If

your professor gives you a formal writing assignment sheet for

your research paper, it’s especially important to read very

carefully through your professor’s expectations. If your

professor doesn’t provide a formal assignment sheet, be

prepared to ask questions about the purpose of the assignment.

AAUDIENCEUDIENCE

Before you begin to
write your research
paper, you should think
about your audience.
Your audience should
have an impact on your
writing. You should
think about the
audience because, if you
want to be effective, you must consider the audience’s
needs and expectations. It’s important to remember the
audience affects both what and how you write.

Most research paper assignments will be written with
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an academic audience in mind. Writing for an academic
audience (your professors and peers) is one of the most
difficult writing tasks because college students and faculty
make up a very diverse group. It can be difficult for student
writers to see outside their own experiences and to think
about how other people might react to their messages.

But this kind of rhetorical thinking is necessary for
effective writing. Good writers try to see their writing
through the eyes of their audience. This, of course,
requires a lot of flexibility as a writer, but the rewards for
such thinking are great when you have a diverse group
of readers interested in and, perhaps, persuaded by your
writing.

INTENDED AINTENDED AUDIENCEUDIENCE

Classmates and prClassmates and professorsofessors

For an academic audience of classmates and teachers, you
have the task of considering a diverse group. You’ll want
to think about how much background information your
audience will need on your topic, as well as what terms
will need to be defined. You’ll want to be sure to use a
formal tone, as research papers for an academic audience
generally require a tone that is quite formal.

Colleagues or potential colleaguesColleagues or potential colleagues

For an audience within your field, you’ll want to consider
how much background information you’ll need to provide
and what terms you need to define. You may not need to
provide as much background information as you would
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for a diverse academic or general audience, and you
wouldn’t want to define terms that would be considered
common knowledge in your field. Your tone should be
formal, as colleagues or potential colleagues in your field
of study will expect a formal voice.

The general publicThe general public

Although many research papers in college-level classes are
intended for an academic audience, you may encounter
assignments where instructors ask you to write for a
general public type of audience. When you write for the
general public, you may need to provide helpful
background information, define important terms, and use
a tone that is semi-formal.

TTarargetted Audiencegetted Audience

Sometimes, an instructor will ask you to write for a
specific public audience. When you write for a specific
targetted audience, you are thinking about a specific group
of readers the essay is intended to reach. When it comes
to determining the most appropriate audience for the
essay, it is necessary to think back to the purpose. The
easiest way to do that is to put into your mind the action
you would like to see taken after your essay has been read.
Then, you can consider who would be able to take that
action.

Example
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Susan is writing an essay to promote the banning of single-

use plastic straws in restaurants. She has decided to focus on

encouraging the use of metal straws. There are three possible

audiences that Susan is thinking of writing towards as she

writes her essay

• First: Restaurant Owners

• Second: Restaurant Customers

• Third: City Lawmakers

Each audience would give Susan a different approach and

different arguments to target. If she chooses restaurant owners,

she can focus on the cost savings of the use of reusable metal

straws. If she chooses customers, she thinks she would focus

more on the ways customers could do their part and about

some of the convenience of personal metal straws. Finally,

Susan believes that focusing on lawmakers would mean she

would need to talk about cities that have already banned straws

and the arguments for the laws that have already been passed.

Each audience has different pros and cons. Susan carefully

considers the type of paper she wants to write and the research

she has done so far. In the end, Susan decides that customers

are going to be the easiest for her to talk to in her essay.

Offending an AudienceOffending an Audience

You have learned now that your writing isn’t just for you
and that part of your role as a writer is to keep the audience
in mind when you write. Some students struggle with this
because it may feel like they just can’t say what they want
to say when they have to write with their audience in
mind. You may feel the same and feel like you want to
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share your ideas the way you want to share your ideas, no
matter what an audience thinks.

However, you have to remember that, unless
you’re keeping a personal journal, your writing is always
for someone else as well. In fact, most of the time,
you’re going to need to be highly aware of your audience’s
needs when you are writing for college—and for work.
Moreover, when you’re writing argumentative essays on
controversial topics, if you want to be persuasive, you have
to think about what is going to work well to be persuasive
for your given audience. Will your audience listen to you
if you offend them? Probably not.

With that in mind, you’ll want to make good rhetorical
decisions when you write. This means you have to
consider what language will work for your audience, what
kind of evidence will be persuasive, and how you can
present that evidence in the most convincing manner
possible.

If you offend your audience, your audience members
won’t listen to what you have to say. While you may not
be able to always convince your audience to see your side
of an issue, you should at least be able to get them to listen
to you and consider your points.

In the video below, you’ll see what happens when
audience members are offended and what their reactions
are, and why. Seeing what happens for yourself may help
you remember that, when you’re writing an argument, you
are writing for someone else.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=5#h5p-28
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VOICEVOICE

Once you have considered your audience and established
your purpose, it’s time to think about voice. Your voice
in your writing is essentially how you sound to your
audience. Voice is an important part of writing a research
paper, but many students never stop to think about voice
in their writing. It’s important to remember voice is
relative to aaudiudienencece and purposepurpose. The voice you decide to
use will have a great impact on your audience.

• FFormalormal – When using a formal, academic or
professional voice, you’ll want to be sure to avoid
slang and clichés, like “the apple doesn’t fall far
from the tree.” You’ll want to avoid
conversational tone and even contractions. So,
instead of “can’t,” you would want to use
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“cannot.” You’ll want to think about your
academic or professional audience and think
about what kind of impression you want your
voice to make on that audience.

• SemiSemi-f-formalormal – A semi-formal tone is not quite as
formal as a formal, academic, or professional
tone. Although you would certainly want to
avoid slang and clichés, you might use
contractions, and you might consider a tone that
is a little more conversational.

Students sometimes make errors in voice, which can have
a negative impact on an essay. For example, when writing
researched essays for the first time, many students lose
their voices entirely to research, and the essay reads more
like a list of what other people have said on a particular
topic than a real essay. In a research essay, you want to
balance your voice with the voices from your sources.

It’s also easy to use a voice that is too informal for
college writing, especially when you are just becoming
familiar with academia and college expectations.

Ultimately, thinking about your writing rhetorically will
help you establish a strong, appropriate voice for your
writing.

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

In the videocast below, you’ll see our student writer
discuss the rhetorical analysis she has written for her
research paper assignment.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=5#h5p-29

READY TO WRITEREADY TO WRITE

Now that you have had a chance to see how you can
analyze your assignment rhetorically, it’s time to try it out.
Using your own research essay assignment as your guide,
take some time to write about your purpose, audience,
and voice. Keeping a writing journal is a great way to give
yourself an opportunity to keep track of your notes that
you can refer back to later.

Does your assignment specify anything in particular? In
your journal or in some notes, make a short list and, in a
few sentences, describe what you think your purpose for
writing might be, who might be in your target audience,
and what voice or tone you plan to take in order to make
a good impression on your audience. Then, share your
notes or journal with your professor and classmates for
feedback.

This is a good opportunity to think about your
requirements and ask questions of your professor to make
sure you’re understanding requirements related to your
purpose, target audience, and what voice or tone would be
appropriate.

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
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a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.
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1010

MLA StyleMLA Style

P

Citation & DocumentationCitation & Documentation

WWelcome to Citation & Documentation!elcome to Citation & Documentation!

Here you’ll find
extensive support for
MLA documentation
style. This section
features instructional
videos that show you
how to set up your
papers in MLA format,
interactive checklists,
and visual support for
both in-text documenting and referencing at the end of
your paper.
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Essays at the college level will require some kind of
documentation style. Documentation styles provide
students, teachers, and researchers standards and
specifications to follow for paper set up, in-text
documentation, and references. They also will have
recommendations for writing style, word choice, and in
some cases, organization.

The most common documentation styles
are APAPAA (from the American Psychological Association)
and MLAMLA (from the Modern Language Association), and
some fields require ChiChicacaggo Styo Styllee (from the University of
Chicago Press).

While it may feel tedious learning the different aspects
of a documentation style, it’s important to remember
following style guidelines helps add credibility to your
writing by providing you with a structured method for
sharing your research with your audience.

Locating ReferLocating Reference Informationence Information

Having trHaving trouble locating rouble locating refereferenceence
information?information?

As you’ll learn in this section of Citation &
Documentation, part of writing within a particular
documentation style, such as MLAMLA, is building a Works
Cited list with full publication information. But what
happens when you’re looking at your sources and just are
not sure where to find all the necessary information like
publication dates, volume numbers for journal articles,
edition numbers, and the like?

The following images link to PDF files that include
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helpful information about locating publication
information you’ll need to build your References or
Works Cited lists.

Print Book (Title/Author/Publisher)Print Book (Title/Author/Publisher)

Print Book (Date of Publication)Print Book (Date of Publication)
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JJournal Article frournal Article from a Databaseom a Database
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Online JOnline Journal Articleournal Article

WWebsiteebsite
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MLA StyleMLA Style | 8th Edition| 8th Edition

MLAMLA stands for the Modern Language Association. Most
papers that use MLA formatting and citation style are
those written in the humanities, especially in languages
and literature. In 2016, the MLA Handbook was updated in
an effort to simplify much of the documentation process
in MLA format.

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=40#oembed-1
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MLA FMLA Formatting:ormatting:
The BasicsThe Basics

Papers constructed
according to MLA
guidelines should
adhere to the following
elements:

• Double-space
all of the text of
your paper, and
use a clear font,
such as Times
New Roman or
Courier 12-point font.

• Use one-inch margins on all sides, and indent the
first line of a paragraph one half-inch from the
left margin.

• List your name, your instructor’s name, the
course, and the date in the upper left-hand
corner of the first page. This is your hheaeadindingg.
There is no cover page.

• Type a header in the upper right-hand corner
with your last name, a space, and then a page
number. Pages should be numbered
consecutively with Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, 4,
etc.), one-half inch from the top and flush with
the right margin.

• Provide in-text citations for all quoted,
paraphrased, and summarized information in
your paper.
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• Include a Works Cited page at the end of your
paper that gives full bibliographic information for
each item cited in your paper.

• If you use endnotes, include them on a separate
page before your Works Cited page

• Your Works Cited page at the end of your project
should line up with the in-text citations in the
body of your essay.

The following pages in this section will provide you with
more information regarding MLA basic formatting, in-
text citations, and the Works Cited entries. The
information in this section follows the MLA Handbook,
8th edition. MLA guidelines do change over time, so it’s
important to be aware of the most current information.

MLA Citations in the Body of YMLA Citations in the Body of Your Pour Paperaper

MLA citations follow specific conventions that
distinguish them from other styles. In-text citations are
also sometimes known as “parenthetical citations”
because they are enclosed in parentheses. The author’s last
name and the page number(s) from which the quotation or
paraphrase is taken must appear in parentheses at the end
of the sentence.

At the end of the day Wilbur made “in excess of half a million

dollars” (Marx 43).

If you use the name of the author to set up your quote or
parphrase, you mention the author’s name in the sentence
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and then put the page number only in the parentheses at
the end of the sentence.

According to Marx, Wilbur made “in excess of half a million

dollars” (43).

If you need to cite more than one source in your in-text
citation, you should use a semicolon to separate the
sources.

(Jones 101; Williams 23).

It’s important to remember, in MLA style, each citation in
your text must have a complete bibliographic entry in your
Works Cited page, so, if readers want to go to the original
source, they can!

The examples above are just a few of the most common
examples of in-text citations in MLA style. The following
provides more detailed information about in-text citing in
MLA.

Single AuthorSingle Author

When you quote or paraphrase a source, list the last name
of the author, followed by the page number.

ExamExamppllee::

According to some experts, Marx used “class” in “two different

ways” (Calvert 11).
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TTwwo Authorso Authors

Separate their last names with the word “and.” The
authors’ names should be listed in the order they appear in
the published work.
ExamExamppllee::

Marx used “class” in “two different ways” (Calvert and Sennett

11).

ThrThree or Moree or More Authorse Authors

If your source has three or more authors, you should
include the first author’s name followed by et al.
ExamExamppllee::

Marx used “class” in “two different ways” (Calvert et al. 11).

Multiple WMultiple Works by the Same Authororks by the Same Author

If more than one work by an author is cited, include
shortened titles for the works to distinguish them from
each other.
ExamExampplle if the if the ae authuthor’or’s nams name is me is menentitiononed:ed:

Obama has argued that the invasion was a bad idea (“Too

Soon” 42), though he has acknowledged elsewhere that it led to

much good (“A Stronger Country” 13).
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ExamExampplle if the if the ae authuthor’or’s nams name is ne is noot mt menentitiononeded
in thin the sene sententencece::

Photography, because it is both science and art, seems to be “a

bridge discipline” (Barthes, “Of Loss and Cameras” 45).

Multiple SourMultiple Sourcesces

If multiple sources are cited within the same in-text
citation, separate each citation with a semicolon. The
sources do not need to be alphabetized.
ExamExamppllee::

The importance of family bonds and connections is

immeasurable (Pickens 21; Bulmore 68).

NNo Po Page Numbersage Numbers

If a work, such as a website, does not include page
numbers, then omit this portion of the in-text citation.
ExamExamppllee::

Marx used “class” in “two different ways” (Calvert).

Some sources employ location indicators other
than page numbers. For example, an ebook may
include a numbering system different than page
numbers. If your work is divided into stable
sections, those sections may be cited.
ExamExamppllee::
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Marx used “class” in “two different ways” (Calvert, par. 4).

VVerseerse

PPoemoem

For modern verse works, such as poems, include line
numbers in your in-text citations.
ExamExamppllee::

And Poe wrote, “Once upon a midnight dreary, while I

pondered, weak and weary,” (line 1)

ScripturScripturee

When citing scripture, give the abbreviated name of the
book and chapter and verse numbers.
ExamExamppllee:

And he wrote, “The soul that sinneth, it shall die” (New

Jerusalem Bible, Ezek. 18.4-20).

Anonymous or Unknown AuthorAnonymous or Unknown Author

Use an abbreviated version of the work’s title if the author
is unknown. If your title is a noun phrase, it should not be
abbreviated.
ExamExamppllee::
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An anonymous source claimed that the Iraq invasion was a

bad idea from the beginning (“Bush Cannot Win” 104).

Citing IndirCiting Indirect Sourect Sourcesces

The MLA Handbook recommends taking material from
the original source whenever possible. If you need to use
indirect quotations, use “qtd. in” to indicate the source
consulted. MLA also recommends using your text to
clarify the relationship between the original and the
secondhand source.
ExamExamppllee::

Jones claimed that runners who “drank regularly usually

stopped running after a few months” (qtd. in Salazar 212).

MLA WMLA Works Citedorks Cited

FFormattingormatting SourSources at the End of Yces at the End of Your Pour Paperaper

With the 2016 update,
MLA changed and
simplified the way your
Works Cited entries
should be formatted.
Instead of offering a
specific way to format
each and every source
time, the new MLA
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offers a streamlined approach using something called
“containers.”

These containers, pictured here, provide you with the
required elements, order, and punctuation for each of
your Works Cited entries.

As you work to format your Works Cited entries, you
will notice that some sources require only one container,
depicted at the right. These are sources that you access
directly from their original publication, such as books, an
online magazine article, and general websites. You should
follow the order of items listed in the container, following
the simplified punctuation rules you see in the container
as well. You will place a period after the author and the
title of the source. Then, you should place commas after
each item until the end of the entry.

Two containers are
required for sources that
you access through
places like library
databases. An example
of MLA’s “two
container” structure is
depicted at the left. Here,
you will notice there is a
place for the first
container, with the
original publication
information. Below the
first container, the
second container
provides publication
information for where

you retrieved that information. For example, a journal
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article you access through your library’s databases will
have its original publication information (container 1) and
access information from the online database (container 2).

On the following sections, you can access
interpretations of MLA format for Works Cited entries
for a wide variety of sources. These interpretations follow
the MLA “container” system.

Print BooksPrint Books

Examples

Single AuthorSingle Author

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

Minot, Stephen. Three Genres. Pearson, 2003.

Multiple Author BooksMultiple Author Books

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

TTwwo Authorso Authors

Sennett, Richard, and Jonathan Cobb. The Hidden Injuries of

Class. Vintage Books, 1973.
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MorMore Than Te Than Twwo Authorso Authors

For more than two authors: list only the first author followed

by the phrase “et al.” (Latin abbreviation for “and others”; no

period after “et”) in place of the other authors’ names.

Smith, John, et al. Writing and Erasing: New Theories for

Pencils. Utah State UP, 2001.

TTwwo or Moro or More Books by the Same Authore Books by the Same Author

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information. When you list multiple

works by the same author on your Works Cited page, all entries

after the first one use three hyphens and a period in place of

the author’s name. List alphabetically by title.

Young, Dean. Elegy on a Toy Piano. University of Pittsburgh

Press, 2005.

‐‐‐. Embryoyo: New Poems. McSweeney’s, 2007.

Corporate AuthorCorporate Authored Booksed Books

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

French Cheese Association. Cheese for Life. Fromage Press,

1996.

Book With NBook With No Authoro Author

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information. When you have a book

with no author, you should begin with the title of the book.

Encyclopedia of Cats. Feline Press, 1991.
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A TA Translated Bookranslated Book

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

Marquez, Gabriel Garcia. One Hundred Years of Solitude.

Translated by Gregory Rabassa, Harper & Row, 1970.

Republished BookRepublished Book

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information. If your source has been

republished, the MLA Handbook recommends providing the

reader with the original publication date.

Thomas, Paul. Boy Trouble. 1982. State Press, 1999.

A Subsequent Edition of a Book PrA Subsequent Edition of a Book Preparepared by theed by the
AuthorAuthor

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

Minot, Stephen. Three Genres. 8th ed., Pearson, 2007.

A Subsequent Edition of a Book PrA Subsequent Edition of a Book Preparepared by aned by an
Editor Who Is NEditor Who Is Not the Authorot the Author

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

Shelley, Mary. Frankenstein. 7th ed., edited by J. Paul Hunter,

W. W. Norton, 1995.
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Anthology or CollectionAnthology or Collection

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

Lyons, Paul, editor. The Greatest Gambling Stories Ever Told.

Lyons Press, 2002.

An Essay in an Anthology, ReferAn Essay in an Anthology, Reference, or Collectionence, or Collection

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information. To cite a work in an

anthology or collection, provide the author and title of the

specific work first. Then, provide information for the anthology

or collection.

Young, Willie. “Knowing the Unknowable.” Poker and

Philosophy, edited by Eric Bronson, Carus Publishing

Company, 2006, pp. 41-57.

PPoem or Short Story Examples froem or Short Story Examples from an Anthologyom an Anthology
or Collectionor Collection

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information. To cite a work in an

anthology or collection, provide the author and title of the

specific work first. Then, provide information for the anthology

or collection.

Coleman, Wanda. “Job Hunter.” For a Living: The Poetry of

Work, edited by Nicholas Coles and Peter Oresick, U of Illinois

Press, 1995, p. 105.

Article in a ReferArticle in a Reference Bookence Book

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one
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container for publication information. If an article in a

reference work has no author, you should begin with the title of

the article.

“Discourse.” The Dictionary of Literary Theory. 2nd ed.,

Penguin, 1991.

A MultivA Multivolume Wolume Workork

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

Citing Only One VCiting Only One Volumeolume

“On the Heavens.” The Complete Works of Aristotle, edited by

J. Barnes, vol. 1, Princeton UP, 1971.

Citing MorCiting More Than One Ve Than One Volume of a Multivolume of a Multivolumeolume
WWorkork

Physics. The Complete Works of Aristotle, edited by J. Barnes,

3 vols., Princeton UP, 1971.

An IntrAn Introduction, a Production, a Preface, a Feface, a Forwarorward, or and, or an
AfterwAfterworordd

If you are accessing a print book, then you will need just one

container for publication information.

Carter, Billy. Introduction. Southern Beers, by Carter, Jersey

City Press, 1977, pp. 2-14.

If the author of the part cited is different from the author of
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the book, then write the full name of the complete work’s

author after the word “by.”

Carter, Billy. Introduction. Southern Beers, by Thomas

Budweiser, Jersey City Press, 1977, pp. 4-18.

EbooksEbooks

Because ebooks may have been originally published in
print, you may need two containers to present publication
information. The first container includes the print
information, and the second container includes the access
information.

Gikandi, Simon. Ngugi wa Thiong’o. Cambridge UP,

2000. ACLS Humanities E-book, hdl.handle.net/2027/

heb.07588.0001.0001.

Print MPrint Magazine Articlesagazine Articles

If you are accessing a print magazine article, then you will
need just one container for publication information.

Gallivan, Joseph. “Against the Odds.” Oregon Humanities,

Summer 2008, pp. 16-24.

Online MOnline Magazine Articlesagazine Articles

If you are accessing a magazine article directly from the
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web, you will most likely need just one container to
present publication information.

Bilger, Burkhard. “The Height Gap.” The New Yorker, 5 Apr.

2004, www.newyorker.com/magazine/2004/04/05/the-height-

gap.

Print JPrint Journal Articlesournal Articles

If you are accessing a print journal article, then you will
need just one container for publication information.

NOTE:NOTE: If the journal does not use volume numbers, cite the

issue numbers only.

Pasquaretta, Paul. “On the Indianness’ of
Bingo: Gambling and the Native
American Community.” Critical Inquiry,
vol. 20, no.4, 1994, pp. 151-187.

Online JOnline Journal Articlesournal Articles

If you are accessing a journal article directly from the
journal’s website, you will most likely need just one
container to present publication information.

NOTE:NOTE: MLA now requires full URLs for online material.

However, if your article includes a DOI (digital object
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identifier), that information should be provided instead of the

URL.

Collins, Ross. “Writing and Desire:
Synthesizing Rhetorical Theories of Genre
and Lacanian Theories of the
Unconscious.” Composition Forum, vol. 33,
Spring 2016, compositionforum.com/
issue/33/writing-desire.php.

Article frArticle from a Databaseom a Database

If you are accessing a journal article from a database, you
will need two containers to present the original
publication information as well as the access information
from the database.

NOTE:NOTE: MLA now requires full URLs for online material. You

should look for a stable link to the article within the database.

However, if your article includes a DOI (digital object

identifier), that information should be provided instead of the

URL.

Goldman, Anne. “Questions of Transport:
Reading Primo Levi Reading Dante.” The
Georgia Review, vol. 64, no. 1, 2010, pp.
69-88. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/
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41403188.

Print NPrint Newspaperewspaper

If you are accessing a print newspaper article, then you
will need just one container for publication information.
Reviews and letters to the editor should be presented in a
similar manner.

Williams, Joy. “Rogue Territory.” The New York Times Book

Review, 9 Nov. 2014, pp. 1+.

Online NOnline Newspaperewspaper

If you are accessing a newspaper article directly from the
web, you will most likely need just one container to
present publication information. Reviews and letters to
the editor should be presented in a similar manner.

St. Fleur, Nicholas. “City Bees Stick to a Flower Diet Rather

Than Slurp Up Soda.” The New York Times, 19 May 2016,

www.nytimes.com/2016/05/21/science/urban-bees-diet-flowers-

soda.html.

WWeb Peb Pageage

Websites that contain articles, postings, and almost
anything else have been simplified in the 8th edition of
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the MLA Handbook. Just one container is needed for most
websites.

Hollmichel, Stephanie. “The Reading Brain: Differences

between Digital and Print.” So Many Books, 25 Apr. 2013,

somanybooksblog.com/2013/04/25/the-reading-brain-

differences-between-digital-and-print/

Images & Other MultimediaImages & Other Multimedia

Image — Photograph or ArtwImage — Photograph or Artworkork

In the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook, images from the web

will most likely need just one container. Images from other types

of sources should follow guidelines for those particular sources.

Wootten, Bayard. Woman Resting. 1937. Louis Round Wilson

Special Collections Library, North Carolina Collection

Photographic Archives, 12 Feb. 2013, http://library.unc.edu/

wilson/.

Online VideoOnline Video

In the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook, videos accessed via

web will most likely need just one container.

Digoxin Nursing Pharmacology NCLEX (Cardiac

Glycosides). YouTube, uploaded by RegisteredNurseRN, 9 Mar.

2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S73GT32EE48.

TTelevision or Radio Prelevision or Radio Programogram

In the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook, television or radio
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programs may need two containers. In addition to the original

airing information, you may need a second container to show

how you accessed the program.

“In the Graveyard.” New Amsterdam, season 2, episode 13,

NBC, 11 Feb. 2020. Hulu, https://www.hulu.com/watch/

26be7472-2727-4d02-b77a-22bdeb79278e. Accessed 2 Oct. 2020.

NOTE:NOTE: The title is normally italicized;
however, when the item is part of a
whole (an episode within a series for
example), the title is contained within
quotation marks.

Film or DVD

In the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook,
films may need two containers but a DVD
would need just one.

One Container (Example frOne Container (Example from DVD)om DVD)

Luhrmann, Baz, director. Romeo + Juliet. 1996. Performance

by Leonardo DiCaprio, Claire Danes, and John Leguizamo, 20th

Century Fox, 2004.

TTwwo Containerso Containers

Cook, Barry, and Bancroft, Tony, directors. Mulan. 1998.

Performance by Eddie Murphy, Donny Osmond, and Lea

Salonga, Disney. Netflix, www.netflix.com/watch/14607635.

Album or Song
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In the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook, albums or songs

accessed from the web should be cited as websites or online

videos. However, if you access an album or a song from a CD or

vinyl the following information applies.

AlbumAlbum

Lady Gaga. The Fame Monster. Streamline/Konlive/

Cherrytree/Interscope, 2009.

SongSong

Lady Gaga. “Dancer in the Dark.” The Fame Monster,

Streamline/Konlive/Cherrytree/Interscope, 2009.

Theses & DissertationsTheses & Dissertations

If you have a hard copy of the thesis or dissertation, you
will need just one container. However, since you are likely
accessing the work via a database, you will most likely
need two containers.

One Container — Example of HarOne Container — Example of Hard Copyd Copy

Samuelson, Michael Lynn. Contending with Foucault. 2003.

Florida State U, dissertation.
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TTwwo Containers — Example of Databaseo Containers — Example of Database

Samuelson, Michael Lynn. Contending with Foucault. 2003.

Florida State U, dissertation, ProQuest, search.proquest.com/

docview/502312254.

Blog Entry / CommentBlog Entry / Comment

In the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook, access
information for blog posts and comments is presented in
the same manner that website information is presented.

Hollmichel, Stephanie. “The Reading Brain: Differences

between Digital and Print.” So Many Books, 25 Apr. 2013,

somanybooksblog.com/2013/04/25/the-reading-brain-

differences-between-digital-and-print/.

Online Course & Discussion BoarOnline Course & Discussion Boardsds

Formatting entries for online course pages and discussion
posts should follow similar formatting you will find for
other online sources in the 8th edition of MLA. Provide as
much information as you can, based on an online resource
example. Since the information is accessed directly online,
you will likely need just one container system.

Course PCourse Pageage

Sands, Crystal. “English 101: English Composition.” Excelsior
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College, 2016, mycourses.excelsior.edu.

Discussion PDiscussion Postost

Brunell, David. “Re: Armstrong Article.” Reflections on

Assignment 1, Excelsior College, 2013, mycourses.excelsior.edu.

EmailEmail

When documenting an email message, you will need just
one container. Use the subject line as the title and
standardize its capitalization.

Jones, Star. “Re: Your Mother.” Received by Daniel Jones, 11

May 2013.

GovGovernment Publicationsernment Publications

If a person is not listed as the author of a government
document, the government organization should be listed
as the corporate author. The number of containers needed
to document government publications will depend upon
how you accessed the publication. For example, if you
accessed the publication directly from the web, just one
container is needed. If you accessed the publication via a
database, two containers are needed.
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United States Department of Health and Human Services.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. “Specifications for

Medical Examinations of Underground Coal Miners.” The

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, 9 Jan.

2012, www.cdc.gov/niosh/docket/archive/docket225.html.

InterviewsInterviews

Radio or TRadio or Televisionelevision

When documenting a radio or television interview, you
will need just one container. In general, treat the person
being interviewed as the author. Then provide the title of
the interview.

Barrett, Paul. Interview conducted by Terry Gross. Fresh Air,

NPR, 1 Feb. 2013.

OnlineOnline

When documenting an online interview, you will need
just one container. In general, treat the person being
interviewed as the author. Then include the title of the
interview.

Sometimes the same interview can be found in more
than one place. When formatting your citation, list the
source you used to watch. If your interview comes from an
online network or show, follow the format below.
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Armstrong, Lance. Lance Armstrong Confirms Emma

O’Reilly’s Claims. OWN, uploaded by The Oprah Show, 17 Jan.

2013, http://www.oprah.com/

search.html?q=lance%20armstrong%20interview.

If your interview comes from YouTube, treat
YouTube as the container and follow the format
below.

Armstrong, Lance. Lance Armstrong’s ″Inexcusable″ Attack |

Oprah’s Next Chapter | Oprah Winfrey Network. YouTube,

uploaded by OWN, 18 Jan. 2013, https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=yOhixAL_eVY.

Published InterviewPublished Interview

When documenting a published interview, you will need
just one container. In general, treat the person being
interviewed as the author. Then provide the title of the
interview.

Print Published Interview ExamplePrint Published Interview Example

Te’o, Manti. ″The Full Manti.″ Interview conducted by Pete

Thamel. Sports Illustrated, 1 Oct. 2012, pp. 46-50.

Online Published Interview ExampleOnline Published Interview Example

Te’o, Manti. ″The Full Manti.″ Interview conducted by Pete
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Thamel. Sports Illustrated, 1 Oct. 2012, https://vault.si.com/vault/

2012/10/01/the-full-manti.

NOTE:NOTE: If no title is provided, then write “Interview” (with no

quotes).

Smith, John. Interview. Conducted by Bridget Peterson, 30

Nov. 2019.

PPersonal Interviewersonal Interview

When documenting a personal interview, you will need
just one container. In general, treat the person being
interviewed as the author. Then provide the title of the
interview. If no title is provided, then write “Interview”
(with no quotes).

Davis, Benjamin. Interview. Conducted by William Anderson,

3 May 2004.

LecturLecture or Speeche or Speech

When documenting a lecture or speech you attended in
person, you will need just one container.

Foucault, Michel. “The Culture of the Self.” University of

California at Berkeley, Berkeley. 12 May 1983. Lecture.
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Online LecturOnline Lecture or Speeche or Speech

When documenting an online lecture or speech, you will
need just one container.

Sometimes the same interview can be found in more
than one place. See the citation examples below as a
reference. When formatting your citation, list the source
you used to watch the lecture or speech.

Brown, Brené. ″The Power of Vulnerability.″ TED: Ideas Worth

Spreading, June 2010, https://www.ted.com/talks/

brene_brown_the_power_of_vulnerability.

Brown, Brené. ″The Power of Vulnerability | Brené Brown.″

YouTube, uploaded by TED, 3 Jan. 2011,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCvmsMzlF7o.

MLA Style DemoMLA Style Demo

MLA formatting can seem a little confusing at first, and
it can be helpful to view a sample MLA paper when you
are new to this documentation style. The following short
videocasts are designed to give you an overview of the
basic requirements for page setup, in-text citations, and
works cited in MLA format.

This first video will demonstrate the requirements for
the MLA heading, headers, and page set up.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=40#h5p-20

This second video will show you what in-text citations
should look like and explain why you must use them.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=40#h5p-21

In this third and final video on MLA format,
you’ll see a sample Works Cited page with some
tips on creating a works cited list of your own.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=40#h5p-22

MLA FMLA Formatting Guideormatting Guide

Once you review the different aspects of
MLA formatting, you may find that it takes you a while
to remember everything you need to do. Referring back to
helpful resources here can help, but a guide with the key
components of MLA can provide important reminders
and support.

When you have your paper in order, it’s a good idea to
review this handy guide below.
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=40#h5p-23

MLA SIGNAL PHRASESMLA SIGNAL PHRASES
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Keep things interesting for your readers by switching up
the language and placement of your signal phrases.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=40#h5p-37

MODEL PHRASESMODEL PHRASES

In the words of professors Greer and Dewey, “…”
As sociology scholar Janice Kinsey has noted, “…”
Creative Commons, an organization that helps internet

users understand and create copyright for materials,
reports that “…”

“…,” writes Deidre Tyrell, “…”
“…,” attorney Sanderson claims.
Kyles and Sanderson offer up a compelling point: “…”
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VERBSVERBS

Acknowledges Contends Observes

Admits Declares Points out

Adds Denies Reasons

Agrees Disputes Refutes

Argues Emphasizes Rejects

Asserts Endorses Reports

Believes Grants Responds

Claims Illustrates Suggests

Comments Implies Thinks

Compares Insists Writes

Confirms Notes

AAvvoiding Plagiarism When Documentingoiding Plagiarism When Documenting

In addition to adding credibility to your writing when you
cite your sources correctly, you also help yourself avoid
plagiarism. Plagiarism occurs when writers do not give
proper credit to sources for words, ideas, and images.

Plagiarism can be both purposeful and accidental, but
plagiarism is a serious offense either way. With that in
mind, the following tutorial can help you understand the
importance of citing your source material and how you
can avoid plagiarism.
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Acknowledgment of SourAcknowledgment of Sources is a Rhetoricalces is a Rhetorical
ActAct

To an inexperienced writer, citing and documenting
sources may seem like busywork. Yet, when you cite your
external sources in the text of your paper and when you
document them at the end of your piece in a list of works
cited or a bibliography, you are performing a rhetorical
act. Complete and accurate citing and documenting of all
external sources help writers achieve three very important
goals:

1. It enhances your credibility as a writer. By
carefully and accurately citing your external
sources in the text and by documenting them at
the end of your paper you show your readers that
you are serious about your subject, your research,
and the argument which you are making in your
paper. You demonstrate that you have studied
your subject in sufficient depth, and by reading
credible and authoritative sources.

2. It helps you to avoid plagiarism. Plagiarism is
trying to pass someone else’s ideas or writing as
your own. It is a serious offense that can damage
the reputation of a writer forever and lead to very
serious consequences if committed in an
academic or professional setting. Later on in the
chapter, we will discuss plagiarism and ways to
avoid it in detail.

3. The presence of complete citations of sources in
your paper will help you demonstrate to your
readers that you are an active participant in the
community of readers, writers, researchers, and
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learners. It shows that you are aware of the
conversations that are going on among writers
and researchers in your field and that you are
willing to enter those conversations by
researching and writing about the subjects that
interest you. By providing enough information
about the sources which you used in you own
research and writing, you give other interested
readers the opportunity to find out more about
your subject and, thus, to enter in a conversation
with you.

The Logic and StructurThe Logic and Structure of a Soure of a Source Citationce Citation

Every time writers cite and document their sources, they
do it in two places in the paper—in the text itself and
at the end of the paper, in a list of works cited or
bibliography. A citation is incomplete and, by and large,
useless to the readers, if either of the parts is missing.
Consider the following example, in which I cite an
academic journal article using the Modern Language
Association citation system. Please note that I give this
example at this point in the chapter only to demonstrate
the two parts of a citation. Later on, we will discuss how
to cite and document different kinds of sources using
different documentation systems, in full detail.

In-text citationsIn-text citations

In-text citations are also known as parenthetical citations
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or parenthetical references because, at the end of the
citation, parentheses are used. In her essay “If Winston
Weather Would Just Write to Me on E-mail,” published
in the journal College Composition and Communication,
writer and teacher Wendy Bishop shares her thoughts on
the nature of writing: “[I see…writing as a mixture of mess
and self-discipline, of self-history [and] cultural history.”
(101).

The Citation in the List of WThe Citation in the List of Works Citedorks Cited

Bishop, Wendy. “If Winston Weather Would Just Write
to Me on E-mail.” College Composition and
Communication. 46.1 (1995): 97-103.
The reason why each citation, regardless of the type

of source and the documentation system being used, has
two parts is simple. Writers acknowledge and document
external sources for several reasons. One of these reasons
is to give their readers enough information and enable
them, if necessary, to find the same source which the paper
mentions. Therefore, if we look at the kinds of
information provided in the citation (page numbers, titles,
authors, publishers, and publication dates), it becomes
clear that this information is sufficient to locate the source
in the library, bookstore, or online.

When to Cite and Document SourWhen to Cite and Document Sourcesces

The brief answer to this question is “always.” Every time
you use someone else’s ideas, arguments, opinions, or
data, you need to carefully acknowledge their author and
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source. Keep in mind that you are not just borrowing
others’ words when you use sources in your writing. You
are borrowing ideas. Therefore, even if you are not directly
citing the source, but paraphrase or summarize it, you still
need to cite it both in the text and at the end of the paper
in a list of works cited or in a list of references.

The only exception is when you are dealing with what
is known as “common knowledge.” Common knowledge
consists of facts that are so widely known that they do
not require a source reference. For instance, if you say in
your writing that the Earth rotates around the Sun or that
Ronald Reagan was a US President, you do not need to
cite the sources of this common knowledge formally.

AAvvoiding Plagiarismoiding Plagiarism

Plagiarism is a problem that exists not only on college,
university, and high school campuses. In recent years,
several high profile cases, some involving famous writers
and journalists have surfaced, in which these writers were
accused of either presenting someone else work as their
own or fabricating works based on fictitious or unreliable
research. With the advent of the Internet, it has become
relatively easy to download complete papers. Various
people and organizations, sometimes masquerading as
“writing consultants” promise students that they would
write a paper on any subject and of any level of complexity
for a hefty fee. Clearly, the use of such services by student
writers is dishonest and dishonorable. If your college or
university is like mine, it probably has adopted strict
policies for dealing with plagiarizing writers. Punishments
for intentional plagiarism are severe and may include not
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only a failing grade for the class but even an expulsion
from the university.

In addition to intentional plagiarism, there is also the
unintentional kind. Experience shows that beginning
writers’ work sometimes include passages which could be
called plagiarized because such writers often do not know
how to cite and document external sources properly or
do not understand that importance of following proper
citation practices.

Observing the following practices will help you avoid
plagiarism:

As you research, keep careful notes of your sources. As
you take notes for your research project, keep track of
what materials in those notes come from external sources
and what material is yours. Keep track of all your sources,
including interviews and surveys, photographs and
drawings, personal e-mails and conversations. Be sure to
record the following information:

• Author
• Title
• Date of publication
• Publisher

Remember that when you use external sources, you are
borrowing not the words of another writer, but his or her
ideas, theories, and opinions. Therefore, even if you
summarize or paraphrase a source, be sure to give it full
credit. Writers used to have to record this information
on separate note cards. However, with the proliferation of
online and other electronic tools which allow us to keep
track of our research, the task of recording and reflecting
on source-related information has become easier.
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Anti-Plagiarism Activity 1Anti-Plagiarism Activity 1

Read the following four paragraphs. They are from a
research source, an article in The New Yorker magazine.
The other three are from student papers which attempt to
use the article as an external source. As you read consider
the following questions:

• Would you call the student’s passage or its parts
plagiarized from the original? Why or why not?

• If any parts of the student’s passages are
plagiarized what needs to be changed in order to
avoid plagiarism? Keep in mind that you may
need to rewrite the whole Paragraph and not just
make changes in separate sentences.

• Which of the student passages will require more
significant rewriting than others and why?

Source Paragraph (from the article “Personality Plus,” by
Malcolm Gladwell. New Yorker, Sept 20, 2004). One of the
most popular personality tests in the world is the Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), a psychological assessment
system based on Carl Jung’s notion that people make sense
of the world through a series or psychological frames.
Some people are extroverts, some are introverts. Some
process information through logical thought. Some are
directed by their feelings. Some make sense of the world
through intuitive leaps. Others collect data through their
senses.

StudStudenent Pt Paararagragrapph 1h 1
The Myers-Briggs Test is a very popular way to assess
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someone’s personality type. Philosopher Carl Jung
believed that people make sense of the world in different
ways. Some are extroverts and some and introverts.
According to this idea, people process information either
by logical reasoning or through intuition or feelings.

StudStudenent Pt Paararagragrapph 2h 2
According to writer Malcolm Gladwell, One of the most

popular personality tests in the world is the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), a psychological-assessment
system based on Carl Jung’s notion that people make sense
of the world through a series of psychological frames.
Gladwell states that the test is based on the idea by Carl
Jung that people make sense of the world through a series
of psychological frames. According to Jung, some people
are extroverts and some are introverts. Some process
information through logical input, and some through
feelings. Some make sense of the world through intuitive
leaps. Others collect data through their senses.

StudStudenent Pt Paararagragrapph 3h 3
One of the most popular personality tests in the world is

the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), a psychological
assessment system based on Carl Jung’s notion that people
make sense of the world through a series of psychological
frames (Gladwell 43). The test is based on Jung’s theory
that people understand the world differently. This is why
we have extroverts and introverts and people who act
either based on reasoning or feelings (Gladwell).

Anti-Plagiarism Activity 2Anti-Plagiarism Activity 2

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=40#h5p-7

MMajor Citation Systemsajor Citation Systems

In this part of the chapter, I will explain the major citation
and documentation systems which you are likely to
encounter in your writing for college classes and beyond.
The information in this section is not meant to be
memorized. Instead, I encourage you to use this material as
a reference source, when you are writing a paper and need
to cite and document sources correctly, using one of the
systems described below, refer to this chapter.

Please note that the following sections include only the
basic information about each of the citation styles. There
are plenty of excellent sources explaining and illustrating
the differences between citation systems. I recommend the
site of the Online Writing Center at Purdue University.

ConclusionConclusion

Avoiding plagiarism and acknowledging your external
sources completely and accurately are vital parts of the
writing process. Your credibility as a writer and the
reception that you work will receive from readers may
depend on how well you acknowledge your sources. By
following the guidelines presented in this chapter and by
seeking out more knowledge about the rules of citing and
documenting from the publications listed in this chapter,
you will become a more competent, more professional,
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and more credible writer. This chapter covers only the
basics of source citing and documenting.

AttributionAttribution

• The Modern Language Association of America.
(2016). MLA Handbook (8th ed.). The Modern
Language Association of America.

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.

• Content Adapted from About Writing: A
Guide by Robin Jeffrey is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License, except where otherwise
noted.
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1111

UsingUsing
DescriptionDescription

P

Description is the tool writers use to make things come
alive for their readers, to make sure that their audience is
fully immersed in the words on the page. Every time you
tell a story to someone, or tell someone about something,
you use description even if you don’t know it. Description
can be as basic as, “I have a blue car” or “That is such a cute
baby” or as detailed as “The flowers soak up the golden sun’s

rays and begin to show their vibrant colors.” Descriptive words
are used to provide more information and provide added
insight. In fact, a description is the one tool that most
allows writers (and speakers) to show instead of just tell,
which enables us to exemplify our points to our readers.

There are two basic types of
description, oobbjecjectitivvee and susubbjecjectitivvee. An objective
description is demonstrated in the first two examples
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Figure 5.3 The Five Senses

above; it gives a factual account of the subject. A
subjective description offers a more personal view of the
details by choosing specific words and phrases such as
vibrant to describe colors in the above example. Vibrant
doesn’t just offer detail about the colors, it also offers an
opinion or a value judgment within the description. Most
descriptions offer a mix of the two to convey the details
while also offering the audience an idea of the emotional
context of the subject being described.

Sensory DeSensory Detailstails
All expressive

description, however,
uses sensory dsensory deetailstails as
its basis. These are
details that appeal to
the five sfive sensenseess—sight,

smell, sound, taste, and

touch. Of course,
different subjects lead
themselves to an
emphasis on different
sensory details and not
all subjects require a use

of all five senses. We all recognize the importance of sight
as a descriptive tool, but we don’t always realize how
important other sensory details can also be. Consider,
though, how often you will smell a certain smell and
instantly think of something or someone specific. You
might smell freshly baked bread and think of your
grandma’s kitchen, or popcorn and think of a movie
theater. Hearing a certain phrase might make you think of
an old friend or acquaintance. You might associate a
certain type of material with a blanket you had as a child.
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When you take a bite of pepperoni pizza you might be
reminded of the slumber parties of your youth. Sensory
details really can play an important part in making a
description come alive.

Practice Step 1Practice Step 1

Choose an everyday object. Write a description of that object

that appeals to all five senses in a way that does not state the

object.

Practice Step 2Practice Step 2

On a separate sheet of paper, describe the following five

items in a short paragraph. Use at least three of the five senses

for each description.

1. Night

2. Beach

3. City

4. Dinner

5. Stranger

UsinUsing Cg Cononcrecrete Descrite Descripptitionon
Try to use specific, concrete descriptions. For example,

a writer may write beautiful to describe a tree.
However, beautiful is too vague. Instead, a concrete
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adjective or modifier would be stronger and gives a greater
impact. The reader needs details for a picture to form in
their heads, abstract concepts like beautiful lack a real-
world analog.

Here’s a reworked description of the tree: “the sun’s rays
glistened off the rain-slick leaves, even as the afternoon
sky dipped towards evening.” The beautiful qualities of the
tree are “shown” through concrete details instead of
merely told through abstraction. This gives the reader the
illusion of immediate experience, as opposed to the
dictionary variety.

SimilSimiles anes and Md Meetatapphhorsors
Another way to add descriptive language is to

use similsimileses and mmeetatapphhorsors, creating a picture in readers’
heads by comparing two objects to each other. Similes and
metaphors help to make connections between two ideas,
concepts, or objects that clarify or give new meaning.

A similsimilee is a comparison using the words like or as. It
usually compares two dissimilar objects. For example, the
bread was as dry as a bone. The comparison links a piece of
bread that has become hard and white to a bone that is also
hard and white. Bones often dry out, and so does bread.
These similar characteristics are what make the simile
effective.

A mmeetatapphhoror states that one thing is something else. It
is a comparison, but it does NOT use like or as to make
the comparison. For example, my grandmother is an open
book. The comparison implies that my grandmother is full
of information that she willingly shares with others.

To make a simile or metaphor, identify an object like
a sunset, tree, or river, or a concept like love, peace, or
anger. Then think of another object that has some similar
traits. Decide whether the words “like” or “as” will help
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make the connection more understandable. A good simile
or metaphor will make the reader look at both objects in a
new perspective.

By adding similes and metaphors to a description paper,
the writer can appeal to the readers’ imagination and make
the writing more interesting to read. Similes and
metaphors add spark to descriptions. However, many
cliches come in the form of similes and metaphors, so
strive to create comparisons that are specific to your
particular subject.

ThThe Struce Structure of a Descriture of a Descripptition Essaon Essayy
DescriDescripptition essaon essaysys typically describe a person, a place,

or an object using sensory details. The structure of a
descriptive essay is more flexible than in some of the other
rhetorical modes. The introduction of a description essay
should set the tone and the point of the essay. The thesis
should convey the writer’s overall impression of the
person, place, or object described in the body paragraphs.

The organization of the essay may best follow spaspatialtial
ordorderer, an arrangement of ideas according to physical
characteristics or appearance. Depending on what the
writer describes, the organization could move from top to
bottom, left to right, near to far, warm to cold, frightening
to inviting, and so on.

For example, if the subject were a client’s kitchen in the
midst of renovation, you might start at one side of the
room and move slowly across to the other end, describing
appliances, cabinetry, and so on. Or, you might choose to
start with older remnants of the kitchen and progress to
the new installations. Maybe start with the floor and move
up toward the ceiling.
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ExerExercise 2cise 2

On a separate sheet of paper, choose an organizing strategy

and then execute it in a short paragraph for three of the

following six items:

1. Bus stop

2. Your office

3. Your car

4. A coffee shop

5. Lobby of a movie theater

6. Mystery Option. Choose an object to describe but do

not indicate it. Describe it so that you preserve the

mystery.

WWriritinting a Descrig a Descripptitionon
In order to write descriptively, you must take a topic and

decide how to make that topic vivid for your audience.
If the topic of the piece is merely to describe a particular
place, you must decide what elements of that place, when
described in text, will become most vivid for your
audience. The first step in any descriptive writing is to
choose a topic and begin to work out a ththesis staesis statemtemenentt.
You may choose to describe a particular place.

ThThesisesis

Sample Thesis StatementSample Thesis Statement

Although Minnesota may seem drab and cold to outsiders,

natives of the state find it a wonderful place to live.
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We can see in this thesis statement that the writer will
attempt to show the aspects of Minnesota that make it a
great place to live. After detailing a thesis statement, you
should come up with a list of sensory words that provide
vivid detail and support the thesis. You may start by
thinking about the five senses. How does your particular
place look, smell, feel, taste, and sound like? How can you
best describe these senses so the reader feels what you
feel? By organizing the elements of descriptive language
into easier to handle sections, like the five senses, you are
able to more specifically engage in what elements of the
description are most useful.

OrdOrder of Per of Presenresentatatitionon
The writer in this case could choose to present the

positive aspects of Minnesota in terms of the seasons and
weather changes. The details could be presented linearly,
starting with spring and going through the winter,
highlighting the aspects of each season that most closely
support the thesis, that Minnesota is a great place to live.

Prior to starting the essay, give some thought to the
audience of your piece. Who is going to read the essay,
and what effect would you like it to have upon the readers?
An awareness of audience is important in choosing the
level of formality you take with your writing. Knowing
your audience will also help you distinguish which details
to include throughout your essay. Assume that your
audience knows very little or nothing about your subject
matter, and include details that may seem obvious to you.

AAudiudienencece
Example Audience: In this particular essay, the writer

wants to show an outsider to the state why Minnesota
natives are so happy to live there. The essay should help
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break down stereotypes for those outsiders about
Minnesota’s cold weather and apparent drabness. Because
the essay is designed for those who do not live in
Minnesota, and maybe have never been there, it is
important to include details about the state that may seem
obvious to a native.

With the preparatory work complete, it is time now to
begin writing your essay. Use your thesis statement to
begin to construct an introductory paragraph. The
introduction should set up the basis for your essay, and the
thesis statement should state its purpose.

InIntrodtroducuctitionon

Example IntrExample Introductionoduction

Many who have not traveled to the state of Minnesota only

hear of its cold weather and boring reputation. They are sure

missing out on the great opportunities that Minnesota affords.

Each season offers different senses that native Minnesotans and

tourists know and love. Although Minnesota may seem drab and

cold to outsiders, natives of the state find it a wonderful place to

live.

With the introduction complete, it is time to start
constructing the body paragraphs of your essay. Each body
paragraph should have a central theme in itself, and that
theme should be represented in a topic sentence.
Consequently, each sentence of the paragraph should
relate to and support the topic sentence. The body
paragraphs are where the majority of the details should
be given. When writing the first draft of your descriptive
essay, include as many details as is reasonably possible.
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You can always eliminate the ones that do not serve the
essay as well when you are revising your draft. In the case
of the Minnesota nature essay, we have decided to set up
the body paragraphs in terms of season, starting with
spring.

BodBodyy

Example Body PExample Body Paragrapharagraph

Spring in Minnesota brings new life to the state after the long

winter season. The rain washes the landscape clean, leaving its

fresh aroma for all to enjoy. The flowers soak up the golden

sun’s rays and begin to show their vibrant colors. The first birds

can be seen and heard throughout the woods and fields, telling

their stories in beautiful songs. The lakes begin to show their

glossy finish as the ice melts away slowly under the heat of the

season.

With the body paragraphs complete, it is time to bring
the essay to a close with the conclusion. The conclusion
should draw a conclusion based on what has been
presented throughout the body of the essay. It needs to
return to the thesis, but not in an overt way. The
conclusion should give the reader a final sense of what the
essay was meant to portray. Remember that there should
not be any new material introduced in the conclusion, and
the way it is worded should give the reader a sense of
finality.

CCononccllusiusionon

Example ConclusionExample Conclusion
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The variety of activities and distinct seasons found in

Minnesota reveal diverse beauty of this state. As one considers

the benefits of each season, it becomes clearer why so many

native Minnesotans are content with their home state.

Minnesota is truly a wonderful place to live.

With the essay complete, it is time to reread and revise
your essay (also see revision sections of this textbook).
Read your first draft and pinpoint all of the descriptor
words you used. If possible, go back and add more after the
ones you already used in the essay. If you can, read your
essay aloud to a friend and have him/her tell you what
images are vivid and what images need more development.
Rework any images that are cloudy with more
descriptions. Also, check to see if your descriptions have
made use of all of the five senses: sound, smell, texture,
sight, and taste. Repeat these steps as many times as
necessary until you are happy with your product.

KKey Tey Takeawaysakeaways

• Description essays should describe something

vividly to the reader using strong sensory details.

• Sensory details appeal to the five human senses:

sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch.

• A description essay should start with the writer’s

main impression of a person, a place, or an object.
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ExExternal Linksternal Links
Checklist of ThinThings to Cgs to Consionsidderer (https://tinyurl.com/

y7zegezs) when writing a description.
Susan Berne visits New York and describes her

impressions in WWherhere Ne Notothing Sahing Sayyss

EEverytverythinghing ( https://tinyurl.com/yboc9m9s), also
called Ground Zero. Another link to the story
is hhereere (https://tinyurl.com/y99fchlw).

Heather Rogers provides a detailed description (book
excerpt) of a landfill that challenges the reader to consider
his or her own consumption and waste in TThe Hhe Hididdden Lifen Lifee

oof Gf Gaarrbagbagee (https://tinyurl.com/y7sb348m).

Sample DescriptivSample Descriptive Essaye Essay

America’s PAmerica’s Pastimeastime

As the sun hits my face and I breathe in the fresh air, I

temporarily forget that I am at a sporting event. But, when I

open my eyes and look around, I am reminded of all things

American. From the national anthem to the international

players on the field, all the sights and sounds of a baseball game

come together like a slice of Americana pie.

First, the entrance turnstiles click and clank, and then a

hallway of noise bombards me. All the fans’ voices coalesce in a

chorus of sound, rising to a humming clamor. The occasional,

“Programs, get your programs, here!” jumps out through the hum

to get my attention. I navigate my way through the crowded

walkways of the stadium, moving to the right of some people,

and to the left of others, I eventually find the section number

where my seat is located. As I approach my seat I hear the
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announcer’s voice echo around the ballpark, “Attention fans. In

honor of our country, please remove your caps for the singing of

the national anthem.” His deep voice echoes around each angle

of the park, and every word is heard again and again. The crowd

sings and hums “The Star-Spangled Banner,” and I feel a

surprising amount of national pride through the voices. I take

my seat as the umpire shouts, “Play ball!” and the game begins.

In the fifth inning of the game, I decide to find a concessions

stand. Few tastes are as American as hot dogs and soda pop, and

they cannot be missed at a ball game. The smell of hot dogs

carries through the park, down every aisle, and inside every

concourse. They are always as unhealthy as possible, dripping in

grease, while the buns are soft and always too small for the dog.

The best way to wash down the Ball Park Frank is with a large

soda pop, so I order both. Doing my best to balance the cold pop

in one hand and the wrapped-up dog in the other, I find the

nearest condiments stand to load up my hot dog. A dollop of

bright green relish and chopped onions, along with two squirts

of the ketchup and mustard complete the dog. As I continue the

balancing act between the loaded hot dog and pop back to my

seat, a cheering fan bumps into my pop hand. The pop splashes

out of the cup and all over my shirt, leaving me drenched. I

make direct eye contact with the man who bumped into me. He

looks me in the eye, looks at my shirt, and tells me how sorry he

is. I just shake my head and keep walking. “It’s all just part of the

experience,” I tell myself.

Before I am able to get back to my seat, I hear the crack of a

bat, followed by an uproar from the crowd. Everyone is standing,

clapping, and cheering. I missed a home run. I find my aisle and

ask everyone to excuse me as I slip past them to my seat. “Excuse

me. Excuse me. Thank you. Thank you. Sorry,” is all I can say as I

inch past each fan. Halfway to my seat I can hear discarded
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peanut shells crunch beneath my feet, and each step is marked

with a pronounced crunch.

When I finally get to my seat I realize it is the start of the

seventh inning stretch. I quickly eat my hot dog and wash it

down with what is left of my soda pop. The organ starts playing

and everyone begins to sing “Take Me Out to the Ball Game.”

While singing the song, putting my arms around friends and

family with me, I watch all the players taking the field. It is

wonderful to see the overwhelming number of players on one

team from around the world: Japan, the Dominican Republic,

the United States, Canada, and Venezuela. I cannot help but feel

a bit of national pride at this realization. Seeing the

international representation on the field reminds me of the

ways that Americans, though from many different backgrounds

and places, still come together under common ideals. For these

reasons and for the whole experience in general, going to a

Major League Baseball game is the perfect way to glimpse a slice

of Americana.

AttributionsAttributions

• Content adapted from Chapter 5 – Rhetorical
Modes by Jenifer Kurtz is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License
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1212

Essay FEssay Featureatures:es:
Read Me!Read Me!

P

Things YThings You Should Alrou Should Already Knoweady Know

Here are a few key highlights that you have already read
about, or should have. To make sure you have a solid
foundation, you should review this chapter before every
essay. You do not need to complete the activities in this
chapter, they are meant as a refresher.

It’s important to remember that there are certain
features that all of these styles or methods have in
common:

• A clear ththesis staesis statemtemenentt usually provided at the
beginning of the essay

• Clear and logical transitransititionsons
• Focused bodbody pay pararagragrapphshs with evidence and
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support
• Appropriate fformaormat ant and styd styllee if you use source

material
• A conconccllusiusionon that expands upon your thesis and

summarizes evidence
• Clear writing that follows standard conventions

for things like grammagrammarr, punpuncctuatuatitionon, and
spelling.

Stating YStating Your Thesisour Thesis

Most traditional research essays will require some kind of
explicitly stated thesis. This means you should state your
thesis clearly and directly for your readers. A ththesisesis is a
statement of purpose, one to two sentences long, about
your research, that is often presented at the beginning of
your essay to prepare your audience for the content of
your whole research paper. Your thesis is often presented
at the end of your introductory paragraph or paragraphs.

Your thesis statement should state your topic and, in a
persuasive research essay, state your assertion about that
topic. You should avoid simply “announcing” your thesis
and should work to make it engaging. A good thesis will
answer the “so what?” question your audience might have
about your research paper. A good thesis statement will
tell your readers what your research paper will be about
and, specifically, why it is important.

You should avoid thesis statements that simply
announce your purpose. For example, in a research paper
on health care reform, you should avoid a thesis statement
like this:
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AVOID!

In this essay, I will write about health care in the United

States.

Instead, a good thesis statement on health care reform in
the United States would be more specific and make a point
that will help establish a clear purpose and focus for your
essay. It might look something like this:

Example

Although health care reform is a controversial topic in the

United States, the need for strong reform is important, as too

many Americans are living without access to health care.

Of course, not all research papers are
persuasive. Some essays are analytical. In
developing a thesis for an analytical essay, you
won’t make an argument, but you’ll still want
to provide a specific statement about the
purpose of your essay. A good analytical thesis
statement might look something like this:

Example

Analysis of high school dropout rates reveals that an
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emphasis on standardized testing plays a role in higher dropout

rates among American high school boys, resulting in what some

educational researchers call “the boy crisis.”

Implying YImplying Your Thesisour Thesis

Not all research papers
will require an explicitly
stated thesis. Some
research papers in some
fields will simply require
a strong focus. You can
maintain a strong focus
in your essay without an
explicitly stated thesis by thinking about an implied thesis
for your research paper. With an implied thesis, your point
is never stated directly, but your paper does have a clear
focus or point. Even if you’re not stating your thesis
directly, you should keep your implied thesis in mind as
you write. All papers require a specific focus, and a good
research paper will maintain that focus throughout.

If you’re unsure about whether you should use an
explicit thesis or simply maintain a clear focus without an
explicit thesis, be sure to ask your instructor. In English
101, you should use an explicit thesis statement to make it
clear you know how to use one.

Placement of Thesis StatementsPlacement of Thesis Statements

A thesis statement is usually the last sentence of the first
paragraph of a paper. It is also customary to restate the
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main idea of your paper in the conclusion so that the paper
leaves a clear impression on the reader.

TTopic Sentencesopic Sentences

So, thesis statements tell us the goals of the entire writing
assignment and topic sentences tell us the goal of a
particular paragraph. Essentially, the CEO is the thesis
statement and the topic sentences are the managers. Let’s
use a quick cheeseburger method to see how topic
sentences work:

Original Photo: “Cheeseburger on a Plate” by TheCulinaryGeek is licensed

under CC BY 2.0
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IdIdeaea SummaSummarizinrizingg

e patio Another reason Finally

e kitchen Also In conclusion

e cottage In addition To conclude

e backyard For example To summarize

en we went to the store To illustrate In summary

y For instance To sum up

cent to Likewise In short

erever However As you can see

posite to In contrast For all of those reasons

Linking PLinking Paragraphs: Taragraphs: Transitionsransitions

Transitions are words or phrases that indicate linkages in
ideas. When writing, you need to lead your readers from
one idea to the next, showing how those ideas are logically
linked. Transition words and phrases help you keep your
paragraphs and groups of paragraphs logically connected
for a reader. Writers often check their transitions during
the revising stage of the writing process.

Here are some example transition words to help as you
transition both within paragraphs and from one paragraph
to the next.
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TTransiransitition Won Word / Phord / Phraserase:: ShShoows:ws:

and, also, again More of the same type of inf

but, or, however, in contrast Different information is comin

as a result, consequently, therefore Information that is comin

for example, to illustrate The information coming will presen

particularly important, note that The information coming em

in conclusion The writing is ending.

PParagraphing: MEAL Planaragraphing: MEAL Plan

When it’s time to draft your essay and bring your content
together for your audience, you will be working to build
strong paragraphs. Your paragraphs in a research paper
will focus on presenting the information you found in
your source material and commenting on or analyzing that
information. It’s not enough to simply present the information

in your body paragraphs and move on. You want to give that

information a purpose and connect it to your main idea or thesis

statement.

Duke University coined a term called the “MEAL Plan”
that provides an effective structure for paragraphs in an
academic research paper. Select the pluses to learn what
each letter stands for.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=99#h5p-30

Here are the same terms with examples:

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=99#h5p-61

MLA FMLA Formatting: The Basicsormatting: The Basics

Papers constructed according to MLA guidelines should
adhere to the following elements:

• Double-space all of the text of your paper, and
use a clear font, such as Times New Roman or
Courier 12-point font.

• Use one-inch margins on all sides, and indent the
first line of a paragraph one half-inch from the
left margin.

• List your name, your instructor’s name, the
course, and the date in the upper left-hand
corner of the first page. This is your hheaeadindingg.
There is no cover page.

• Type a header in the upper right-hand corner
with your last name, a space, and then a page
number. Pages should be numbered
consecutively with Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, 4,
etc.), one-half inch from the top and flush with
the right margin.

• Provide in-text citations for all quoted,
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paraphrased, and summarized information in
your paper.

• Include a Works Cited page at the end of your
paper that gives full bibliographic information for
each item cited in your paper.

• If you use endnotes, include them on a separate
page before your Works Cited page

• Your Works Cited page at the end of your project
should line up with the in-text citations in the
body of your essay.

If you need more information, check the chapter on MLA
Style.

ConclusionsConclusions

A satisfying conclusion allows your reader to finish your
paper with a clear understanding of the points you made
and possibly even a new perspective on the topic.

Any single paper might have a number of conclusions,
but as the writer, you must consider who the reader is and
the conclusion you want them to reach. For example, is
your reader relatively new to your topic? If so, you may
want to restarestate yte your main poinour main points fts for emor empphasishasis as a way
of starting the conclusion. (Don’t literally use the same
sentence(s) as in your introduction but come up with a
comparable way of restating your thesis.) You’ll want to
smoothly conclude by showing the judgment you have
reached is, in fact, reasonable.

Just restating your thesis isn’t enough. Ideally, you have
just taken your reader through a strong, clear argument in
which you have provided evidence for your perspective.
You want to conclude by poinpointinting out thg out the ime importanportance orce or
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wworthinorthiness of yess of your toour topipicc and argument. You could
describe how the world would be different, or people’s
lives changed if they ascribed to your perspective, plan, or
idea.

You might also poinpoint out tht out the limie limitatatitionsons of the present
understanding of your topic, suggest or recommrecommenendd
future afuture acctitionon, study, or research that needs to be done.

TIP:TIP: Be careful not to introduce any new ideas in your

conclusion; your job is to wrap up in some satisfying way, so the

reader walks away with a clear understanding of what you

have had to say.

If you have written a persuasive paper, hopefully, your
readers will be convinced by what you have had to say!

20 Most Common Grammar Err20 Most Common Grammar Errorsors

The link below will take you outside of our book.
Have you ever had a

teacher mark comma
splice on your paper?
Have you ever turned in
your essay only to
realize later that spell
check “fixed” your word
so that it
reads ddefianefiantltlyy when you meant to write ddefiniefinitetellyy? Well,
if these things have happened to you, you are not alone.
These are among the most common errors beginning
writers make.
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Thanks to some excellent research from Andrea
Lunsford and her colleagues, every few years, we get a list
of the “20 Most Common Errors” beginning writers in the
United States make. Every few years, Lunsford and her
team of researchers examine thousands of student essays
and survey hundreds of writing teachers in order to give us
this list.

The good news is that most of the errors on this list are
mistakes that we make when we are tired, in a hurry, and
just not being good editors. So, they are easy fixes.

Once you finish reading through the 20 most common
errors, you can come back here to complete the activity.

TTry It Outry It Out

An interactive H5P element has been
excluded from this version of the
text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/
english101open/?p=99#h5p-63
After completing this activity, you may download or print
a completion report that summarizes your results.

PunctuationPunctuation
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Maybe you have heard the story about how punctuation
saves lives. Clearly, there is a difference between

Let’s eat, Grandma!

and

Let’s eat Grandma!

In addition to saving lives, using punctuation
properly will help your writing be clean and
clear and help you build your credibility as a
writer.
The following link will provide you with an overview of
the basic rules regarding punctuation and will give you a
chance to practice using the information you have learned.
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Putting It All TPutting It All Togetherogether

It is time to write your essay Keep this list of things to
remember handy and put that paper together. You got
this!

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
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a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
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1313

Reflection andReflection and
PPortfoliosortfolios

P

ReflectionReflection

The final assignment in your English course will include
a reflective essay in which you describe your growth as
a writer over the course of the semester. This activity of
reflecting on your growth and performance is what is
called a metacognitive activity: one in which you think
and write about your learning.

Writing a formal reflective essay may be a new thing for
you, so this chapter will provide an overview of why we
write reflections on our learning and how to approach a
reflection assignment.
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Sometimes the process
of figuring out who you
are as writers requires
reflection, a “looking
back” to determine
what you were thinking
and how your thinking
changed over time,
relative to key
experiences. Mature
learners set goals and
achieve them by
charting a course of
action and making
adjustments along the
way when they
encounter obstacles. They also build on strengths and
seek reinforcement when weaknesses surface. What
makes them mature? They’re not afraid to make mistakes
(own them even), and they know that struggle can be a
rewarding part of the process. By equal measure, mature
learners celebrate their strengths and use them
strategically. By adopting a reflective position, they can
pinpoint areas that work well and areas that require
further help—and all of this without losing sight of their
goals.

Student reflection about their thinking is such a crucial
part of the learning process. You have come to this course
with your own writing goals. Now is a good time to think
back on your writing practices with reflective writing, also
called metacognitive writing. Reflective writing helps you
think through and develop your intentions as a writer.
Leveraging reflective writing also creates learning habits
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that extend to any discipline of learning. It’s a set of
procedures that helps you step back from the work you
have done and ask a series of questions: Is this really what
I wanted to do? Is this really what I wanted to say? Is this
the best way to communicate my intentions? Reflective
writing helps you authenticate your intentions and start
identifying places where you either hit the target or miss
the mark. You may find, also, that when you communicate
your struggles, you can ask others for help! Reflective
writing helps you trace and articulate the patterns you
have developed, and it fosters independence from relying
too heavily on an instructor to tell you what you are doing.
Throughout this course, you have been working toward
an authentic voice in your writing. Your reflection on
writing should be equally authentic or honest when you
look at your purposes for writing and the strategies you
have been leveraging all the while.

ReflectivReflective Learninge Learning
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Reflective thinking is a powerful learning tool. As we have
seen throughout this course, proficient readers are
reflective readers, constantly stepping back from the
learning process to think about their reading. They
understand that just as they need to activate prior
knowledge at the beginning of a learning task and monitor
their progress as they learn, they also need to make time
during learning as well as at the end of learning to think
about their learning process, to recognize what they have
accomplished, how they have accomplished it, and set
goals for future learning. This process of “thinking about
thinking” is called metacognition. When we think about
our thinking—articulating what we now know and how
we came to know it—we close the loop in the learning
process.

How do we engage in a reflection? Educator Peter
Pappas modified Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning to focus
on reflection:
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This “taxonomy of reflection” provides a structure for
metacognition. Educator Silvia Rosenthal Tolisano has
modified Pappas’s taxonomy into a pyramid and expanded
upon his reflection questions:
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By making reflection a key component of our work,
students realize that learning is not always about facts and
details. Rather, learning is about discovery.

How is rHow is reflectiveflective writing in the academice writing in the academic
setting differsetting different frent from journaling or writingom journaling or writing

in a diary?in a diary?

If you write in a diary or a journal, recording your
thoughts and feelings about what has happened in your
life, you are certainly engaging in the act of reflection.
Many of us have some experience with this type of
writing. In our diaries, journals, or other informal spaces
for speaking – or writing- our mind, write to ourselves, for
ourselves, in a space that will largely remain private.
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Your reflection essay for college courses will contain some
of those same features:

• The subject of the reflective essay is you and your
experiences

• You can generally use the first person in a
reflective essay

But writing academic reflections, like the one that is due
for the English 100/101 portfolio assignment, is a bit
different from journaling or keeping a diary:
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PPersonalersonal
diadiaryry//
journaljournal

RRefleceflectition essaon essay fy for a courseor a course

AAudiudienencece

Only you
will read it!
(at least,
that is often
the
intention)

Professor, peers, or others will read your essay.
A reflective essay is written with the intention
of submitting it to someone else

PPurposeurpose

To record
your
emotions,
thoughts,
analysis; to
get a sense
of release or
freedom to
express
yourself

To convey your thoughts, emotions, analysis
about yourself to your audience, while also
answering a specific assignment question or
set of questions

StrucStructureture

Freeform.
No one will
be reading
or grading
your diary
or journal,
so you get
to choose
organization
and
structure;
you get to
choose
whether or
not the
entries are
edited

An essay. The reflection should adhere to the
style and content your audience would
recognize and expect. These would include
traditional paragraph structure, a A thesis is
the writer’s central point (clear, concise, and
limited) that provides the foundation for the
rest of the essay. Most often located at the end
of the introduction, the thesis establishes the
core idea that the rest of the essay will develop.
It should never be expressed as a question. A
thesis can be explanatory or argumentative; if
a thesis is argument-based, it is sometimes
referred to as a claim. "
data-url="https://pressbooks.ulib.csuohio.edu/
csu-fyw-rhetoric/glossary/thesis/">thesis that
conveys your essay’s main points, a
well-developed body, strong proofreading, and
whatever else the assignment requires
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DeDevveelloopmpmenentt

Since you
are only
writing for
yourself,
you can
choose how
much or
how little to
elaborate on
your ideas

All of the points you make in the essay should
be developed and supported using examples or
evidence which come from your experiences,
your actions, or your work

What can be gained frWhat can be gained from metacognitivom metacognitivee
activities that ask yactivities that ask you to rou to reflect on yeflect on yourour

learning and ylearning and your performance as a writer?our performance as a writer?

One of the major goals in any First-Year Writing class is to
encourage students’ growth as writers. No one is expected
to be a perfect writer at the end of the semester. Your
instructor’s hope, however, is that after 16 weeks of
reading, writing, and revising several major essays, you are
more confident, capable, and aware of yourself as a writer
than you were at the beginning of the semester. Reflecting
on the process that you go through as you write – even if
your writing is not perfect – can help you to identify the
behaviors, strategies, and resources that have helped you
to be successful or that could support your future success.
In short, reflecting on how you write (or how you have
written during a particular semester) can be quite powerful
in helping you to identify areas where you have grown and
areas where you still have room for more growth.

How can I write a rHow can I write a reflectiveflective essay?e essay?

As with any essay, a reflective essay should come with
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its own assignment sheet. On that assignment sheet, you
should be able to identify what the purpose of the
reflective essay is and what the scope of the reflection
needs to be. Some key elements of the reflective essay that
the assignment sheet should answer are:

• What, exactly, the scope of the reflection is. Are
you reflecting on one lesson, one assignment, or
the whole semester?

• Do you have detailed guidelines, resources, or
reference documents for your reflections that
must be met?

• Is there a particular structure for the reflection?
• Should the reflection include any outside

resources?

If you are struggling to find the answers to these questions,
ask your professor!

Another wonderful resource for writing a reflective essay
comes from Writing Commons, in the article “Writing an
Academic Reflection Essay”. This article offers great
information about the following:

• What it means to be “academic” or “critical” and
at the same time personal and reflective

• How you can achieve focus in a reflective essay
• What “evidence” is in a reflective essay

Prior LearningPrior Learning

Fast and well-traveled roads may make for a quicker trip,
but they also miss the nuance and beauty of the scenic
route. For some, the long way around is just worth it. The
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adventures, mishaps, connections, and coincidences that
happen along the way are a teacher like no other.

If this sounds familiar to you when you think about
your journey in education, then this textbook is for you.
Let’s take another look at those years of experiential
learning along the scenic route: your work, travel,
volunteering, community involvement, entrepreneurship,
and whatever else you’ve explored while not in the
traditional classroom setting.

Let’s reconsider that experience as Prior Learning, and
dig in to see what you’ve learned on the way.

The portfolio is composed of an assortment of
documents and artifacts demonstrating previous college-
level learning.

• ThThe Ede Educaucatitional Nonal Naarrarratitivvee is a document that
does the following:

◦ Examines your personal motivations and
educational goals in the context of
learning and how you will achieve them.

◦ Examines and discusses past instances
that led to learning.

▪ This portion should address
each course objective found on
the course syllabus, and
demonstrate that you have
mastered the objectives.
Showcase how your learning
applies to the objectives for a
specific course.

• SupSupportinporting Documg Documenentatatitionon
◦ You will need to supply documentation
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to support the narrative.
◦ Documentation is as individual as the

learner, and it may include items such as
sample work products, training
certificates, workplace evaluations,
letters of recommendation, and/or
photographs.

The Educational Narrative is asking for a very specific
thing from you so that your reviewers can understand the
learning you’ve done and relate it to the course you’re
challenging.

What is that thing it’s asking for?
A story. Several stories, actually.
The word Narrative means “story,” of course, so this

component is asking you to tell the story of your learning.
To tell that story, you’ll need to have several examples
that clearly demonstrate your expertise with the course’s
subject matter. And these examples need to be specific.
Here’s why:

In creative writing, teachers often say that the universe
is in the specific. The more detailed the description, the
better the reader can visualize the characters and scene.
Take, for example, this line:

We got dressed up and went to the concert.
Who are they? What’d they wear? How old were they?

What kind of concert was it? Who was playing? None of
that is apparent, so every reader sees something different.

But what if that line was written like:
We teased our hair to the ceilings, doused it in White

Rain, snapped on spandex and pleather. We tore out of
the suburbs, left a mile-long streak of rubber on our way
to go see Twisted Sister at CBGB’s.
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Now can you see it? From the first description, it
could’ve also easily been a black-tie evening at the
Philharmonic, or a 7th Grade Band Concert, or… It’s the
specifics that make the example come alive.

That’s your task in the Educational Narrative.
Though, of course, you’ll be writing about your class

experiences and not an 80s hair band (unless you are
drawing connections from when you were a member of an
80s hair band…).

•
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1414

Using MultipleUsing Multiple
SourSourcesces

P

Within the pages of your research essay, it is important
to properly reference and cite your sources to avoid
plagiarism and to give credit for original ideas.

There are three main ways to put a source to use in your
essay: you can quote it, you can summarize it, and you can
paraphrase it.

QuotingQuoting

Direct quotations are words and
phrases that are taken directly from
another source, and then used word-
for-word in your paper. If you
incorporate a direct quotation from
another author’s text, you must put
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that quotation or phrase in quotation marks to indicate
that it is not your language.

When writing direct quotations, you can use the source
author’s name in the same sentence as the quotation to
introduce the quoted text and to indicate the source in
which you found the text. You should then include the
page number or other relevant information in parentheses
at the end of the phrase (the exact format will depend on
the formatting style of your essay).

SummarizingSummarizing

Summarizing involves condensing the main idea of a
source into a much shorter overview. A summary outlines
a source’s most important points and general position.
When summarizing a source, it is still necessary to use
a citation to give credit to the original author. You must
reference the author or source in the appropriate citation
method at the end of the summary.

PParaphrasingaraphrasing

When paraphrasing, you may put any part of a source
(such as a phrase, sentence, paragraph, or chapter) into
your own words. You may find that the original source
uses language that is more clear, concise, or specific than
your own language, in which case you should use a direct
quotation, putting quotation marks around those unique
words or phrases you don’t change.

It is common to use a mixture of paraphrased text and
quoted words or phrases, as long as the direct quotations
are inside of quotation marks.
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Sources that are not properly

integrated into your paper are like

“bricks without mortar: you have the

essential substance, but there’s nothing

to hold it together, rendering the whole

thing formless” (Smith).

PrProviding Contextoviding Context
for Yfor Your Sourour Sourcesces

Whether you use a
direct quotation, a
summary, or a
paraphrase, it is
important to
distinguish the original
source from your ideas,
and to explain how the
cited source fits into
your argument. While
the use of quotation
marks or parenthetical
citations tells your reader that these are not your own
words or ideas, you should follow the quote with a
description, in your own terms, of what the quote says and
why it is relevant to the purpose of your paper. You should
not let quoted or paraphrased text stand alone in your
paper, but rather, should integrate the sources into your
argument by providing context and explanations about
how each source supports your argument.1

Sources are a great help for understanding a topic more
deeply. But what about when sources don’t quite agree
with one another, or challenge what you have experienced
yourself?

This is where your skill of synsynththesisesis comes into play, as
a writer. Synthesizing includes comparison and contrast,

1. 2

2. [1]
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but also allows you to combine multiple perspectives on a
topic to reach a deeper understanding.

This video explains the process of synthesis in action.
https://youtube.com/

watch?v=7dEGoJdb6O0%3Ffeature%3Doembed%26rel%3
D0%26rel%3D0

1. Smith, Matt. “Putting It All Together: Thesis
Synthesis.” Web log post. Walden University
Writing Center, 12 Apr. 2013. Web. 04 Apr. 2016.

2. This chapter is sourced from English
Composition II by Lumen Learning, licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License
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1515

Reading inReading in
CollegeCollege

P

College-level reading is different from the kind of reading
done in high school. The types of texts and assignments
differ, but also the expectations for critical thinking,
analysis, and synthesis of ideas. The more you are able
to read effectively at the college level, the greater your
chances of having success in college, economic
advancement, and a more fulfilling life.

ActivActive vs. Pe vs. Passivassive Readinge Reading

Have you ever read a page from a textbook and at the end
of the page realized you have no idea what you just read?

Successful readers develop active reading habits that
improve their reading comprehension, speed, and
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enjoyment. Active reading involves deeper engagement
with the text before, during, and after reading. The
Reading Lab promotes active reading by modeling
strategies and techniques to support it.

A good way to understand active reading is by
comparing it to what it is not, what’s sometimes called
passive reading.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=155#h5p-42

Common Reading SystemsCommon Reading Systems

You probably have a process or system for many common
things you do—like getting ready in the morning, going to
work or school, or doing chores. Do you have a process for
reading?

There are several reading systems used by college and
high school students to improve their reading
comprehension. The most common ones are SQ3R,
KWL, and Cornell Notes.

• SQSQ3R:3R: SQ3R is a reading comprehension
method developed in the 1940s to help college
students read textbooks. The name stands
for survey, question, read, recite, and review, which
are the steps in the process advocated by this
reading system. The steps cover what to do
before, during, and after reading. Follow the links
below for more information about this system.
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◦ NHTI resource page on SQ3R
◦ YouTube video on SQ3R
◦ Oregon State University handout on

SQ3R
• KKWL:WL: KWL was designed to help students

conduct research. The acronym stands
for know, want, and learn. The system involves
creating a graphic organizer—in this case, a chart.
The chart has three columns: what I know, what I
want to know, and what I learned. Students
answer the first two columns before doing
research and the third column after the research
is over. Follow the links below for more
information about this system.

◦ Explanation of the KWL system
◦ YouTube video on KWL
◦ Videos of educators using KWL
◦ Blank KWL chart handout

• CCornorneell Nll Nootes:tes: Cornell Notes is a comprehensive
note-taking system developed in the 1950s by a
professor at Cornell University to help college
students improve their study skills. The system
involves creating a table with two columns. In the
right column, which is the larger column, the
student writes notes from a lecture or text. In the
left column, the student goes back and writes key
words, main ideas, or questions about the notes.
Afterward, the student reviews the notes and
writes a short summary of the main ideas beneath
the two columns. Follow the links below for more
information about this system.

◦ Cornell University explanation of the
Cornell Notes system
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◦ YouTube video on the Cornell Notes
system

◦ Cornell University handout on the
Cornell Notes system

◦ The Learning Toolbox explanation of
the Cornell Notes system

AttributionAttribution

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.
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1616

IdentifyingIdentifying
SourSourcesces

P

RESEARCH STRARESEARCH STRATEGIESTEGIES

As you search for sources on your topic, it’s important to
make a plan for that research process. You should develop
a research strategy that fits within your assignment
expectations and considers your source requirements.
Your research strategy should be based on the research
requirements your professor provides. Some formal
research essays should include peer-reviewed journal
articles only; however, there are some research papers that
may allow you to use a wider variety of sources, including
sources from the World Wide Web.

If your professor has not established research
requirements for your assignment, it’s a good idea to ask.
Although general ininternterneet seat searcrchinhingg is great for
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generating ideas, you may not be able to use internet
sources for all research projects.

DDAATTABABASE SEARCHINGASE SEARCHING

Databases can help you
to identify and secure
information across a
range of subjects. Such
information might
include a chapter in a
book, an article in a
journal, a report, or a
government document. Databases are a researcher’s best
friend, but it can take a little time to get used to searching
for sources in your library’s databases. Be prepared to
spend some time getting comfortable with the databases
you’re working in, and be prepared to ask questions of
your professor and librarians if you feel stuck.

Becoming adept at searching online databases will give
you the confidence and skills you need to gather the best
sources for your project.

Your online college library can help you learn how to
select search terms and understand which database would
be the most appropriate for your project. College libraries
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will require login information from students in order to
access database resources.

INTERNET SEARCHINGINTERNET SEARCHING

Web research can be an important part of your research
process. However, be careful that you use only the highest
quality sources that are returned on your general web
search. Your paper is only as good as the sources you use
within it, so if you use sources that are not written by
experts in their field, you may be including misinformed
or incorrect information in your paper.

As a general rule, one site to avoid is Wikipedia, which
is not considered a quality source for academic writing.
While this site is fine for looking up information in a
casual way and gaining a better understanding of a subject,
it is not recommended for academic writing since
information can sometimes be incorrect since the content
is user-generated, rather than peer-reviewed and written
by experts; peer-reviewed and works written by experts
can be found in academic journals, news articles,
magazines, or published books. It is also considered more
of a “general knowledge” source, and academic writing
favors sources with more specific information.

Still, when you are researching on the web, search
engines are effective tools for locating web pages relevant
to your research, and they can save you time and
frustration. However, for searches to yield the best results,
you need a strategy and some basic knowledge of how
search engines work. Without a clear search strategy,
using a search engine is like wandering aimlessly in a field
of corn looking for the perfect ear.
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STRASTRATEGIESTEGIES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-32

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

In the videocast below, you’ll see our student writer
discuss her research strategy and share some of the results
of her work researching her question.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-33

EVEVALALUUAATING SOURCESTING SOURCES

As you gather sources
for your research, you’ll
need to know how to
assess the validity and
reliability of the
materials you find.

Keep in mind that the
sources you find have all
been put out there by
groups, organizations, corporations, or individuals who
have some motivation for getting this information to you.
To be a good researcher, you need to learn how to assess
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the materials you find and determine their
reliability—before deciding if you want to use them and, if
so, how you want to use them.

Whether you are examining the material in books,
journals, magazines, newspapers, or websites, you want to
consider several issues before deciding if and how to use
the material you have found.

• SuiSuitatabilibilityty
• AAuthuthorshiorship anp and Ad Authuthoriorityty
• DocumDocumenentatatitionon
• TTimimeelinlinessess

SOURCE SUITSOURCE SUITABILITYABILITY

Does the source fit your
needs and purpose?

Before you start
amassing large amounts
of research materials,
think about the types of
materials you will need
to meet the specific
requirements of your
project.

OvOverview Merview Materialsaterials

Encyclopedias, general interest magazines
(Time, Newsweek online), or online general news sites
(CNN, MSNBC) are good places to begin your research
to get an overview of your topic and the big questions
associated with your particular project. But once you get
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to the paper itself, you may not want to use these for your
main sources.

FFocused Lay Mocused Lay Materialsaterials

For a college-level research paper, you need to look for
books, journal articles, and websites that are put out by
organizations that do in-depth work for the general public
on issues related to your topic. For example, an article on
the melting of the polar icecaps in Time magazine offers
you an overview of the issue. But such articles are
generally written by non-scientists for a non-scientific
audience that wants a general—not an in-
depth—understanding of the issue. Although you’ll want
to start with overview materials to give yourself a broad-
stroke understanding of your topic, you’ll soon need to
move to journals and websites in the field. For example,
instead of looking at online stories on the icecaps from
CNN, you should look at the materials at the website for
the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) or
reports found at the website for the National Snow and
Ice Data Center (NSIDC). You also should look at some
of the recent reports on the polar icecaps in Scientific

American or The Ecologist.

Specialists’ MSpecialists’ Materialsaterials

If you already have a strong background in your topic area,
you could venture into specialists’ books, journals, and
websites. For example, only someone with a strong
background in the field would be able to read and
understand the papers published in the Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences or the Journal of the
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Atmospheric Sciences. Sources such as these are suitable for
more advanced research paper assignments in upper-level
courses, but you may encounter source requirements like
these in freshman writing courses.

AAUTHORSHIP & AUTHORSHIP & AUTHORITYUTHORITY

When you consider the quality of your sources, you
should also consider the authorship and authority of your
sources. Who wrote the material? Is that person or
organization credible? The following information will
provide you with more details on authorship and
authority to help you make good decisions about your
sources.

Publisher-PrPublisher-Provided Biographical Informationovided Biographical Information

Often, books and scholarly journals will have a short
biography of the author, outlining her or his credentials:
education, publications, and experience in the field.

Look the biography over. Does the material there seem
to suggest this writer has in-depth knowledge on the
topic? What educational credentials does the writer have?
If the writer is a trained economist but is writing on
scientific matters, you need to keep that in mind as you
look at her or his arguments. If the writer is associated
with a specific conservative or liberal think tank, be aware
that the arguments presented will probably reflect the
ideology of that organization.

An ideological agenda does not mean that you have to
avoid material. You simply need to read it with an
awareness that the writer is writing from a specific point of
view.
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Minimal qualifications or qualifications that seem
unrelated to the topic are a warning sign to you that you
might want to reconsider using the material.

Outside Biographical InformationOutside Biographical Information

If no biography is attached to the work, an advanced
search on Google or another search engine can be very
helpful. You might also check hard copy or online sources
such as Contemporary Authors, Book Review Index, or
Biography index.

Many authors also have their own websites, listing
information about their educational background, current
and past research, and experience.

If you can find no or little information about a writer,
be careful about using her or his material. You may want
to consider replacing it altogether with a different source
where the credentials of the writer are more readily
available.

NNo Author Listedo Author Listed

While you want to be careful of sources without authors,
that doesn’t mean you can’t use them. Often, websites
won’t list an author. In that case, you need to evaluate
the sponsoring organization. Look for the following
information:

• Does the home page offer information about the
organization?

• Is there a mission statement?
• Does the site offer any indication that the

material on the webpage has been reviewed or
checked by experts, often called a “peer-review
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process”?
• Does the site provide a link with an address,

phone, and email?

YYeses — If you find only some of the points from the
bulleted list, try filling in the blanks with an internet
search on the organization. Often, an encyclopedia —
online or hard copy — provides background information
on an organization. Try to find out a little bit about who
funds it, who its audience is, and what its objectives are.

Again, discovering that an organization has specific
ideological ties does not mean that you need to discard the
material you have found there. You simply need to use it
carefully and balance it with material from other sources.

NNoo — If the answer to all of the bulleted questions is
“no,” be careful!

A site that provides no information about its sponsors
is a site that you should avoid using for your paper.

If no one is willing to put her or his name on the site and
accept responsibility for the information, do you think
you should trust that information for your research?
Definitely not.

EVEVALALUUAATING SOURCES:TING SOURCES:
DOCUMENTDOCUMENTAATIONTION

Where does the
book/article/website get
its information?

Look for a
bibliography and/or
footnotes. In a piece of
writing that is making a
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case using data, historical or scientific references, or
appeals to outside sources of any kind, those sources
should be thoroughly documented. The writer should
give you enough information to go and find those sources
yourself and double-check that the materials are used
accurately and fairly by the author.

Popular news magazines, such
as Time or Newsweek online, will generally not have formal
bibliographies or footnotes with their articles. The writers
of these articles will usually identify their sources within
their texts, referring to studies, officials, or other texts.
These types of articles, though not considered academic,
may be acceptable for some undergraduate college-level
research papers. Check with your instructor to make sure
that these types of materials are allowed as sources in your
paper.

Examine the sources used by the author. Is the author
depending heavily on just one or two sources for his or
her entire argument? That’s a red flag for you. Is the author
relying heavily on anonymous sources? There’s another
red flag. Are the sources outdated? Another red flag.

If references to outside materials are missing or scant,
you should treat this piece of writing with skepticism.
Consider finding an alternative source with better
documentation.
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TIMELTIMELY SOURCESY SOURCES

Is the material up-to-date?Is the material up-to-date?

The best research draws on the most current work in the
field. That said, depending on the discipline, some work
has a longer shelf life than others. For example, important
articles in literature, art, and music often tend to be
considered current for years, or even decades, after
publication. Articles in the physical sciences, however, are
usually considered outdated within a year or two (or even
sooner) after publication.

In choosing your materials, you need to think about the
argument you’re making and the field (discipline) within
which you’re making it.

For example, if you’re arguing that climate change is
indeed anthropogenic (human-caused), do you want to
use articles published more than four or five years ago? No.
Because science has evolved very rapidly on that question,
you need to depend most heavily on research published
within the last year or two.

However, suppose you’re arguing that blues music
evolved from the field songs of American slaves. In this
case, you should not only look at recent writing on the
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topic (within the last five years), but also look at historical
assessments of the relationship between blues and slavery
from previous decades.

Timeliness and WTimeliness and Websitesebsites

Scrutinize websites, in particular, for dates of posting or
for the last time the site was updated. Some sites have
been left up for months or years without the site’s owner
returning to update or monitor the site. If sites appear to
have no regular oversight, you should look for alternative
materials for your paper.

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online

here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=50#oembed-1

Friebolin, C. (2012, July 24). Can’t lie on the internet [Video].
YouTube. https://youtu.be/bufTna0WArc
You may have seen the commercial above making a point
about how you have to be careful of what you find on
the internet. This is true in life and in your efforts to find
quality sources for academic papers.

The internet is particularly challenging because anyone
can really post anything they want on the internet. At the
same time, there are some really quality sources out there,
such as online journals.

The important thing is to use skepticism, use the
guidelines you have read about in this section of Research,
and be sure to ask your professor if general web sources
are even allowed. Sometimes, in an effort to have students
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steer clear of inaccurate information, professors will
forbid general web sources for a paper, but this is not
always the case. If you are allowed to go to the web to
locate sources, just remember to check
for suisuitatabilibilityty, credicredibilibilityty, and timtimeelinlinessess using the
guidelines presented here.

Using an EvalEvaluauatition Chon Chececklistklist will also give you some
good guidelines to remember, no matter where you found
your source.

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

Now that you have an understanding of some effective
ways to evaluate sources, it’s time to check in with our
student writer. In this videocast, you’ll see our student
writer evaluate one of her sources for relevance or
suitability, credibility, and timeliness.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-34
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USING EVIDENCEUSING EVIDENCE

When writing an
argumentative essay,
you’ll definitely want to
locate quality sources to
support your claims,
and you have a lot of
options for sources. You
can look for support for
your argument in
journal articles, magazine articles, documentaries, and
more. You may even be allowed to use personalpersonal
eexxperiperienencece and observations, but this isn’t always the case.
No matter what, you’ll want logical, clear, and reasonable
evidence that helps you support your claims and convince
your audience.

It’s important to review the llogiogical fallacal fallacicieses before you
develop evidence for your claims. If you’re using personal
experience, you have to be careful that you don’t make
claims that are too broad-based on limited experiences.

The following pages provide you with information on
the types of sources you may be able to include, how to
decide if your sources are credible, and how to make good
decisions about using your sources.
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EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE

Chances are, if you have
chosen an issue to write
about for your
argumentative essay,
you have chosen a topic
that means something
to you. With this in
mind, you may have had
a personal experience
related to the issue that you would like to share with your
audience.

This isn’t always going to be allowed in an
argumentative essay, as some professors will want you to
focus more on outside sources. However, many times,
you’ll be allowed to present personal experience. Just be
sure to check with your professor.

If you do have personal experiences to share, you have
to make sure you use those experiences carefully. After all,
you want your evidence to build your eeththosos, not take away
from it. If you have witnessed examples that are relevant,
you can share those as long as you make sure you don’t
make claims that are too big based on those experiences.

X Here’s an example of ineffective use of personal experience as

evidence:

A student is writing an argumentative paper on welfare

reform, arguing that there are too many abuses of the system.

The student gives an example of a cousin who abuses the
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system and makes a claim that this is evidence that abuse of the

system is widespread.

Here’s an example of how the student might use personal experience

as evidence more effectively:

A student is writing an argumentative paper on welfare

reform and has statistical evidence to support claims that the

system is not working well. Instead of using the personal

experience of a cousin who abuses the system as key evidence,

the student shares data and then presents the personal

experience as an example that some people may witness.

PRIMARPRIMARY SOURCESY SOURCES

When you use source
material outside of your
own experience,
you’re using either
primary or secondary
sources. PPrimarimaryry
sourcessources are sources that
were created or written
during the time period in which they reference and can
include things like diaries, letters, films, interviews, and
even results from research studies. SeconSecondadary sourcesry sources are
sources that analyze primary sources in some way and
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include things like magazine and journal articles that
analyze study results, literature, interviews, etc.

Sometimes, you’ll be conducting original research as
you work to develop your argument, and your professor
may encourage you to do things like conduct interviews
or locate original documents. Personal interviews can be
excellent sources that can help you build
your eeththosos, papaththosos, and llogogosos in your essay.

When conducting an interview for your research,
it’s important to be prepared in order to make the most of
your time with the person you are interviewing.

TIPS!TIPS!

The following tips will help you get the most out of your

interview:

• Prepare questions you want to ask in advance.

• Be prepared with some follow-up questions, just in

case the questions you have prepared don’t get the

interviewee talking as you had hoped.

• Have a recording device handy. It’s a good idea to

record your interview if your interviewee is okay with

it.

• If you can’t record the interview, come prepared to

take good notes.

• Record the date of your interview, as you will need

this for documentation.

• Obtain contact information for your interviewee in

case you have follow-up questions later.

• Be polite and appreciative to your interviewee, as
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you will want the experience to be a positive one all

the way around.

SECONDSECONDARARY SOURCESY SOURCES

When you’re searching for secondary source material to
support your claims, you want to keep some basic ideas in
mind:

• Your source material should be rerelleevanvantt to your
content.

• Your source material should be credicredibbllee, as you
want your sources to help you build your ethos.

• Your source material should be currencurrentt enough
to feel relevant to your audience.

Before you make your final decisions about the sources
you’ll use in your argumentative essay, it’s important to
review the following pages and take advantage of the
helpful source credibility checklist.

SOURCE INTEGRASOURCE INTEGRATIONTION

Just as with any type of essay, when you write an
argumentative essay, you want to integrate your sources
effectively. This means you want to think about the
different ways you integrate your sources (paraphrasing,
summarizing, quoting) and how you can make sure your
audience knows your source information is credible and
relevant. this helpful checklist on source integration can
help you remember some of the key best practices when it
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comes to getting the most out of your source material in
your argumentative essay.

These key lessons on source integration in RReseaesearcrchh are
relevant.

• SummaSummarizinrizingg
• PPaararapphhrasinrasingg
• QuoQuotintingg
• SiSignal Phgnal Phrasesrases

Your authority as a scholar will be enhanced when you
demonstrate your ability to use and integrate outside
sources in a fair and attentive manner. By doing so, you
help to demonstrate that you have carefully read and
considered the material on your topic. Your reader sees
not only your ideas alone but also your points
contextualized by the conversations of others. In this way,
you establish yourself as one of the members of the
community of scholars engaged with the same idea.

PPARAGRAPHING: MEAL PLANARAGRAPHING: MEAL PLAN

When it’s time to draft your essay and bring your content
together for your audience, you will be working to build
strong paragraphs. Your paragraphs in a research paper
will focus on presenting the information you found in
your source material and commenting on or analyzing that
information. It’s not enough to simply present the information

in your body paragraphs and move on. You want to give that

information a purpose and connect it to your main idea or thesis

statement.

Your body paragraphs in a research paper will
include summarizing, paraphrasing, and quoting your
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source material, but you may be wondering if there is an
effective way to organize this information.

Duke University coined a term called the “MEAL Plan”
that provides an effective structure for paragraphs in an
academic research paper. Select the pluses to learn what
each letter stands for.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-35

SUMMARIZINGSUMMARIZING

One way to integrate your source information is through
the summary. Summaries are generally used to restate the
main ideas of a text in your own words. They are usually
substantially shorter than the original text because they
don’t include supporting material. Instead, they include
overarching ideas of an article, a page, or a paragraph.
Some summaries, such as the ones that accompany
annotated bibliographies, are very short, just a sentence
or two. Others are much longer, though summaries are
always much shorter than the text being summarized in
the first place.
Summaries of different lengths are useful in research
writing because you often need to provide your readers
with an explanation of the text you are discussing. This
is especially true when you are going to quote or
paraphrase from a source.
Of course, the first step in writing a good summary is to
do a thorough reading of the text you are going to
summarize in the first place. Beyond that important start,
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there are a few basic guidelines you should follow when
you write summary material:

• Stay “neutral” in your summarizing. Summaries

provide “just the facts” and are not the place where you

offer your opinions about the text you are

summarizing. Save your opinions and evaluation of

the evidence you are summarizing for other parts of

your writing.

• Don’t quote from what you are summarizing.

Summaries will be more useful to you and your

colleagues if you write them in your own words.

• Don’t “cut and paste” from database abstracts. Many

of the periodical indexes that are available as part of

your library’s computer system include abstracts of

articles. Do no “cut” this abstract material and then

“paste” it into your own annotated bibliography. For

one thing, this is plagiarism. Second, “cutting and

pasting” from the abstract defeats one of the purposes

of writing summaries and creating an annotated

bibliography in the first place, which is to help you

understand and explain your research.

For example, in the first chapter of his 1854 book, Walden;

or, Life in the Woods, Henry David Thoreau wrote the
following:

Most men, even in this comparatively free country, through

mere ignorance and mistake, are so occupied with the factitious

cares and superfluously coarse labors of life that its finer fruits
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cannot be plucked by them. Their fingers, from excessive toil,

are too clumsy and tremble too much for that. Actually, the

laboring man has not leisure for a true integrity day by day; he

cannot afford to sustain the manliest relations to men; his labor

would be depreciated in the market. He has no time to be

anything but a machine. How can he remember well his

ignorance——which his growth requires——who has so often to

use his knowledge? We should feed and clothe him gratuitously

sometimes, and recruit him with our cordials, before we judge

of him. The finest qualities of our nature, like the bloom on

fruits, can be preserved only by the most delicate handling. Yet

we do not treat ourselves nor one another thus tenderly.

What is the main idea in the passage above? The following
is one way the passage might be summarized.

In his 1854 text, Walden; or, Life in the Woods, Henry David

Thoreau suggests that the human fixation on work and labor

desensitizes man to the world around him, to the needs of his

own intellectual growth, and to the complexity and frailty of his

fellow humans.

NOTE:NOTE: The summary accomplishes two goals:

1. It contextualizes the information (who said it, when,

and where).

2. It lists the main ideas of the passage without using
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quotations or citing specific supporting points of the

passage.

You should use summaries of your source materials when
you need to capture main ideas to support a point you are
making.

TTest Yest Your Understanding of Summarizing:our Understanding of Summarizing:

This article contains the following quotation:
“In a study of Australians with psychiatric service dogs,

the participants reported their dogs “making” them leave
the house or get out of bed, “reminding” them about
medication, “sensing” their emotions and nudging them
to bring them back to the present or blocking contact with
a person they feared. For almost half the participants, their
dog led them to need less mental health care, because they
were hospitalized less often, made fewer suicide attempts,
or needed less medication (Ehrenfeld).”

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-52

How to Quote and PHow to Quote and Paraphrase:araphrase: An OvAn Overviewerview

Writers quote and paraphrase from research in order to
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support their points and to persuade their readers. A
quote or a paraphrase from a piece of evidence in support
of a point answers the reader’s question, “says who?”
This is especially true in academic writing since scholarly
readers are most persuaded by effective research and
evidence. For example, readers of an article about a new
cancer medication published in a medical journal will be
most interested in the scholar’s research and statistics
that demonstrate the effectiveness of the treatment.
Conversely, they will not be as persuaded by emotional
stories from individual patients about how a new cancer
medication improved the quality of their lives. While this
appeal to emotion can be effective and is common in
popular sources, these individual anecdotes do not carry
the same sort of “scholarly” or scientific value as well-
reasoned research and evidence.
Of course, your instructor is not expecting you to be an
expert on the topic of your research paper. While you
might conduct some primary research, it’s a good bet that
you’ll be relying on secondary sources such as books,
articles, and Web sites to inform and persuade your
readers. You’ll present this research to your readers in the
form of quotes and paraphrases.
A “quote” is a direct restatement of the exact words from
the original source. The general rule of thumb is any time
you use three or more words as they appeared in the
original source, you should treat it as a quote. A
“paraphrase” is a restatement of the information or point
of the original source in your own words.
While quotes and paraphrases are different and should be
used in different ways in your research writing (as the
examples in this section suggest), they do have a number
of things in common. Both quotes and paraphrases
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should:

• be “introduced” to the reader, particularly the first

time you mention a source;

• include an explanation of the evidence which

explains to the reader why you think the evidence is

important, especially if it is not apparent from the

context of the quote or paraphrase; and

• include a proper citation of the source.

PPARAPHRASINGARAPHRASING

When you want to use specific materials from an
argument to support a point you are making in your paper
but want to avoid too many quotes, you should
paraphrase.

What is a paraphrase?What is a paraphrase?

Paraphrases are generally as long, and sometimes longer
than the original text. In a paraphrase, you use your own
words to explain the specific points another writer has
made. If the original text refers to an idea or term
discussed earlier in the text, your paraphrase may also
need to explain or define that idea. You may also need to
interpret specific terms made by the writer in the original
text.

Be careful not to add information or commentary that
isn’t part of the original passage in the midst of your
paraphrase. You don’t want to add to or take away from
the meaning of the passage you are paraphrasing. Save
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your comments and analysis until after you have finished
your paraphrased and cited it appropriately.

What does paraphrasing look like?What does paraphrasing look like?

Paraphrases should begin by making it clear that the
information to come is from your source. If you are using
APA format, a year citation should follow your mention of
the author.

For example, using the Thoreau passage as an example,
you might begin a paraphrase like this:

Even though Thoreau (1854) praised the virtues of

intellectual life, he did not consider….

Paraphrases may sometimes include brief quotations, but
most of the paraphrase should be in your own words.

What might a paraphrase of this passage from Thoreau
look like?

Passage

“Most men, even in this comparatively free country, through

mere ignorance and mistake, are so occupied with the factitious

cares and superfluously coarse labors of life that its finer fruits

cannot be plucked by them. Their fingers, from excessive toil,

are too clumsy and tremble too much for that. Actually, the

laboring man has not leisure for a true integrity day by day; he

cannot afford to sustain the manliest relations to men; his labor

would be depreciated in the market.”
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Paraphrase

In his text, Walden; or, Life in the Woods, Henry David

Thoreau (1854) points to the incongruity of free men becoming

enslaved and limited by constant labor and worry. Using the

metaphor of fruit to represent the pleasures of a thoughtful life,

Thoreau suggests that men have become so traumatized by

constant labor that their hands—as representative of their

minds—have become unable to pick the fruits available to a

less burdened life even when that fruit becomes available to

them (p. 110).

NNoteote that the passage above is almost exactly the same length

as the original. It’s also important to note that the paraphrased

passage has a different structure and significant changes in

wording. The main ideas are the same, but the student has

paraphrased effectively by putting the information into their

own words.

What arWhat are the benefits of paraphrasing?e the benefits of paraphrasing?

The paraphrase accomplishes three goals:

1. Like the summary, it contextualizes the
information (who said it, when, and where).

2. It restates all the supporting points used by
Thoreau to develop the idea that man is hurt by
focusing too much on labor.
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3. The writer uses their own words for most of the
paraphrase, allowing the writer to maintain a
strong voice while sharing important information
from the source.

Paraphrasing is likely the most common way you will
integrate your source information. Quoting should be
minimal in most research papers. Paraphrasing allows you
to integrate sources without losing your voice as a writer
to those sources. Paraphrasing can be tricky, however. You
really have to make changes to the wording. Changing a
few words here and there doesn’t count as a paraphrase,
and, if you don’t quote those words, can get you into
trouble with pplalagiagiarismrism.

PPARAPHRASING STRARAPHRASING STRUCTUREUCTURE

As noted, when you paraphrase, you have to do more than
change the words from the original passage. You have to
also change the sentence structure. Sometimes, students
will struggle with paraphrasing because they have an urge
to simply use the same basic sentence or sentences and
replace the original words with synomyms. This is not a
method that works for effective paraphrasing.

Let’s see what that looks like. Here’s an original quote
from an article about a new video game based on
Thoreau’s famous work, Walden.

Original Quote

“The digital Walden Pond will showcase a first-person point-

of-view where you can wander through the lush New England
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foliage, stop to examine a bush and pick some fruit, cast a

fishing rod, return to a spartan cabin modeled after Thoreau’s

and just roam around the woods, grappling with life’s

unknowable questions.”

Incorrect Paraphrasing

According to Hayden (2012), the Walden Pond game will offer

a first-person view in which the play can meander within the

New England trees and wilderness, pause to study foliage or

grab some food, go fishing, return home to a small cabin based

on Thoreau’s cabin, and just venture around in the woods,

pondering important questions of life (para. 3).

ExExpplanalanatitionon
Here, you can see that the “paraphrase” follows the

exact same structure as the orignal passage. Even though
the wording has been changed, this would be considered a
form of plagiarism by some because the sentence structure
has been copied, taking this beyond just sharing the ideas
of the passage. Let’s take a look at a better paraphrase of
the passage.

Correct Paraphrasing

According to Hayden (2012), the upcoming video game
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Walden Pond is a first-person game that simulates the life and

experiences of Thoreau when he lived at Walden Pond. Based

upon Thoreau’s famous work, Walden, the game allows players

to experience life in the New England woods, providing

opportunities for players to fish, gather food, live in a cabin, and

contemplate life, all within a digital world (para. 3).

ExExpplanalanatitionon
In this paraphrase, the student has captured the main

idea of the passage but changed the sentence structure
and the wording. The student has added some context,
which is often helpful in a paraphrase, by providing some
background for the game.

You will now have the chance to practice your ability
to recognize an effective paraphrase in the Paraphrasing
Activity.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-36

TTest Yest Your Understanding of Pour Understanding of Paraphrasing:araphrasing:

This article contains the following quotation:
“Student development of 21st-century skills is greatly

needed to promote workforce preparedness and long-term
success of the U.S. economy. To add to the discussion on
which skills are of the greatest importance for students
to develop before entering the workforce, this study
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investigated skill demand based on direct communication
from employers to potential employees via job
advertisements. The four most in-demand 21st-century
skills found across roughly 142,000 job advertisements
were oral and written communication, collaboration, and
problem-solving (Rios et al. 80).”

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-51

Here is another article to view.
Article: Animal Testing: Is Animal Testing Morally

Justified?, Issues & Controversies, 2020
Example: From the article ” Human beings have long

used animals as test subjects for a variety of purposes.
Every year, tens of millions of animals are used in
laboratory settings to gauge the toxicity of newly
developed chemicals. If deemed safe, these chemicals find
their way into a wide range of consumer goods including
cosmetics, household cleaners, pesticides, shampoos, and
sunscreens (“Animal Testing”).

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-50
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USING QUOTUSING QUOTAATIONSTIONS

Quotations are another
way to integrate source
information into your
paragraphs, but you
should use them
sparingly.

How do you know
when you should use
quotations in your essay?
Essentially, quotations
should function to
support, comment on, or give an example of a point you
are making in your own words. And, of course, you should
keep in mind that quotes should be kept to a minimum. A
good “rule” to remember is that you only want to use a
quote when it’s absolutely necessary, when your source
puts something in a way that just needs to be put that way
or when you need a quote from an expert to support a
point you have already made.

You should also remember that you don’t want to use
quotations to make your point for you. Readers should
be able to skip the quotations in your paper and still
understand all your main points. This means, after each
quote, you have to provide an analysis for that quote. This
works well if you follow the MEAL Plan. The idea is to
help your audience gather the meaning from the quote
you want them to gather. It’s your job as a writer to make
the quote meaningful for your audience.

Integrating quotations smoothly and effectively is one
sign of a truly polished writer. Well-chosen and well-
integrated quotations add strength to an argument. But
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many new writers do not know how to do the choosing
and integrating effectively. The following guidelines will
help make your quotations operate not as stumbling
blocks to a reader, but as smooth and easy stepping-stones
through the pathways of your paper.

When to Use QuotesWhen to Use Quotes

Use quotations in the following situations:

• When the wording is so specific to the meaning

that you cannot change the wording without

changing the meaning.

• When the wording is poetic or unique, and you

want to maintain that unique quality of wording as

part of the point you are making. This guideline may

also apply when the wording is highly technically-

specific.

• When you are doing a critical/literary analysis of a

text.

• When you want to maintain the specific authority

of the words of a well-known or highly-reputable

author in order to add to the credibility of your own

argument.

• In most other cases, you should use your own

words, a summary, or a paraphrase of your source, to

make your point.
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USING PHRASES & WORDSUSING PHRASES & WORDS

Although you generally want to avoid using too many
short quotes when you write, there are times when you
need to quote a word or a phrase as a part of your own
sentence. Short phrases and single words should work
smoothly with the structure of your own sentence. Look,
for example, at the way the brief passages from Thoreau’s
Walden flow into the surrounding sentence:

The demands of a market economy, in fact, would penalize a

man who chose to give precedence to relationships and “true

integrity” over labor: an over-emphasis on work leaves a man

dehumanized and with “no time to be anything but a machine”

(Thoreau 21).

USING SENTENCESUSING SENTENCES

Usually, when you find it necessary to quote, you’ll be
using a full sentence or two from a text as a quotation.
In addition to making sure the quote is necessary and
meaningful, be sure to make the quote works with your
own writing. Your quote must work well in terms of the
flow of your writing and in terms of the content. You don’t
want to simply drop in a quote without connecting it to
the surrounding text. Look, for example, at the following:

Thoreau argues that a market economy penalizes a man who

chooses to give precedence to parts of his life other than work.
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“Actually, the laboring man has no leisure for a true integrity

day by day; he cannot afford to sustain the manliest relations to

men; his labor would be depreciated in the market” (21).

The quotation, “Actually, the laboring man…” isn’t
connected to the previous sentence, and there’s no
analysis following the quote to help readers understand its
meaning and purpose.

Here are some good content guidelines to follow when using

sentences as quotations:

• Be surBe sure to give to give ye your quote some set up andour quote some set up and

context.context. You will learn more about doing this in the

next lesson on signal phrases.

• Don’t forDon’t forget to prget to provide a provide a proper citation for yoper citation for yourour

quote.quote. Find out if you need to follow MLA, APA, or

another documentation style’s guidelines.

• After yAfter your quote, your quote, you’ll need anywherou’ll need anywhere fre from aom a

sentence to sevsentence to several sentences to preral sentences to provide commentaryovide commentary

or analysis on the quote.or analysis on the quote. How much you write here

will depend upon the situation and the quote, but you

always need something following a quote, as you

want to control how your reader understands the

quote.

And, in addition to those content guidelines, here are some

good guidelines when thinking about your sentence structure

as you set up your quote:

• When the introductory text is a complete sentence,
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connect it to the quotation with a colon.

• When the introductory text is an introductory

phrase (rather than a complete sentence), connect it to

the quotation with a comma.

• When the introductory text works directly with the

flow of the sentence that follows, use no punctuation

at all.

LONG QUOTLONG QUOTAATIONSTIONS

Long quotations should be kept to a minimum in your
essay. Mrs. Jones recommends no more than one long
quote per five (5) pages of essay. So, in a ten (10) page paper,
you shouldn’t have more than 2 long quotes. Additionally,
you should only use those parts of the long quotation that
you really need. If a passage has a middle section that
doesn’t relate to the point you are making, drop it out and
replace it with an ellipsis (…) to indicate that you have left
out part of the original text.

Set up long quotations in blocks; these are generally
called block quotations. Block quotations are most often
used if the passage takes up more than four typed lines
in your paper. Indentation and spacing guidelines vary
depending on the formatting style you are using (APA,
MLA, Chicago, or other). English 101 for Mrs. Jones
requires MLA style.

Leave the quotation marks off of a block quotation. The
indentation itself is the visual indicator to the reader that
the text is a quote. Block quotations usually are
introduced with a full sentence that summarizes the main
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point of the quotation. This introductory sentence should
be followed by a colon, as in the example below.

Henry David Thoreau argued in Walden that men who are

over-occupied with labor run the risk of becoming

dehumanized. They must be granted the time to learn about,

and address, their own shortcomings in order to fully mature as

humans:

He has not time to be anything but a machine. How

can he remember well his ignorance–which his growth

requires–who has so often to use his knowledge? We

should feed and clothe him gratuitously sometimes, and

recruit him with our cordials, before we judge of him.

The finest qualities of our nature, like the bloom on

fruits, can be preserved only by the most delicate

handling. (23)

It’s important to remember that longer quotes should be
set up and followed by commentary and analysis, just like
shorter quotes. For long quotes, you should follow the
same guidelines related to content that you follow for
shorter quotes. It’s important to always think rhetorically
about your writing, even when you’re quoting. So, if you
use a long quote in your essay, be sure to provide some
analysis after that quote to let your audience know why
the quote is there and why it’s important. Otherwise, long
quotes can look and feel like “filler” to your audience.
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MLA LONG QUOTE GUIDELINESMLA LONG QUOTE GUIDELINES

Block Quotations (4 Lines or MorBlock Quotations (4 Lines or More)e)

When quoting works longer than 4 lines, use a block
quote format:

• Indent 1/2 inch from the left margin
• Do not use quotation marks
• Include in-text citation at end of quote
• Introduce block quote with a complete sentence

followed by a colon

Block Quote Example:

There are several important questions about bullying that all

educational leadership should consider:

Is bullying minimized as a “normal rite of childhood,”

or is it recognized as the harmful peer abuse that it is?

Do leaders understand that uninterrupted, severe

bullying can confer lifelong negative consequences on

targets of bullies, bullies, and witnesses? Are school

leaders committed to promoting all children’s positive

psychological health, or do they over-rely on punishing

misbehavior? Can they discern between typical

developmental processes that need guidance versus

bullying that needs assertive intervention? Are

educators empathic to their students, and do they value

children’s feelings? (Divecha)
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When to Quote, When to PWhen to Quote, When to Paraphrasearaphrase

The real “art” to research writing is using quotes and
paraphrases from evidence effectively in order to support
your point. There are certain “rules,” dictated by the
rules of style you are following, such as the ones
presented by the MLA. There are certain “guidelines”
and suggestions, like the ones I offer in the previous
section and the ones you will learn from your teacher and
colleagues.
But when all is said and done, the question of when to
quote and when to paraphrase depends a great deal on the
specific context of the writing and the effect you are
trying to achieve. Learning the best times to quote and
paraphrase takes practice and experience.
In general, iit is best to use a qt is best to use a quouote wte whhenen:

• The exact wThe exact worords of yds of your sourour source arce are important for thee important for the

point ypoint you arou are trying to make.e trying to make. This is especially true if

you are quoting technical language, terms, or very

specific word choices. When original writing has

striking or memorable author statements, expert

opinions.

• YYou want to highlight you want to highlight yourour agragreementeement with thewith the

author’s wauthor’s worordsds. If you agree with the point the author

of the evidence makes and you like their exact words,

use them as a quote. When you cannot easily express

the same idea in your own words. When using your

own words would lessen the impact of the original

language.

• YYou want to highlight you want to highlight yourour disagrdisagreementeement with thewith the
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author’s wauthor’s worordsds. In other words, you may sometimes

want to use a direct quote to indicate exactly what it is

you disagree about. When you plan to argue against a

writer’s ideas and want to accurately state them.

In general, iit is best to pat is best to pararapphhrase wrase whhenen:

• TherThere is no good re is no good reason to use a quote to reason to use a quote to refer toefer to

yyour evidence.our evidence. If the author’s exact words are not

especially important to the point you are trying to

make, you are usually better off paraphrasing the

evidence.

• YYou arou are trying to explain a particular piece ofe trying to explain a particular piece of

evidence in orevidence in order to explain or interprder to explain or interpret it in moret it in moree

detaildetail. This might be particularly true in writing

projects like critiques.

• YYou need to balance a dirou need to balance a direct quote in yect quote in yourour

writing.writing. You need to be careful about directly quoting

your research too much because it can sometimes

make for awkward and difficult to read prose. So, one

of the reasons to use a paraphrase instead of a quote

is to create balance within your writing.

Tips for Quoting and PTips for Quoting and Paraphrasingaraphrasing

• IntrIntroduceoduce your quotes and paraphrases to your
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reader, especially on the first reference.

• ExplainExplain the significance of the quote or paraphrase

it to your reader.

• CiteCite your quote or paraphrase properly according to

the rules of style you are following in your essay.

• Quote whenQuote when the exact words are important when

you want to highlight your agreement or your

disagreement.

• PParaphrase whenaraphrase when the exact words aren’t important,

when you want to explain the point of your evidence,

or when you need to balance the direct quotes in your

writing.

SIGNAL PHRASES ACTIVITYSIGNAL PHRASES ACTIVITY

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-37

After completing this activity, you may download or print
a completion report that summarizes your results.

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

In this videocast, you’ll see our student writer examine
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her rough draft and discuss how she integrated her source
material into her paper.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-38

ANNOTANNOTAATING SOURCESTING SOURCES

As a part of your argumentative research process, your
professor may require an argumentative annotated
bibliography. An annannootatated bited bibbliliograograpphhyy is a list of
potential sources for your paper or project with summaries
and evaluations. A traditional annotated bibliography can
be found on the Annotated Bibliographies page, but your
professor may ask you to take an argumentative angle with
your annotated bibliography and focus more attention on
evaluating the persuasive elements of the source.

A basic argumentative annotated bibliography will
include the following for each entry:

• Reference information following a particular
formatting style (APA, MLA, or another)

• A summary of the source’s content
• A thorough evaluation of the argument that

includes a focus on rhetorical concepts and terms
• A few sentences on how you will use this source

in your paper or project

A sample argumentative annotated bibliography can be
found here. In the sample, the different parts of each entry
have been noted for you.
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USING EVIDENCE ACTIVITYUSING EVIDENCE ACTIVITY

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-39

After completing this activity, you may download or print
a completion report that summarizes your results.

Using SourUsing Sources Blending Sources Blending Source Mce Material withaterial with
YYour Own Wour Own Workork
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When working with sources, many students worry they
are simply regurgitating ideas that others formulated. That
is why it is important for you to develop your own
assertions, organize your findings so that your own ideas
are still the thrust of the paper, and take care not to rely
too much on any one source, or your paper’s content
might be controlled too heavily by that source.

In practical terms, some ways to develop and back up
your assertions include:
Blend sources with your assertions. Organize your sources

before and as you write so that they blend, even within
paragraphs. Your paper—both globally and at the
paragraph level—should reveal relationships among
your sources, and should also reveal the relationships
between your own ideas and those of your sources.

Write an original introduction and conclusion. As much as is
practical, make the paper’s introduction and conclusion
your own ideas or your own synthesis of the ideas
inherent in your research. Use sources minimally in
your introduction and conclusion.

Open and close paragraphs with originality. In general, use the
openings and closing of your paragraphs to reveal your
work—“enclose” your sources among your assertions.
At a minimum, create your own topic sentences and
wrap-up sentences for paragraphs.

Use transparent rhetorical strategies. When appropriate,
outwardly practice such rhetorical strategies as analysis,
synthesis, comparison, contrast, summary, description,
definition, hierarchical structure, evaluation,
hypothesis, generalization, classification, and even
narration. Prove to your reader that you are thinking as
you write.
Also, you must clarify where your own ideas end and
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the cited information begins. Part of your job is to help
your reader draw the line between these two things, often
by the way you create a context for the cited information.
A phrase such as “A 1979 study revealed that . . .” is an
obvious announcement of citation to come. Another
recommended technique is the insertion of the author’s
name into the text to announce the beginning of your
cited information. You may worry that you are not allowed
to give the actual names of sources you have studied in
the paper’s text, but just the opposite is true. In fact, the
more respectable a source you cite, the more impressed
your reader is likely to be with your material while reading.
If you note that the source is the NASA Science website or
an article by Stephen Jay Gould or a recent edition of The

Wall Street Journal right in your text, you offer your readers
immediate context without their having to guess or flip to
the references page to look up the source.

What follows is an excerpt from a political science
paper that clearly and admirably draws the line between
writer and cited information:

The above political upheaval illuminates the reasons behind

the growing Iranian hatred of foreign interference; as a result of

this hatred, three enduring geopolitical patterns have evolved in

Iran, as noted by John Limbert. First . . .

Note how the writer begins by redefining her previous
paragraph’s topic (political upheaval), then connects this
to Iran’s hatred of foreign interference, then suggests a
causal relationship and ties her ideas into John Limbert’s
analysis—thereby announcing that a synthesis of
Limbert’s work is coming. This writer’s work also becomes
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more credible and meaningful because, right in the text,
she announces the name of a person who is a recognized
authority in the field. Even in this short excerpt, it is
obvious that this writer is using proper citation and
backing up her own assertions with confidence and style.

ANALANALYZE THISYZE THIS

When you use sources to support your claims in your
argument, you certainly have a lot of options to consider.
Now that you have learned about those options and how
you can use those sources to help build a strong argument,
it’s time to see source integration in action.

In the following video, a student analyzes another
argumentative essay for its use of sources and evidence.
Seeing how others use sources to support their arguments
can help you when it’s time to develop your own
argumentative essay.

I’m too (Insert negative criticism of yourself here). The
media says so. is the full essay used in the analysis.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-40

SEE IT IN PRACTICESEE IT IN PRACTICE

Now that you have learned about the different ways you
can use evidence in your argument, it’s a good time to see
how our student applies this information to her process.

In this video, our student explores some of the sources
she has found, discusses her struggles with contradictions
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in her research, and explains her plans for using sources in
her essay.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-41

Identifying a JIdentifying a Journal Articleournal Article

Scholarly articles are a little different from other articles
and sometimes harder to read. You need to know when
you are looking at a journal article.
Click on the plus symbols below to review characteristics
of scholarly articles:

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=50#h5p-53

WRAP UPWRAP UP

It’s your turn now to
wrap up your research
process and start
thinking about how
you’ll use sources and
which sources you’ll
use. Remember, you
want to ensure you have
quality sources, but those sources can come from your
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library’s databases, the web, and even interviews if your
professor allows for them.

It’s time to start putting your argument together, and
your sources are going to be a key part of that. Before you
draft, make some notes about your sources and share them
with your professor and classmates for feedback. Do these
sources seem credible? Will these sources fit your purpose?
How will these sources help your appeals to eeththosos, papaththosos,
and llogogosos?

You have a lot to think about as you make decisions
about your sources, but good planning about your sources
will make drafting your essay so much easier.

AATTRIBUTIONSTTRIBUTIONS

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.

• Content adapted from MLA in Minutes by Sami
Lange, Vicki Brandenburg, and Leila Palis is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License, except where otherwise
noted.

• Chapter 5. Using Sources Blending Source
Material with Your Own Work. PProrovividded bed byy:
Saylor.org. LocaLocated ated att: http://www.saylor.org/
site/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Blending-
Source-Material.pdf. LiLicensecense: CC BY: Attribution

• Quoting, Paraphrasing, and Avoiding
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Plagiarism. AAuthuthored bored byy: Steven D.
Krause. LocaLocatedted
aatt: http://www.stevendkrause.com/tprw/
chapter3.html. PProrojecjectt: The Process of Research
Writing. LiLicensecense: CC BY-NC-SA: Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike
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1717

EvaluatingEvaluating
SourSourcesces

P

The process of finding and evaluating sources is
inextricably intertwined. As researchers search for sources
to advance their research, they must also evaluate the
credibility of those sources, whether they are found in a
library database or on the Internet.

These techniques are used in both English
Composition courses. They are most often used in
English 102 because that course centers around research.
However, there are also opportunities for research in
English 101 with the argument essay, so we are looking at
the CRAAP test and the process of evaluating resources
in English 101.

This video will help you learn how to choose sources
that are credible enough for an academic audience using
the CRAAP test.
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=225#h5p-55

Click here to see the Prezi used in the video.

What Might be a MorWhat Might be a More Cre Credible, Reliableedible, Reliable
SourSource?ce?

Why is it wise to avWhy is it wise to avoid unroid unreliable soureliable sources?ces?

Information from unreliable sources is not always true,
up-to-date, or accurate. Using unreliable sources in an
academic paper can weaken the credibility of the writer,
dilute the writer’s argument, and detract from the overall
strength of the paper.

What kind of sourWhat kind of sources should be avces should be avoided?oided?

While the Internet provides a plethora of information on
almost any topic imaginable, not all of its content can be
trusted. Students should be cautiously selective while
doing research and avoid sources that may contain
unreliable information:

• Popular and collective websites (ask.com,
about.com, WebMD.com, etc.): Websites such as
these provide articles and information that has
been collected from other sources that may not
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be reliable. While the sponsors of these sites
usually employ writers who research the topics,
citations for the sources of the data are not
always provided.

• Wikipedia: Wikipedia is an online open-source
encyclopedia, which means that it can be edited
by anyone. While the information on the site is
audited by a Wikipedia editor, the information
found there may or may not be correct or current.

• Source material based solely on opinion: While
material that conveys opinions and beliefs may
have some validity, reliable sources that back up
the opinion or belief with facts and trustworthy
information should also be sought. If the opinion
piece does not include data from reliable sources,
a writer may choose not to include it as a source.

Note: Some sources, such as Wikipedia, provide a works
cited list or reference list. Some of the cited works could
be reliable, but checking the original source and
interpreting the information yourself provides the
opportunity to confirm its validity.

WherWhere are are cre credible, redible, reliable soureliable sources found?ces found?

• Academic databases: These databases, such as
Academic Search Premier and JSTOR, include
searchable collections of scholarly works,
academic journals, online encyclopedias, and
helpful bibliographies and can usually be
accessed through a college library website.

• Academic peer-reviewed journals: Journal articles
that have been peer-reviewed are generally
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considered reliable because they have been
examined by experts in the field for accuracy and
quality.

• Google scholar: This Internet search engine helps
the user to locate scholarly literature in the form
of articles and books, professional societies’
websites, online academic websites, and more.

• Library reference or research desk: Library staff
can provide useful services, such as assistance
with the use of library research tools, guidance
with identifying credible and non-credible
sources, and selection of reliable sources.

All three of the articles below are about the same topic
(online dating,) but each is written at a very different
“level.” When you choose sources for an academic paper,
you must ensure they are at the right level for your
audience. Most college courses expect “medium” or
“high” level sources. Some courses will expect you to use
only “high” level sources.

Scan each article and read the first few paragraphs to
determine what “level” is indicated.

Is the information at a low level? (brief, simple, easy to
understand, often superficial)

Medium? (somewhere in the middle)
or a high level? (longer, more complex language/

sentence structure, more evidence focused)
Click here to see article #1
Click here to see article #2
Click here to see article #3
Watch this video to see how you did and learn more

about how to evaluate a source’s level:
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=225#h5p-56

Is yIs your sourour source enough of an authority once enough of an authority on
the topic?the topic?

We decided the LA Times article about online dating
was a Medium level source and the Journal of Computer-
Mediated Communication was a High-level source.

Revisit these same articles and decide which source has
a higher level of authority.

LA Times
Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication
To determine this, you should search for information

on both the authors and the periodicals themselves.
Typically the periodical provides information about the

author via a hotlink or a byline near the author’s name.
Most periodicals have links to an “about us” page, or

you can find their “about us” page by using Google.
Write down things you find that suggest you can trust

this periodical or author. Then decide which has a higher
level of credibility to write about this topic.

Watch this video to see how you did and learn more
about how to evaluate Authority.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=225#h5p-57
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PART IV

RHETORICAL
MODES

WWelcome to Rhetorical Modeselcome to Rhetorical Modes

The term rhetorical
modes refers to the
different styles and
techniques we use when
we write. This chapter
will discuss different
modes, explaining the
specific aspects and
techniques involved in
these methods of
communication. As you
read about these,
remember that the
rhetorical mode a writer
chooses depends on his/
her purpose for writing. Some assignments ask students to
use a specific rhetorical mode, such as writing a descriptive
passage or contrasting two concepts, but most essays
incorporate several different rhetorical modes to express
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an idea. Overall, the rhetorical modes are a set of tools that
allow you different methods to effectively communicate
information to your audience.

In the Rhetorical Modes area of the English 101 Open
textbook, you’ll learn about different rhetorical styles or,
essentially, different strategies for developing your essays
and other writing assignments. These basic strategies are
not all-encompassing but will provide you with a
foundation and flexibility to help you as you engage in
writing assignments in your introductory writing classes
and beyond.

In the following pages, you’ll find support for major
styles of development, including
mmememoioirr, eevalvaluauatitionon, cacause anuse and effd effecectt, and comcompapare anre andd
concontrasttrast. For each style, you’ll find visual instruction and
a sample paper, showing you how each style works in your
writing classes. This learning area is one you will want
to visit for support for most major types of assignments
you’ll encounter in college. Sometimes these modes are as
a full essay style, sometimes modes are mixed.

It’s also important to remember that there are certain
features that all of these styles or methods have in
common:

• A clear ththesis staesis statemtemenentt usually provided at the
beginning of the essay

• Clear and logical transitransititionsons
• Focused bodbody pay pararagragrapphshs with evidence and

support
• Appropriate fformaormat ant and styd styllee if you use source

material
• A conconccllusiusionon that expands upon your thesis and

summarizes evidence
• Clear writing that follows standard conventions
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for things like grammagrammarr, punpuncctuatuatitionon, and
spespellinllingg.

As you explore the Rhetorical Modes, think about the key
features of each type of essay as well as the features that all
effective essays have in common.

Figure RM1: Choosing Paragraph Patterns

AttributionsAttributions

• Content Adapted from Excelsior Online Writing
Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College. Retrieved
from https://owl.excelsior.edu/ licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-4.0
International License.
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• Figure RM1: “Choosing Paragraph Patterns,”
Kalyca Schultz, Virginia Western Community
College, CC-0.
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Human beings tell
stories every day. We
understand most of
nature through stories.
Though facts can be
memorized, stories —
the details, the
description, the
experience — make us
believe.

Therefore, as we
begin to study writing,
we need to begin with
the properties of the
story. How do good
storytellers make us
believe? How can good
writing draw a reader into a story? How can we harness the
power of the story to make a point, even in a dry, academic
context?

The purpose of narrative writing is to tell stories. This
is a form we are familiar with, as any time we tell a story
about an event or incident in our day, we are engaging in
a form of narration. In terms of writing, narration is the
act of describing a sequence of events. Sometimes this is
the primary mode of an essay—writing a narrative essay
about a particular event or experience, and sometimes this
is a component used within an essay, much like other
evidence is offered, to support a thesis. This chapter will
discuss the basic components of narration, which can be
applied either as a stand-alone essay or as a component
within an essay.

Ultimately, narrative writing tries to relay a series of
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events in an emotionally engaging way. You want your
audience to be moved by your story, which could mean
through laughter, sympathy, fear, anger, and so on. The
more clearly you tell your story, the more emotionally
engaged your audience is likely to be.

Sherlock Holmes, a creation of the writer
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, has become one of
the most famous detectives of all time —
though he never lived. Have you heard of
him? Why do you think this story
perseveres? How can stories permeate our
culture so thoroughly?

WHERE DO WE FIND NARRAWHERE DO WE FIND NARRATIVE?TIVE?

We talk about narrative writing in many ways. Books will
introduce it as Narration, Narrative, and Storytelling.
Narrative creeps into most of the other kinds of writing
we learn about, too. Persuasive essays use short stories —
often called ananecdecdootestes — to engage a reader’s attention
and sympathy. Consider the difference between these two
openings to the same essay:

Statistics show that consistent seatbelt wearing is vital if passengers are to survive a movin
cause some discomfort. However, everyone should wear a seatbelt because they’ve been pro

Timmy’s mother was in a hurry as they left the mall. He’d climbed into the backseat of th
to make it to his sister’s concert on time. The van rushed into traffic, and Timmy’s moth
and the car barreled into their van, connecting with the door beside Timmy with a sickenin

Which opening makes you want to read more? The second
one engages its readers with a story — and we’re hard-
wired, as humans, to want to hear the end of a story.

Television plays on this characteristic all the time.
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Think of your favorite show and the maddening, brief
preview that starts before the credits roll. It’s always a
quick snippet that makes you stay tuned because the
writers and producers know their audience will sit
through several minutes of mindless commercials just to
find out how the story will continue.

In our own writing, we can use stories in just the same
way. We can draw our readers into our own experiences,
even if they’ve never been through anything even similar
to what we have, by telling our own stories.

HOW DO WE WRITE A NARRAHOW DO WE WRITE A NARRATIVE?TIVE?

A narrative essay is a piece that tells one consistent,
cohesive story. In academic writing, a narrative essay will
also always convey a lesson, a moral, or a point that the
writer wishes the reader to take.

When we say “moral,” some people think of after-
school specials and having “good behavior” tips crammed
down their throat. However, the most powerful lessons
conveyed through writing are often done with great
subtlety. True, the punishing pace of writing expected in
a college course may not leave enough time to develop a
nuanced story — no one is going to churn out War and

Peace or even The Hobbit in ten weeks — but not every
story has to have the moral stated clearly, in bold font, at
the very beginning.

Think about it this way: When you were a kid, if your
grandmother had sat you down and said, “Listen. We’re
now going to have a thirty-minute conversation about
how it’s really bad if you start smoking,” would you have
listened? Probably not. If, however, your grandmother
took you to visit your uncle Larry, who had terminal lung
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cancer, and then casually mentioned as you left that Larry
had been smoking since he was your age — would you
get the lesson? Would you remember it? Do you remember
better the 200 lectures you had as a teenager about not
being a bully, or do you remember the one time that you
witnessed its effects firsthand?

In a narrative, we want to pull that same kind of trick on
our readers: get our point across, but do it in a way that
engages the imagination and attention. Use the power of
the story.

The narrative relies on the same components that all
good writing does: it needs detail, clear organization, and
a central purpose (AKA our friends Development,
Organization, and Unity).

NARRANARRATIVE DEVELOPMENT: BRING THETIVE DEVELOPMENT: BRING THE
DETDETAILSAILS

Consider this passage from the very first Sherlock Holmes
mystery, “A Study in Scarlet,” which describes a major
character:

His face was lean and haggard, and the brown parchment-like skin was
drawn tightly over the projecting bones; his long, brown hair and
beard were all flecked and dashed with white; his eyes were sunken in
his head, and burned with an unnatural luster; while the hand which
grasped his rifle was hardly more fleshy than that of a skeleton. As he
stood, he leaned upon his weapon for support, and yet his tall figure
and the massive framework of his bones suggested a wiry and vigorous
constitution. His gaunt face, however, and his clothes, which hung so
baggily over his shriveled limbs, proclaimed what it was that gave him
that senile and decrepit appearance. The man was dying—dying from
hunger and from thirst.

The author includes detail upon detail to describe this
gentleman. He could have simply said, “He was dying from
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hunger and from thirst,” which would tell us everything
we need to know. Instead, he describes how these feelings
have had an effect upon the man — he is gaunt, he’s
starting to look like a skeleton, and he can barely stand
without the support of his rifle.

Think of the best book you’ve ever read (or the best
television show you’ve ever watched, or the movie you
love), and you may be able to relate to this. Good
description is the difference between hearing a game on
the radio and watching it live in the stadium (or on a
ginormous 3-D television). The very breath of life in a
narrative will always be your ability to describe a scene.

This relies on the use
of specific language. As
you read through the
revision section, you
were encouraged to
avoid phrases that your
audience might find
misleading. Consider
this as you write a story.
With every sentence,
ask, “What does my
audience know? What do they think?” If you say a car is
“beautiful,” will your audience think of a 2018 Hybrid
Honda Accord or of a 1966 Chevelle (pictured at right)? If
there’s some doubt, change your words to reflect your
meaning.

You may have heard the advice that asks you to “show,
not tell” in writing. This is what we mean: be so
descriptive in telling a story that the reader feels s/he is
there beside you, seeing the swimming pool or the school’s
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front doors or the new car or the new child with his/her
own eyes.

NARRANARRATIVE ORGANIZATIVE ORGANIZATIONTION

Narrative traditionally follows time order,
or cchhronronoollogiogical ordcal orderer, throughout. This seems obvious
when you think about it — we tell stories in time order,
starting (usually) at the beginning and working through to
the end.

In an essay, pieces of the story can be organized into
timespans by paragraph. For instance, if I’m describing a
particularly harrowing day at work, I might have a
paragraph just for the morning, and then a paragraph
about my terrible lunch break, and then a paragraph about
my afternoon.

Narrative essays usually can’t cover more ground than a
day or two. Instead of writing about your entire vacation
experience, study abroad month, two years of work at the
plant, or 18 years living at home, focus on one particular
experience that took place over a day or two. That’s
enough for a reader to digest in a few pages, and it will also
give you a chance to really lay in details without feeling
rushed.

Sometimes, we start stories out of order. Many popular
movies and television shows do this regularly by showing
a clip of something that happens later before starting the
whole show. If you’ve ever seen an episode of NCIS, you’ll
be familiar with this technique: they start each section of
the show with a photo of the ending scene, then start an
hour or two before that scene in the live-action. Shows
often jump to “One Week Earlier” between commercial
breaks.
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Think of the emotional impact that has upon you as a
viewer. Again, it’s a trick the writers pull with their story
to drive you through the boring/silly/pointless/insulting
commercials so that you’ll stay with them. We want to
know how the characters get to that end.

You can manipulate your audience in this way, too, but
be careful; giving away too much of the ending may
sometimes make a reader simply put down what they’re
reading. It’s safer (though not always better) to just start
at the beginning and write things down as they happened.
Particularly in a first draft, sticking to the natural story
order will be a good way to make sure nothing gets missed.
ChChronronoollogiogical ordcal orderer, the order in which events unfold
from first to last, is the most common organizational
structure for narratives. Stories typically have a beginning,
a middle, and an end. Certain transitional words and
phrases aid in keeping the reader oriented in the
sequencing of a story. Some of these phrases are listed
below.

Figure 5.2 Transition Words and Phrases for Expressing
Time
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The following are the other basic components of a
narrative:

• PlPloott. The events as they unfold in sequence.
• ChaChararacctersters. The people who inhabit the story and

move it forward. Typically, each narrative has there are
minor characters and main characters. The minor
characters generally play supporting roles to the main
character, or the protagonist.

• CConflionflicctt. The primary problem or obstacle that
unfolds in the plot, which the protagonist must solve or
overcome by the end of the narrative. The way in which
the protagonist resolves the conflict of the plot results in
the theme of the narrative.

• ThThememee. The ultimate message the narrative is trying to
express; it can be either explicit or implicit.
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WWriting at Writing at Workork

When interviewing candidates for jobs, employers often ask

about conflicts or problems a potential employee had to

overcome. They are asking for a compelling personal narrative.

To prepare for this question in a job interview, write out a

scenario using the narrative moved structure. This will allow

you to troubleshoot rough spots as well as better understand

your own personal history. Both processes will make your story

better and your self-presentation better, too.

NNaarrarratitivve Ane Anecdecdootestes
An ananecdecdootete is a short, personal nanarrarratitivvee about

something specific. It is often used as a component in an
essay, acting as evidence to support your thesis, as an
example to demonstrate your point, and/or as a way to
establish your credibility. It always has a point in telling it.

ElElememenents of an Ants of an Anecdecdootete
1. Wh1. Whoo, Wh, Whereere, Wh, Whenen
Have you ever wondered why children’s stories begin

something like this?
Once upon a time, in a galaxy far, far away, the teachers were

revolting …

It is the start of a simple narrative. It also contains all
the elements of a beginning to any narrative: when, where,
and who. An anecdote, because it is short, will begin
similarly:

One day, while I was sitting at a stop sign waiting for the light

to change…

This little particle of an anecdote tells when, who, and
where before the first sentence even ends.
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NNootete: An anecdote sets up a particular incident; it does
not tell about a long period of time.

2. Wha2. What Hat Happpenpened (ed (SeqSequenuence of Evce of Evenentsts))
Any narrative also includes a sequence of events. You

should be able to read an anecdote and tell what happens
first, what happens next, and so on. In the following
anecdote, the bolded words suggest each event in the
sequence.

Example Anecdote:Example Anecdote:

My first day of college I parked in the “South Forty,” which is

what everyone called the huge parking lot on the edge of the

campus. It was seven forty-five in the morning, hazy and cool. I

walked across the parking lot, crossed a busy street, walked over

a creek, through a “faculty” parking lot, crossed another street,

and came to the first row of campus buildings. I walked between

buildings, past the library and the student mall. I passed many

quiet, nervous-looking students along the way. Many of them

smiled at me. One trio of young girls was even chuckling softly

among themselves when they all smiled and said “Hi” to me at

once. By the time I got to my classroom, far on the other side of

campus from the parking lot, I was smiling and boldly saying

“Hi” to everyone, too, particularly the girls. Every single one of

them smiled or responded with a “Hi” or made a friendly

comment or even chuckled happily. It was my first day of college.

When I found the building I was looking for, a friend from

high school appeared. She was in my first class! I smiled at her

and said, “Hi!” She looked at me. She smiled. Then she laughed.

She said, “Why are you wearing a sock on your shirt?” I looked

down. A sock had come out of the dryer clinging to my shirt.
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3. Im3. Impplilied Ped Poinointt
Most of us want to make sure that we “get the point

across” to whatever story we are telling, assuming it has a
point. To do this, we tend to explain what we are telling.
It is sometimes very difficult to stop. However, stopping
in a timely way allows the reader to draw his or her own
conclusions.

SShowhow, d, doonn’’t tt teellll

In the anecdote above, I am very tempted to tell the
reader what I felt at the moment I realized that everyone
was laughing AT me rather than just being friendly. For
the ending, where the point is in this case, it is best to let
the reader infer (draw conclusions, fill in the blanks) what
happens implicitly rather than to state explicitly what the
point is, or what the narrator felt, or anything else.

TipTip

The more indirect you are about your object or place the

better. In the anecdote above, it might be obvious that my object

is a sock or my place is a parking lot. The point is, it is not an

anecdote “about” a sock; it is referred to indirectly.

How do we show rather than tell? First, describe what
you see (I don’t really see anything with “I was SO
embarrassed…”) or what you smell, hear, or taste, but
NOT what you feel. An easy way to check whether you
are showing or telling is to go through your anecdote and
underline the verbs. If the verbs are “be”-verbs (is, was,
were, etc.) or verbs that describe actions we cannot see
(“I thought…” “I believed…” “I imagined…” “it made me
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upset…” and so on) then you are probably telling. In the
sentence above I used “walked,” “lecturing,” “ripped,” and
“said.”

MMost Cost Commommon Question Question:on:
“Wha“What makt makes stories stories or anes or anecdecdootes intes interestinteresting ang andd

somsomeethinthing I can reg I can relalate to?”te to?”
Actually, it is a simple principle, even though it may

not be obvious. We “relate” or “connect” most easily to
situations we recognize and so fill in the blanks. If you
“tell” me, for example, “I was SO embarrassed …” then you
have not let me fill in MY embarrassment. On the other
hand, if you “show” me a scene, it allows me to fit my own
experience into it:

“I walked past the corner of the aluminum whiteboard
tray while lecturing to a class. It ripped my pants. After a
moment I said, ‘Class dismissed.’”

The writer of those statements, hopes the reader will fill
in some similarly embarrassing moment without the writer
clearly stating that this is what is supposed to be done. The
connection, the act of “filling in,” is what people tend to
refer to as “relating to.”

Interestingly, it does not even matter whether or not
readers fill in what the writer intend for them to fill in; it
is the act of filling in our own experiences that makes us
“relate” to an incident. From a writer’s perspective, that
means we should show rather than tell.

Second, resist the temptation to “explain.” Let the
reader fill in the blanks! It is so much more personal when
the reader participates by filling in.
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Assignment 1Assignment 1

Write an anecdote that contains who, where, when, and what

happens (a sequence of events). Think about an anecdote

that invinvolvolveses, alludes to, or otherwise includes yalludes to, or otherwise includes your object orour object or

placeplace; it does not have to be “about” your place. It also does not

have to be “true” in the strict sense of the word; we will not be

able to verify any believable details if they add to the effect of

the anecdote. Type it out. Keep it simple and to the point.

CliClicchhésés
WhaWhat at are ‘re ‘cclilicchhés’ anés’ and wd whhy cany can’’t wt we use the use them?em?
Clichés are figurative phrases and expressions that you

have probably heard a million times. For our purposes,
there are two kinds of clichés: the ones that jump out at
you and the ones that we use without thinking.

If you are paying attention, you will notice that the two
sentences above contain at least 3 clichés. You might also
notice that clichés are best suited to spoken language,
because they are readily available and sometimes when we
speak, we don’t have time to replace a common expression
with a unique one. However, we DO have time to replace
clichés while we are writing.

The problem with clichés in writing is that they are too
general when we should be much more specific. They also
tend to tell rather than show. In the first sentence above,
we have most likely heard the phrase, “have probably
heard a million times.” In speech, that expression works.
In writing, it should be liliteralteral rather than fifiguraguratitivvee.. The
first sentence is better this way:

Clichés are figurative phrases and expressions that we
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have heard so many times that we all share some
understanding of what they mean.

Not exactly what you thought when you read it at the
beginning of this answer, is it? That is why being literal

and specific in writing is better than figurative and vague as a
rule.

Here is a re-write of the second sentence at the start of
this answer:

For our purposes, there are two kinds of clichés: the
ones that are obvious expressions (like “You can lead a
horse to water …”) and the ones that are not part of
expressions but seem to “go” easily into a group of words
(like “we use without thinking”).

The second type is more difficult to identify and
eradicate. Usually it is a group of words we have heard
before that doesn’t add anything to a statement. For
example, instead of “We watched the donuts roll down the
street every night,” you might be tempted to add to it this
way: “We watched the donuts roll down the street each
and every night.” Avoid clichés in your writing.

To see more see more commonly used clichés and for
guidance on how to rewrite them, see
this hanhanddoutout(https://writingcenter.unc.edu/cliches/)from
The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Writing
Center.

Some Other Rhetorical TipsSome Other Rhetorical Tips

• To create strong details, keep the human senses in

mind. You want your reader to be immersed in the

world that you create, so focus on details related to
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sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch as you describe

people, places, and events in your narrative.

• Create tension by making the reader nervous about

what is going to happen through sentence structure,

tone, and voice.

• Add dialogue to show the immediacy and drama of

the personal interactions (re-creating conversations as

necessary to make your narrative work).

• Name specific objects to re-create the scene by

selecting details that leave the readers with a dominant

impression of how things were.

• Show people in action by describing precise

movements and dialogue to convey the action of the

scene.

ExExternal Links:ternal Links:
“SixSixtyty-nin-nine Ce Cenentsts” (https://tinyurl.com/ybjasq9c) by

Gary Shteyngart: In “Sixty-nine Cents,” author Gary
Shteyngart describes a coming-of-age experience as a first-
generation Russian-Jewish immigrant in modern America.

Sherman Alexie grew up on the Spokane Reservation
in Washington State. He chronicles his challenges in
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school, starting in first grade, in IInndiadiann

EEdduuccatioationn(https://tinyurl.com/hlshngr).
Sandra Cisneros offers an example of a narrative essay

in “OnlOnly Day Daughughterter” (https://tinyurl.com/yc4srod7) that
captures her sense of her Chicana-Mexican heritage as the
only daughter in a family of seven children. The essay is
also availablehhereere (https://tinyurl.com/y7hzxhz6).

Annie Dilliard offers an example of a narrative essay
in an excerpt, often entitled “ThThe Chasee Chase”
(https://tinyurl.com/ycsen7r4) from her
autobiography An American Childhood, outlining a specific
memorable event from her childhood. This essay is also
available hhereere (https://tinyurl.com/y7udsl88).

NARRANARRATIVE UNITYTIVE UNITY

The final consideration in putting together a narrative
essay should be unifying it around a single theme or
lesson. As you draft, you may already have this lesson in
mind: everyone should wear a seatbelt. However, remember
that your reader needs to make up her own mind. Don’t
insult a reader by beating them up with your lesson, and
don’t leave them guessing about the meaning of your piece
by leaving it out completely.

Many writers include a paragraph of reflection after
telling a personal story in an essay that lets a reader know,
directly, the significance that the story has on the writer’s
life. This can be a good way to get a lesson across. Showing
what you’ve learned or found important in an event will
provide the reader with a clue about the overall meaning
of the story.

YYou shou shoulould use “I” in a personal, nad use “I” in a personal, narrarratitivve essae essayy. There
are types of academic writing where “I” is inappropriate,
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but this is not one of those times. In fact, the best
narratives will often be the most personal, the stories that
avoid hiding behind “you” or “they” and instead boldly
tell the writer’s own story.

NARRANARRATIVE OUTLINESTIVE OUTLINES

The typical narrative essay follows an outline that should
seem like common sense:

1. Paragraph 1: Introduction
2. Paragraph 2: Event #1
3. Paragraph 3: Event #2
4. Paragraph 4: Event #3
5. Paragraph 5: Conclusion

This outline is flexible. Perhaps the first event in your story
will take significant space to describe; it may need 2
paragraphs of its own. Maybe there are smaller events that
happen within the larger events. Maybe for your piece,
it makes sense to jump right into the story instead of
spending an introduction paragraph to give some setup.
What matters most is that a reader can easily follow the
piece from beginning to end and that she will leave with
a good understanding of what you wanted the reader to
learn.

Student Sample EssayStudent Sample Essay

My College EducationMy College Education

The first class I went to in college was philosophy, and it

changed my life forever. Our first assignment was to write a

short response paper to the Albert Camus essay “The Myth of
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Sisyphus.” I was extremely nervous about the assignment as well

as college. However, through all the confusion in philosophy

class, many of my questions about life were answered.

I entered college intending to earn a degree in engineering. I

always liked the way mathematics had right and wrong answers.

I understood the logic and was very good at it. So when I

received my first philosophy assignment that asked me to write

my interpretation of the Camus essay, I was instantly confused.

What is the right way to do this assignment, I wondered? I was

nervous about writing an incorrect interpretation and did not

want to get my first assignment wrong. Even more troubling was

that the professor refused to give us any guidelines on what he

was looking for; he gave us total freedom. He simply said, “I want

to see what you come up with.”

Full of anxiety, I first set out to read Camus’s essay several

times to make sure I really knew what was it was about. I did my

best to take careful notes. Yet even after I took all these notes and

knew the essay inside and out, I still did not know the right

answer. What was my interpretation? I could think of a million

different ways to interpret the essay, but which one was my

professor looking for? In math class, I was used to examples and

explanations of solutions. This assignment gave me nothing; I

was completely on my own to come up with my individual

interpretation.

Next, when I sat down to write, the words just did not come to

me. My notes and ideas were all present, but the words were lost.

I decided to try every prewriting strategy I could find. I

brainstormed, made idea maps, and even wrote an outline.

Eventually, after a lot of stress, my ideas became more organized

and the words fell on the page. I had my interpretation of “The

Myth of Sisyphus,” and I had my main reasons for interpreting

the essay. I remember being unsure of myself, wondering if
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what I was saying made sense, or if I was even on the right track.

Through all the uncertainty, I continued writing the best I could.

I finished the conclusion paragraph, had my spouse proofread it

for errors, and turned it in the next day simply hoping for the

best.

Then, a week or two later, came judgment day. The professor

gave our papers back to us with grades and comments. I

remember feeling simultaneously afraid and eager to get the

paper back in my hands. It turned out, however, that I had

nothing to worry about. The professor gave me an A on the

paper, and his notes suggested that I wrote an effective essay

overall. He wrote that my reading of the essay was very original

and that my thoughts were well organized. My relief and

newfound confidence upon reading his comments could not be

overstated.

What I learned through this process extended well beyond

how to write a college paper. I learned to be open to new

challenges. I never expected to enjoy a philosophy class and

always expected to be a math and science person. This class and

assignment, however, gave me the self-confidence, critical-

thinking skills, and courage to try a new career path. I left

engineering and went on to study law and eventually became a

lawyer. More important, that class and paper helped me

understand education differently. Instead of seeing college as a

direct stepping stone to a career, I learned to see college as a

place to first learn and then seek a career or enhance an existing

career. By giving me the space to express my own interpretation

and to argue for my own values, my philosophy class taught me

the importance of education for education’s sake. That

realization continues to pay dividends every day.
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MemoirsMemoirs

Most PMost People Don’t Understand Memoirseople Don’t Understand Memoirs

In 2006, James Frey wrote a memoir about parts of his
life when he was under the influence of drugs called A

Million Little Pieces, and after Oprah had him on her show
to discuss the book – it was featured in her popular book
club, of course – she was told that he “lied” about certain
parts. Well, he didn’t lie. Memoirs contain what we
remember. What we remember isn’t always “fact.” What I
always say is that if you have all of your family members
report what happened at a family gathering – like a
birthday party or Christmas – whose report would be
correct? No ones! That’s what a memoir is. It’s still
nonfiction because it’s what the person remembers, but
it’s not false on purpose. If I remember that my sister
responded to me in a snotty way one day and my other
sister didn’t think so, no one is correct. It’s just my
memory versus hers.

Now, typically, memoirs encompass just a chunk of
someone’s life, like when James Frey wrote about his drug
years, but sometimes, some famous person in their 70s
(or older) will write his/her memoir. No matter what, it’s
simply what they remember, and I suppose if someone’s
on drugs or has an awful memory, the stories could appear
to be false. But they aren’t. That’s why they say, “life is
stranger than fiction.”

Memoirs are part of the nonfiction category of
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literature; they contain a lot of description and detail, and
they are typically very, very personal in content.

“Shirley dictates her memoirs to Brendan…” by heymrleej taken March 5, 2015.

Flickr Creative Commons.

This image is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.

The Bits and Pieces of MemoirThe Bits and Pieces of Memoir

The memoir is a specific type of narrative. It is
autobiographical in nature, but it is not meant to be as
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comprehensive as a biography (which tells the entire life
story of a person). Instead, a memoir is usually only a
specific “slice” of one’s life. The time span within a
memoir is thus frequently limited to a single memorable
event or moment, though it can also be used to tell about
a longer series of events that make up a particular period
of one’s life (as in Cameron Crowe’s film memoir Almost

Famous). It is narrative in structure, usually describing
people and events that ultimately focuses on the
emotional significance of the story to the one telling it.
Generally, this emotional significance is the result of a
resolution from the conflict within the story. Though a
memoir is the retelling of a true account, it is not usually
regarded as being completely true. After all, no one can
faithfully recall every detail or bit of dialogue from an
event that took place many years ago. Consequently, some
creative license is granted by the reader to the memoirist
recounting, say, a significant moment or events from his
childhood some thirty years, or more, earlier. (However,
the memoirist who assumes too much creative license
without disclosing that fact is vulnerable to censure and
public ridicule if his deception is found out, as what
happened with James Frey and his memoir, A Million Little

Pieces.)
Furthermore, names of people and places are often

changed in a memoir to protect those who were either
directly or indirectly involved in the lives and/or event(s)
being described.

Why rWhy read memoirs?ead memoirs?

To learn about other people’s lives and their thoughts
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about events that have occurred. Memoirs are a
personalized look at history.

How to write memoirs?How to write memoirs?

Reflect n your life. write what you remember about events
that matter to you from your unique point-of-view.

DialogueDialogue

Dialogue is another way to bring life to your writing.
Dialogue is conversation or people speaking in your story.
An engaging dialogue goes beyond what is simply being
said to include descriptions of non-verbal communication
(facial expressions, body movement, changes in tone, and
speed of speech) and characterization. The way people
speak and interact while talking reveals much about them
and the situation.

Writing a natural-sounding dialogue is not easy.
Effective dialogue must serve more than one purpose – it
should:

• Drive the plot forward,
• Reveal information about the characters, and
• Build tension or introduce conflict.

Dialogue is a great way to show, rather than tell.
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Sample DialogueSample Dialogue

“So, what was it really like?” I asked.
“I’ve told you. It was amazing.”
I shifted to my side so I could look at her. “You have to

give me more than that,” I insisted, “and not the mom and
dad version.”

Liv mirrored my move to her side and propped up her
head with her arm. Her blue eyes searched my greens,
looking for the right words. “I shouldn’t–”

We broke our gaze as we heard our mom call for us.
Once again, I didn’t get the truth.

Basic Dialogue RBasic Dialogue Rulesules

1. Use a comma between the dialogue and the tag
line.

1. “I want to go to the beach,” she said.
2. End punctuation goes inside the quotation

marks.
1. He asked, “Where’s the champagne?”

3. When a tag line interrupts a sentence, it should
be set off by commas.

1. “That is,” Wesley said, “that neither you
nor me is her boy.”

4. Every time you switch to a different speaker, start
a new paragraph.

1. Even if the speaker says only one word,
with no accompanying attribution or
action, it is a separate paragraph.

5. Start a new paragraph when you wish to draw the
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reader’s attention to a different character, even if
that character doesn’t actually speak.

6. For internal dialogue, italics are appropriate.

Example MemoirExample Memoir

Chocolate Can Kill You

Just when you think your life could not get any better, the

Great One Above throws you for a loop that causes you to think

upon your life, yourself, and your “little” obsession with

chocolate. I am somewhat ashamed of this story, but it taught

me so much. I still remember Alisa’s face when I came crying

into the Valley City gym, I can hear Dad’s echoing “Are you

OKAY?” consistently in my mind as if it had been a childhood

scolding, and I see the image of the snow coming at me at

70mph every time I drive on a highway now.

In 1997, the morning after Valentine’s Day, I took off to see

my sister in Valley City. She was there because of a wrestling

meet. She is one of their prized assistants and without her, they

would never get to see how goofy they look in tights. It was a

crisp morning, and I cannot remember if I filled the bronco’s

tank, but I did purchase a Twix bar before heading out on I-94. I

vaguely remember thinking, Gee a seat belt would be good,

even though the roads were as clean as they could have been in

a North Dakota February. On that ten-degree morning, I met up

with no one on the highway.

I was just bee-bopping along the left side of the road,

listening to the radio and singing aloud as if I was Mariah

Carey. It was at this time that I chomped into my first Twix bar.

In an attempt at a different radio station or something or
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another, I dropped the last bar between my legs onto the floor

of the black beastly bronco.

This is where I become a stupid human. I tried to recapture

the chocolate bar thinking, or maybe not even thinking, It will

only take me a second. Whoever has said that seconds count in

any accident WAS RIGHT! All of a sudden, I look up to see that

I am driving 70 mph into the median’s snowdrifts. I cranked

the wheel, thinking I could just drive back onto the highway. I

mumble a few swear words and realize I am going 70 MPH IN

A VERY DEEP SNOWDRIFT! I take my foot off the accelerator

and while the front end slows, the back end has accumulated

too much energy or velocity (a good physics question) and

begins to lift upwards. I close my eyes, cross my arms across my

chest, and crouch back into my seat and start to feel the bronco

as well as myself turn and twist and hover for what seemed an

eternity in slow motion. I did not open my eyes once.

And then all of a sudden, the small jolted car lands- PLOP –

ON ITS WHEELS! My chair has completely reclined, and I sit

up seeing smoke coming from my engine. I forget how to work

my car and instinctively get out as if to show God I am alive. I

stand on top of the drift becoming taller than my boxy 4×4.

There are small dents in the front where you would open the

hood but that is the biggest damage I can see.

“Are you OKAY?” An old couple are parked and honking at me

from the other side of the highway going towards Fargo. They

tell me to come with them and turn off the engine. I grab my

parka and make my way through the snow to sit down in the

back seat of the long car and take in that old people smell. This

is when I quietly cry.

“You did a flip! It’s amazing you walked away from it,” says

the old man and I think to myself sarcastically to calm down,
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Yeah I tried to do that. I ask them to take me to Valley City

trying not to sound three and a half. Another major thought

echoes What will Dad say?

They turned around at the next available bridge which was a

mile away and the lady told me the exit so I could give it to the

people that will tow my little bruised bronco. They talked to

themselves as I tried to think of what exactly happened, how

glad I was to be alive, and how I felt about it. Once inside the

gymnasium, I found Alisa’s eyes and she instantly frowned and

looked scared.

“Did you and Jason fight?” No, I try to say but I am crying in

front of a large crowd who all seem more interested in me now

than the matches. I sit down beside her and say:

“I did a flip… the bronco… flipped … it did a 360.”

“The bronco did a WHAT! ARE YOU OKAY!” She panics. I go

to call Dad as she tells her friends, and they also feel

sympathetic and are quite amazed. I don’t know how I

managed to remember my calling card number, but I reached

Mom and Dad just waking up. Once again Dad frightens me

with his voice and vows to be there as soon as possible and tells

me to call the highway patrol.

I was the only accident that whole day on the highway, I

think, so I looked pretty silly.

Mom and Dad showed up an hour later. Mom was half-

awake, and Dad looked like he’d been chugging coffee left and

right. They had seen the bronco being towed incorrectly

towards Fargo, so Dad feared the transmission was screwed up

again much less the rest of the car. We took off for Fargo and

stopped at the spot seeing the tracks lead into the snow, then 25

feet of no tracks, and suddenly a large indentation where the

bronco had sat down.
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Once at the Mobile on I-29, Dad jumped into the bronco to

try to start it. It revved right up. I shook my head and thought of

the motto, Built Ford Tough. Only the alignment and steering

was off from me trying to turn it back onto the road, and the

steam I had seen was the radiator fluid splashing onto the hot

engine.

We had to meet with a highway patrolman, so the bronco

could get a sticker and photos could be taken. I also, fortunately

for the taxpayers, had to pay a Care of Vehicle bill of thirty

dollars which means that the government basically can fine

someone for trashing his/her own vehicle. This pissed me off

incredibly after a day like I had just had. My mom had to

remind me though that at least it wasn’t a medical bill.

The highway patrolman reminds me how valuable it was

that I had had a seat belt on because I would have for sure gone

through the windshield with that type of event and all the

tossing that I had endured. That does not make replaying this

event in my memory any better. As if God was saying: “No, not

yet.”

It’s a common joke to not let me eat while I am driving.

That day made me incredibly grateful for my life, and for the

people who came to my aid, especially my parents for spending

their whole Saturday with me. Whether we were trying to

contact the highway patrolman, paying the tower and the ticket,

or comforting me- they never complained. Who knew chocolate

could lead to such a life-threatening, yet philosophical day?
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Time to WTime to Writerite

Purpose: This assignment will demonstrate the
understanding of how to write a memoir

Task: This assignment frames a single event for the
memoir essay.

Write a Memoir Essay. This essay should clearly
identify a significant event or series of closely tied events
that convey the significance of that event or has somehow
shaped your personal perspective. Remember that you are
writing for an audience that doesn’t share your knowledge
of the event(s), people, setting, etc. It is up to you to make
your memoir come to life.

KKey Fey Featureatures of a Memoir:es of a Memoir:

• Invoke the 5 senses
• Use narrative suspense
• use metaphor
• include significant details
• provide descriptive language
• use effective dialogue
• include transitions

KKey Grading Considerationsey Grading Considerations

• Purpose & Audience Awareness
1. The rhetorical purpose is clear, focused,

and appropriate to the audience and
assignment.

2. The purpose is focused on the memoir.
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3. Shows engagement with issues of story,
language, rhetoric, or thinking deeply
about a personal event.

4. The theme relates to a personal
experience but also illustrates more
universal principles.

• Organization
1. Transitions
2. Learning Point Thesis Statement
3. Topic Sentences
4. Some Narrative Elements that flow with

the paper
5. Clear introduction, event story, and

conclusion

• Descriptive Language
1. Dialogue is used
2. Descriptions and quotes to help visualize

the event

• Language Use, Mechanics & Organization
1. Correct, appropriate, and varied

integration of textual examples,
including in-text citations

2. Limited errors in spelling, grammar,
word order, word usage, sentence
structure, and punctuation

3. Good use of academic English
4. Demonstrates cohesion and flow
5. Uses the rules of dialogue

• Fully in MLA Format
1. Paper Format
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1. Header
2. Heading
3. Date format

AttributionsAttributions

• MemMemooirir Content Adapted from Excelsior Online
Writing Lab (OWL). (2020). Excelsior College.
Retrieved from https://owl.excelsior.edu/
licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-4.0 International License.

• NNaarrrrativeative WWritingriting Content Adapted from
BETTER WRITING FROM THE BEGINNING.
(2020). Jenn Kepka. Retrieved from Better
Writing from the Beginning licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-4.0 International
License.
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EvaluationEvaluation
EssaysEssays

P

Evaluative arguments center around the question of
quality. Is something good? Bad? Honest? Dishonest?
Evaluative judgments are also about values—what the
writer thinks is important. Sometimes the writer’s values
are not the same as his/her readers’ values, so he/she has
to bridge the gap by showing respect for the audience’s
opinions and clarifying the points that they do and don’t
agree upon.

An important first step in writing an evaluation is to
consider the appropriate standards/criteria for evaluating
the subject. If a writer is evaluating a car, for example, the
writer might consider standard criteria like fuel economy,
price, crash ratings. But the writer also might consider
style, warranty, color, special options, like sound
systems. Even though all people might not base their
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choice of a car on these secondary criteria, they are still
considered acceptable or standard criteria.

To be taken seriously, a writer must have valid reasons
for his evaluation. These reasons are based on
criteria. Imagine choosing your attire for a job interview
at a very prestigious law firm. You look at the jeans and
t-shirts in your closet and immediately decide to go
shopping. Why? Because the clothes in your closet don’t
meet the criteria for the interview.

The Purpose of EvaluativThe Purpose of Evaluative We Writingriting

Writers evaluate arguments in order to present an
informed and well-reasoned judgment about a subject.
While the evaluation will be based on their opinion, it
should not seem opinionated. Instead, it should aim to
be reasonable and unbiased. This is achieved through
developing a solid judgment, selecting appropriate criteria
to evaluate the subject, and providing clear evidence to
support the criteria.

Evaluation is a type of writing that has many real-world
applications. Anything can be evaluated. For example,
evaluations of movies, restaurants, books, and technology
ourselves are all real-world evaluations.

FivFive Characteristics of an Evaluative Characteristics of an Evaluativee
EssayEssay

by Dr. Karen Palmer
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1.1. PrPresenting the subject.esenting the subject.

Presenting the subject is an often misunderstood aspect
of an evaluative essay. Either writers give too little
information or too much. Presenting the subject occurs in
two different places in the essay.

First, the writer should give a brief introduction of the
subject in the introduction of the evaluation. This
introduction occurs in the second part of the
introduction–the intro to the topic. At this point, the
writer should simply name the subject and give a very brief
description. For example, a restaurant review should
include at a minimum the name and location of the
restaurant. An evaluation of a vehicle might include the
make, model, and year of the vehicle and any important
features.

Second, the writer should give a more detailed
description of the subject following the introduction in
the background section of the paper. Here the writer could
give a more detailed overview of the restaurant (the type of
decor, type of food, owners, history), describe the vehicle
in detail, etc. Striking a balance between giving the reader
the necessary information to understand the evaluation
and telling readers everything is important. The amount
of detail necessary depends on the topic. If you are
reviewing a brand new technology or a machine, specific
to your line of work, for example, you will need to give
readers more information than if you are simply reviewing
a restaurant or a doctor’s office.

The language used in your description can be
evaluative. For example, a writer can use descriptive
adjectives and adverbs to convey a certain impression of
the subject, even before the claim is made.
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2.2. Asserting an ovAsserting an overall judgment.erall judgment.

The main point/thesis should be located at the end of
the paper’s introduction. It should be definitive—certain,
clear, and decisive. Asking a question does not pose a
definitive claim. Giving several different perspectives also
does not give a definitive claim. It is ok to balance your
claim, though, acknowledging weaknesses (or strengths)
even as you evaluate a subject positively: “While the
Suburban is a gas guzzler, it is the perfect car for a large
family….”

Providing a map of your reasons/criteria within the
thesis is a great technique for creating organization and
focus for your essay. For example, “While the Suburban is
a gas guzzler, it is the perfect car for a large family because
it can seat up to 9, it has a high safety rating, and it has the
best in class towing capacity.” Not only does this example
give a clear, balanced claim, but it also lays out the writer’s
reasons upfront, creating a map in the reader’s mind that
will help him follow the reasoning in the essay.

3.3. Giving Reasons and SupportGiving Reasons and Support

After presenting the subject and providing readers with
a clear claim, the writer must explain and justify his/her
evaluation using reasons that are recognized by readers as
appropriate. This occurs in the argument section of the
paper and should be the most extensive part of the paper.
Reasons should reflect values or standards typical for the
subject. If a writer uses criteria that is not typical for the
subject, he/she must be prepared to defend that decision
in the essay. For example, “Buying local may not always
be at the forefront of a buyer’s mind when shopping for
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eggs, but…” Each reason should be clearly stated as a topic
sentence that both states the reason and refers back to
the main claim. Going back to the suburban example, a
body paragraph/section might begin with the following
topic sentence: “One of the obvious reasons a suburban is
great for large families is its capacity for holding that large
family and all of their necessary traveling items.”

Following the topic sentence, a writer must include
relevant examples, quotes, facts, statistics, or personal
anecdotes to support the reason. Depending on what the
subject is, the support might be different. To support a
claim about a book/film, for example, a writer might
include a description of a pivotal scene or quotes from
the book/film. In contrast, to support a claim about gas
mileage, a writer would probably simply give the
information from the vehicle specifications. Support can
come from a writer’s own knowledge and experience, or
from published sources.

4.4. CounterarCounterarguing:guing:

Counterarguing means responding to readers’ objections
and questions. In order to effectively counterargue, a
writer must have a clear conception of his/her
audience. What does the audience already know or believe
about the subject? Effective counterarguing builds
credibility in the eyes of the audience because it creates a
sense that the writer is listening to the reader’s questions
and concerns.

Counterarguments can occur at the end of the essay,
after the writer has made his/her point, or throughout
the essay as the writer anticipates questions or objections.
Writers can respond to readers’ objections in two ways.
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First, a writer can acknowledge an objection and
immediately provide a counter-argument, explaining why
the objection is not valid. Second, a writer can concede
the point, and allow that, the subject does have a flaw. In
either case, it is important to be respectful of opposing
positions, while still remaining firm to the original claim.

5.5. Establishing crEstablishing credibility and authority:edibility and authority:

A writer’s credibility and authority lead to readers’
confidence in your judgment and their willingness to
recognize and acknowledge that credibility and authority.
An author can gain credibility by showing that he/she
knows a lot about the subject. In addition, the writer
shows that his/her judgment is based on valid values and
standards.

The writer’s authority is in large part based upon the
background of the author—education, etc. Is the author
qualified to make a judgment? For some subjects, like a
film review, simply watching the film might be enough.
In other instances, like evaluating the quality of newly
constructed cabinets or the engine of a new car, more
experience might be necessary.

The StructurThe Structure of an Evaluation Essaye of an Evaluation Essay

Evaluation essays are structured as follows.

SubjectSubject

First, the essay will present the susubbjecjectt. What is being
evaluated? Why? The essay begins with the writer giving
any details needed about the subject.
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JJudgementudgement

Next, the essay needs to provide a judjudgmgmenentt about a
subject. This is the thesis of the essay, and it states whether
the subject is good or bad based on how it meets the stated
criteria.

CriteriaCriteria

The body of the essay will contain the cricriteriateria used to
evaluate the subject. In an evaluation essay, the criteria
must be appropriate for evaluating the subject under
consideration. Appropriate criteria will help to keep the
essay from seeming biased or unreasonable. If authors
evaluated the quality of a movie based on the snacks sold
at the snack bar, that would make them seem
unreasonable, and their evaluation may be disregarded
because of it.

EvidenceEvidence

The eevividdenencece of an evaluation essay consists of the
supporting details authors provide based on their
judgment of the criteria.

For example, if the subject of an evaluation is a
restaurant, a judgment could be “Kay’s Bistro provides an
unrivaled experience in fine dining.” Some authors
evaluate fine dining restaurants by identifying appropriate
criteria in order to rate the establishment’s food quality,
service, and atmosphere. The examples are evidence.

Another example of evaluation is literary analysis;
judgments may be made about a character in the story
based on the character’s actions, characteristics, and past
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history within the story. The scenes in the story are
evidence for why readers have a certain opinion of the
character.

Job applications and interviews are more examples of
evaluations. Based on certain criteria, management and
hiring committees determine which applicants will be
considered for an interview and which applicant will be
hired.

Example Outline

Thesis: McAdoo’s is a fantastic family restaurant, offering

young and old alike a great atmosphere, wonderful

customer service, and a fantastic menu.

1. Introduction

2. Info about McAdoo’s (McAdoo’s is a new

restaurant in one of the oldest German

settlements in Texas.

1. Location–New Braunfels, TX

2. History–old post office, restored

3. Type of food

3. One of the best things about McAdoo’s is the

atmosphere. From the moment you step out of

your car until you take your seat, McAdoo’s

exudes charm.

1. Walking up to the restaurant–cool
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exterior

2. Lobby–original post office doors, etc

3. Tables–great decor–memorabilia

from NB history

4. Once you’ve been seated, you’ll notice the

superb service offered at this establishment.

1. prompt, courteous service

2. refills, bread

3. taking care of complaints–all you can

eat lobster out–so price reduced

5. Of course, the food is scrumptious.

1. bread

2. seafood

3. land lovers

6. Conclusion…If you’re ever in NB, I highly

suggest stopping in at McAdoo’s and absorbing

some of the great old world charm with some

delicious food.

Possible “Get Started” Idea

1. Evaluate a restaurant. What do you expect in a good
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restaurant? What criteria determine whether a

restaurant is good?

2. List three criteria that you will use to evaluate a

restaurant. Then dine there. Afterward, explain

whether or not the restaurant meets each criterion,

and include evidence (qualities from the restaurant)

that backs your evaluation.

3. Give the restaurant a star rating. (5 Stars: Excellent,

4 Stars: Very Good, 3 Stars: Good, 2 Stars: Fair, 1 Star:

Poor). Explain why the restaurant earned this star

rating.

Time to WTime to Writerite

In this essay, you will evaluate potential obstacles to
learning. Think about the health and wellness of a college
student during an international pandemic. What do you
need to be successful? Do you have access to resources?
Are the GCC resources adequate to support the
community and its students during the pandemic?

You will evaluate at least three campus resources. Your
recommendation should clearly state which of the
resources should be maintained, which should be
improved, and which might be eliminated, if any.

Purpose: This assignment will demonstrate the
understanding of how to do a thorough evaluation of an
approved topic. Students will review the complex
elements of the topic they have chosen. Evaluative essays
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call for the writer to assess a subject in light of specific
and explicit criteria and to make a judgment based on the
assessment.

Task: This assignment evaluates a campus resource.
Write an Evaluation Essay. For this essay, you will

choose a clear topic, give a reason for the evaluation, use
description and categorization, create evaluation criteria,
use concrete evidence and demonstrate the “why” of your
position.

PPossible Tossible Topicsopics

Some topics to consider are listed here:

• Center for Learning
• Writing Center
• Math Solutions
• High Tech 1
• High Tech 2
• GCC Counseling and Career Services
• Library
• Fitness Center

KKey Fey Featureatures of an Evaluation:es of an Evaluation:

• Describe the particular phenomenon or work in a
way that the rhetorical audience will understand
and value.

• Present the criteria on which the phenomenon or
work is to be evaluated clearly, persuasively,
authoritatively, and often in an order indicating
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importance. Criteria can be categorized into three
groups: necessary (crucial but not enough to meet
your overall assessment), sufficient (meeting all of
your minimum standards, including the
necessary ones), and accidental (unnecessary but
an added bonus to the necessary and sufficient
criteria).

• Include concrete evidence and relevant examples
from your personal experience and research
illustrate the ways (usually in the form of
assertions) the phenomenon does or does not
meet each evaluative criterion. These fair and
balanced assertions support the thesis statement.

• At least three (3) sources on the Works Cited;
these could be from your personal experience,
college web pages, public health information, or
sources related to quality college resources.

• Articulate a clear argument (usually in the form
of a thesis statement) about whether or not the
object or phenomenon meets the criteria on
which it is being evaluated.

• Demonstrate an ethical approach to the process.

KKey Grading Considerationsey Grading Considerations

• Content
1. A clear reason for the evaluation
2. Use of description
3. Categorizing
4. Clear evaluation criteria
5. Concrete evidence & Examples
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6. A clear argument presented (Thesis)
7. The establishment of ethos (balanced

argument)
8. Secure closure to the argument

(conclusion)
9. Three (3) sources minimum

• Key Features are included
• Organization

1. One inch margins
2. Typed and double-spaced
3. The heading is double-spaced on the left

side of the page (includes name, my
name, class, date)

4. Upper right-hand corner has last name
and page number (EX: Dewey 1)

5. The font is Times New Roman, size 12
6. The title is original and is centered one

line under the heading
7. Works Cited page lists outside sources in

MLA format

• Descriptive Language
• Language Use, Mechanics & Organization

1. Correct, appropriate, and varied
integration of textual examples,
including in-text citations

2. Limited errors in spelling, grammar,
word order, word usage, sentence
structure, and punctuation

3. Good use of academic English
4. Demonstrates cohesion and flow

• Fully in MLA Format
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1. One inch margins
2. Typed and double-spaced
3. The heading is double-spaced on the left

side of the page (includes name, my
name, class, date)

4. Upper right-hand corner has last name
and page number (EX: Dewey 1)

5. The font is Times New Roman, size 12
6. The title is original and is centered one

line under the heading
7. Works Cited page has hanging indents

and is in alphabetical order by author’s
last name

AttributionAttribution

• Content Adapted from “Five Characteristics of
an Evaluative Essay” from The Worry-Free
Writer by Dr. Karen Palmer is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License

• Content Adapted from Susan Wood,
“Evaluation Essay,” Leeward CC ENG 100

OER, licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0
International License.

• Original Content contributed by Christine Jones
“Time to Write” licensed under Creative
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Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain
Dedication.
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2020

ArArgument Essaygument Essay

P

When we talk about arguments, we need to move beyond
the idea that an argument is a fight or disagreement.
Instead, think of argumentation as a process of taking a
stand, presenting reasons and evidence, and using logic to
convince an audience.

“Don’t Raise Y“Don’t Raise Your Vour Voice, Improice, Improvove Ye Yourour
ArArgument.”gument.”

– Desmond T– Desmond Tutuutu

Why ArWhy Argue?gue?

We don’t always argue to win. Yes, you read that correctly.
Argumentation isn’t always about being “right.” We argue
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to express opinions and explore new ideas. When writing
an argument, your goal is to convince an audience that
your opinions and ideas are worth consideration and
discussion.

What is an Academic ArWhat is an Academic Argument?gument?

Billboards, television advertisements, documentaries,
political campaign messages, and even bumper stickers are
often arguments – these are messages trying to convince
an audience to do something. But an academic argument is
different. An academic argument requires a clear structure
and use of outside evidence.

KKeey fy feaeatures of an atures of an acacaddemiemic ac argumrgumenent:t:

• Clear Structure: Includes a claim, reasons/
evidence, counterargument, and conclusion.

• Claim: Your arguable point (most often
presented as your thesis statement).

• Reasons & Evidence: Strong reasons and
materials that support your claim.

• Consideration of other Positions: Acknowledge
and refute possible counterarguments.

• Persuasive Appeals: Use of appeals to emotion,
character, and logic.

OrOrganizing an Arganizing an Argumentgument

If you are asked to write an argument in college, there is
a basic argument structure, much like the essay structure
covered in the Essay chapter. Use this outline to help
create an organized argument:
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1. Introduction: Begin with an attention-getting
introduction. Establish the need to explore this
topic.

1. Thesis Statement: What’s your claim?
2. Brief background on issue (optional).
3. Reasons & Evidence:

1. First reason for your position (with
supporting evidence)

2. Second reason for your position (with
supporting evidence)

3. Additional reasons (optional)
4. Counterargument: What’s the other side of the

issue? Explain why your view is better than
others.

5. Conclusion: Summarize the argument. Make
clear what you want the audience to think or do.

How to Be PHow to Be Persuasiversuasive?e?

Building an argument isn’t easy, and building a convincing
argument is even more difficult. You may have a clear
claim, solid reasons and evidence, and even refute the
main counterargument, but your audience may not be
convinced. Maybe they don’t care about the topic. Maybe
they don’t find you credible. Or, maybe they find your
evidence weak.

What can yWhat can you do to convince them? How can you do to convince them? How can youou
persuade ypersuade your audience?our audience?

Greek philosopher Aristotle (Remember him from the
Rhetorical Situation chapter?) asked similar questions and
he concluded that arguments needed to be persuasive. In
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The Art of Rhetoric, he identified three means of
persuasion:

• Logos: Use of evidence and reason to support the
claim.

• Pathos: Appeals to the audience’s emotions and
values.

• Ethos: An author leverages trustworthiness and
character.

To build a convincing and perhaps influential argument,
you need to not only have a structurally sound argument
(claim, reasons, evidence, counterargument, conclusion),
but you also need to leverage appeals to persuade your
audience.

“File:Rhetorical Tetrahedron.png” by ChloeGui is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0
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Arguments are complex and difficult to master. But
understanding how to build and critically read arguments
is essential in understanding and shaping our lives.

StrStrengthening Yengthening Your Arour Argumentgument

PhrasingPhrasing

It is important to clearly state and support your position.
However, it is just as important to present all of the
information that you’ve gathered in an objective manner.
Using language that is demeaning or non-objective will
undermine the strength of your argument. This destroys
your credibility and will reduce your audience on the spot.
For example, a student writing an argument about why a
particular football team has a good chance of “going all the
way” is making a strategic error by stating that “anyone
who doesn’t think that the Minnesota Vikings deserve to
win the Super Bowl is a total idiot.” Not only has the
writer risked alienating any number of her readers, she
has also made her argument seem shallow and poorly
researched. In addition, she has committed a third
mistake: making a sweeping generalization that cannot be
supported.

ObjectivObjective Languagee Language

You should avoid using “I” and “My” (subjective)
statements in your argument. You should only use “I” or
“My” if you are an expert in your field (on a given topic).
Instead choose more objective language to get your point
across.
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Consider the following:

I believe that the United States Government is failing to meet

the needs of today’s average college student through the under-

funding of need-based grants, increasingly restrictive financial

aid eligibility requirements, and a lack of flexible student loan

options. “Great,” your reader thinks, “Everyone’s entitled to their

opinion.”

Now let’s look at this sentence again, but without the “I”
at the beginning. Does the same sentence become a strong
statement of fact without your “I” tacked to the front?

The United States Government is failing to meet the needs of

today’s average college student through the underfunding of

need-based grants, increasingly restrictive financial aid

eligibility requirements, and a lack of flexible student loan

options.

“Wow,” your reader thinks, “that really sounds like a
problem.”

A small change like the removal of your “I”s and “my”s
can make all the difference in how a reader perceives your
argument – as such, it’s always good to proofread your
rough draft and look for places where you could use
objective rather than subjective language.

A NA Note About Audienceote About Audience

Many topics that are written about in college are very
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controversial. When approaching a topic it is critical that
you think about all of the implications that your argument
makes. If, for example, you are writing a paper on abortion,
you need to think about your audience. There will
certainly be people in each of your classes that have some
sort of relationship to this topic that may be different than
yours. While you shouldn’t let others’ feelings sway your
argument, you should approach each topic with a neutral
mind and stay away from personal attacks. Keep your
mind open to the implications of the opposition and
formulate a logical stance considering the binaries equally.
People may be offended by something you say, but if you
have taken the time to think about the ideas that go into
your paper, you should have no problem defending it.

Questions to Consider

• How would your relatives react to the argument?
Would they understand the terminology you are
using? Does that matter?

• How would your friends react to the argument?
Would they understand the terminology you are
using? Does that matter?

• How would you explain your argument or
research to a teenager vs someone who is in their
70s? Is there a difference?

• If you are aware that your classmates are more
liberal or more conservative in their political
standing, does that determine how you will argue
your topic? Or does that even matter?

• If you are aware that your instructor is more
liberal or conservative than you are, does that
determine how you will argue your topic? Or
does that even matter?
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• If you were to people-watch at a mall or other
space where many people gather, who in the
crowd would be your ideal audience and why?
Who is not your ideal audience member? Why?

CounterarCounterargumentgument

Speaking of the audience, there are three main strategies
for addressing counterargument:

• Acknowledgment: This acknowledges the
importance of a particular alternative perspective
but argues that it is irrelevant to the writer’s
thesis/topic. When using this strategy, the writer
agrees that the alternative perspective is
important, but shows how it is outside of their
focus.

• Accommodation: This acknowledges the validity
of a potential objection to the writer’s thesis and
how on the surface the objection and thesis
might seem contradictory. When using this
strategy, the writer goes on to argue that,
however, the ideal expressed in the objection is
actually consistent with the writer’s own goals if
one digs deeper into the issue.

• Refutation: This acknowledges that a contrary
perspective is reasonable and

understandable. It does not attack differing points of view.
When using this strategy, the writer responds with strong,
research-based evidence showing how that other
perspective is incorrect or unfounded.
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ExamplesExamples

Let’s see how these three strategies could work in practice
by considering the thesis statement “Utah public schools
need to invest more money in arts education.”

• Acknowledgment: One possible objection to the
thesis could be: “Athletics is also an important
part of students’ educational experience.” The
writer could acknowledge that athletics are
indeed important, but no more important than
the arts. A responsible school budget should be
able to include both.

• Accommodation: Another possible objection to
this thesis could be: “Students need a strong
foundation in STEM subjects in order to get into
college and get a good career.” The writer could
acknowledge that STEM education is indeed
crucial to students’ education. They could go on
to argue, however, that arts education helps
students be stronger in STEM classes through
teaching creative problem-solving. So, if
someone values STEM education, they need to
value the arts as well.

• Refutation: The most common objection to
education budget proposals is that there is simply
not enough money. Given limited resources,
schools have to prioritize where the money is
spent. In terms of research required, refutation
takes the most work of these three methods. To
argue that schools do have enough resources to
support arts education, the writer would need to
look at the current budget allocations. They
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could Google “Salt Lake City school district
budget” to find a current budget report. In this
report, they would find that the total budget for
administrative roles in the 2014–15 school year
totaled $10,443,596 (Roberts and Kearsley). Then
they could argue that through administrative
reforms, a small portion of this money could be
freed up to make a big difference in funding arts
education.

COUNTERING OPPOSING ARGUMENTSCOUNTERING OPPOSING ARGUMENTS
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Almost anything you can argue or claim in a paper can
be refuted. Opposing points of view and arguments exist
in every debate, and it’s important to anticipate possible
objections to your arguments. In order to do that, ask
yourself the following questions:

• Could someone draw a different conclusion from
the facts or examples you present?

• Could a reader question any of your assumptions
or claims?

• Could a reader offer a different explanation of an
issue?

• Is there any evidence out there that could weaken
your position?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, the next
set of questions can help you respond to these potential
objections:

• Is it possible to concede the point of the
opposition, but then challenge that point’s
importance/usefulness?

• Can you offer an explanation of why a reader
should question a piece of evidence or consider a
different point of view?

• Can you explain how your position responds to
any contradicting evidence?

• Can you put forward a different interpretation of
the evidence?

You can use signal phrases in your paper to alert readers
that you’re about to present an objection. It’s usually best
to put this phrase at the beginning of a paragraph such as:

• Researchers have challenged these claims with…
• Critics argue that this view…
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• Some readers may point to…

Student Example: Mini-ArStudent Example: Mini-Argumentgument

Mini Example

Sally Student

ENG 101

Mrs. Christine Jones

29 September 2019

Can Graffiti Ever Be Considered Art?

Graffiti is not simply acts of vandalism, but a true artistic

form because of personal expression, aesthetic qualities, and

movements of style.

Graffiti, like traditional artistic forms such as sculpture, is art

because it allows artists to express ideas through an outside

medium.

Graffiti must be considered an art form based on judgement

of aesthetic qualities. Art professor George C. Stowers argues

that “larger pieces require planning and imagination and

contain artistic elements like color and composition” (“Graffiti”).

Like all artistic forms, Graffiti has evolved, experiencing

significant movements or periods.

Often, graffiti is seen as only criminal vandalism, but this is

not always the case.

The artistic merits of graffiti–expression, aesthetics, and

movements–cannot be denied; Graffiti is art.

Works Cited

“Graffiti: Art through Vandalism.” Graffiti: Art through

Vandalism. N.p., n.d. Web. 29 Sept. 2015.
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Time to WTime to Writerite

Purpose: This assignment will demonstrate the
understanding of how to write an argument

Task: This assignment establishes a position on a
significant problem (or issue) and directs the argument to a
specific audience.

Compose a position argument on a significant problem
(or issue) and direct your argument to a specific audience.
Whether you are taking a stand on a personal experience,
a newsworthy situation, or a lifestyle, educational, or
religious belief, provide a vivid description of the issue
so that your audience can appreciate the significance of
the problem and understand your position (or claim). Your
description should reveal the importance of the issue to
you as well as its effect on your audience. Your clear
position on the issue should appear in your thesis
statement. Support your thesis with reasons that are
themselves supported by specific details, examples, and
anecdotes. As you draft your position argument, be sure
to acknowledge and address any concerns or beliefs that
oppose your own.

A position argument is not just your opinion. It is a
carefully constructed point of view based on reasons and
evidence. Bring your supporting reasons to life with
research through detailed, credible evidence and
examples, whether personal anecdotes, statistics, or other
details.

Because you want your audience to consider seriously
your position, conduct research to see what evidence your
opposition uses. Acknowledging the values and beliefs of
your audience helps you establish common ground. In
doing so, you make clear that you respect and understand
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your audience—and hope they will try to understand you
as you work to persuade them to change their attitudes or
actions.

You will utilize elements of logos and ethos. As you
are considering the elements of your rhetorical situation,
you will also want to consider whether your audience is
supportive, wavering, or hostile. For this essay, we will be
pre-writing, identifying a thesis, using library databases
to find evidence, outlining, writing a rough draft, peer-
reviewing, and completing a final draft of 750-1000 words
in length.

Key Features of an argument:

• Clearly describe the problem or issue
• Target the audience
• Include background on why the issue matters
• Acknowledge counterarguments
• Illustrate the ability to use a third-person point of

view effectively in an argument.
• Present a thesis statement at the end of the

introductory paragraph.
• Support the thesis using RESEARCH

MATERIAL and specific details.
• Illustrate the ability to argue a position or a

solution argument.
• Support the thesis using research material and

specific details.
• Plus MLA formatted Works Cited page
• Must utilize 3-4 sources
• Must include in-text citations that identify the

source for the evidence
• In-text citations must match the references in the

works cited page
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KKey Grading Considerationsey Grading Considerations

• Introduction
1. Hook
2. Bridge
3. Thesis
4. Essay Map

• Conclusion
1. Restates thesis
2. Summarizes main ideas

• Organization
1. Transitions
2. Thesis Statement
3. Topic Sentences
4. Clear introduction, argument,

counterargument, and conclusion
5. An appropriate sequence of paragraphs

• Discussion & Evidence
1. Relevant, current sources
2. Parenthetical (in-text) citations
3. Clear use of author, purpose, audience,

tone, voice, ethos
4. No logical fallacies

• Language Use, Mechanics & Organization
1. Correct, appropriate, and varied

integration of textual examples,
including in-text citations

2. Limited errors in spelling, grammar,
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word order, word usage, sentence
structure, and punctuation

3. Good use of academic English
4. Demonstrates cohesion and flow
5. Uses the rules of dialogue

• Fully in MLA Format
1. Paper Format

1. Header
2. Heading
3. Date format

2. Works Cited Page
1. Five (5) sources or more
2. alphabetical order
3. hanging indent

AttributionsAttributions

• Writing Unleashed by Sybil Priebe, Ronda
Marman, and Dana Anderson is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License

• About Writing: A Guide by Robin
Jeffrey is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License

• Time to Write by Christine Jones is licensed
under the Creative Commons Public Domain
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2121

LiteraryLiterary
AnalysisAnalysis

P

Literature
When is the last time you read a book for

fun? If you were to classify that book, would
you call it fiction or literature? This is an
interesting separation, with many possible
reasons for it. One is that “fiction” and
“literature” are regarded as quite different
things. “Fiction,” for example, is what people
read for enjoyment. “Literature” is what they
read for school. Or “fiction” is what living
people write and is about the present.
“Literature” was written by people (often white
males) who have since died and is about times
and places that have nothing to do with us. Or
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“fiction” offers everyday pleasures, but
“literature” is to be honored and respected,
even though it is boring. Of course, when we
put anything on a pedestal, we remove it from
everyday life, so the corollary is that literature
is to be honored and respected, but it is not to
be read, certainly not by any normal person
with normal interests.
Sadly, it is the guardians of literature, that is, of the
classics, who have done so much to take the life out of
literature, to put it on a pedestal and thereby to make it an
irrelevant aspect of life. People study literature because
they love literature. But what happens too often,
especially in colleges, is that teachers forget what it was
that first interested them in the study of literature. They
forget the joy that they first felt (and perhaps still feel) as
they read a new novel or a poem or as they reread a work
and saw something new in it. Instead, they erect
formidable walls around these literary works, giving the
impression that the only access to a work is through deep
learning and years of study. Such study is clearly
important for scholars, but this kind of scholarship is not
the only way, or even necessarily the best way, for most
people to approach literature. Instead, it makes the
literature seem inaccessible. It makes the literature seem
like the province of scholars. “Oh, you have to be smart to
read that,” as though Shakespeare or Dickens or Woolf
wrote only for English teachers, not for general readers.

What is LiteraturWhat is Literature?e?

In short, literature evokes imaginative worlds through the
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conscious arrangement of words that tell a story. These
stories are told through different genres, or types of
literature, like novels, short stories, poetry, drama, and
the essay. Each genre is associated with certain
conventions. In this text, we will study poetry, short
fiction, drama, and even personal narratives.

Some Misconceptions about LiteraturSome Misconceptions about Literaturee

Of course, there are a number of misconceptions about
literature that have to be gotten out of the way before
anyone can enjoy it. One misconception is that literature
is full of hihidddden men meanineaningsgs. There are certainly occasional
works that contain hidden meanings. Most literary works,
however, are not at all like that. Perhaps an analogy will
illustrate this point. When I take my car to my mechanic
because something is not working properly, he opens the
hood and we both stand there looking at the engine. But
after we have looked for a few minutes, he is likely to have
seen what the problem is, while I could look for hours
and never see it. We are looking at the same thing. The
problem is not hidden, nor is it in some secret code. It is
right there in the open, accessible to anyone who knows
how to “read” it, which my mechanic does and I do not.
He has been taught how to “read” automobile engines
and he has practiced “reading” them. He is a good “close
reader,” which is why I continue to take my car to him.
The same thing is true for readers of literature. Generally,
authors want to communicate with their readers, so they
are not likely to hide or disguise what they are saying, but
reading literature also requires some training and some
practice. Good writers use language very carefully, and
readers must learn how to be sensitive to that language,
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just as the mechanic must learn to be sensitive to the
appearances and sounds of the engine. Everything that
the writer wants to say, and much that the writer may not
be aware of, is there in the words. We simply have to learn
how to read them.
Another popular misconception is that a literary work has
a sinsinglgle “me “meanineaning”g” (and that only English teachers know
how to find that meaning). There is an easy way to dispel
this misconception. Just go to a college library and find
the section that holds books on Shakespeare. Choose one
play, Hamlet, for example, and see how many books there
are about it, all by scholars who are educated, perceptive
readers. Can it be the case that one of these books is
correct and all the others are mistaken? And if the correct
one has already been written, why would anyone need to
write another book about the play? The answer is that
there is no single correct way to read a good piece of
literature.
Again, let me use an analogy to illustrate this point.
Suppose that everyone at a meeting was asked to describe
a person who was standing in the middle of the room.
Imagine how many different descriptions there would be,
depending on where the viewer sat in relation to the
person. Furthermore, an optometrist in the crowd might
focus on the person’s glasses; a hairstylist might focus on
the person’s haircut; someone who sells clothing might
focus on the style of dress; a podiatrist might focus on the
person’s feet. Would any of these descriptions be
incorrect? Not necessarily, but they would be determined
by the viewers’ perspectives. They might also be
determined by such factors as the viewers’ ages, genders,
or ability to move around the person being viewed, or by
their previous acquaintance with the subject. So whose
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descriptions would be correct? Conceivably all of them,
and if we put all of these correct descriptions together, we
would be closer to having a full description of the person.
This is most emphatically not to say, however, that all
descriptions are correct simply because each person is
entitled to his or her opinion. If the podiatrist is of the
opinion that the person is five feet, nine inches tall, the
podiatrist could be mistaken. And even if the podiatrist
actually measures the person, the measurement could be
mistaken. Everyone who describes this person, therefore,
must offer not only an opinion but also a basis for that
opinion. “My feeling is that this person is a teacher” is not
enough. “My feeling is that this person is a teacher
because the person’s clothing is covered with chalk dust
and because the person is carrying a stack of papers that
look like they need grading” is far better, though even
that statement might be mistaken.So it is with literature.
As we read, as we try to understand and interpret, we
must deal with the text that is in front of us; but we must
also recognize both that language is slippery and that each
of us individually deals with it from a different set of
perspectives. Not all of these perspectives are necessarily
legitimate, and we are always liable to be misreading or
misinterpreting what we see. Furthermore, it is possible
that contradictory readings of a single work will both be
legitimate, because literary works can be as complex and
multi-faceted as human beings. It is vital, therefore, that
in reading literature we abandon both the idea that any
individual’s reading of a work is the “correct” one and the
idea that there is one simple way to read any work. Our
interpretations may, and probably should change
according to the way we approach the work. If we read
War and Peace as teenagers, then in middle age, and then
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in old age, we might be said to have read three different
books. Thus, multiple interpretations, even contradictory
interpretations, can work together to give us a better
understanding of a work.

Why Reading LiteraturWhy Reading Literature is Importante is Important

Reading literature can teach us new ways to read, think,
imagine, feel, and make sense of our own experiences.
Literature forces readers to confront the complexities of
the world, to confront what it means to be a human being
in this difficult and uncertain world, to confront other
people who may be unlike them, and ultimately to
confront themselves.Writers are close observers of the
world who are capable of communicating their visions,
and the more perspectives we have to draw on, the better
able we should be to make sense of our lives. In these
terms, it makes no difference whether we are reading a
Homeric poem, a twelfth-century Japanese novel like The

Tale of Genji, or a novel by Dickens. The more different
perspectives we get, the better. And it must be
emphasized that we read such works not only to be well-
rounded (whatever that means) or to be “educated” or for
antiquarian interest. We read them because they have
something to do with us, with our lives. Whatever culture
produced them, whatever the gender or race or religion of
their authors, they relate to us as human beings; and all of
us can use as many insights into being human as we can
get. Reading is itself a kind of experience, and while we
may not have the time or the opportunity or it may be
physically impossible for us to experience certain things
in the world, we can experience them through sensitive
reading. So literature allows us to broaden our
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experiences.Reading also forces us to focus our thoughts.
The world around us is so full of stimuli that we are easily
distracted. Unless we are involved in a crisis that demands
our full attention, we flit from subject to subject. But
when we read a book, even a book that has a large number
of characters and covers many years, the story and the
writing help us to focus, to think about what they show
us in a concentrated manner. When I hold a book, I often
feel that I have in my hand another world that I can enter
and that will help me to understand the everyday world
that I inhabit. Though it may sound funny, some of my
best friends live in books, and no matter how frequently I
visit them, each time I learn more about them and about
myself.Literature invites us to meet interesting characters
and to visit interesting places, to use our imagination and
to think about things that might otherwise escape our
notice, to see the world from perspectives that we would
otherwise not have.Watch this video for a lively overview
of how and why we read literature. (If you are interested
in reading the books suggested by Crash Course, feel
free. We won’t have time to in English 101 but Mr. John
Green is an interesting and fun teacher for a little extra. )

How to Read LiteraturHow to Read Literaturee

1. Read with a pen in hand! Jot down questions, highlight
things you find significant, mark confusing passages, look
up unfamiliar words/references, and record first
impressions.2. Think critically to form a response.

• The more you know about a story, the more
pleasure your reading will provide as you uncover
the hidden elements that create the theme of the
piece.
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• Address your own biases and compare your own
experiences with those expressed in the piece.

• Test your positions and thoughts about the piece
with what others think by doing research.

While you will have your own individual connection to
a piece based on your life experiences, interpreting
literature is not a willy nilly process. Each piece has an
author who had a purpose in writing the piece–you want
to uncover that purpose. As the speaker in the video you
watched about how to read literature notes, you, as a
reader, also have a role to play. Sometimes you may see
something in the text that speaks to you–whether or not
the author intended that piece to be there, it still matters
to you. However, when writing about literature, it’s
important that our observations can be supported by the
text itself. Make sure you aren’t reading into the text
something that isn’t there. Value the author for who he/
she is and appreciate his/her experiences while attempting
to create a connection with yourself and your experiences.

Analyzing
To analyze means to break something down into its

parts and examine them. Analyzing is a vital skill for
successful readers. Analyzing a text involves breaking
down its ideas and structure to understand it better, think
critically about it, and draw conclusions. In order to most
efficiently analyze a fictional text, you can make use of a
story map.

One or more interactive elements has been excluded

from this version of the text. You can view them online
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here: https://open.maricopa.edu/

english101open/?p=58#oembed-1

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=58#h5p-43

Literary Elements
When you read a literary piece of work, one of the

best ways to begin an analysis is to review the literary
elements that are contained within that story. Several of
these elements were mentioned in the previous section on
writing a story map. Let’s look a little deeper.

A common approach to analyzing short fiction is to
focus on five basic
elements: pplloott , cchahararaccterter , sesettinttingg ,confliconflicctt ,
and ththememee .The pplloott of a work of fiction is the series of
events and character actions that relate to the central
conflict. A cchahararaccterter is a person, or perhaps an animal,
who participates in the action of the story. The sesettinttinggof a
piece of fiction is the time and place in which the events
happen, including the landscape, scenery, buildings,
seasons, or weather. The confliconflicctt is a struggle between two
people or things in a short story. The main character is
usually on one side of the central conflict. The ththememee is
the central idea or issue conveyed by the story. These five
basic elements combine to form what might be called the
overallnanarrarratitivvee of story. In the next section, we will
discuss the narrative arc of fiction in more detail.Below are
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the formal elements of fiction and questions that will help
you to read texts actively.

Questions for ActivQuestions for Active Reading:e Reading:

PLOT

• How does the text present the passing of time?
• Does it present time in a chronological way?
• Or does it present the event in a non-

chronological way?
• What verb tenses are used? (i.e. past, present,

future)

CHARACTER

• How are the characters described?
• Do the characters talk in unique or peculiar

ways?
• Are the names of the characters important or

meaningful?
• What kind of conflicts emerge between the

characters?

SETTING

• When and where does the story seem to take
place?

• Is there anything important or meaningful in
regards to the time of day or time of year the story
seems to take place?

• Is there any significance to the atmospheric,
environmental, or weather events that take place?
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CONFLICT

• What problem or issue serves as the story’s focus?
• Is the conflict an explicit one between the story’s

characters?
• Or is there a larger question or concern that is

implied through the story’s narration?

THEME

• What is the relationship between the title of the
story and the text?

• What main issue or idea does the story
address? (1)

NNarrativarrative Are Arcc

The narrative arc — or dramatic structure — of a story
may be divided into several phases of development. One
traditional method of the analysis of fiction involves
identifying five major stages of the development of the
plot. The five major stages are known as the eexxposiposititionon (or
introduction), ththe risine rising ag acctitionon (sometimes referred to as
complicating action), ththe ce climaxlimax (or turning point), ththee
fallinfalling ag acctitionon , and ththe de denenouemouemenentt (or resolution).
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The narrative arcFSCJ | licensed under CC-BY 4.0

The eexxposiposititionon of a story introduces characters’
backstory and key information about the setting. With
this foundation laid, the dramatic tension then builds,
thus creating the risinrising ag acctitionon of the story through a series
of related events that complicate and exacerbate the major
conflicts of the story. The turning point of the story occurs
at the cclimaxlimax that typically changes the main character’s
fate or reveals how the conflict will move toward
resolution, either favorably or perhaps tragically.
The fallinfalling ag acctitionon works to unravel the tension at the core
of the major conflict or conflicts in the story and between
the characters, although it may include one last twist that
impacts the resolution of events. DenDenouemouemenentt is derived
from the Old French word desnouer (“to untie”); the term
suggests that the knot of conflict generating the tension in
the story at last is loosened. Of course, not every aspect
of the conflict may be resolved or may be resolved to the
satisfaction of the reader. Indeed, in some stories, the
author may intend that the reader should be left to weigh
the validity or even the morality of further
outcomes.While these five stages of dramatic structure are
very helpful in analyzing fiction, they can be applied too
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strictly making a story seem like one linear series of events
in straight chronological order. Some of the most
engaging and well-crafted works of fiction break or
interrupt the linear structure of events, perhaps through
the manipulation of time (as in the use
of flashflashbabacckk or flash fflash forwaorwardrd ) or through the inclusion of
an extended ininteriterior mor mononoollogueogue (a digression into the
interior thoughts, memories, and/or feelings of a
particular character). Therefore, readers should be careful
not to simplify the plot of a story into an ordered,
numerical list of events.The terms proprotataggonistonist (main
character, or hero/heroine) and anantataggonistonist (anti-hero/ine)
can be helpful in highlighting the roles of the major
characters in a story. The story also may unfold through
a particularpoinpoint-oft-of-vi-vieeww , or even through alternating
points-of-view. The two most utilized narrative
perspectives to consider are fifirst-person poinrst-person point-oft-of--
vivieeww where the protagonist narrates the story from the
voice of “I,” and thithirdrd-person poin-person point-oft-of-vi-vieeww ,
or omnisciomniscienentt point-of-view, where the narrative refers to
each character as “he,” “she,” or “it” thus offering a more
distanced perspective on events.Readers may be
persuaded, or not, of a narrative’s credicredibilibilityty through
point-of-view(s) and/or the presentation of the personapersona of
the narrator (if there is one). A persona is the role that
one assumes or displays in public; in literature, it is the
presented face or speaking voice of a character. Credibility
is the quality of being believed, convincing, or
trustworthy. When the credibility of a text is called into
question, perhaps as a result of conflicting accounts of
events, or detected bias in a point-of-view, the text is said
to have an ununrerelialiabblle nae narrarratortor . Sometimes authors choose
to intentionally create an unreliable narrator either to
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raise suspense, obscure their own position on a subject,
or as a means of critiquing a particular cultural or social
perspective.Additionally, to analyze a short story more
closely, as in poetry, students may also pay attention to
the use of fifiguraguratitivve lane languaguaggee . Figurative language, such
as the use of imaimaggeryery and symsymboboll can be especially
significant in fiction. What brings value to one’s analysis
is the critical thought that prioritizes which of these many
formal elements is most significant to communicating the
meaning of the story and connects how these formal
elements work together to form the unique whole of a
given fictional work.

Common TCommon Types of Figurativypes of Figurative Language:e Language:

AApostropostropphhee — A direct address to a person or object
not literally listening; ex: “Oh, Great Mother Nature how
you test our spirit…”AllAllusiusionon — Reference to a well-
known object, character, or event, sometimes from
another literary work.HyperHyperbobollee — Exaggeration used for
emphasis.ImaImaggeryery — Words and phrases that appeal to the
senses, particularly sight.MMeetatapphhoror — A direct
comparison of two seemingly dissimilar items (does not
use the words like or as ).OnOnomaomatotopoeiapoeia — A word that
imitates the sound of the object the word
represents.PPersonifiersonificacatitionon — The attribution of human
characteristics to nonhuman places or things.SimilSimilee — A
comparison of two seemingly dissimilar items
using like or as.While it is important to ground our
analysis of literature in a ccllose reaose readindingg based on a detailed
understanding of formal elements and structure, we
should not become so carried away that we neglect the
roles history and cultural circumstances can play in
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shaping a piece. Likewise, as Edward Hirsch suggests, it
is also important to recognize the contribution that you
make as a reader to the construction of a text’s
meaning.Consider the poem “Dulce et Decorum est” by
Wilfred Owen. The content of the text is moving enough,
yet the added emotional weight of understanding the
poem’s concontetexxtt — the mass casualties in Europe during
World War I — lends a potent specificity to the imagery
in Owen’s poem. The poem’s effect is made all the more
palpable by the knowledge that he was killed in action
one week before the Armistice that ended the fighting in
Western Europe. With this historical context in mind, it
might be possible then to consider what your own
experience or views on war might be.The context of a text
can play a major role in what gives it a lasting literary
value. However, when a powerful historical context meets
masterful formal execution, it can be tempting to assume
everything in the piece is a direct line to the author’s heart
and mind. But when analyzing a poem or story, the
speakspeakerer, the narrator, the “I” voice, should not be
conflated with the author of the poem. In the written
analysis, we refer to “the author” when speaking of his or
her craftsmanship and authorial choices, as in “the author
repeats the symbol of the bird at the beginning and the
end of the poem.” We use “the speaker” when discussing
the point-of-view of the narrator of the story, or the “I”
speaking in the poem, as in “the speaker longs to be free”
or “the speaker bemoans the impending loss of her child.”
In our analysis we can suggest that “the poet” is closely
aligned with “the speaker,” but we should not assume they
are one and the same.

Preparing for Research — Knowing Your Thesis
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If we truly are engaged in writing and research as a
process, then finding the ththesisesis or purpose statement that
will ground and drive your analysis essay will not be
instant. Drafting different versions of what will be your
thesis is advisable. Consider the preparation that would
occur for other things you would place before an audience,
like a business proposal or an invitation to a party; some
refinement would be required.

For example, if your goal was to write an analysis of
Mark Twain’s novel Huckleberry Finn, it is likely that
several ideas for a thesis statement would come to mind.

The friendship between Huck and Jim reveals Twain’s

commentary on the moral dilemma of slavery.

This is a fair enough focus. It is analytical; it does more
than summarize. It places a proposition before the reader
and upon consideration of that proposition would lead
to a richer understanding of the novel. However, slight
alterations in this thesis statement may offer
improvements or interesting variations. For instance, an
emphasis on the form could add to the analysis of the
content of the novel.

The friendship of Huck and Jim reveals Twain’s commentary

on the moral dilemma of slavery as revealed through the use of

dialogue and interior monologue.

A further refinement might manage to incorporate
form, content, AND context. Notice that a fully
developed thesis may well require more than one long,
run-on sentence.
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Mark Twain encourages the reading audience of his day to

question the moral dilemma of slavery through his portrayal of

the friendship between Huck and Jim. By revealing differing

social perspectives and moral positions through the dialogue

between the characters and the interior monologues of Huck,

Twain allows his readers to have multiple opinions while

nudging their sympathies toward a critique of slavery.

The advantage of establishing your thesis before
embarking upon outside research is that you are more
likely to be focused on the kinds of sources that will be
most useful and less likely to be overwhelmed or
sidetracked by tangential information. You may want to
look up general information, such as confirming historical
dates or clarifying the use of certain vocabulary, but
entering the process of looking for quality sources without
a clear sense of the thesis you intend to place at the center
of your analysis may muddle your thinking. Certainly, as
you continue your research and draft and revise your
essay, your thesis, and/or your supporting ideas may shift
somewhat. That is a natural part of the writing process,
but that kind of adjustment in thinking deepens or refines
your analysis.

Time to Write
Purpose: This assignment will demonstrate the

understanding of how to respond to a piece of literature
you have read by evaluating it and making a claim or
observation about the way it relates to a larger issue or
idea.

Task: This assignment frames a single short story in
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which the student analyzes the significance of the
elements in the text.

Write a Literary Analysis. Concentrating on the
literary elements of the text, write a short essay in which
you analyze the significance of specific literary elements
with evidence from the text itself and from outside
sources.

Key Features of a Literary Analysis:

• Introduce an interpretation of the literary
work

• Present specific questions or ideas that need a
response

• Present a clear argument in your thesis
• Use quotes from the literary text
• Explain how the quotes support your thesis
• If it is a long text, you may need to focus on a

particular section such as a chapter

Key Grading Considerations

• Content
1. A clear focus on literary elements
2. Supporting points are credible, clear,

and explained
3. 3 solid, supporting points minimum
4. 3 sources, used in an appropriate

manner
5. All information is clear, appropriate,

and correct.

• Key Features of Analysis are included
• Organization
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1. Transitions
2. Argumentative Thesis Statement
3. Topic Sentences
4. Clear introduction, body, and

conclusion

• Comprehension of the literary text
• Language Use, Mechanics & Organization

1. Correct, appropriate, and varied
integration of textual examples,
including in-text citations

2. Limited errors in spelling, grammar,
word order, word usage, sentence
structure, and punctuation

3. Good use of academic English
4. Demonstrates cohesion and flow

• Fully in MLA Format
1. Paper Format
2. In-text Citations
3. Citation Format

Attributions:

• “Introduction to Literature” by Dr. Karen Palmer

adapted from Literature, the Humanities, and

Humanity by Theodore L. Steinberg and licensed under

a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-

ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

• “Approaches to Literary Analysis” by FSCJ
found in Literature for the Humanities by Lumen
Learning is licensed under CC-BY 4.0

• Original Content “Time to Write” by
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Christine Jones is licensed under CC0 1.0
Universal Public Domain Dedication
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WWriting a Letterriting a Letter

P

Business LettersBusiness Letters

Letters are brief messages sent to recipients that are
usually outside the organization. They are often printed
on letterhead and usually take up one or two pages.

While email may be used more frequently today, the
business letter remains a common form of written
communication. It can serve to introduce you to a
potential employer, announce a product or service, or
even communicate emotions. We’ll examine the basic
outline of a letter and then focus on specific types.

Your organization may have its own letter format, but
this chapter outlines common elements across business
letters. There are many types of letters, and we’ll look at
two primary purposes—good news and bad news—in this
chapter. We’ll first discuss the elements of a block-style
letter.
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Letters may serve to introduce your skills and
qualifications to prospective employers, deliver important
or specific information, or serve as documentation of an
event or decision. They may deliver information with a
positive, negative, or neutral tone. Regardless of the type
of letter you need to write, it can contain up to 16 elements
in five areas. While you may not use all the elements in
every case, they are listed in the following table.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this

version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=202#h5p-48

A letter has five main areas:
1. The heading, which establishes the sender,

including address and date
2. The introduction, which establishes the purpose
3. The body, which articulates the message
4. The conclusion, which restates the main point

and may include a call-to-action
5. The signature line, which sometimes includes the

contact information

TIP

When formatting a full-block business letter, keep in mind

the following guidelines:

• Apply single spacing throughout

• Use 1” – 1 ½” margins

• Left-justify all contents
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A sample letter is shown below with guiding notations in
bold. Rather than placing the return address at the top
of your page, you could instead use company letterhead
showing the logo and company address.

Example Letter (Guide)

Return AddrReturn Address (if not in letterhead logo)ess (if not in letterhead logo):

123 Cockburn Road

Anytown, MB A1M 2P3

Date:Date: September 14, 2015

Recipient NRecipient Noteote (optional): CONFIDENTIAL

Inside AddrInside Address:ess:

Ms. Zoe Maeve

123 Arbuthnot Drive

Anytown, AB T1A 2B3

SalutationSalutation: Dear Ms. Maeve:

Subject LineSubject Line (optional): The myth of the paperless office

IntrIntroductionoduction: This letter is to inform you that the myth of the

paperless office, where you will not be required to produce hard

copy letters on company letterhead, is just that: a myth.

BodyBody: While email has largely replaced letter writing for many

applications, several reasons for producing a hard copy letter

remain. The first is that many employers still produce letters as a

normal part of business communication. Next, we must consider
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that paper sales in business have increased across the last

decade, showing no signs of the decrease we would associate

with the transition to the paperless office. Finally, business

letters may serve many functions, and your proficiency in their

production will contribute to our personal and professional

success.

ConclusionConclusion: Letter writing is a skill that will continue to be

required in the business environment of today and tomorrow.

Close:Close: Sincerely,

Murray Moman

SignaturSignature:e: Murray Moman

ReferReference Initialsence Initials (optional): ARJ

EnclosurEnclosure Ne Notationotation (optional, if needed)

Copy NCopy Notationotation (optional): cc: Beth Lloyd

MMailing Nailing Notationotation (optional)

Remember that letters represent you and your company
in your absence. In order to communicate effectively and
project a positive image, you’ll need to:

• be clear, concise, specific, and respectful
• ensure each word contributes to your purpose
• ensure each paragraph focuses on one idea only
• form a complete message
• keep your writing free of errors
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Good NGood News or News or Neutral Information in a Businesseutral Information in a Business
LetterLetter

Writing a letter that contains good or neutral news is fairly
straightforward. Your intention is to get the news across
quickly and clearly while making sure the reader has a
positive image of you and your company. You can do this
by following these steps:

1. State the news simply and directly.
2. Give the reasons/details.
3. Close with a ggoodoodwill stawill statemtemenent.t.**

Bad NBad News in a Business Letterews in a Business Letter

Saying no is more challenging than saying yes! This is
true for all kinds of communication, but in a professional
context, this can be challenging because you may not
know the recipient of your message personally or be able
to predict how they will react. When writing a letter that
contains bad news, for example, when you need to tell a
customer that they will not be receiving a refund, your
challenge is to send a negative message while maintaining
a positive relationship between your company and the
receiver. Bad news can make the receiver feel a number
of emotions, from disappointment to irritation, anger, and
confusion. You can minimize these negative effects by
structuring your letter in a specific way.

When you write a letter that contains bad news, your
goals are to

• make the news easy to understand,
• let the receiver know that there will be no change
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in status (and avoid further communication),
• leave the receiver with a positive impression of

your company.

DirDirect and Indirect and Indirect Apprect Approaches to Woaches to Writingriting
Business LettersBusiness Letters

There are two different ways to deliver bad news in a letter:
the direct approach and the indirect approach. You’ll
decide which approach to use based on the type of news
you are delivering.

When using the direct approach, you’ll follow these
steps:

1. State the bad news simply and directly.
2. Give the reasons.
3. Give an alternative, if possible.
4. Close with a goodwill statement.*

* What is a goodwill statement? It is an assertive but
professional statement that demonstrates care about the
ongoing positive relationship.

The following letter uses the direct approach.

Example Letter (Direct Approach):

Dear Mr. Moore:

The reference you are looking for doesn’t seem to have

originated with our company. While looking through our record

of corporate speeches on the effect of free trade on agriculture,

we haven’t come across anything similar to the remarks you
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mentioned. When I asked Mr. Lockhart, he had no recollection

of anyone in the company having made that type of analogy.

We have conducted a quick Internet search and have found a

number of sites that may well give you the information you are

seeking. The Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada website at

www.agr.gc.ca is probably a good starting point for your search.

We hope you find this information helpful.

When using the indirect approach, you’ll follow these
steps:

1. Begin with a buffer statement.*
2. Discuss the circumstances leading to the bad

news.
3. State the bad news as positively as possible.
4. Give a helpful suggestion or alternative.
5. Close with a goodwill statement.

* What is a buffer statement? It is a gentle but professional
statement that sets the tone of your letter.

Choosing an ApprChoosing an Approachoach

You would typically use the direct approach in all business
letters, except when

• you are delivering bad news and it is unexpected;
• you don’t know the reader very well, and a

negative emotional reaction is likely to occur.

In these situations, the indirect approach is a better choice.
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In situations like these, the reasons you would give in
the direct approach (in Step 2) could be viewed as excuses,
so it is best not to present them. Instead, you should place
the bad news in the middle portion of the letter, providing
an explanation before it, and closing with positive or
neutral language, as in the indirect approach. It is
important to avoid a canned, insincere, inappropriate, or
self-serving closing in any letter, but particularly so when
you are using the indirect approach.

There are three key things to do in a letter that follows
the indirect approach:

1. Provide proof that persuades the reader to accept
the bad news.

2. Give the bad news.
3. Give options for future success.

The following letter uses the indirect approach.

Example Letter (Indirect Approach):

Dear James:

Clerks in our office must be ready to serve customers by 9:00

a.m. According to company policy, arriving at work on time is a

mandatory element of your employment here.

This month you have been late to work four times. Only two

late arrivals are permitted before management must intervene.

Since you have exceeded those limits, it is necessary for me to

give you a written warning and put you on probation.

If you are on time each day within the next 90 days, I will

remove this from your employment record. You will then be able
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to work towards a promotion and salary increase. I would be

pleased to discuss this with you at your convenience.

TIP

When using the indirect approach, you should follow these

guidelines:

• Don’tDon’t mislead the reader with an opening that is

too positive.

• DoDo keep reasons as short as possible.

• DoDo make sure the reader is clear about the bad

news.

• DoDo avoid negative words and phrasing.

• Don’tDon’t end with a statement that is artificial.

When you are writing a letter that contains good news or
neutral information, you should use the direct approach.

Check YCheck Your Understandingour Understanding

Instructions: Please review the business letter below and
then answer the multiple-choice questions that follow.
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Aspen Country LodgeAspen Country Lodge

November 14, 2015

Dorothy Allen

12345 Stream Ave.

St. Augustine, FL 34567

Dear ________(#1):

As the holiday season approaches, we are reminded of the

blessings that are bestowed on us throughout the year. At Aspen

Country Lodge, the pleasures we share year after year with our

Legacy clients are among our most cherished blessings.

And so, as our staff looks forward to spending time with

friends and family, we are also thinking of special friends like

you and hoping you are enjoying good health and good cheer.

We take pride in being your home away from home and reserve

a special place in our hearts for the memories we’ve shared with

you.

Thank you for making Aspen Country Lodge part of your

annual traditions. Have a blessed Christmas and a peaceful,

joyous, and prosperous New Year.

______________(#2),

Theodore P. Hyde, Owner/Manager

Aspen Country Lodge • 402 Aspen Way • Cold Bluff, CA 98765

• (303) 346-7889

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this
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version of the text. You can view it online here:

https://open.maricopa.edu/english101open/?p=202#h5p-49
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ComparCompare ande and
ContrastContrast

P

CComompaparisonrison in writing discusses elements that are similar,
while concontrasttrast in writing discusses elements that are
different. A comcompapare-anre-andd-con-contrast essatrast essayy, then, analyzes
two subjects by comparing them, contrasting them, or
both.

The key to a good compare-and-contrast essay is to
choose two or more subjects that connect in a meaningful
way. The purpose of conducting the comparison or
contrast is not to state the obvious but rather to illuminate
subtle differences or unexpected similarities. For example,
if you wanted to focus on contrasting two subjects you
would not pick apples and oranges; rather, you might
choose to compare and contrast two types of oranges or
two types of apples to highlight subtle differences. For
example, Red Delicious apples are sweet, while Granny
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Smiths are tart and acidic. Drawing distinctions between
elements in a similar category will increase the audience’s
understanding of that category, which is the purpose of
the compare-and-contrast essay.

Figure 5.7 Apples, Green and Red
Similarly, to focus on

comparison, choose two subjects
that seem at first to be unrelated.
For a comparison essay, you likely
would not choose two apples or
two oranges because they share so
many of the same properties
already. Rather, you might try to
compare how apples and oranges
are quite similar. The more
divergent the two subjects initially

seem, the more interesting a comparison essay will be.

WWriting at Writing at Workork

Comparing and contrasting is also an evaluative tool. In

order to make accurate evaluations about a given topic, you

must first know the critical points of similarity and difference.

Comparing and contrasting is a primary tool for many

workplace assessments. You have likely compared and

contrasted yourself to other colleagues. Employee

advancements, pay raises, hiring, and firing are typically

conducted using comparison and contrast. Comparison and

contrast could be used to evaluate companies, departments, or

individuals.
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ExerExercise 13cise 13

Brainstorm an essay that leans toward contrast. Choose one

of the following three categories. Pick two examples from each.

Then come up with one similarity and three differences

between the examples.

1. Romantic comedies

2. Internet search engines

3. Cell phones

ExerExercise 14cise 14

Brainstorm an essay that leans toward comparison. Choose

one of the following three items. Then come up with one

difference and three similarities.

1. Department stores and discount retail stores

2. Fast food chains and fine dining restaurants

3. Dogs and cats

ThThe Struce Structure of a Cture of a Comompaparison anrison and Cd Conontrast Essatrast Essayy
The compare-and-contrast essay starts with a thesis that

clearly states the two subjects that are to be compared,
contrasted, or both and the reason for doing so.
Remember, the point of comparing and contrasting is to
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provide useful knowledge to the reader. Take the
following thesis as an example that focuses on contrast.

ThThesis staesis statemtemenentt: Organic vegetables may cost more
than those that are conventionally grown, but they are
definitely worth every extra penny.

Here the thesis sets up the two subjects to be compared
and contrasted (organic versus conventional vegetables),
and it makes a claim about the results that might prove
useful to the reader.

You may organize compare-and-contrast essays in one
of the following two ways:

1. According to the subjects themselves, discussing
one then the other

2. According to individual points, discussing each
subject in relation to each point

The organizational structure you choose depends on the
nature of the topic, your purpose, and your audience.

See the chart below, which diagrams the ways to
organize the organic versus conventional vegetables
thesis.

Figure 5.8 Organization Diagram
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Given that compare-and-contrast essays analyze the
relationship between two subjects, it is helpful to have
some phrases on hand that will cue the reader to such
analysis. See the chart below for examples.

Figure 5.9 Phrases of Comparison and Contrast
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ExerExercise 15cise 15

Create an outline for each of the items you chose in Exercises

13 and 14. Use the point-by-point organizing strategy for one of

them, and use the subject organizing strategy for the other.

WWriritinting a Cg a Comompaparison anrison and Cd Conontrast Essatrast Essayy
First, choose whether you want to compare seemingly

disparate subjects, contrast seemingly similar subjects, or
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compare and contrast subjects. Once you have decided on
a topic, introduce it with an engaging opening paragraph.
Your thesis should come at the end of the introduction,
and it should establish the subjects you will compare,
contrast, or both as well as state what can be learned from
doing so.

The body of the essay can be organized in one of two
ways: by subject or by individual points. The organizing
strategy that you choose will depend on, as always, your
audience and your purpose. You may also consider your
particular approach to the subjects as well as the nature of
the subjects themselves; some subjects might better lend
themselves to one structure or the other. Make sure to use
comparison and contrast phrases to cue the reader to the
ways in which you are analyzing the relationship between
the subjects.

After you finish analyzing the subjects, write a
conclusion that reinforces your thesis while drawing a
conclusion based on what you have presented. This
conclusion is the “and so” statement for your essay, giving
you the place to offer a judgement based on the
examination you have just offered.

WWriting at Writing at Workork

Many business presentations are conducted using

comparison and contrast. The organizing strategies—by subject

or individual points—could also be used for organizing a

presentation. Keep this in mind as a way of organizing your

content the next time you or a colleague have to present

something at work.
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ExerExercise 16cise 16

Choose two people who are significant in your life and have

a similar relationship with you (two friends, two siblings, etc).

Make a list of similarities and differences between these people.

Consult your list, then draw a conclusion based on the presence

of these similarities and differences. Outline the similarities

and differences, then write a statement that offers an overall

conclusion.

Assignment 5Assignment 5

Choose one of the outlines you created in Exercise 15 or 16,

and write a full compare-and-contrast essay. Be sure to include

an engaging introduction, a clear thesis, well-defined and

detailed paragraphs, and a fitting conclusion that ties

everything together.

KKey Tey Takeawaysakeaways

• A compare-and-contrast essay analyzes two subjects

by either comparing them, contrasting them, or both.

• The purpose of writing a comparison or contrast
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essay is not to state the obvious but rather to

illuminate subtle differences or unexpected

similarities between two subjects.

• The thesis should clearly state the subjects that are

to be compared, contrasted, or both, and it should state

what is to be learned from doing so.

• There are two main organizing strategies for

compare-and-contrast essays.

◦ Organize by the subjects themselves, one

then the other.

◦ Organize by individual points, in which

you discuss each subject in relation to each

point.

• Use phrases of comparison or phrases of contrast to

signal to readers how exactly the two subjects are

being analyzed.

ExExternal Linksternal Links
“DisaDisabilibilityty” (https://tinyurl.com/y99te6e2) by Nancy

Mairs: In “Disability,” writer Nancy Mairs discusses the
experience of being a disabled person in a world focused
on the able-bodied. It seems to be titled “Hers” but it is the
correct essay.

“FFririenendinding, Ang, Ancicienent or Otht or Otherwiseerwise”
(https://tinyurl.com/y85u8ae8) by Alex Wright: In
“Friending, Ancient or Otherwise,” writer Alex Wright
explores the evolution and purpose of friendship in the
age of social media.
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“SeSexx, Lie, Lies as annd Cd Coonnververssatioation: Wn: Why Ihy Is Is It So Ht So Haarrd fd foor Menr Men

aannd Wd Woommen ten to To Talk talk to Eo Eaacch Oth Otherher??” (https://tinyurl.com/
y95dpehx) by Deborah Tannen. In this essay, Tannen
compares and contrasts conversation styles. You can view
the essay hhereere (https://tinyurl.com/y9vnjqv8) also.

Example Comparison and Contrast EssayExample Comparison and Contrast Essay

““A South African Storm”A South African Storm”

By Allison Howard – Peace Corps Volunteer: South Africa

(2003-2005)

It’s a Saturday afternoon in January in South Africa. When I

begin the 45–minute walk to the shops for groceries, I can hear

thunder cracking in the distance up the mountain in

Mageobaskloof. But at 4 p.m. the sky is still light and bright and I

am sure—famous last words—I will be fine without an

umbrella.

Just the basics: eggs, bread, Diet Coke in a bag slung into the

crook of my elbow. Halfway from town, two black South African

women—domestic workers in the homes of white Afrikaner

families—stop me with wide smiles. They know me; I’m the only

white person in town who walks everywhere, as they do. They

chatter quickly in northern Sotho: “Missus, you must go fast.

Pula e tla na! The rain, it comes!” They like me, and it feels very

important to me that they do.“Yebo, yebo, mma,” I say—Yes, it’s

true—and I hurry along in flip-flops, quickening my pace,

feeling good about our brief but neighborly conversation. These

are Venda women.

My black South African friends tell me it’s easy to tell a Venda

from a Shangaan from a Xhosa from a Pedi. “These ones from

Venda , they have wide across the nose and high in the

cheekbones,” they say. But I don’t see it; I’m years away from
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being able to distinguish the nuances of ethnicity. Today, I know

these women are Vendas simply because of their clothing: bright

stripes of green and yellow and black fabric tied at one shoulder

and hanging quite like a sack around their bodies. They’ve

already extended a kindness to me by speaking in northern

Sotho. It’s not their language but they know I don’t speak a word

of Afrikaans (though they don’t understand why; Afrikaans is the

language of white people). They know I struggle with Sotho and

they’re trying to help me learn. So they speak Sotho to me and

they’re delighted and amused by my fumbling responses. And I

am, quite simply, delighted by their delight.

The Venda ladies are right: the rain, it comes. Lightly at first,

and by habit I begin trotting to hurry my way home. Just a little

rain at first and there are plenty of us out in it. I can see others

up ahead on the street and others still just leaving the shops to

get back before the real rain begins.

The people who are walking along this swath of tar road are

black. Black people don’t live in this neighborhood—or in my

town at all, for the most part. They work and board here as

domestic workers, nannies, gardeners. Their families live in

black townships and rural villages—some just outside of my

town; others far away, in places like Venda.

Today, we’re walking together in the rain, and I’m quickening

my pace because—after all , it’s raining . That’s what you do in

the rain. And even though it’s coming down noticeably harder,

it’s 80 degrees and I’m not cold, I’m just wet. My hair is stuck to

my forehead and my T-shirt is soaked … and I’m the only one

running for cover. And I think: So what? It’s just water and in the

middle of the January summer, it’s warm, refreshing water. Why

run? Why do we run from the rain?

In my life back in the United States, I might run because I was

carrying a leather handbag, or because I wore an outfit that
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shouldn’t get wet. I would run because rain dishevels and

messes things up. Mostly though, we run because we just do; it’s

a habit. I’ve done it a hundred times: running to my car or the

subway station with a newspaper sheltering my head. I have

never not quickened my pace in the rain until today.

It took all of my 27 years and a move to Africa , where I don’t

have a leather handbag to shelter or a pretty outfit to protect. I’m

wearing an old cotton skirt and a T-shirt, and I’m drenched, and

I love it. I learn things here in the most ordinary circumstances.

And I feel like a smarter, better woman today because I got

groceries in the rain.

But on the long walk home, positively soaked and smiling like

a fool, I notice a car pulling over and a man yelling in Afrikaans

to get in, get in. I look in the direction I’ve come from and several

meters behind me is a woman with a baby tied to her back and

an elderly man carrying bags, leading a young boy by the hand.

On the road ahead, a woman about my age carries a parcel

wrapped in plastic, balanced precariously on her head. There are

maybe 20 people walking with me in my reverie of rain and

they are black. And the man in the car is white and he’s

gesturing frantically for me to get in. Why me? Why not the

others? Because I’m white and it’s about race. Everything is

about race here.

This man in the car is trying to do something kind and

neighborly. He wants to help me and his gesture is right, but his

instincts are so wrong. How do you resent someone who is, for

no benefit of his own, trying to help? But I do. I resent him and I

resent the world he lives in that taught him such selective

kindness. This whole event unravels in a few seconds’ time. He’s

leaned over and opened the car door, urging me in … and I get in.

And we speed past my fellow walkers and he drops me at my
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doorstep before I have time to think of anything besides giving

him directions.

It feels like a mistake because I’m ashamed to think what the

Venda women would have felt if he’d ignored them and they

had watched me climb into that car. In some ways, the whole

episode seems absurd. I’m not going to atone for 400 years of

South African history by walking with black people in the rain.

If I’d refused his ride, he wouldn’t have thought anything besides

the fact that I was certifiably crazy. That’s the thing about being

here: I’m not going to change anything. But I believe it matters in

some infinitesimal way that people like the Venda women, and

the dozens of people who may walk alongside me on any given

day, know that I’m there. In black South African culture, it is

polite to greet every person you pass. That’s what they do, so I do

it, too. On the occasional morning, someone might greet me as

“sesi,” sister. I have to believe that matters; I know it matters to

me.

I was disappointed in myself for getting into the car because I

acted according to the same habit that makes us think rain an

inconvenience. Just as we run from the rain, I hopped into that

car because I’m supposed to. Conventionally, it makes sense. But

convention compels us to do so many things that don’t make any

sense at all. Convention misinforms our instincts. And in a

larger sense, it is convention that propels Afrikaner culture

anachronistically into the future. Ten years after the supposed

end of apartheid, I’m living in a world of institutionalized

racism. Convention becomes institution—and it’s oppressive and

it’s unjust. I know that if I’m going to make it here for two more

years, I need to walk in the rain. It’s a small, wasted gesture, but

it’s an uncorrupted instinct that makes me feel human.

So much about living here feels like that fraction of a second

when the Afrikaner man was appealing to my conventional
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sensibilities and the people on the street were appealing to my

human instincts. It may feel unnatural to reject those

sensibilities just as, at first, it feels unnatural to walk in the rain.

But if I lose a hold on my instincts here, I’ll fail myself and I’ll

fail to achieve those tiny things that matter so much. It’s simple

and it’s small; and it’s everything. Gandhi said, “Be the change

you wish to see in the world.” Indeed. Let it rain.

Example Comparison and Contrast EssayExample Comparison and Contrast Essay#2#2

Comparing and Contrasting London and WComparing and Contrasting London and Washington, DCashington, DC

Both Washington, DC, and London are capital cities of

English-speaking countries, and yet they offer vastly different

experiences to their residents and visitors. Comparing and

contrasting the two cities based on their history, their culture,

and their residents show how different and similar the two are.

Both cities are rich in world and national history, though they

developed on very different time lines. London, for example, has

a history that dates back over two thousand years. It was part of

the Roman Empire and known by the similar name, Londinium.

It was not only one of the northernmost points of the Roman

Empire but also the epicenter of the British Empire where it

held significant global influence from the early sixteenth

century on through the early twentieth century. Washington,

DC, on the other hand, has only formally existed since the late

eighteenth century. Though Native Americans inhabited the

land several thousand years earlier, and settlers inhabited the

land as early as the sixteenth century, the city did not become

the capital of the United States until the 1790s. From that point

onward to today, however, Washington, DC, has increasingly
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maintained significant global influence. Even though both cities

have different histories, they have both held, and continue to

hold, significant social influence in the economic and cultural

global spheres.

Both Washington, DC, and London offer a wide array of

museums that harbor many of the world’s most prized treasures.

While Washington, DC, has the National Gallery of Art and

several other Smithsonian galleries, London’s art scene and

galleries have a definite edge in this category. From the Tate

Modern to the British National Gallery, London’s art ranks

among the world’s best. This difference and advantage has much

to do with London and Britain’s historical depth compared to

that of the United States. London has a much richer past than

Washington, DC, and consequently has a lot more material to

pull from when arranging its collections. Both cities have

thriving theater districts, but again, London wins this

comparison, too, both in quantity and quality of theater choices.

With regard to other cultural places like restaurants, pubs, and

bars, both cities are very comparable. Both have a wide selection

of expensive, elegant restaurants as well as a similar amount of

global and national chains. While London may be better known

for its pubs and taste in beer, DC offers a different bar-going

experience. With clubs and pubs that tend to stay open later

than their British counterparts, the DC night life tend to be less

reserved overall.

Both cities also share and differ in cultural diversity and cost

of living. Both cities share a very expensive cost of living—both

in terms of housing and shopping. A downtown one-bedroom

apartment in DC can easily cost $1,800 per month, and a similar

“flat” in London may double that amount. These high costs

create socioeconomic disparity among the residents. Although

both cities’ residents are predominantly wealthy, both have a
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significantly large population of poor and homeless. Perhaps the

most significant difference between the resident demographics

is the racial makeup. Washington, DC, is a “minority majority”

city, which means the majority of its citizens are races other

than white. In 2009, according to the US Census, 55 percent of

DC residents were classified as “Black or African American” and

35 percent of its residents were classified as “white.” London, by

contrast, has very few minorities—in 2006, 70 percent of its

population was “white,” while only 10 percent was “black.” The

racial demographic differences between the cities is drastic.

Even though Washington, DC, and London are major capital

cities of English-speaking countries in the Western world, they

have many differences along with their similarities. They have

vastly different histories, art cultures, and racial demographics,

but they remain similar in their cost of living and socioeconomic

disparity.

AttributionsAttributions

Content taken from Chapter 5 – Rhetorical
Modes by Jenifer Kurtz is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0
International License
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2424

Cause andCause and
EffectEffect

P

It is often considered human nature to ask, “why?” and
“how?” We want to know how our child got sick so we
can better prevent it from happening in the future, or why
our colleague received a pay raise because we want one
as well. We want to know how much money we will save
over the long term if we buy a hybrid car. These examples
identify only a few of the relationships we think about in
our lives, but each shows the importance of understanding
cause and effect.

A cause is something that produces an event or
condition; an effect is what results from an event or
condition. The purpose of the cacause-anuse-andd-eff-effecect essat essayy is to
determine how various phenomena relate in terms of
origins and results. Sometimes the connection between
cause and effect is clear, but often determining the exact
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relationship between the two is very difficult. For example,
the following effects of a cold may be easily identifiable: a
sore throat, a runny nose, and a cough. But, determining
the cause of the sickness can be far more difficult. A
number of causes are possible, and to complicate matters,
these possible causes could have combined to cause the
sickness. That is, more than one cause may be responsible
for any given effect. Therefore, cause-and-effect
discussions are often complicated and frequently lead to
debates and arguments.

TipTip

Use the complex nature of cause and effect to your advantage.

Often it is not necessary, or even possible, to find the exact cause

of an event or to name the exact effect. So, when formulating a

thesis, you can claim one of a number of causes or effects to be

the primary, or main, cause or effect. As soon as you claim that

one cause or one effect is more crucial than the others, you have

developed a thesis.

ExerExercise 9cise 9

Consider the causes and effects in the following thesis

statements. Identify whether each statement is identifying a

cause or an effect. Then, list a cause and effect for each one on

your own sheet of paper.

1. The growing childhood obesity epidemic is a result

of technology.
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2. Much of the wildlife is dying because of the oil spill.

3. The town continued programs that it could no

longer afford, so it went bankrupt.

4. More young people became politically active as use

of the Internet spread throughout society.

5. While many experts believed the rise in violence

was because of the poor economy, it was really

because of the summer-long heat wave.

ExerExercise 10cise 10

Write three cause-and-effect thesis statements of your own

for each of the following five broad topics.

1. Health and nutrition

2. Sports

3. Media

4. Politics

5. History

ThThe Struce Structure of a Cture of a Caause-anuse-andd-Eff-Effecect Essat Essayy
The cause-and-effect essay opens with a general

introduction to the topic, which then leads to a thesis that
states the main cause, main effect, or various causes and
effects of a condition or event.

The cause-and-effect essay can be organized in one of
the following two primary ways:
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1. Start with the cause and then write about the
effects.

2. Start with the effect and then write about the
causes.

For example, if your essay were on childhood obesity, you
could start by talking about the effect of childhood obesity
and then discuss the cause or you could start the same
essay by writing about the cause of childhood obesity and
then move to the effect.

Regardless of which structure you choose, be sure to
explain each element of the essay fully and completely.
Explaining complex relationships requires the full use of
evidence, such as scientific studies, expert testimony,
statistics, and anecdotes.

Because cause-and-effect essays determine how
phenomena are linked, they make frequent use of certain
words and phrases that denote such linkage. See the table
below for examples of such terms.

Figure 5.6 Phrases of Causation
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The conclusion should wrap up the discussion and
reinforce the thesis, leaving the reader with a clear
understanding of the relationship that was analyzed.

TipTip

Be careful of resorting to empty speculation. In writing,

speculation amounts to unsubstantiated guessing. Writers are

particularly prone to such trappings in cause-and-effect

arguments because of the complex nature of finding links

between phenomena. Be sure to have clear evidence to support

the claims that you make.
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ExerExercise 11cise 11

Look at some of the cause-and-effect relationships from

Exercise 9. Outline the links you listed. Outline one using a

cause-then-effect structure. Outline the other using the effect-

then-cause structure.

WWriritinting a Cg a Caause-anuse-andd-Eff-Effecect Essat Essayy
Choose an event or condition that you think has an

interesting cause-and-effect relationship. Introduce your
topic in an engaging way. End your introduction with a
thesis that states the main cause, the main effect, or both.

Organize your essay by starting with either the cause-
then-effect structure or the effect-then-cause structure.
Within each section, you should clearly explain and
support the causes and effects using a full range of
evidence. If you are writing about multiple causes or
multiple effects, you may choose to sequence either in
terms of ordorder of imer of importanportancece. In other words, order the
causes from least to most important (or vice versa), or
order the effects from least important to most important
(or vice versa).

Use the phrases of causation when trying to forge
connections between various events or conditions. This
will help organize your ideas and orient the reader. End
your essay by drawing a conclusion based on the
information presented. You may find it helpful to think of
the conclusion as an answer to the question: “so what” or
as a continuation of the statement “and so. . . “. In some
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cases, may be appropriate to issue a call to action in your
essay’s conclusion. XERCISE 4

ExerExercise 12cise 12

Choose a local issue or topic that concerns you. Examine both

the causes and effects of this issue or topic, and write a

paragraph that outlines these using the components of a cause

and effect essay.

Assignment 5Assignment 5

Choose one of the ideas you outlined in Exercise 11 and

write a full cause-and-effect essay. Be sure to include an

engaging introduction, a clear thesis, strong evidence and

examples, and a thoughtful conclusion.

KKey Tey Takeawaysakeaways

The purpose of the cause-and-effect essay is to determine

how various phenomena are related.

• The thesis states what the writer sees as the main

cause, main effect, or various causes and effects of a

condition or event.

• The cause-and-effect essay can be organized in one
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of these two primary ways:

◦ Start with the cause and then write about

the effect.

◦ Start with the effect and then write about

the cause.

• Strong evidence is particularly important in the

cause-and-effect essay because of the complexity of

determining connections between phenomena.

• Phrases of causation are helpful in signaling links

between various elements in the essay.

Cause and Effect Essay ExampleCause and Effect Essay Example

Effects of Video Game AddictionEffects of Video Game Addiction

By Scott McLean

Video game addition is a serious problem in many parts of the

world today and deserves more attention. It is no secret that

children and adults in many countries throughout the world,

including Japan, China, and the United States, play video games

every day. Most players are able to limit their usage in ways that

do not interfere with their daily lives, but many others have

developed an addiction to playing video games and suffer

detrimental effects.

An addiction can be described in several ways, but generally

speaking, addictions involve unhealthy attractions to substances

or activities that ultimately disrupt the ability of a person to keep

up with regular daily responsibilities. Video game addiction
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typically involves playing games uncontrollably for many hours

at a time—some people will play only four hours at a time while

others cannot stop for over twenty-four hours. Regardless of the

severity of the addiction, many of the same effects will be

experienced by all.

One common effect of video game addiction is isolation and

withdrawal from social experiences. Video game players often

hide in their homes or in Internet cafés for days at a time—only

reemerging for the most pressing tasks and necessities. The

effect of this isolation can lead to a breakdown of

communication skills and often a loss in socialization. While it

is true that many games, especially massive multiplayer online

games, involve a very real form of e-based communication and

coordination with others, and these virtual interactions often

result in real communities that can be healthy for the players,

these communities and forms of communication rarely translate

to the types of valuable social interaction that humans need to

maintain typical social functioning. As a result, the social

networking in these online games often gives the users the

impression that they are interacting socially, while their true

social lives and personal relations may suffer.

Another unfortunate product of the isolation that often

accompanies video game addiction is the disruption of the user’s

career. While many players manage to enjoy video games and

still hold their jobs without problems, others experience

challenges at their workplace. Some may only experience

warnings or demerits as a result of poorer performance, or

others may end up losing their jobs altogether. Playing video

games for extended periods of time often involves sleep

deprivation, and this tends to carry over to the workplace,

reducing production and causing habitual tardiness.

Video game addiction may result in a decline in overall health
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and hygiene. Players who interact with video games for such

significant amounts of time can go an entire day without eating

and even longer without basic hygiene tasks, such as using the

restroom or bathing. The effects of this behavior pose significant

danger to their overall health.

The causes of video game addiction are complex and can vary

greatly, but the effects have the potential to be severe. Playing

video games can and should be a fun activity for all to enjoy. But

just like everything else, the amount of time one spends playing

video games needs to be balanced with personal and social

responsibilities.

ExExternal Linksternal Links
“WWomomen in Scien in Scienencece” (https://tinyurl.com/y8pggr7g) by

K.C. Cole. The link to the essay is correct. It seems to be
titled “Hers” but it is the correct essay.

“CCulultural Batural Bagggagaggee” (https://tinyurl.com/yc7qeuyp) by
Barbara Ehrenreich.

Robin Tolmach Lakoff discusses the power of language
to dehumanize in “FFrroom Am Anncient Grcient Greeceece te to Io Irraqaq: T: The Phe Power oower off

WWoorrds in Wds in Waartimrtime”e” (https://tinyurl.com/y76bt3ah).
Alan Weisman examines the human impact on the

planet and its effects in “EEaartrth with without Phout Peoeoppllee”

(https://tinyurl.com/mswazr).
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PrProcess Analysisocess Analysis

P

The purpose of a process analysis essay is to explain how
to do something or how something works. In either case,
the formula for a process analysis essay remains the same.
The process is articulated into clear, definitive steps.

Almost everything we do involves following a step-by-
step process. From riding a bike as children to learning
various jobs as adults, we initially needed instructions to
effectively execute the task. Likewise, we have likely had
to instruct others, so we know how important good
directions are—and how frustrating it is when they are
poorly put together.

WhaWhat is tht is the diffe differenerence bece betwtween process instruceen process instructition anon andd
process eprocess exxpplanalanatition?on?

PProcess instrucrocess instructitionon is direct instruction (such as how to
change a tire), so direct address (2nd person) can be used.
It is okay to communicate to the audience because you
imagine their purpose in reading the instruction is to learn
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and follow said instruction. PProcess erocess exxpplanalanatitionsons are more
like what we get in textbooks (the Krebs Cycle explained
in a biology textbook, e.g.). They are more formal and
involve third person with the process itself at the heart. No
more direct address or command language allowed, and
paragraph structure is the norm.

WWriting at Writing at Workork

The next time you have to explain a process to someone at

work, be mindful of how clearly you articulate each step. Strong

communication skills are critical for workplace satisfaction and

advancement. Effective process analysis plays a critical role in

developing that skill set.

ExerExercise 3cise 3

On a separate sheet of paper, make a bulleted list of all the

steps that you feel would be required to clearly illustrate three

of the following four processes. Also, identify whether each of

these are process instruction or process explanation:

1.Tying a shoelace

2.Parallel parking

3.Planning a successful first date

4.Being an effective communicator

ThThe Struce Structure of a Pture of a Process Analrocess Analysis Essaysis Essayy
The process analysis essay opens with a discussion of
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the process and a thesis statement that states the goal of
the process.

The organization of a process analysis essay typically
follows cchhronronoollogiogical ordcal orderer. The steps of the process are
conveyed in the order in which they usually occur. Body
paragraphs will be constructed based on these steps. If
a particular step is complicated and needs a lot of
explaining, then it will likely take up a paragraph on its
own. But if a series of simple steps is easier to understand,
then the steps can be grouped into a single paragraph.

The timtime transie transitition pon phhrasesrases covered in the IllIllustraustratitionon
anand Exd Exemempplifilificacatitionon section are also helpful in organizing
process analysis essays. Words such as first, second, third,
next, and finally can be helpful cues to orient the reader
and organize the content of essay.

TipTip

Always have someone else read your process analysis to make

sure it makes sense. Once we get too close to a subject, it is

difficult to determine how clearly an idea is coming across.

Having a friend or coworker read it over will serve as a good way

to troubleshoot any confusing spots and ensure no steps have

been omitted. Can your reader follow the steps to recreate the

process?

ExerExercise 4cise 4

Choose two of the lists you created in Exercise 3 and start
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writing out the processes in paragraph form. Try to construct

paragraphs based on the complexity of each step. For

complicated steps, dedicate an entire paragraph. If fewer

complicated steps fall in succession, group them into a single

paragraph.

WWriritinting a Pg a Process Analrocess Analysis Essaysis Essayy
Choose a topic that is interesting, is relatively complex,

and can be explained in a series of steps. As with other
rhetorical writing modes, choose a process that you know
well so that you can more easily describe the finer details
about each step in the process. Your thesis statement
should come at the end of your introduction, and it should
state the final outcome of the process you are describing.
Remember to also include, either in the introduction or
the first body paragraph, a list of necessary equipment/
tools and any relevant recommendations for where the
process should take place.

Body paragraphs are composed of the steps in the
process. Each step should be expressed using strong
details and clear examples. Use time transition phrases to
help organize steps in the process and to orient readers.
The conclusion should thoroughly describe the result of
the process described in the body paragraphs.

ExerExercise 5cise 5

Choose one of the expanded lists from Exercise 4. Construct a

full process analysis essay from the work you have already
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done. That means adding an engaging introduction, a clear

thesis, time transition phrases, body paragraphs, and a solid

conclusion.

Assignment 3Assignment 3

Choose something that you know how to do well or that your

understand thoroughly. Make sure it is complex enough to

warrant instructions (i.e. skip instructions for basic tasks –

brushing teeth, driving a car, etc.). If you are writing prprocessocess

instructionsinstructions, be sure to include a section at the beginning

explaining what materials or tools are required, what clothing

is recommended and what environment is necessary. If you are

writing prprocess explanationocess explanation, be sure to introduce what you plan

to explain, and any information about it the reader needs to

understand your explanations. Conclude with some idea of

what the reader should expect after the steps are done.

KKey Tey Takeawaysakeaways

• A process analysis essay explains how to do

something, how something works, or both.

• The process analysis essay opens with a discussion

of the process and a thesis statement that states the

outcome of the process.
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• The organization of a process analysis essay

typically follows a chronological sequence.

• Time transition phrases are particularly helpful in

process analysis essays to organize steps and orient

reader.

ExExternal Linksternal Links
Stanley Fish, a professor of humanities and law at

Florida International University, tells us why GGettingetting

CCooffffee Iee Is Hs Haarrd td to Do Doo (https://tinyurl.com/y89lmsfc). Another
link to this story is here (https://tinyurl.com/yareanjc).

Arthur Miller takes a humorous look at a gruesome
process in GGet Iet It Rigt Rightht: P: Privatizrivatizee

EExxecutioecutionsns (https://tinyurl.com/ycdknq8d). Another link to
the story is hhereere (https://tinyurl.com/y6wdcwtn).

Sample PrSample Process Essayocess Essay

How to GrHow to Grow Tow Tomatoes fromatoes from a Seedlingom a Seedling

Growing tomatoes is a simple and rewarding task, and more

people should be growing them. This paper walks readers

through the main steps for growing and maintaining patio

tomatoes from a seedling.

The first step in growing tomatoes is determining if you have

the appropriate available space and sunlight to grow them. All

tomato varieties require full sunlight, which means at least six

hours of direct sun every day. If you have south-facing windows

or a patio or backyard that receives direct sunlight, you should
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be able to grow tomatoes. Choose the location that receives the

most sun.

Next, you need to find the right seedling. Growing tomatoes

and other vegetables from seeds can be more complicated

(though it is not difficult), so I am only discussing how to grow

tomatoes from a seedling. A seedling, for those who do not know,

is typically understood as a young plant that has only recently

started growing from the seed. It can be anything from a newly

germinated plant to a fully flowering plant. You can usually find

tomato seedlings at your local nursery for an affordable price.

Less than five dollars per plant is a common price. When

choosing the best seedling, look for a plant that is short with

healthy, full leaves and no flowers. This last point tends to be

counterintuitive, but it is extremely important. You do not want

a vegetable plant that has already started flowering in the

nursery because it will have a more difficult time adapting to its

new environment when you replant it. Additionally, choose a

plant with one strong main stem. This is important because the

fewer stems that a tomato plant has, the more easily it can

transport nutrients to the fruit. Multiple stems tend to divide

nutrients in less efficient ways, often resulting in either lower

yields or smaller fruit.

Once you have found the right seedlings to plant back home,

you need to find the best way of planting them. I recommend

that you plant your tomatoes in containers. If you have the space

and sunlight, then you can certainly plant them in the ground,

but a container has several advantages and is usually most

manageable for the majority of gardeners. The containers can be

used in the house, on a patio, or anywhere in the backyard, and

they are portable. Containers also tend to better regulate

moisture and drain excess water. Choose a container that is at
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least 10 inches in diameter and at least 1 foot deep. This will

provide sufficient room for root development.

In addition to the container, you also need the appropriate soil

mixture and draining mechanisms. For the best drainage, fill the

bottom of your container with 2 or 3 inches of gravel. On top of

the gravel, fill ¾ of the container with soil. Choose a well-

balanced organic soil. The three main ingredients you will find

described on soil bags are N-P-K—that is, nitrogen, phosphorus,

and potassium. Without going into too much detail about the

role of each element in plant growth, I will tell you that an

average vegetable will grow fine in a 10-5-5 mixture. This ratio,

too, will be easy to find at your local nursery.

Once you have the gravel in the bottom of the container and

the soil on top, you are ready to transplant the tomato. Pick up

the tomato in the plastic container it comes in from the nursery.

Turn it upside down, and holding the stem between your fingers,

pat the bottom lightly several times, and the plant should fall

into your hand. Next, you should gently break up with your

hands the root ball that formed in the nursery container. Be

gentle, but be sure to rip them up a bit; this helps generate new

root growth in the new container. Be careful not to damage the

roots too much, as this could stunt the growth or even destroy

the plant altogether.

Next, carve out a hole in the soil to make space for the plant.

Make it deep enough to go about an inch higher than it was

previously buried and wide enough so all the roots can

comfortably fit within and beneath it. Place the seedling in the

hole and push the removed soil back on top to cover the base of

the plant. After that, the final step in planting your tomato is

mulch. Mulch is not necessary for growing plants, but it can be

very helpful in maintaining moisture, keeping out weeds, and
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regulating soil temperature. Place two-three inches of mulch

above the soil and spread it out evenly.

Once the mulch is laid, you are mostly done. The rest is all

watering, waiting, and maintenance. After you lay the mulch,

pour the plant a heavy amount of water. Water the plant at its

base until you see water coming through the bottom of the

container. Wait ten minutes, and repeat. This initial watering is

very important for establishing new roots. You should continue

to keep the soil moist, but never soaking wet. One healthy

watering each morning should be sufficient for days without

rain. You can often forego watering on days with moderate

rainfall. Watering in the morning is preferable to the evening

because it lessens mold and bacteria growth.

Choosing to grow the patio variety of tomatoes is easiest

because patio tomatoes do not require staking or training

around cages. They grow in smaller spaces and have a

determinate harvest time. As you continue to water and monitor

your plant, prune unhealthy looking leaves on the main stem,

and cut your tomatoes down at the stem when they ripen to your

liking. As you can see, growing tomatoes can be very easy and

manageable for even novice gardeners. The satisfaction of

picking and eating fresh food, and doing it yourself, outweighs

all the effort you put in over the growing season.

AttributionsAttributions

Content taken from Chapter 5 – Rhetorical
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DefinitionDefinition

P

The purpose of a definition essay may seem self-
explanatory, to simply define something. But defining
terms in writing is often more complicated than just
consulting a dictionary. In fact, the way we define terms
can have far-reaching consequences for individuals as well
as collective groups. Ultimately, a definition essay will
share your special understanding about your chosen topic.

Take, for example, a word like alcoholism. The way in
which one defines alcoholism depends on its legal, moral,
and medical contexts. Lawyers may define alcoholism in
terms of its legality; parents may define alcoholism in
terms of its morality; and doctors will define alcoholism in
terms of symptoms and diagnostic criteria. Think also of
terms that people tend to debate in our broader culture.
How we define words, such as marriage and climate change,
has enormous impact on policy decisions and even on
daily decisions. Think about conversations couples may
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have in which words like commitment, respect, or love need
clarification.

Defining terms within a relationship, or any other
context, can at first be difficult, but once a definition is
established between two people or a group of people, it
is easier to have productive dialogues. Definitions, then,
establish the way in which people communicate ideas.
They set parameters for a given discourse, which is why
they are so important. When defining is the major impetus
of an essay, the writer cast him/herself as the expert,
aiming at an audience who knows less, maybe much less,
about the topic.

TipTip

When writing definition essays, avoid terms that are too

simple, that lack complexity. Think in terms of concepts, such

as hero, happiness, or loyalty, rather than physical objects.

Definitions of concepts and abstractions, rather than concrete

objects, are often fluid and contentious, making for a more

effective definition essay.

WWriting at Writing at Workork

Definitions play a critical role in all workplace environments.

Take the term sexual harassment, for example. Sexual

harassment is broadly defined on the federal level, but each

company may have additional criteria that define it further.

Knowing how your workplace defines and treats all sexual
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harassment allegations is important. Think, too, about how

your company defines lateness, productivity, or contributions.

ExerExercise 17cise 17

On a separate sheet of paper, write about a time in your own

life in which the definition of a word, or the lack of a definition,

caused an argument. Your term could be something as simple

as the category of an all-star in sports or how to define a good

movie. Or it could be something with higher stakes and wider

impact, such as a political argument. Explain how the

conversation began, how the argument hinged on the

definition of the word, and how the incident was finally

resolved.

CollaborationCollaboration

Please share with a classmate and compare your responses.

ThThe Struce Structure of a Definiture of a Definitition Essaon Essayy
The definition essay opens with a general discussion of

the term to be defined. You then state as your thesis your
definition of the term.

The rest of the essay should explain the rationale for
your definition. Remember that a dictionary’s definition is
limiting, and you should not rely strictly on the dictionary
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entry. Instead, consider the context in which you are using
the word. CConontetexxtt identifies the circumstances,
conditions, or setting in which something exists or occurs.
Often words take on different meanings depending on the
context in which they are used. For example, the ideal
leader in a battlefield setting could likely be very different
from a leader in an elementary school setting. If a context
is missing from the essay, the essay may be too short or the
main points could be confusing or misunderstood.

The remainder of the essay should explain different
aspects of the term’s definition. For example, if you were
defining a good leader in an elementary classroom setting,
you might define such a leader according to personality
traits: patience, consistency, and flexibility. Each attribute
would be explained in its own paragraph.

You define according to principles of definition, but you
are the author of the definition. As you consider how to
develop your essay, it might be helpful to consider the
parts of a formal definition:

Parts of a definition:
• Formal re-definition
• History
• Context
• Sounds
• Similar things
• Function
• Meaning

Example: Here is an example of a formal definition for
“candle:”

The candle is a kind of reminder that not only lets me think of
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my friend when I see it, but also lights my room when I think of

her. Every time I clean my room, or get dressed, or pass by, or go

to bed, or wake up in the morning, I see the candle and think of

my friend. At times, I just light it for a few minutes, and I am

reminded of her presence. I am bombarded with meeting

reminders, “to do” lists, alarms, sticky notes, deadlines, requests,

and on and on. My candle is the only reminder I have that slows

me down and lets me think of her. The silent burning of the

candle reminds me of her quiet demeanor, the long silences that

followed our fights, and the suddenness with which her life was

snuffed out. Like an old photograph, or stories told by friends, or

places we met, or the smell of barberry and cinnamon, my

candle reminds me of the time we were together. The candle

only burns when I light it once a year – on the day I lost her. To

me, the candle signifies a life lived quietly, resolutely, but with a

burning passion for living in the moment.

You may define any object or place this way. When you
have a definition constructed, you may add it to the other
elements in your personal writing. When you finish ALL
the elements, you may then arrange elements for greatest
effect.

WWriting at Writing at Workork

It is a good idea to occasionally assess your role in the

workplace. You can do this through the process of definition.

Identify your role at work by defining not only the routine tasks

but also those gray areas where your responsibilities might

overlap with those of others. Coming up with a clear definition
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of roles and responsibilities can add value to your résumé and

even increase productivity in the workplace.

ExerExercise 18cise 18

On a separate sheet of paper, define each of the following

items in your own terms. If you can, establish a context for your

definition.

• Bravery

• Adulthood

• Consumer culture

• Violence

• Art

WWriritinting a Definig a Definitition Essaon Essayy
Choose a topic that will be complex enough to be

discussed at length. Be sure that the term is abstract, and
that it is or refers to something that can mean different
things to different people. Also, be sure that you choose a
word that you have some familiarity with. Since you need
to elaborate on the word you choose to define, you will
need to have your own base of knowledge or experience
with the concept you choose. If you try to define
something that is beyond the scope of your paper or your
own experience, the task will become overwhelming and
get mired down in details or abstractions.

After you have chosen your word or phrase, start your
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essay with an introduction that establishes the relevancy
of the term in the chosen specific context. Your thesis
can come at the end of the introduction, can be implied
throughout the development of the essay, or can be clearly
asserted in the conclusion. However, you must have a clear
idea of your thesis–your overall definition for the term or
concept– that is reinforced throughout the development
of the essay.

The body paragraphs should each be dedicated to
explaining a different facet of your definition. Make sure
to use clear examples and strong details to illustrate your
points. A definition can be developed in a number of
ways. A definition of a business management concept
such as Total Quality Management (TQM), for instance,
could begin with a historyhistory (a kind of process paper) of its
inception in Japanese management systems, its migration
across the Pacific, its implementation and transformation
in American systems, and its predicted demise. It could
also (or instead) include examples of the kind of labor
conflict that TQM is supposed to eliminate or alleviate. Or
it could describe TQM as a processprocess, the steps involved in
its implementation, or involve an analanalysisysis of its principles
and its place in management theory. CConontraststrasts to other
management theories might be appropriate,
demonstrating what TQM is not as well as what it is. We
could even think of it as a cacause anuse and effd effecectt situation in
which we describe how TQM responds to certain needs in
the workplace. Negation also works well, as you can define
your topic by what it is not or does not have. A definition
essay is not limited to any one method of development
and it may, in fact, employ more than one method at once.
Implicit in all of these techniques, and therefore essential
in your essay, is an analysis of this topic you have chosen.
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By developing and explaining your own opinion of what
the topic you have chosen means, you are in a way
analyzing the topic.

Your concluding paragraph should pull together all the
different elements of your definition to ultimately
reinforce your thesis. It draws a conclusion based on the
overall breakdown of the information offered throughout
the body of the essay.

TipTip

Don’t rely on that old cliché of the dictionary or encyclopedia

definition. Even if your intent is to show how inadequate or

wrong-headed the dictionary might be, this device has been

used far too often to be effective. The point of your essay is to

provide your reader with a new way of looking at things

— your way, not Noah Webster’s.

ExerExercise 19cise 19

Choose a label that you would give yourself (such as good

friend, daughter, brother, student, etc). For this label, consider

both the denotation of the word and your connotation of it.

Then, write paragraph that defines this word using at least one

other rhetorical techniques such as illustration, description,

cause and effect, comparison and contrast, and narration.
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Assignment 6Assignment 6

Create a full definition essay from one of the items you

already defined in Exercise 18 or 19. Be sure to include an

interesting introduction, a clear thesis, a well-explained context,

distinct body paragraphs, and a conclusion that pulls

everything together.

KKey Tey Takeawaysakeaways

Key Takeaways

• Definitions establish the way in which people

communicate ideas. They set parameters for a given

discourse.

• Context affects the meaning and usage of words.

• The thesis of a definition essay should clearly state

the writer’s definition of the term in the specific

context.

• Body paragraphs should explain the various facets

of the definition stated in the thesis.

• The conclusion should pull all the elements of the

definition together at the end and reinforce the thesis.

Some Additional Tips About DefinitionSome Additional Tips About Definition

Avoid using the phrases “is where” and “is when” in your
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definition: “Total Quality Management is when management

and labor agree to. . . .” “A computer virus is where . . . .”

Avoid circular definitions (repeating the defined term within

the predicate, the definition itself ): “A computer virus is a

virus that destroys or disrupts software . . . .”

Avoid using a too narrow definition, one that would unduly

limit the scope of your paper: “Reggae music is sung on the

Caribbean island of Jamaica. . . .”

Avoid defining the word by quoting the dictionary or

encyclopedia because that detracts from your own thoughts and

opinions.

ExExternal Linksternal Links
“I LeaI Learnrned to Uned to Undderstanerstand Shamd Shamee” (https://tinyurl.com/

ybsp3ytz) by Joe Quinn. In this essay, Quinn defines and
analyzes shame by combining personal experience in post
9/11 America with research.

“PPririddee” (https://tinyurl.com/ydamxkqo) by Ian Frazier.
In this essay, published by Outside Online, New

Yorker writer Ian Frazier uses a mix of rhetorical devices to
define the concept of pride.

Student Sample EssayStudent Sample Essay

Defining Good Students Means MorDefining Good Students Means More Than Je Than Just Gradesust Grades

Many people define good students as those who receive the

best grades. While it is true that good students often earn high

grades, I contend that grades are just one aspect of how we

define a good student. In fact, even poor students can earn high

grades sometimes, so grades are not the best indicator of a
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student’s quality. Rather, a good student pursues scholarship,

actively participates in class, and maintains a positive,

professional relationship with instructors and peers.

Good students have a passion for learning that drives them to

fully understand class material rather than just worry about

what grades they receive in the course. Good students are

actively engaged in scholarship, which means they enjoy

reading and learning about their subject matter not just because

readings and assignments are required. Of course, good students

will complete their homework and all assignments, and they

may even continue to perform research and learn more on the

subject after the course ends. In some cases, good students will

pursue a subject that interests them but might not be one of

their strongest academic areas, so they will not earn the highest

grades. Pushing oneself to learn and try new things can be

difficult, but good students will challenge themselves rather

than remain at their educational comfort level for the sake of a

high grade. The pursuit of scholarship and education rather

than concern over grades is the hallmark of a good student.

Class participation and behavior are another aspect of the

definition of a good student. Simply attending class is not

enough; good students arrive punctually because they

understand that tardiness disrupts the class and disrespects the

professors. They might occasionally arrive a few minutes early to

ask the professor questions about class materials or mentally

prepare for the day’s work. Good students consistently pay

attention during class discussions and take notes in lectures

rather than engage in off-task behaviors, such as checking their

cell phones or daydreaming. Excellent class participation

requires a balance between speaking and listening, so good

students will share their views when appropriate but also

respect their classmates’ views when they differ from their own.
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It is easy to mistake quantity of class discussion comments with

quality, but good students know the difference and do not try to

dominate the conversation. Sometimes class participation is

counted toward a student’s grade, but even without such clear

rewards, good students understand how to perform and excel

among their peers in the classroom.

Finally, good students maintain a positive and professional

relationship with their professors. They respect their instructor’s

authority in the classroom as well as the instructor’s privacy

outside of the classroom. Prying into a professor’s personal life is

inappropriate, but attending office hours to discuss course

material is an appropriate, effective way for students to

demonstrate their dedication and interest in learning. Good

students go to their professor’s office during posted office hours

or make an appointment if necessary. While instructors can be

very busy, they are usually happy to offer guidance to students

during office hours; after all, availability outside the classroom is

a part of their job. Attending office hours can also help good

students become memorable and stand out from the rest,

particularly in lectures with hundreds enrolled. Maintaining

positive, professional relationships with professors is especially

important for those students who hope to attend graduate school

and will need letters of recommendation in the future.

Although good grades often accompany good students, grades

are not the only way to indicate what it means to be a good

student. The definition of a good student means demonstrating

such traits as engaging with course material, participating in

class, and creating a professional relationship with professors.

While professors have different criteria for earning an A in their

courses, most will agree on these characteristics for defining

good students.
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